Memorandum
Date:

December 8, 2021

To:

Thomas B. Modica, City Manager

From:

Joe Ambrosini, Director of Human Resources

For:

Mayor and Members of the City Council

Subject: Chief of Police Recruitment and Community Survey
On October 8, 2021, the City of Long Beach (City) announced the start of the recruitment
process for the new Long Beach Police Department (LBPD) Chief of Police. The recruitment
process will be finalized by December of this year, and a new Police Chief is expected to be
announced prior to 2022. Candidates will undergo a multi-step screening and interview process
with the City’s Human Resources department (HR), a community panel, a technical panel, City
department directors, and final selection by the City Manager.
Additionally, HR and the City Manager created and implemented a survey that asked
community members for their feedback regarding the qualifications and characteristics of the
next LBPD Chief of Police. The survey was made available from October 22 - November 14,
2021, and offered in English, Spanish, Khmer, and Tagalog, and received a total of 1,252
responses. The survey was advertised on the HR website, the City of Long Beach main
website, and social media. Hard copies of the survey were also made available at all Long
Beach Public Library branches (except Alamitos Neighborhood Library, which was temporarily
closed for repairs). The 54 surveys that were completed and returned to a library branch were
manually entered and are included in the total number of surveys received and results. In an
effort to increase our reach to the diverse communities within Long Beach, the HR teamed up
with representatives from the Office of Equity and Library, Health and Human Services, and
Development Services departments, to further engage with members of these communities.
The survey was composed of 14 questions and gathered information on the leadership
qualities, qualifications, priorities, and initiatives that are expected from the new Chief of
Police. Respondents also volunteered demographic information which consisted of gender,
ethnicity, age, residential and/or work location in Long Beach, by ZIP Code, and the amount of
time, in years, the respondent has lived in Long Beach. Questions gathered respondent
information on the leadership qualities, qualifications, priorities, initiatives, and any additional
characteristics to be considered when selecting the next Chief of Police. Each question had
several choices the respondent could choose from as well as an option to write in comments.
The ‘Other’ responses were analyzed for keywords that were used most frequently throughout
the write-in responses. Keywords that were used most frequently were collected and the
associated comments were reviewed for context. A review of these comments identified the
common themes associated with each keyword.
Based on community feedback, the City aims to hire a new Police Chief who embodies the
following qualities and characteristics. The next Chief of Police will be trustworthy and
transparent, hold officers accountable, practice fair and constitutional policing, have integrity
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and understand and respect the diverse community of Long Beach. The selected candidate
will demonstrate a clear understanding of racial equity, systemic racism, social justice, root
causes of community violence, and will be able to think strategically and systemically to
improve the safety and well-being of Long Beach. A detailed overview of the survey and its
responses is attached.
If you have any questions regarding this memorandum, please contact me at
Joe.Ambrosini@longbeach.gov or (562) 570-6140.
ATTACHMENTS
CC:

CHARLES PARKIN, CITY ATTORNEY
DOUGLAS P. HAUBERT, CITY PROSECUTOR
LAURA L. DOUD, CITY AUDITOR
LINDA F. TATUM, ASSISTANT CITY MANAGER
KEVIN JACKSON, DEPUTY CITY MANAGER
TERESA CHANDLER, DEPUTY CITY MANAGER
APRIL W ALKER, ADMINISTRATIVE DEPUTY CITY MANAGER
MONIQUE DE LA GARZA, CITY CLERK
DEPARTMENT HEADS

CITY OF LONG BEACH
CHIEF OF POLICE QUALITIES SURVEY RESULTS
DECEMBER 8, 2021

ITEMS TO NOTE


Survey was made accessible to the Community from Friday, October 22
through Sunday, November 14, 2021 (3 weeks)



Survey was released via Microsoft Forms and hard copies were made
available in library branches



Total of 1,198 responses submitted via Microsoft Forms



Total of 54 hard copy surveys submitted to the library branches



Overall total of survey responses received is 1,252


Please note, hard copy responses were added via Microsoft forms and are reflected
in the total count

QUESTION ONE

Please select up to five of the following leadership QUALITIES that you think are
important in selecting the next Long Beach Chief of Police


The following leadership qualities were identified as the top five most
important:


Trustworthy and transparent



Holds employees accountable



Integrity



Practices fair and constitutional policing



Understands and respects the diverse community of Long Beach

QUESTION ONE ANSWERS CHART

Please select up to five of the following leadership QUALITIES that you think are
important in selecting the next Long Beach Chief of Police

QUESTION ONE COMMON THEMES
Below are some common themes for question one’s “other” write-in comments


Willing to work with the community



Works to reduce crime



Holds Police accountable



Enforces the law



Non-political



Supports Officers

QUESTION TWO

Please select up to five of the following QUALIFICATIONS that you think are
important when selecting the next Chief of Police


The following qualifications were identified as the top five most important to
take into consideration when selecting the next Chief of Police:


Acceptance of responsibility for the Department’s performance



Experience in impacting the level of crime



Experience in engaging diverse communities



Crisis management experience



Experience implementing change

QUESTION TWO (CONTINUED)

Please select up to five of the following QUALIFICATIONS that you think are
important when selecting the next Chief of Police

QUESTION TWO COMMON THEMES
Below are some common themes for question two’s “other” write-in comments


Supports minority communities



Experience with change



Internal promotion



Follows all laws

QUESTION THREE

The new Chief of Police will need to immediately balance PRIORITIES of the Long
Beach Police Department and the community. Please select up to five of the
following potential priorities that you deem the “Highest Priority”


The following potential priorities were deemed as the “highest priorities”


Crime prevention and reduction



Police accountability



Gang prevention and intervention



Response time to emergency calls for service



Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations

QUESTION THREE (CONTINUED)

The new Chief of Police will need to immediately balance PRIORITIES of the Long
Beach Police Department and the community. Please select up to five of the
following potential priorities that you deem the “Highest Priority”

QUESTION THREE COMMON THEMES
Below are some common themes for question three’s “other” write-in comments


Community First



Homeless Issues



Reform LBPD



Following the law



Holds Police Accountable



Training

QUESTION FOUR

What efforts currently underway in the Police Department, that you are
aware of, would you like to see continued under the new Police Chief?


Below are some of the efforts currently underway that were most often
mentioned:


Efforts to alleviate the homeless crisis



Crime prevention and reduction efforts



Working in partnership with other City departments and community-based
organizations to build trust and prevent crime in neighborhoods



Recruitment and retention of a police force that mirrors the demographics of the
city



Office of Constitutional Policing



Commitment to the Framework for Racial Equity and Reconciliation



Implicit Bias training

QUESTION FIVE

What new initiatives or areas of focus do you think need to be addressed
by the new Chief of Police?


Below are new initiatives and areas of focus that the community believes
should be addressed by the new Chief of Police. Those most often mentioned
are:


The implementation of the Racial Equity and Reconciliation Initiative



Police accountability



Increased transparency of the Police Department collaboration between community
members and City departments



Community engagement



More focus on de-escalation skills



Reduction of the transient/homeless population



Increased traffic enforcement



Increased effort in ensuring the LBPD workforce represents the local community



Crime reduction

QUESTION SIX

Is there anything else that the City of Long Beach should consider when
selecting the next Chief of Police?


According to the community, the City of Long Beach should consider the
following when selecting the next Chief of Police:


The candidate’s understanding of racial equity, systemic racism, social justice, root
causes of community violence and their ability to think strategically and
systemically to improve the safety and well-being in Long Beach



Recruiting a qualified woman and/or person of color



Experience in deterring and reducing gang activity



Experience working with Long Beach communities



Hire from within LBPD



Hiring the best available candidate regardless of gender, race, or political
affiliation



Hiring a resident of the City; someone who is familiar with the community;
experience working with a diverse community



Hiring someone with experience in policy, budget and crime reduction

QUESTION SEVEN

What would you like potential candidates to know about our community?


Long Beach is a diverse community and would like that to be represented
within the Long Beach Police Department



Long Beach is a progressive City in need of progressive policing practices and
policies



Homelessness and related crime are huge issues



There is a need for more transparency, communication, and community
engagement



Different neighborhoods have different needs. Not all areas of the City feel
equally serviced by the Police Department



There is a lack of trust between the community and law enforcement so there
is a need to regain this trust

QUESTION EIGHT

Is there anything else you would like to add that was not captured in the
questions above?


Would like more regular open community meetings



Public safety should be the City’s highest priority



The community needs a police force that values diversity and is trained is in
best practices



The next Chief of Police should be sensitive to the LGBTQ community



The community is in need of someone more agreeable and accessible to the
public

QUESTION NINE

Are you a resident of the City of Long Beach?


96 percent of respondents identified themselves as City of Long Beach
residents. The remaining 4 percent are not residents of Long Beach.

QUESTION TEN
What is your zip code?


The majority of respondents disclosed that they lived within the following zip
codes:


90802 – 132 respondents



90803 – 170 respondents



90804 – 69 respondents



90805 – 99 respondents



90806 – 42 respondents



90807 – 83 respondents



90808 -201 respondents



90813 – 65 respondents

QUESTION ELEVEN

How many years have you lived in the City of Long Beach?


Approximately 39 percent of respondents have lived in the City of Long Beach
for 30 years or more.

QUESTION TWELVE

Which category best describes your age?


Approximately 36 percent of respondents are 55-64 years old. Followed by 23
percent of respondents who are 35-44 years old and 22 percent of respondents
who are 45-54 years old.

QUESTION THIRTEEN

Which category best describes your Gender?


Approximately 54 percent of all respondents identified as female, while 42 percent
identified as male and 3 percent identified as non-binary.

QUESTION FOURTEEN

Which category best describes your race?

*LatinX refers to Hispanic/Latino as used in the Census

CITY OF LONG BEACH
CHIEF OF POLICE QUALITIES SURVEY RESULTS 2021

The City of Long Beach Human Resources and City Manager Departments recently created and
implemented a survey which asked community members for their feedback regarding the
qualifications and characteristics of the next Long Beach Police Department Chief of Police. The
survey was available from October 22 - November 14, 2021, and offered in English, Spanish,
Khmer, and Tagalog, yielding a total of 1,252 responses. The survey was advertised on the Human
Resources Department website, the City of Long Beach main website, and on social media. Hard
copies of the survey were also made available at all Long Beach Public Library branches (except
Alamitos Neighborhood Library, which was temporarily closed for repairs). The 54 surveys that
were completed and returned to a library branch were manually entered and are included in the
total number of surveys received and results. In an effort to increase our reach to diverse
communities within Long Beach, the Human Resources Department partnered with
representatives from the Office of Equity, Library Services, Health and Human Services, and
Development Services departments to further engage with members of these communities.
The survey included 14 questions and gathered information on the leadership qualities,
qualifications, priorities, and initiatives that are expected from the new Chief of Police.
Respondents also volunteered demographic information which included gender, ethnicity, age,
residential and/or work location in the City of Long Beach, by ZIP Code, and the amount of time,
in years, the respondent has lived and/or worked in the City of Long Beach.

Survey Results –Qualities, Qualifications, Priorities, and Initiatives
The following section consists of the five questions that gathered respondent information on the
leadership qualities, qualifications, priorities, initiatives, and any additional characteristics to be
considered when selecting the next Chief of Police. Each question had several choices the
respondent could choose from as well as an option to write in comments.
The ‘Other’ responses were analyzed for the keywords that were used most frequently throughout
the write-in responses. Keywords that were used most frequently were collected and the
associated comments were reviewed for context. A review of these comments identified the
common themes associated with each keyword. A link is provided at the end of each question for
a complete list of the “Other” write-in responses for that question.

Question 1: Answer Choices
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Question 1: Answer Choices Chart
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Question 1: “Other” Write-in Comments – Some Common Themes
 Willing to work with the community
o Sample Responses:
 “Accountable to the community.”
 “Needs to listen to us.”
 Works to reduce crime
o Sample Responses:
 “Tough on crime!”
 “Tough on crime, including homeless camping and petty
crime.”
 Holds police accountable
o Sample Responses:
 “Holds employees accountable.”
 “Holds him/her self-accountable for policing shortcomings in communities
(i.e. standing around while businesses are being looted and burned).”
 Enforces the law
o Sample Responses:
 "Follows the law and arrests the criminals."
 “Follows the laws and not mandates, mandates are not laws.”
 Nonpolitical
o Sample Responses:
 “Will not politicize the position / police Dept.;”
 “Not "owned, by city hall or the POA.”
 Supports Officers
o Sample Responses:
 “Takes care of his/her employees and stands up for the officers in the
field!”
 “Stands up for Officers when the Criminals, Mayor, and or City Manager
doesn’t”
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Question 2: Answer Choices
Please select up to five of the following QUALIFICATIONS that you think are important when selecting
the next Chief of Police.
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

PERCENTAGE

Experience in engaging diverse communities
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance

602

48%

659

53%

Experience in impacting the level of crime

607

48%

Record of community involvement

453

36%

Crisis management experience

516

41%

Experience implementing change

460

37%

Experience deploying innovative practices and technology

387

31%

Experience working in a large law enforcement agency

326

26%

Experience working with community organizations

405

32%

Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers

374

30%

Experience working with other law enforcement agencies

183

15%

Years of executive-level experience

136

11%

Level of education

200

16%

Experience in budgeting

111

9%

Possesses political skills

49

4%

Experience in interdepartmental collaboration

236

19%

Other

192

15%
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Question 2: Answer Choices Chart
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Question 2: “Other” Write-in Comments – Some Common Themes
 Supports minority communities
o Sample Responses:
 “History of successful Black community engagement.”
 “Practices racial equity with black/latinx populations;”
 Experience with change
o Sample Responses:
 “Reform-minded”
“Knowledge of laws, and understanding of how they should be
changed to ensure that they match the needs of the
community”
 Internal Promotion
o Sample Responses:
 “Is from within LBPD”
 “Currently employed by LBPD, hiring within”
 Follows all laws
o Sample Responses:
 “Enforce the Law; protect private property”
 “Willingness to direct officers to enforce ALL current laws both criminal
and traffic”
 “Follows the actual laws and not government mandates or what is
politically correct”
 “Strength of character to enforce all laws despite political influence. Will
resign in the face of political pressure.”
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Question 3: Answer Choices
The new Chief of Police will need to immediately balance PRIORITIES of the Long Beach Police
Department and the community. Please select up to five of the following potential priorities that you
deem the “Highest Priority”
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

PERCENTAGE

Crime prevention and reduction

923

74%

Gang prevention and intervention
Building positive relationships without diverse communities
Response time to emergency calls for service

660
417
473

53%
33%
38%

Police accountability
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations

664
431

53%
34%

Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department

167

13%

Addressing quality of life issues

348

28%

345
Neighborhood problem-solving
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO's) and City,
0
County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless
0
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias

28%

199

16%

211
Traffic enforcement
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
261
(including bicycles and scooters)
499
Other

17%

Building positive relationships with young people
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0%
0%

21%
40%

Question 3: Answer Choices Chart
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Question 3: “Other” Write-in Comments – Some Common Themes
 Community first
o Sample Responses:
 “The new chief must protect and serve and must demand that the entire
police department protect and serve the public.”
 Homeless Issues
o Sample Responses:
 “Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless”
 “Specific collaboration with homeless outreach and working to eliminate
the excuse of homelessness to allow petty crimes (as in rampant bike
theft);”
 “Homelessness. get them off the street and into shelters.”
 Reform LBPD
o Sample Responses:
 “Disarming all officers and disbanding the force;”
 “Stop police brutality. Stop excessive force;”
 Following the law
o Sample Responses:
 “No tolerance for law breaking;”
 “Enforce the law”
 “Actually, enforce fireworks law”
 Holds police accountable
o Sample Responses:
 “Police accountability”
 “Addressing racial profiling issues apparent in LBPD's RIPA data”
 “The LBPD has demonstrated that it practices racial profiling, particularly
against Black people, even as its ranks have moved towards diversity. This
must stop immediately.”
 Training
o Sample Responses:
 “Reducing the level of force used by police and introducing more deescalation training”
 “Improve training of police officers in de-escalating potentially combative
situation”
 “Improve training of police”
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Question 4: What efforts currently underway in the Police Department, that you are
aware of, would you like to see continued under the new Police Chief?
Question 4 was a write-in response question. Below are some efforts that are currently underway in the
Long Beach Police Department that were most often mentioned.
 Efforts to alleviate the homeless crisis

 Crime prevention and reduction efforts
 Working in partnerships with other City departments and community-based organizations
to build trust and prevent crime in neighborhoods.
 Recruitment and retention of a police force that mirrors the demographics of the City
 Office of Constitutional Policing
 Commitment to the Framework for Racial Equity and Reconciliation
 Implicit Bias Training

Question 5: What new initiatives or areas of focus do you think need to be addressed
by the new Chief of Police?
Question 5 was a write-in response question. Below are some new initiatives and areas of focus that the
community believes should be addressed by the new Chief of Police. These were most often mentioned.
 The implementation of the Racial Equity and Reconciliation Initiative
 Police Accountability
 Increased transparency of the Police Department collaboration between community

members and City departments.
 Community Engagement
 More Focus on de-escalation skills
 Reduction of transient/homeless population
 Increased traffic enforcement
 Increased effort in ensuring the LBPD workforce represents the local community
 Crime reduction
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Question 6: Is there anything else that the City of Long Beach should consider when
selecting the next Chief of Police?
Question 6 was a write-in response question. According to the community the City of Long Beach should
consider the following when selecting the next Chief of Police.

 The candidate’s understanding of racial equity, systemic racism, social justice, root
causes of community violence and their ability to strategically and systemically to
improve the safety and well-being in Long Beach
 Recruiting a qualified woman and/or person of color
 Experience in deterring and reducing gang activity
 Experience working with Long Beach communities
 Hire from within LBPD
 Hiring the best available candidate regardless of gender, race, or political affiliation
 Hiring a resident of the City; someone who is familiar with the community; experience
working with a diverse community
 Hiring someone with experience in policy, budget and crime reduction

Question 7: What would you like potential candidates to know about our community?
Below are some of the responses from the community regarding things that potential candidates should know
about the City of Long Beach.

 Long Beach is a diverse community and would like that to be represented within the
Long Beach Police Department
 Long Beach is a progressive City in need of progressive policing practices and policies
 Homelessness and related crime are huge issues
 There is a need for more transparency, communication and community engagement
 Different neighborhoods have different needs. Not all areas of the City feel equally
serviced by the Police Department
 There is a lack of trust between the community and law enforcement so there is a need
to regain this trust
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Question 8: Is there anything else you would like to add that was not captured in the
questions above?
Question 8 afforded community members and residents the opportunity to add and identify additional
information, areas of focus, and concerns that were not captured by the survey questions above. Below are
some of the responses.

 Would like more regular open community meetings
 Public Safety should be the City’s highest priority
 The community needs police force that values diversity and is trained in best practices
 The next Chief of police should be sensitive to the LGBTQ community
 The community needs someone more agreeable and accessible to the public

Survey Results - Demographic Analysis
Approximately 96 percent of respondents reported that they were a City of Long Beach resident. A
majority (78 percent) of the respondents who reported their length of residency in the City of Long Beach
have lived in the city for 9 years or more. Respondents gender were divided among males (42 percent)
and females (54 percent) and approximately 3 percent responded as non-binary. Furthermore,
respondent age and ethnicity were compared to the City of Long Beach census data obtained from the
US Census Bureau’s 2019 American Community Survey* to evaluate if the responses are reflective of the
City’s diverse communion.

Length of residency in the City
of Long Beach

Are you a resident of the
City of Long Beach?
120.00%

600
95.90%

100.00%

400

80.00%

300

60.00%

200

40.00%
20.00%
0.00%

482

500

92

100
0

4.10%
No

Based on 1,245
7 respondents chose not to answer

102

252

9-19
years

20-29
years

87

0-3 years 3-6 years 6-9 years

Yes
Based on 1,245
7 respondents chose not to answer
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230

30 years
or more

Which category best describes your gender? (Optional)
60.00%

54.18%

50.00%
42.45%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Female
Based on 1,159
93 respondents chose not to answer

3.36%
Male
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Non-Binary
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Out of the 1,252 survey responses, a majority (93.77 percent) of respondents lived in the City of Long
Beach. There was a small percentage (4.5 percent) of respondents that lived outside of the Long Beach
boundaries.

Respondents Zip Codes outside Long Beach Boundaires

Respondent's Home Zip Code
11561
32086
90036
90210
90240
90249
90250
90507
90604
90630
90640
90650
90670
90706
90712
90713
90715
90720
90731
90740
90744
90745
90755
90811
90818
90823
90841
90892
90893
90903
91701
92248
92649
92683
92807
92869
93401
99713
99807
99814

1
1
1
1
1
1

2

1
1
1

2

1
1

2

2

1
1
1
1

6

1
1
1
1
1
1

2

1
1

2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

1

3
3
3

2

3

Based on 1,174 City of Long Beach Residents
57 respondents do not resident in LB
21 respondents chose not to answer
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4

5

6

7

Age of Respondents
40.00%

36.41%

35.00%
30.00%
22.87%

25.00%
20.00%

22.34%

13.72%

15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

4.31%
0.35%
17 years and under

18 - 34 years

35 - 44 years

45 -54 years

55 - 64 years

65 years or older

Based on 1,137 responses
115 respondents did not answer

Age of City of Long Beach Residents
30.00%
25.00%

25.10%

25.20%

20.00%
15.00%

13.70%

13.30%

35 - 44 years

45 -54 years

11.40%

11.40%

55 - 64 years

65 years or older

10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

19 years and under

20 -34 years

Based on the Census Data from the 2019 American Community Survey*

While the responses seem be unrepresentative of the actual population, it is important to note that
the data is skewed because of age 34 and under population. Additionally, the majority (85.93
percent) of survey respondents are over 35 years of age.
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Ethnicity of Respondents
60.00%

52.96% 51.20%

50.00%

43.3%

40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

13.10%
5.39%
Asian

7.90%

12.70%

17.06% 16.50%

15.35%
1.35% 1.10%

Black

Based on 1,114 responses
138 respondents chose not to answer

LatinX

Native American

Responses
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Other

White

City of Long Beach Census Data

Question 1: Please select up to 5 of the following leadership QUALITIES that you think are
important in selecting the next Long Beach Chief of Police.
Responses
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community
policing;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Trustworthy and transparent;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Collaborates with other departments and organizations to support and
address the root causes of crime, violence, and preventable injuries/deaths in Long Beach.;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Understands and advances racial equity;Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Communication Skills;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Trustworthy and transparent;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Zero Tolerance for Criminals;
Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Understands community policing;Integrity;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel
reflect the diverse community they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;
Long Beach Police Dept experience;Communication Skills;Vision for the future of the department;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Shuts down the helicopter surveillance of citizens and replace them with foot patrol officers which would
reduce crime and cultivate trust instead of terrifying us and rattling our walls. ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized
best practices in policing;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of
Long Beach;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Integrity;
Backing up officers when they are performing their duty;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;
None;

1

Vision for the future of the department;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible to the community;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Facilitates open
and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;
Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands
and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;
Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel
reflect the diverse community they serve;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Accessible to the community;Vision for the future of the department;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;Is from within LBPD;
Integrity;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Holds employees accountable;Vision for the future of
the department;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in
policing;Holds employees accountable;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community
policing;
Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and
transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community
policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in
policing;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Vision for the future of the department;
Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;
Integrity;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Communication Skills;Accessible to the community;Understands and respects the
diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;Integrity;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Enforces the law;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Understands community policing;Accessible to the
community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible
to the community;
Follows the law and arrests the criminals;
Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Stops Crime;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Believes in consequence for criminals.;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;TOUGH ON CRIME!;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Integrity;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Integrity;Communication Skills;Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible to the
community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;
Keeps citizens safe and criminals off the street;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Communication Skills;Ensures Department personnel reflect
the diverse community they serve;Holds employees accountable;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;Restructure
to divert non-violent calls to social workers & mental health professionals;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Understands nationally-recognized
best practices in policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Follows the law not mandates, mandates are NOT laws!;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Integrity;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Holds employees accountable;
Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Communication Skills;Vision for the future of the department;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;
Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Vision for the future of the
department;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible to the community;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Understands
nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Communication Skills;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Believes in defunding the police;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;Trustworthy
and transparent;Integrity;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the community;
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Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;
Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all
communities;Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Communication Skills;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the community;
Stands up to the city manager and does what he believes, not what is politically correct;Communication Skills;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Communication Skills;competent;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands nationallyrecognized best practices in policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the community;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;
Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Communication Skills;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands
nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Vision for the future of the department;Integrity;Communication Skills;Trustworthy and transparent;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;
Holds employees accountable;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Ensures Department
personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the
diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Listens to
constant complaints from citizens about laws that are being repeatedly broken and making life miserable for honest citizens.;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Accessible to the community;Vision for
the future of the department;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Communication Skills;pro-law enforcement;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Communication Skills;
Assures all police follow vaccine mandates;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;Communication Skills;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands
nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Understands community policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;Is tough on crime and criminals;Trustworthy and transparent;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Integrity;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Understands community policing;
Hard charging ass kicker!;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Vision for the future of the department;Facilitates open and
honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices
in policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;It is my opinion that the next police Chief should be very
knowledgeable regarding the entire City of Long Beach. He should know the problems and concerns of each area and Division. The next
Chief should have a working knowledge of of each position within the City of Long Beach Police Department. It is my opnion thet a good
Chief of police should be promoted from within it's own ranks. This has been a problem in the past it causes descending and leaves a
negative taste in the mouths of the men and womenthet give their all to a Department and then says sorry your not good enough. I have
seen this happen in my Department. If you want to have a large turn over in officers through retirements just hire someone from the
outside.long time retired from LAPD. Long time resident of Long Beach 1970 to the present. John M. Shanks EldoSouth;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the
community;Communication Skills;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized
best practices in policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands and respects the diverse communities of
Long Beach;
Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Vision for the future of the department;Promotes development of staff
and succession planning;Communication Skills;
Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the
community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Vision for
the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Interest in reducing department costs;
Communication Skills;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Bring back Chief Jim McDonnell;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Promotes development
of staff and succession planning;
Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands
nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Is a Female;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Integrity;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Understands community policing;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Vision for the future of the
department;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;Has humility, not a trait anyone in the LB police department has! ;
Integrity;Communication Skills;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Communication Skills;Integrity;Understands the
primary role of law enforcement;
Accessible to the community;
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Lives in Long Beach. You can't understand the community if you don't live here.;Understands community policing;Holds employees
accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Enforces ALL laws (such as bicycle infractions), not just those popular
with the Mayor;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community
policing;
Upholds the law regardless of politics. ;
Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community
they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Trustworthy and transparent;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible to the community;
Communication Skills;
Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Puts the residents ahead of the mayor’s political ambitions;
Enforces the laws set forth by the state of CA and city of Long Beach, holds criminals accountable for their actions, supports the police
officers employed by the city of Long Beach, and will not bow down to political pressure.;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Has a commitment t law an order. ;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;ANTI-RACIST. WILL NOT CONDONE TEAR GASSING OF PEACEFUL PROTESTERS.;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands community policing;Understands and respects the
diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands community policing;Understands nationally-recognized
best practices in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Facilitates open and
honest dialogue with all communities;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;√ Understands the need to reallocate funding towards measures and programs
that recognize prevention is better than enforcement. √ Understands the need to end qualified immunity as a means of making police
officers more accountable and responsible. √ Understands the importance of police officers to thoroughly understand the community and
will meet a quota of at least 60% of the officers must be Long Beach residents.;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Upholds the law ;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;
Holds employees accountable;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Understands and respects the diverse communities
of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates
open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse
community they serve;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in
policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing
;Integrity;
Integrity;Communication Skills;Enforce the Law;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the community;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Upholds laws, supports
formation of new laws to help community of LB ;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates
open and honest dialogue with all communities;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Integrity;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Accessible to the community;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Communication Skills;Understands community policing;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Vision for the future of the department;Communication
Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;Integrity;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;
Integrity;Communication Skills;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Supports his or her troops;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Has unilateral decision making ability ex parte of the union. ;
Integrity;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community
policing;
Vision for the future of the department;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community
policing;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;
Not woke ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Communication
Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and
transparent;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in
policing;Holds employees accountable;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Hire
someone outside of LBPD with no loyalty to current staff;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates
open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Abolish the police;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;Facilitates open
and honest dialogue with all communities;
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Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;
Is not afraid to get things done and fight back ;
Tough on crime;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;does not lie to constituents when they ask for help with community
problem (Fireworks/gun violence);
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Vision for the future of
the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Vision for the future of the
department;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;
Understands community policing;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Holds employees accountable;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands
community policing;Integrity;
Gets tough on criminals. ;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Integrity;Deeply equitable, Deeply intersectional, Reformer, Understands & addresses systemic problems, Collaborative;
Integrity;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Communication Skills;Trustworthy and transparent;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in
policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Integrity;Financial responsibility;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community
policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible
to the community;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates
open and honest dialogue with all communities;Strong skills in understanding the division between communities and compassion to break
down the barriers between them.;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Accessible to the community;Understands community policing;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Enforces all laws;Understands community policing;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;
Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;
Fires employees and bars employee that are found to have committed crimes or are part of terrorist groups;
Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Accessible to the community;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Understands community policing;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the community;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Has an advanced degree in psychology or medine;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands community policing;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;
Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and succession
planning;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Accessible to the community;
Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Support his officers;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Vision for the future
of the department;
Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds
employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel
reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community
policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands and respects the diverse communities of
Long Beach;Communication Skills;Vision for the future of the department;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Not an anti-vaxxer ;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Communication Skills;Holds employees accountable;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing
;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and
transparent;Accessible to the community;Understands community policing;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Tough on crime;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Integrity;Holds
employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Tough on crime;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Communication Skills;Integrity;
Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands that the police department and its massive budget must
be used as a resource to uplift the community (including the us houses community);
Leads by example. Doesn’t adopt the do as I say not as I do method ;Communication Skills;Trustworthy and transparent;
Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Incorporates Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Hiring Practices ;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;A person who is not in constant agreement with his subordinantes
regarding underlying politics ;Understands community policing;
Vision for the future of the department;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;
Integrity;Holds employees accountable;
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Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Vision for the future of the department;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in
policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Trustworthy and transparent;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Communication Skills;Vision for the future of the department;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Integrity;
Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands community policing;Holds employees
accountable;gets cops out of their cars and on foot;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Enforces the law. Holds
criminals accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the community;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Focuses on combating crime, and cares more about victims, than suspects. ;
Holds employees accountable;Helps defund the police force;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;
Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Does not
hide behind legal loopholes when reprehensible acts are performed by the LBPD;
Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;Experience being a law enforcement officer;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;Understands community policing;Trained to be masterful at de-escalating;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the community;Promotes development of staff and succession
planning;Asst Chief Wally Hebeish please;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Vision for the future of the department;Change criteria for new recruits to
find persons not inclined to use violence to solve problems. ;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Galen Carroll;
Integrity;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in
policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Understands nationally-recognized
best practices in policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Integrity;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;Willing to prosecute and fire
ALL officers found guilty of illegal acts.;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Integrity;Tough
on crime, Long Beach is has turned into a shit hole. ;
Integrity;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;Vision for the future of the
department;
Communication Skills;Vision for the future of the department;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Understands community policing;Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Understands
and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands and
respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;
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Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community
they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;
Accessible to the community;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Ensures Department personnel reflect
the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands community policing;Understands that policing is an
essential component if a civilized society;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands community policing;Holds employees accountable;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the community;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;
Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds
employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Integrity;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Promotes development of staff
and succession planning;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationallyrecognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;Integrity;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Communication Skills;Vision for the future of the department;Understands and
respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;
Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands community policing;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;
Integrity;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;
Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community
policing;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;Establishes community oversight
commission to avoid internal investigations;Holds employees accountable;
Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and succession
planning;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;
Communication Skills;
Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;Understands nationallyrecognized best practices in policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;
Supports BLM;
Accessible to the community;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;
Dedicated to the PD, the Community and the residents.;
Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized
best practices in policing;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Understands nationallyrecognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands nationallyrecognized best practices in policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Holds employees accountable;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Communication Skills;Accessible
to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long
Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Vision for the future of the department;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;
Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;
Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Vision for the future of the department;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Vision for the future of the department;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;
Communication Skills;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Vision for the future of the department;Equity New vision;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Communication
Skills;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long
Beach;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates
open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in
policing;Understands community policing;
Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all
communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Vision for the future of the department;
Integrity;Understands community policing;Communication Skills;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Vision for the
future of the department;
Communication Skills;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Vision for the future
of the department;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse
community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible to the community;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Ensures Department personnel reflect
the diverse community they serve;
Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Vision for the future
of the department;
Communication Skills;Vision for the future of the department;Accessible to the community;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Integrity;
Accessible to the community;Integrity;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Vision for the future of the department;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Holds employees accountable;
Communication Skills;
Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Communication Skills;
Vision for the future of the department;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Understands and
respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible
to the community;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Promotes development of
staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Understands and
respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Isn’t racist ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the
community;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds
employees accountable;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Progressive
and pursuits NEW and forward thinking ideals with a heavy focus on de-escalation;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect
the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Is willing to sit down with Black Lives Matter leadership and implement their goals for Public Safety ;Understands nationally-recognized
best practices in policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;
Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Not a bro;Holds employees accountable;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationallyrecognized best practices in policing;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Ensures Department
personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;
Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Integrity;Is the best person for the position regardless of
skin color or orientation. ;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands nationallyrecognized best practices in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long
Beach;Integrity;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Accessible to the community;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands nationallyrecognized best practices in policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Revises policies regarding how crimes are documented and assigned for investigation;Holds employees accountable;Vision for the future of
the department;Integrity;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
upholds the rule of law, reduces CRIME and HOMELESS CRIMES. Keeping our communities safe is very IMPORTANT. Brings back the gang
enforcement detail. Believes in the rules of the law.;
Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Treats all employees equal;Understands community policing;Communication Skills;
Accessible to the community;Integrity;Leadership;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;DEALS WITH THE
HOMELESS.GET THEM OUT!;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Is not beholden to the Police Union and
officers but to the residents of Long Beach.;
Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community
policing;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
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Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of
Long Beach;Vision for the future of the department;
Integrity;Understands community policing;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect
the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Communication Skills;Understands
nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the community;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Communication Skills;
Actually polices. We have speeders going 40+ mph over the speed limit down our street and they absolutely refuse to do anything about it;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Communication Skills;Vision for the future of the department;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Practices fair
and constitutional policing ;Integrity;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community
policing;Trustworthy and transparent;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices fair
and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;
Holds employees accountable;Ensures department employees are vaccinated against COVID-19.;
Understands community policing;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;Understands nationally-recognized best practices
in policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
ALL OF THESE ARE IMPORTANT TO HAVE AS A POLICE CHIEF, the SAME AS any other executive. ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Understands the police is NOT the military and uses funding to reflect this.;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Vision for the future of the
department;Communication Skills;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Holds employees accountable;
Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Understands community
policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands and respects the
diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;
Works to dismantle the racist system these people uphold;Holds employees accountable;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;
Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized
best practices in policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Experience. Knows the job!;Accessible
to the community;
Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in
policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Vision for the future of the
department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Understands budget and cost cutting using automation, technology and creative
solutions and problem solving to achieve the same results and better;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Accessible to the community;Understands community policing;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;Vision for
the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Vision for the future of the
department;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;Hears the 2014 CSULB class proposal for adding the title 'social referee agent' to all lines after police officer;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Ensures Department
personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Communication Skills;Integrity;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;Understands community policing;
Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Integrity;
Accessible to the community;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Vision for the future of the department;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;
Holds employees accountable;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the
community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands community policing;
enforces the law;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Vision for the future of the department;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Communication Skills;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Communication Skills;Vision for the future of the department;Trustworthy and
transparent; Ares about his employees and their needs;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Enforces the law;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community
they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Follow the law and not what is socially acceptable. Hold
criminals responsible for their crimes.;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Understands community policing;Communication Skills;DEI and Mental Health training ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Vision for the future of the department;Integrity;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds
employees accountable;Integrity;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;Understands that we the
people of this community are his employer. He needs to listen to us.;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect
the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Holds employees accountable;
Upholds the constitution ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Communication Skills;believes in upholding the law;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Integrity;
Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;Vision for the future of the
department;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;
Communication Skills;Understands community policing;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Understands community policing;Vision for the future of the department;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Communication Skills;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands
community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands community policing;Fully staffed, especially with detectives, so workloads and workrelated stress is managable and police don't feel the need to take short cuts to achieve numbers and clearance rates. Proper policing
requires proper numbers of police! All crimes should be investigated promptly and thoroughly! Way too many crimes are essentially not
even investigated. This leads criminals to think they can continue to commit crime and encourages them to move up to more serious
crimes!;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Holds him/her self accountable for policing shortcomings in communities (i.e. standing around while businesses are being looted and
burned);Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Fair, balanced discipline. Works for the department, instead
of trying to look good for outsiders.;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized
best practices in policing;Vision for the future of the department;
Communication Skills;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;
Develops plans to prevent crime and hold criminals accountable to the fullest extent of the law;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair
and constitutional policing ;Communication Skills;Holds employees accountable;
Communication Skills;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Believes in the value of enforcement as part of our
continuum of public safety;
Understands community policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible to the community;Integrity;Enforced Laws - Homelessness;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands and
respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;
tough on crime;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Communication Skills;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;
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Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect
the diverse community they serve;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;
Accessible to the community;
Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;
Communication Skills;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community
policing;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Accessible to
the community;
Communication Skills;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Ensures Department
personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Vision for the future of the
department;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Integrity;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Holds
employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Ensures Department personnel
reflect the diverse community they serve;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Communication Skills;
Communication Skills;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Vision for the future of the
department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel
reflect the diverse community they serve;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;
Values quality of life for Long Beach residents. ;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;
Accessible to the community;
Holds employees accountable;Communication Skills;No chosen because of nepotism or acquaintances ;
Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;
Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the community;Understands community policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Integrity;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and
transparent;
Holds employees accountable;Communication Skills;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the community;Understands or
tries to understand mental health issues;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Understands community policing;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Able
to have a mutually respectful working relationship with LBPD union.;
Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
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Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Facilitates open and
honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Vision for
the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Follows the law and is not pushed around by council mayor
or city manager. ;
Keeps our cities safe and actively works on measure to reduce crime and homelessness ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the community;
Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;
Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;Understands community policing;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Holds employees accountable;Communication Skills;Understands
nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Communication Skills;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Holds employees
accountable;
Promotes trauma-informed and anti-racism policing;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of
Long Beach;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Communication Skills;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Holds employees
accountable;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Supports the law not the lawless, or politics.;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;
Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Promotes development of staff and succession
planning;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationallyrecognized best practices in policing;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the community;Hold rioters accountable start
enforcing laws on the books and leave politics at home.;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Understands community policing;
Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands community
policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Integrity;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community
policing;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;upholds law & order;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
No BS. Need someone tough to go after Quality of Living Issues, clean up druggies on the street and enforce the law! We are tired of the
lawlessness and don't want Long Beach to turn into SF, SEA, Portland. ;Holds employees accountable;Vision for the future of the
department;
Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Communication Skills;Holds criminals accountable ;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationallyrecognized best practices in policing;
Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Communication Skills;Holds employees
accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Accessible to the community;Vision for the future of the department;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Vision for the future of the department;Communication
Skills;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and
respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Communication Skills;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Holds employees
accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Has a
vision and desire to stop crime and arrest individuals responsible of committing crimes to our local community and businesses.;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Communication Skills;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible
to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Will stand up to weak Mayor and fight crime and arrest those
committing crimes.;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Trustworthy and transparent;
Mandates vaccines and fire anti vaxers.;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Communication Skills;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Does not drug the population;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Communication Skills;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel
reflect the diverse community they serve;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands community policing;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;Vision for the future of the department;
Ensures domestic violence sensitivity training;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in
policing;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;
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Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;In favor of vaccination mandates!!;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Practices fair and constitutional policing
;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;
Fairness;
Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;
Tough on crime, including homeless camping and petty crime ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;is not
beholden to the police union;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Vision for the future of the department;Understands community policing;
Stands up to the Union and no policemen cliques;
Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in
policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Trustworthy and transparent;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Vision for the future of the
department;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;Every one of these skills is important.;
Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible to the community;
Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Vision for the future of the department;Understands
nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel
reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Is committed to fighting crime and not implementing social justice values;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;
Communication Skills;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds
employees accountable;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Vision
for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Vision for the future
of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Communication
Skills;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;
Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible to the
community;
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Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Tough on crime ;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;
Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable; Enforce the Law; protect private property. ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Integrity;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Will not politicize the position / police Dept;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Makes sure his entire staff is vaccinated ;
Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Listens to
everybody but does not cave in to a few "activists".;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the community;Understands nationally-recognized best practices
in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Protects the rights of resident, businesses and employees of those businesses.;Communication
Skills;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Communication Skills;Cares about officers AND the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Holds employees accountable;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Accessible to the community;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;
Accessible to the community;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;
owns home in Long Beach ;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;Understands and
respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Communication Skills;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Facilitates open
and honest dialogue with all communities;
Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy
and transparent;Leadership;
Integrity;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair
and constitutional policing ;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Trustworthy and
transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all
communities;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the community;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understand Technology Based Training ;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community
policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;
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Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds
employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Understands community
policing;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Experience with inclusion of health and social professionals in responding to
issues that require that expertise.;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Communication Skills;Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all
communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Promotes development of
staff and succession planning;
Holds employees accountable;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Accessible to the community;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Keep our streets and property safe and managing the homeless opps;Accessible to the community;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;
Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Promotes development of
staff and succession planning;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Promotes development of
staff and succession planning;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Vision for the future of the department;
Communication Skills;
Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Holds employees accountable;
Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Communication Skills;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees
accountable;
Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all
communities;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Integrity;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Vision for the future of the
department;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Understands nationallyrecognized best practices in policing;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and
transparent;Vision for the future of the department;Integrity;
Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;
Start ticketing traffic violations, especially red light violations;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;
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Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Vision for the future of the department;Integrity;Understands and respects the
diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Lives in LB;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in
policing;
Tough on crime;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Not Luna ;
Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Integrity;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Communication Skills;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Promotes development of
staff and succession planning;
Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Vision for the future of the
department;Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Communication Skills;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Holds
employees accountable;Integrity;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;
Vision for the future of the department;Accessible to the community;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Communication Skills;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the community;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;
Integrity;Understands community policing;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Accessible to the community;
Polices the homeless and those with mental illnes;Holds employees accountable;
Communication Skills;Accessible to the community;Understands community policing;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;
Accessible to the community;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Backs his Police Officers and does not cave to community groups just to make them happy;Vision for the future of the department;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;Will actually hold
criminals accountable and make LB safe again for the residents;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Communication Skills;Backs their officers;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Vision for the future of the department;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;
Holds employees accountable;
When deciding/enforcing policy, will act in the best interest of both the department and the community, and will not cave to political
activists who's agenda is counter to a democratic and capitalist society.;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Communication Skills;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Communication Skills;Accessible to the
community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the community;Public safety ie speeding in school
zones;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Not "owned, by city hall or the POA.;Understands community
policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Ensures Department
personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long
Beach;Accessible to the community;
Understands community policing;Enforces the current laws on the books both criminal and traffic;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Communication Skills;Emotional Intelligence;Vision for the
future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Communication Skills;Understands and respects the diverse communities of
Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;Understands
and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;In NOT part of the LB police culture;Accessible to the community;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Vision for the future of the department;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long
Beach;Accessible to the community;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Facilitates open and
honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Ensures Department
personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Integrity;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Accessible to the
community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Communication
Skills;Accessible to the community;
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Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of
Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Holds employees accountable;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;
Accessible to the community;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Trustworthy and
transparent;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands and
respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in
policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Will address racist policing
where it occurs;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Vision for the future of the
department;Communication Skills;
Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Holds
employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Communication Skills;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Promotes development of
staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Communication Skills;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Understands community policing;
Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Promotes development
of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Communication Skills;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands nationallyrecognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Technology and computer skills to
use the computer and internet to reduce crime;
Integrity;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Communication Skills;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;Vision for the future of the department;
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Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Trustworthy and transparent;coordinates with
City and nonprofit community programs to work as a team;Vision for the future of the department;
Holds employees accountable;Community Care;Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;Takes care of his/her employees and stands up for
the officers in the field!;
Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands nationally-recognized best practices
in policing;Accessible to the community;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;assures union contract solely concerns labor-related issues, not policy issues;Holds employees accountable;Understands nationallyrecognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Focus on quality of life issues in our community ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in
policing;Integrity;
Understands community policing;Holds employees accountable;Hire and promote staff who care about Long Beach and it’s resident ;
Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;Prioritizes Quality of Life issues;Holds
employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Accessible to the community;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession
planning;IS NOT POLITICAL;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel
reflect the diverse community they serve;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds
employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Promotes more interaction with the communities -especially HIGH density areas
near the beach/parks.;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all
communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the community;open to implementing progressive practices that help
& not hurt communities of color;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Vision for the future
of the department;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Vision for the future of the department;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Accessible to the community;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;
Communication Skills;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Policing with "Quality of Life" as the primary
objective.;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;Communication Skills;
Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Understands community policing;Vision for the future of the department;Aggressive on crime reduction and related police issues;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible to the community;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Lets officers do their job - the
riots were disgraceful and should have never happened. ;
Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Enforces existing laws
instead of selectively ignoring those that are unpopular;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Actively seeks alternative ways of policing, has worked first hand with
POC outside of policing ;
Integrity;Communication Skills;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized
best practices in policing;
Integrity;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands community policing;Vision for the future of the department;Maintains Rule of Law;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;Holds employees
accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Integrity;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;Works with the city to divest the police department of responsibility of
responding to mental health crises.;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Holds employees accountable;
Accessible to the community;Integrity;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands
community policing;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all
communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;
Communication Skills;Trustworthy and transparent;
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Integrity;Understands community policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Vision for the future of the
department;
Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands community policing;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds
employees accountable;
Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;
Communication Skills;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the community;Integrity;Trustworthy and
transparent;
Not in the union's pocket;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Accessible to the
community;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Willingly to partner with proven community intervention specialists and peacemakers;Understands
community policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Vision for the future of the
department;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;
Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in
policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Understands
nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Promotes development of staff
and succession planning;Accessible to the community;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Accessible to the community;Vision for the future of the department;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;And should be a candidate from within, no outsiders.;
Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Trustworthy and transparent;Ensures Department personnel reflect
the diverse community they serve;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Vision for the future of the department;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;Communication Skills;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Enforces the law ;
Communication Skills;Understands community policing;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Integrity;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;Holds employees accountable;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community
they serve;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Trustworthy and transparent;
Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse
community they serve;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;
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Vision for the future of the department;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Promotes development
of staff and succession planning;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all
communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands community policing;Understands
nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse
community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and succession
planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair
and constitutional policing ;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Accessible to the community;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;
Understands community policing;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Trustworthy and
transparent;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands community policing;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Communication Skills;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Trustworthy and transparent;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;Vision for the
future of the department;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and succession
planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Communication Skills;Vision for the future of the department;
Understands the homeless problem and can help;
Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Understands community
policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Accessible to the community;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy
and transparent;Integrity;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect
the diverse community they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Holds employees accountable;
Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long
Beach;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands
nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Less talk and more action! Uphold laws!;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community
policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Similar to the last Chief-he did a great job.;
Understands community policing;Vision for the future of the department;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy
and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long
Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Communication Skills;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Communication Skills;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Taking Fair practice on recommendations by the
CPCC committee;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel
reflect the diverse community they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;
Accessible to the community;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Accessible to the community;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Holds employees accountable;
Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;Does not use force but instead
uses good communication.;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands community policing;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long
Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Vision for the future of the department;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Vision for the
future of the department;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Holds employees accountable;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Communication
Skills;Understands community policing;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;
Understands community policing;
Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands and
respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;Holds employees accountable;Believes ineducating community and proactive crime reduction. ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationallyrecognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse
community they serve;Accessible to the community;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Holds employees accountable;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
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Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long
Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Holds employees accountable;Promotes development of staff
and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;Vision for the future of the department;
Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to
the community;Vision for the future of the department;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;
Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and
honest dialogue with all communities;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Promotes development of
staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;
Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Is not a political hack or bootlicker.;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;Communication Skills;Vision for the future of the department;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse
community they serve;Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands community
policing;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Accessible to the community;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees
accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Communication Skills;Backs his or her employees up when they are doing their jobs as ordered and
per policy. ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Vision for the future of the department;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Accessible to the community;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;Communication
Skills;Integrity;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized
best practices in policing;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Accessible to the community;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible
to the community;Innovative;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of
Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Will support ending qualified immunity;
Integrity;Communication Skills;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Communication Skills;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of
Long Beach;Vision for the future of the department;
Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized
best practices in policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds police accountable when they break the
law, especially when considering use of force ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the community;Holds employees accountable;
Communication Skills;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Holds employees
accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands
community policing;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long
Beach;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Holds employees accountable;Will lead
independently from political influences;
Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Integrity;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Vision for the future of the department;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Communication Skills;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;
Integrity;Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Vision for the future of the department;The future of the department should be that they no longer exist;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Vision for the future of the
department;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;Listen to and meets with residents who are concerned about "no policing" and no enforcement going on right now
and we are concerned for our safety. Our quality of life has deteriorated greatly since we invested millions to live and move our business to
Long Beach. ;
Trustworthy and transparent;End qualified immunity and mass surveillance ;Understands community policing;Ensures Department
personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and succession
planning;
Law and order only.;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;
Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse
community they serve;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Communication Skills;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
The LBC Chief of Police should have all the leadership listed above;Understands community policing;Communication Skills;Trustworthy and
transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;is a
black lives matter supporter and anti white nationalism;
Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Can
balancCan balance demands of union police with those of community served;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community
policing;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse
community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Vision for the future of the department;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands nationallyrecognized best practices in policing;Holds employees accountable;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Holds employees accountable;Vision for the future of the department;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Vision for the future
of the department;Accessible to the community;
Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Vision for the future of the department;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in
policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Accessible to the community;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands
nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Vision for the future of the
department;Communication Skills;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Accessible to the community;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands community policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees
accountable;
Integrity;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair
and constitutional policing ;
Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Supports
their police officers;
Integrity;Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;
Supports the officers;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long
Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;Vision for the future of the department;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;SUPPORTS THEIR
OFFICERS;
Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Trustworthy and transparent;Vision for the future of the department;
Hires more qualified officers;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;puts officers on the street to
slow traffic and stop all crimes;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Understands
community policing;Vision for the future of the department;A cop's cop;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Supports and cares for his officers ;Trustworthy and transparent;
Stands up for Officers when the Criminals, Mayor, and or City Manager doesn’t ;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;Has a backbone;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Accessible to the community;Advocate for victims of crime;
Integrity;Communication Skills;Vision for the future of the department;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Leads
with respect for the department and community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;From our department, not outside agency.;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel
reflect the diverse community they serve;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Communication Skills;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible
to the community;
Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Vision for the future of the
department;Communication Skills;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Communication Skills;Trustworthy and transparent;
Understands community policing;Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Understands community policing;Practices fair
and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Vision for the future of the department;Understands
nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Holds employees
accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;
Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Accessible to the community;Trustworthy and transparent;
Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Vision for
the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;Commits to dialog with residents and
improvement where needed;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community
policing;
Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Not bob smith;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands community policing;Understands and respects the
diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Vision for the future of the department;
Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;
Communication Skills;
Promotes interpersonal skill and emotional skill development;Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Vision for the future of the department;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;hard on crime;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Vision for the future of the
department;For our Chief of police to have his heart and soul in making Long Beach a better city. To always find a good way for there to be
change in our neighborhoods.;
Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the community;Psychological
Understanding of the Mentally ill...;
Communication Skills;Accessible to the community;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Vision for the future of the department;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Trustworthy and transparent;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Vision
for the future of the department;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates
open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Tough on crime/criminal. Proactive policing.;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Tough on crime;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Vision for the
future of the department;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Accessible to the community;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Integrity;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Doesn't believe LBPD dispatch channels should be encrypted ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Integrity;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair
and constitutional policing ;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands
community policing;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands law and discipline. ;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Arrest all criminals ;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;
Upholds the law;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
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Understands community policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Holds employees accountable;
Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Ends Qualified Immunity;Understands nationally-recognized best practices
in policing;
Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Holds employees accountable;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Communication Skills;Trustworthy and
transparent;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands
nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Enforces the laws;
Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Doesn’t question science
and supports evidenced based masking and vaccination recommendations from the CDC and Public Health Depts;
Communication Skills;Integrity;Is able and willing to stand-up against those who assert nonsensical ideas and can deftly argue against
them.;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;honesty and ability to be fair and do what is right.;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;
Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Communication Skills;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;Vision for the future of the department;Holds employees accountable;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds
employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Accessible to the community;Holds employees accountable;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Trustworthy and
transparent;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible to the community;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;
always enforce the law...not just pick and chose;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Constitutional based policing, Law and Order;
Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands and respects the
diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized
best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Vision for the future of the department;
Someone with balls. ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationallyrecognized best practices in policing;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Holds employees accountable;Not anti-Black;
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Ignores the mayor;Communication Skills;Accessible to the community;Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;
Understands community policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Integrity;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands community policing;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;
Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;Supports vaccine mandates and reforMs;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Understands nationally-recognized
best practices in policing;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Open to working with non-police de-escalation groups;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the community;Promotes development of staff and succession
planning;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession
planning;
Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Vision for the future of the department;Believes criminals
should be arrested ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Communication Skills;Holds employees accountable;Listen to the employees that work there.;Integrity;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Communication Skills;Integrity;Understands community policing;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Communication Skills;Accessible to the community;Practices fair and
constitutional policing ;Integrity;
Only one quality, the cojones to defund the police;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Integrity;Accessible to the community;PUTS CITIZENS SAFETY AND
PROTECTION FROM CRIMINALS AS HIS TOP PRIORITY;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;Practices fair
and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;
Vision for the future of the department;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;#1 Understands how to reduce crime.;
Trains officers to retreat before using force.;
Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;Trustworthy and transparent;
Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands and respects the
diverse communities of Long Beach;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Vision for the future
of the department;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible
to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Communication Skills;Vision for the future of the department;Integrity;
Vision for the future of the department;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Facilitates open and
honest dialogue with all communities;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;
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Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Facilitates
open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Knows
the First, Fourth and Fifth Amendments of the Constitution, and will terminate any officer who doesn’t. ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible to the community;Integrity;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Communication Skills;
Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Integrity;Accessible to the community;
Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands community policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the
community;Integrity;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;
Understands community policing;Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the community;Promotes boots on the ground for
community policing ;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Vision for the future of the department;Accessible to the community;Understands
and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Communication Skills;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands community
policing;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;Promotes development of staff
and succession planning;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Vision for the future of the department;
Communication Skills;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Communication Skills;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands
community policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands community policing;Holds employees accountable;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Promotes development of
staff and succession planning;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Communication Skills;Vision for the future of
the department;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Accessible to the community;Understands
community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long
Beach;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Accessible to the community;Vision for the future of the department;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Vision for
the future of the department;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;
Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;
Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;
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Integrity;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Greater information and encouragement of workers to get vaccinated. This looks like it has been failed so far.;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Holds employees
accountable;Communication Skills;Trustworthy and transparent;
Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands
nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Enforcement of traffic laws.
Enforcement of noise laws as applies to muffler noise.;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Issue of Concealed Carry Permits to person's with permits from other states.;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Accessible to the community;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Promotes development of
staff and succession planning;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Accountable to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;Trustworthy and transparent;
Trustworthy and transparent;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Holds employees accountable;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible
to the community;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Vision for the future of the department;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Ensures Department personnel
reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Vision for
the future of the department;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long
Beach;Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse
community they serve;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel
reflect the diverse community they serve;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Accessible to the community;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;Ensures Department personnel
reflect the diverse community they serve;Anti-racist;
Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Cleans up this city. Crime is out of control. Hire more police.;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Believes in working towards the abolition of police.;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Holds
employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Communication Skills;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Ensures Department
personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long
Beach;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Integrity;Understands
nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Holds employees accountable;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Proactively cleared the streets of homeless and mentally ill populations while bringing down gun violence and fatalities;Trustworthy and
transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Integrity;Communication Skills;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Communication Skills;
Take homelessness seriously;Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Ensures Department personnel reflect
the diverse community they serve;
Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Promotes development of staff and succession
planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect
the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;understands Black lives matter too;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Vision for the future of the
department;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Vision for the future of the department;
Willing to employ more up to date international standards of policing;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Communication Skills;Vision for the future of the department;Ensures the
department is fully staffed, trained and prepared to respond to emergency’s and crimes;
Trustworthy and transparent;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;
Vision for the future of the department;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Communication Skills;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands community policing;Practices fair and constitutional
policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Communication Skills;
Integrity;Understands community policing;Trustworthy and transparent;Communication Skills;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands community policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices
fair and constitutional policing ;
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Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Holds employees accountable;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in
policing;Vision for the future of the department;Communication Skills;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;Proactive ;Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Communication Skills;
All the above;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Communication Skills;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;Need multilingual communication and language
skills among the police personnel that can speak the language of the community they serve ;Understands nationally-recognized best
practices in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the
diverse community they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible to the community;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Integrity;Qualified for the job ;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;Vision for the future of the department;Holds
employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Vision for the future of the department;Trustworthy and
transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates
open and honest dialogue with all communities;Communication Skills;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Vision for the future of the
department;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of staff and
succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;Communication Skills;
Accessible to the community;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Vision for the future of the department;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Accessible to the community;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Holds employees accountable;Vision
for the future of the department;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Trustworthy and transparent;Understands community policing;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Communication Skills;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;Understands
nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Understands community policing;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession
planning;Integrity;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;No false assumptions or misconceptions any
communities before he/she has a chance to get to know them well first. mmunities;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;Understands community policing;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of
Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Holds employees accountable;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all
communities;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;Holds employees accountable;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;Emphasize
multilingual communication and language proficiency for cross-cultural dialogue ;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;Emphasize
multilingual communication and language proficiency for cross-cultural dialogue ;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;Emphasize
multilingual communication and language proficiency for cross-cultural dialogue ;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;Emphasize
multilingual communication and language proficiency for cross-cultural dialogue ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;Vision for the
future of the department;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel
reflect the diverse community they serve;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse
community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Communication Skills;Be a leader
;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Accessible to the community;Ensures
Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Nonviolence, value unhoused lives. Do
not take their homes. ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the
community;
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Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;
Trustworthy and transparent;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with
all communities;Accessible to the community;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands community policing;End police violence ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Facilitates communication with other CLB departments ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;
Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;Promotes development of
staff and succession planning;Lives in love, works in justice. ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the community;Understands nationally-recognized best practices
in policing;
Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community
policing;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Facilitates
open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Lives in Long Beach ;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest
dialogue with all communities;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Communication Skills;
Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Communication Skills;
N/A;
Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;
Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects
the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;
Accessible to the community;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Holds employees accountable;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands community policing;Ensures Department personnel
reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Accessible to the community;Vision for the future of the department;adise citizens of the of officer patrolling
;
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Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Communication Skills;Understands nationally-recognized
best practices in policing;
Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department
personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;
Holds employees accountable;Understands community policing;Accessible to the community;Communication Skills;Enforce to personnel
and personnel apply to community's and neighborhoods all USA and state of California constitutions. ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Accessible to the community;Vision for the future of the department;Promotes
development of staff and succession planning;
Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Accessible to the community;Accountability of criminals ;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Understands nationally-recognized best practices in policing;
Trustworthy and transparent;Holds employees accountable;Integrity;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long
Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they
serve;Communication Skills;Promotes development of staff and succession planning;
Understands and respects the diverse communities of Long Beach;Understands community policing;Facilitates open and honest dialogue
with all communities;Accessible to the community;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Holds employees accountable;Trustworthy and transparent;Practices fair and constitutional policing ;Understands and respects the diverse
communities of Long Beach;Ensures Department personnel reflect the diverse community they serve;
Trustworthy and transparent;Integrity;Facilitates open and honest dialogue with all communities;Accessible to the community;
Communication Skills;
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Question 2: What QUALIFICATIONS do you think are important when selecting the next Chief of Police.
Responses
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in budgeting
;Level of education;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;
Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Years of executivelevel experience;Level of education;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of community involvement;Not just "experience", but can demonstrate successful experience working
with community organizations, interdepartmental collaboration, etc. ;Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;
Experience advancing racial equity in police practices;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience
working with community organizations;Level of education;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Level of education;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience
implementing change;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law
enforcement agencies;Zero Tolerance for Criminals;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Level of education;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of community involvement;
Level of education;Years of executive-level experience;Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Record of community involvement;
Long Beach PD experience;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the level of
crime;Record of community involvement;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Years of executive-level experience;Level of education;Record of community involvement;
GANGS BS: Hire someone who will get the cops to actually show up when citizens call for help. Remember, we don’t WANT to call you but this is a criminally
degenerate city.;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience in
budgeting ;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Level of education;Record of community involvement;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Possesses political skills;Experience deploying innovative
practices and technology;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management
experience ;Years of executive-level experience;
Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience implementing change;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;
None;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working
with community organizations;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative
practices and technology;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law
enforcement agency;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience
implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;
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Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Is from within LBPD;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience implementing change;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in engaging
diverse communities;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Acceptance of responsibility for the
Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for
the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Crisis management experience ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Level of education;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working
with community organizations;Experience implementing change;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Years of executive-level experience;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in budgeting ;Experience in impacting the
level of crime;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Crisis management experience ;Level of education;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working with community organizations;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience
working with community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Lives in the community he serves;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Record of community involvement;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in reducing crime;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a
large law enforcement agency;Level of education;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with
other law enforcement agencies;Experience in addressing homeless related crime (which is a serious issue in our City);
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in budgeting ;Believes in consequences for criminals.;
Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with other law enforcement
agencies;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Crisis management experience ;
Record of community involvement;Years of executive-level experience;Level of education;Experience in budgeting ;Acceptance of responsibility for the
Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working
in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Level of education;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Crisis management experience ;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience working with community organizations;Record of community involvement;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
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Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community
organizations;Years of executive-level experience;
Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Social work, behavioral or mental health
background- understanding of different needs when policing (not all situations require force) ;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Level of education;Experience in budgeting ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Crisis
management experience ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Level of education;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community
involvement;Experience implementing change;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility
for the Department's performance;Record of holding officers accountable ;
Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with other
law enforcement agencies;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law
enforcement agencies;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Record of community involvement;Experience in budgeting ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experienced law enforcement officer who is proactive in lowering the crime rate.;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Years of executive-level experience;Experience working
with community organizations;Record of community involvement;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in
a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience defunding the police;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with
other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Years of executive-level experience;Record of community
involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Possesses political skills;
Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in budgeting ;Crisis management experience ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Years
of executive-level experience;Possesses political skills;
Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;
Level of education;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community
involvement;Experience implementing change;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Level of education;
Advise and make decisions not based on politics;
Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Possesses
political skills;true leader, not just a manager;
Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Level of education;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for
the Department's performance;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Years of
executive-level experience;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
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Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with community
organizations;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Level of education;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of community involvement;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Years of executive-level experience;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working
with other law enforcement agencies;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in budgeting ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law
enforcement agency;Level of education;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Years of executive-level experience;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Possesses political skills;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Is tough on crime and criminals;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience
implementing change;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience
in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Not political at all. Have HIM pledge allegiance to the people not the Council or Mayor. ;
Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with community organizations;Experience
working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in budgeting ;Level of education;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Do not become a puppet for the mayor or city council be
someone thet stands up for your officers when they are doing a good job enforcing the law and remind the city Attorney and DA they are working to help
make Long Beach a great and safe place to live and raise a family. ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience
implementing change;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Record of
community involvement;Experience in budgeting ;
Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices
and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Level of education;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Level of education;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in reducing department costs;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
working with community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Bring back Chief Jim McDonnell;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law
enforcement agency;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Acceptance of responsibility
for the Department's performance;Experience working with community organizations;
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Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Is a female;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Record of community involvement;Crisis management
experience ;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
implementing change;Level of education;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Possesses political skills;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience
implementing change;Record of community involvement;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;
Record of enforcing the law;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law
enforcement agencies;Level of education;
Lives in Long Beach;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience
working with community organizations;Level of education;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Record of community involvement;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
These are all terrible. How about honesty, integrity, and someone that does the right thing;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working
with community organizations;Record of community involvement;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Track record of holding self and others accountable
;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Has a record of supporting and protecting
police officers, not bowing down to political pressure.;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;
EXPERIENCE BEING ANTI-RACIST, ADVOCATING FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, AND HAS NOT COMMITTED ANY ACTS OF POLICE BRUTALITY.;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience
working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Record of
community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;Record of community involvement;Acceptance
of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in budgeting ;
Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience
implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Level of education;Experience working with community
organizations;Must be from outside of Long Beach. Due to the level of corruption that permeates the LBPD and city government, it is critical that a new police
chief be as far removed from the swamp as possible.;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with
other law enforcement agencies;Experience in budgeting ;
Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and
retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in budgeting ;
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Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Crisis
management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Years of executive-level experience;Experience in budgeting ;Experience
working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Enforce the Law;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Level
of education;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Years of executive-level experience;Experience in budgeting ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a
large law enforcement agency;Crisis management experience ;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of
crime;Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Level of education;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience implementing change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Level of education;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience implementing change;Experience in
impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Years of executive-level experience;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;ability to take charge and
be leader… influential to police officers and ability to inspire officers to be of like minded. A role model, one worthy of respect ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis
management experience ;Experience implementing change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Crisis management experience ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Level of
education;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Years of executive-level experience;Experience in
budgeting ;Not woke;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Homeless is #1 problem, in this City.;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis
management experience ;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;
Level of education;Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Level of education;Experience working with community organizations;Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Level of education;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Accessibility to the community they will serve;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Level of education;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
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Abolish the police;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a
large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Years of
executive-level experience;Level of education;Experience in budgeting ;Possesses political skills;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience working in a
large law enforcement agency;Am outside (not currently working in LB police dept;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;IT experience to actually get the city to invest in
technology;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in budgeting ;Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Years of executive-level experience;Level of education;Experience deploying innovative practices
and technology;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Crisis
management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;
Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Level of
education;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of
community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working
with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with other law enforcement
agencies;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience implementing change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Years of executive-level experience;Experience
working in a large law enforcement agency;Crisis management experience ;
Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with
community organizations;Experience in budgeting ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience implementing change;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
working with community organizations;Compassion and understanding of individuals, whether they live in Hawaiian Gardens or El Dorado Park.;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
working with community organizations;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Record of community involvement;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Level of education;Changing endemic culture within a department;Experience
working with community organizations;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Level of education;Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;Experience in impacting
the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
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Crisis management experience ;Record of community involvement;Has an advanced degree in psychology or medicine ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Level of education;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience
implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices
and technology;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in budgeting ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience working with
community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Leadership skills;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Level of education;
Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in engaging
diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Level of education;Experience in budgeting ;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Record of
community involvement;Years of executive-level experience;Experience working with community organizations;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in engaging
diverse communities;
Level of education;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Actually lives in Long Beach ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Level of education;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing
change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;
Crisis management experience ;Record of community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Years of executive-level experience;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in budgeting ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of community
involvement;Possesses utmost sensitivity and empathy towards those in desperate situations, especially as we navigate a pandemic, systemic racism,
housing/food insecurity, and more.;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Realizing Long Beach isn’t LAPD and they aren’t on federal over sight and they should keep
doing things the way they are so they can stay off of federal oversight.;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience in recruitment and retention of
police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Promotes diversity hiring practices ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience
working in a large law enforcement agency;Someone from outside the department not the status quo. ;
Crisis management experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in impacting the level
of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Record of community involvement;Implementing strategic plan to reduce ilegal firework use;
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Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Record of community involvement;Experience in high crime area;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in budgeting ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in impacting the
level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;willingness to change toxic POA to work for community,
not politics;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience with homeless services, quality of life;
Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Does not serve or or protect capitalism ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience implementing change;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Knowledge of laws, and understanding of how they should be changed to ensure that they match the needs of the
community;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience being a police officer ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience implementing change;Experience in and willing to do the “hard stuff” with compassion;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Demonstrates concern for
law enforcement officers' wellbeing;
Level of education;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in social work or non violent ways to police;Experience in budgeting ;Experience implementing
change;Level of education;
Galen Carroll;
Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Level of
education;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Willing to prosecute and fire ALL officers found guilty of illegal acts.;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Experience in turning shit hole communities back into livable decent communities you can raise a family in, and not worry
about how many shootings will occur today.;
Experience working with community organizations;Possesses political skills;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience
implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Level of
education;Experience implementing change;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with community
organizations;Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Level of education;Crisis management experience ;
Experience working with community organizations;Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing
change;Demands vetting of officers through social media scans to root out over racists in the policeforce;
Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of community
involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Level of education;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative
practices and technology;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management
experience ;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;Acceptance of responsibility
for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative
practices and technology;Level of education;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;Acceptance of responsibility for
the Department's performance;
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Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Level of education;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience
working with community organizations;Record of community involvement;
Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;
Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Years of executive-level experience;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience
working in a large law enforcement agency;Level of education;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with community organizations;
Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Record of community involvement;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;
Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Level of education;Record of community involvement;Acceptance
of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;Experience working in a large
law enforcement agency;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Record of
community involvement;Record of standing up to police unions and prioritizing the community over the demands of police unions;
Experience in budgeting ;Experience implementing change;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Record of community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Crisis management experience ;Level of education;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with other law
enforcement agencies;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;
Level of education;Experience implementing change;Crisis management experience ;Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;
Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Level of education;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Years of executive-level experience;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Level of education;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;Record of community
involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;
Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Level of education;Crisis management
experience ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis
management experience ;Non violent, de escalation, conflict resolution training;
Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Level of education;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of
police officers;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
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Crisis management experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Level of education;
Possesses political skills;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Record of community involvement;Level of education;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative
practices and technology;Experience with de-escalation tactics;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in engaging
diverse communities;Level of education;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;
Experience implementing change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience in budgeting ;Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;Acceptance
of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;Level of
education;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience implementing change;Experience
in impacting the level of crime;
Experience implementing change;Level of education;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Years of executive-level experience;Crisis management experience ;
Experience implementing change;
Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with
community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience
implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Crisis management experience ;Record of community involvement;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a
large law enforcement agency;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with other law enforcement
agencies;Level of education;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience implementing change;
Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in
budgeting ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;
Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with
community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Sound Decision Making;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Possesses political skills;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis
management experience ;History of successful Black community engagement. ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging
diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Record of community
involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Years of executive-level experience;
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Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Years of executive-level experience;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community
organizations;Level of education;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience implementing change;Acceptance
of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a
large law enforcement agency;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration
;Experience working with community organizations;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in impacting the level of
crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a
large law enforcement agency;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;Acceptance of responsibility
for the Department's performance;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Record of community involvement;Listening to community input and actually serving the community;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis
management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in impacting the level of
crime;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with community organizations;Record of community involvement;
Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and
retention of police officers;
Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;
Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance
of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience in mental health and de-escalation techniques;
Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience
in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;
Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting
the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;
Is 100% committed to anti racism. Not just ideations but a track record of documented practices. ;Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging
diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Level of education;Intelligence;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Years of
executive-level experience;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Years of executive-level experience;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management
experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community
organizations;
Experience working with community organizations;Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;Record of
community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in how to accomplish more, with fewer resources ;
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Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Years of executive-level experience;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working
in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Crime reduction ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Possesses political skills;Experience
in impacting the level of crime;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience
working with community organizations;Responds to crimes committed by homeless;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a
large law enforcement agency;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience in budgeting ;Not from Long Beach - so as not to
be "one of the guys" and obliged to do the will of command staff.;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Record of
community involvement;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working
in a large law enforcement agency;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the
level of crime;Understands the Constitution of the United States of America ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience
implementing change;Crisis management experience ;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Level of education;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the
Department's performance;Experience implementing change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in
impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community
organizations;Level of education;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Record of community involvement;Supports the officers so they can do their best possible job.;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
engaging diverse communities;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Years of executive-level experience;Level of education;
Level of education;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental
collaboration ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;
Experience implementing change;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the
level of crime;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience implementing change;Record of holding officers accountable for the harm they cause and dramatically reducing police violence.;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in budgeting ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;honesty;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience implementing change;
AGAIN! except for "years of executive level experience" THESE ARE WHAT ARE NEEDED IN ANY EXECUTIVE;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of
community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Crisis management experience ;
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Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community
organizations;Level of education;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Crisis management experience ;Record of
community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working
in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Level of education;Not racist ;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the
Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in impacting the
level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Experience working with community organizations;Record of community involvement;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Strong background in patrol / various detective
assignments.;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with
other law enforcement agencies;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Experience in budgeting ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience
implementing change;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working
with community organizations;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Level of education;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with community
organizations;Record of community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Crisis management experience ;Level of education;Experience in budgeting ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;
Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in
budgeting ;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience
implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Arrest the criminals and put them in jail;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Crisis
management experience ;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Years of executive-level experience;Level of
education;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Possesses political skills;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of enforcing the law;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community
organizations;Level of education;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Follows the actual laws and not government mandates or what is politically correct;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience in budgeting ;
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Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with
community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working with community organizations;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience
implementing change;MUST listen to the people who own homes here and live here. We want our parks and beaches safe. There are NOT two sets of rules ...
one for the government officials, one for the homeless and none for the tax payers who pays his salary.;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Record of community involvement;Experience in developing youth programs that can encourage them to be citizens of the world. ;
Someone not bought and paid for by democrats;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law
enforcement agency;Level of education;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Years of executive-level experience;Level of education;
Experience in budgeting ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in
impacting the level of crime;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of community involvement;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;Experience working with
community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience implementing change;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience running an open and transparent police department;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record
of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience in budgeting ;Record of community involvement;Experience
working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;non-political. Qualified on resume, not race or other woke status.;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience implementing change;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Crisis management
experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience Dealing with Homelessness, Crime, Violence;
Level of education;Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;Community collaboration skills. ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working
in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Level of education;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience
implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
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Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law
enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;
Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Level of education;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing
change;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in impacting the level of
crime;Years of executive-level experience;
Record of community involvement;Level of education;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Possesses political skills;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience
working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with other law enforcement
agencies;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;
Experience working with community organizations;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of
community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working
with community organizations;Possesses political skills;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Level of education;Experience in budgeting ;Reigning in
wasteful spending ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Acceptance of responsibility for the
Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Level of education;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices
and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working
with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Experience implementing change;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Level of education;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience working with community organizations;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis
management experience ;Experience in being able to forecast and be prepared for anticipated issues (I.e. civil disturbance) when occurring in other parts of
country;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience in saying no to the city council the mayor and the city manager;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Needs clearly demonstrated past success in actively reducing crime on all scales in a large urban environment ;
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Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience in recruitment and retention of
police officers;Possesses political skills;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;Years of executive-level experience;Experience
in budgeting ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Crisis management experience ;Years of executive-level experience;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of
police officers;Level of education;
Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility
for the Department's performance;Trauma-informed and anti-racism training;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Years of executive-level experience;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative
practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Supports the officers, if correct is a legal issue.;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Level of
education;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Crisis management experience ;Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Level of education;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Record of community involvement;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in budgeting ;Leave politics out, it’s obvious left wing progressive policies cause crime spikes.;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working
in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Crisis management experience ;
Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Record of community involvement;Level of education;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Record of community involvement;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Possesses political skills;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for
the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in
a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience
working with community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Years of executive-level experience;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Record of community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience
implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Level of education;Years of executive-level experience;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience working with community organizations;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;dedicated to reducing crime and
decreasing the homeless issue;
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Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a
large law enforcement agency;Possesses political skills;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Level of education;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience standing up to a weak Mayor so that
crime can be fought and criminals arrested to create a safer community;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Level of education;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working
with community organizations;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Years of executive-level experience;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Does not drug the population;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Acceptance of responsibility for the
Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Years of
executive-level experience;Experience working with community organizations;
Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other
law enforcement agencies;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;
Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in
personnel matters;
Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with other law
enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience implementing change;Ability to think and act independently ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Record of community involvement;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience
working in a large law enforcement agency;Years of executive-level experience;Experienced -5-10 yrs;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Female ;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;
Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience
working with community organizations;Level of education;
Record of community involvement;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Possesses
political skills;
Someone who honest and can improve morale. ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Rotates officers as needed to break up policemen cliques;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Level of education;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record
of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Years of executive-level experience;Level of education;Experience in budgeting ;Possesses
political skills;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Again, every one of these is important;
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Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of
police officers;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with other
law enforcement agencies;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with other law
enforcement agencies;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing
change;Crisis management experience ;
Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis
management experience ;Years of executive-level experience;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;
Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Record of community
involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Tough on crime. Zero tolerance ;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Enforce the Law; protect private property.;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging
diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Years
of executive-level experience;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in budgeting ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Record of
community involvement;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience deploying innovative
practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Years of executive-level
experience;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in impacting the level of
crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Is compassionate but firm.;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;
Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience in impacting the
level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Level of education;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Good at community outreach;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
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Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Years of executive-level experience;Experience
working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;owns home in Long Beach ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and
retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Crisis management experience ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Level of education;
Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Years
of executive-level experience;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Level of education;
Possesses political skills;
Possesses political skills;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis
management experience ;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law
enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working
with community organizations;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Level of education;Years of executivelevel experience;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;
Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience holding police officers accountable;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Crisis management experience ;
Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with
community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
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Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the
Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience implementing change;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience in
engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Level of education;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;neighborhood policing ;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Record of community involvement;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Years of executive-level
experience;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with other law enforcement
agencies;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law
enforcement agencies;Years of executive-level experience;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record
of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with other law
enforcement agencies;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience implementing change;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Level of education;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience
in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Crisis management experience ;Years of executive-level experience;Possesses political skills;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Possesses political skills;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Years of executive-level experience;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Level of education;Experience implementing change;Experience working with
community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Promote from with in the Police Department ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Effectively make safety a priority;
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Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Holds themselves accountable ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law
enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Possesses political skills;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;Experience
in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;
Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working
with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience implementing change;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Basic Public safety ;Experience in budgeting ;
Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in budgeting ;Acceptance of responsibility for the
Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the
Department's performance;Experience implementing change;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis
management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community
organizations;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Willingness to direct officers to enforce ALL current laws
both criminal and traffic;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;
Experience implementing change;Years of executive-level experience;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in interdepartmental
collaboration ;Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Level of education;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Level of education;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;
Understands the limits of policing;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;
Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in
budgeting ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience
implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis
management experience ;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Possesses political skills;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Crisis management experience ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Crisis management experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in budgeting ;
Years of executive-level experience;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Crisis management experience ;
Experience implementing change;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration
;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Level of education;Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;Record of community involvement;Experience in
impacting the level of crime;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Possesses political skills;Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative
practices and technology;Record of community involvement;
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Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Record of
community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;Experience
implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Level of education;Crisis management experience ;
Level of education;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Crisis management experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative
practices and technology;Record of community involvement;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience
implementing change;arrests people instead of notice to appear for homeless...;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;Record of
community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in budgeting ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience
working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;Crisis management
experience ;DEMONSTRATED experience successfully driving diversity and inclusion and rooting out racist cops;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental
collaboration ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Years of executive-level experience;Crisis management experience ;
Crisis management experience ;Years of executive-level experience;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience deploying innovative
practices and technology;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience
implementing change;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Level of education;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Possesses political skills;Experience working in
a large law enforcement agency;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in budgeting ;Possesses political skills;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in
a large law enforcement agency;Level of education;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Level of education;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the
Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and
retention of police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in budgeting ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience
working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working
with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Years of executive-level
experience;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;Crisis management experience ;Record of community involvement;
Experience in intercity collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Level of education;Experience in interdepartmental
collaboration ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
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Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;History of backing up his/her personnel and
standing up to city management in the face of terrible political decisions.;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience implementing change;
Record of community involvement;experience negotiating union contracts to refuse to include policing policies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Years of executive-level experience;Experience working in a large law
enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Level of education;Crisis management experience ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;
Level of education;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Previously from, or currently
lives in the community they will serve;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis
management experience ;Experience implementing change;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Possesses political skills;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience
working with community organizations;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing
change;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Experience working with community organizations;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience
implementing change;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience implementing change;Level of education;Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of community involvement;Open to new ideas and community input;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Level of education;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Possesses political skills;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience implementing change;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record
of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;
Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in budgeting ;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;Experience in
engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;Level of education;Record of community involvement;Don’t have
to be a police officer. It could be a civilian ;
Level of education;Years of executive-level experience;Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;Crisis
management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of
police officers;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of community involvement;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Possesses political skills;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Crisis management experience ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Sociology/ human services background. Restorative justice ;
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Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Willing to redirect budget to problems that
are not well served by police intervention.;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in budgeting ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Years of executivelevel experience;Level of education;Experience in budgeting ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with
other law enforcement agencies;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;anti political;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience
in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record
of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Level of
education;Experience implementing change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Level of education;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Level of education;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience implementing change;
Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in impacting the level
of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience
working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience implementing change;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;
Experience implementing change;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in
impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Level of education;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience
implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working
with community organizations;Experience implementing change;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with
other law enforcement agencies;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Years of executive-level experience;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Level of education;Experience in
engaging diverse communities;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;
Level of education;
Level of education;Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing
change;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Level of education;Possesses
political skills;
Not from LBPD;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Record of community involvement;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of
community involvement;Understanding of violence as a public health issue;
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Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Crisis
management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;
Possesses political skills;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in
impacting the level of crime;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Level of education;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis
management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Level of education;Experience in budgeting ;Experience
in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Level of education;Experience in budgeting ;Experience in impacting
the level of crime;
Enforce the law ;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Years of executive-level experience;Experience in recruitment and
retention of police officers;Experience working with community organizations;
Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the
level of crime;Level of education;
Experience implementing change;Crisis management experience ;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;bilingual;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience in interdepartmental
collaboration ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Possesses political skills;Experience implementing
change;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Possesses
political skills;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience implementing change;Crisis management experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the
Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Level of education;Honest;
Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience working with community organizations;Years of executive-level experience;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Level of education;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and
retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience working with community organizations;Level of education;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the
Department's performance;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience
implementing change;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Crisis management experience ;
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Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of community involvement;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience working with
other law enforcement agencies;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law
enforcement agencies;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Possesses political skills;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing
change;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with community
organizations;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and
retention of police officers;Years of executive-level experience;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Years of executive-level
experience;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community
involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Crisis
management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Possesses political skills;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in budgeting ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Record of community
involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in budgeting ;Crisis management
experience ;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Level of education;
Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in budgeting ;Experience working with
community organizations;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law
enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience
working with community organizations;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;Experience
in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;
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Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working
with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Crisis management experience ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Record of community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Level of education;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Level of education;Experience working with
other law enforcement agencies;
Years of executive-level experience;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in budgeting ;Experience in engaging
diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Level of
education;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Years of executive-level experience;Experience deploying innovative practices
and technology;Crisis management experience ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Crisis management experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience deploying innovative
practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience
in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Years of executive-level experience;Experience in budgeting ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;Acceptance of responsibility
for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
working with community organizations;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience
implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Level of education;Experience in budgeting ;Years of executive-level experience;Experience working with other law
enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience in budgeting ;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Crisis management experience ;Record of
community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
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Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of
police officers;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;Acceptance of responsibility
for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience deploying innovative
practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record
of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Record of community involvement;Acceptance
of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Practices racial equity with
black/latinx populations;
Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working in a
large law enforcement agency;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Years of executive-level experience;Has diversified previous
police departments; has promoted intervention by social workers and other non armed personnel in as many situations as possible ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Possesses political skills;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Years of executive-level experience;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law
enforcement agencies;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Crisis management experience ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Strength of character to enforce all laws despite political influence. Will resign in the face of political pressure.;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience in budgeting ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience in recruitment and retention of
police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience
working with community organizations;Record of community involvement;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience
in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience implementing change;Experience working with
other law enforcement agencies;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;
Forces cops to get vaccinated! For all I know, they could be COVID-19 super spreaders.;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in recruitment and
retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Crisis management
experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
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Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community
organizations;Crisis management experience ;
Level of education;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with community organizations;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record
of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Years of executive-level experience;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Must be
neutral when it comes to "political" favoritism with City Leaders. Citizen's and business safety first!s ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Reform-minded, from outside department.;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in impacting the
level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Years of executive-level experience;Level of education;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Level of education;Experience working with community organizations;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;experiencing in firing problematic police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in engaging
diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Level of
education;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience working with community organizations;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Record of community involvement;
Level of education;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law
enforcement agency;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility
for the Department's performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record
of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working
with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience implementing change;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Years of executive-level experience;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Crisis management experience ;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Years of executive-level
experience;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Possesses political skills;Level of
education;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with
community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Record of community involvement;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with
community organizations;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Worked as a Long Beach
Officer first ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis
management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Possesses political skills;
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Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience
working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with
other law enforcement agencies;Experience in the city of Long Beach ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;Experience in impacting
the level of crime;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Possesses political skills;
Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;Record of community involvement;Experience working with other law
enforcement agencies;Experience in budgeting ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in different aspects of policing;
Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience in
impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in budgeting ;Experience in interdepartmental
collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience
implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Years of executive-level experience;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Years of executive-level experience;Possesses political skills;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Level of education;Years of executive-level experience;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;Years of executivelevel experience;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in impacting the
level of crime;Record of community involvement;
Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;Years of executive-level experience;Level of
education;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;Record of
community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of
police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Years of
executive-level experience;Level of education;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis
management experience ;Experience implementing change;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration
;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record
of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Level of education;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;
Experience in addressing systemic racism and the police’s impact on trauma on our BIPOC community. ;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Record of community involvement;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Years of executive-level experience;Level of education;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a
large law enforcement agency;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
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Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Level of education;Experience in budgeting ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Crisis
management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;WALLY HEBIESH FOR CHIEF;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Currently employed by LBPD, hiring within ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative
practices and technology;Record of community involvement;
Record of community involvement;Level of education;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;
Don’t hire bob smith;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience implementing change;Record of community involvement;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;
Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse
communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community
organizations;Level of education;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in impacting the level of
crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Level of education;Years of executive-level experience;
Honesty ;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Crisis management experience ;Record of community involvement;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Crisis management experience ;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community
involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Level of education;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and
retention of police officers;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience
implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with
other law enforcement agencies;Experience with dealing with anti police politicians.;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a
large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Record of
community involvement;Tough on crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience in impacting the
level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Crisis management experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience working in a
large law enforcement agency;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Doesn't believe LBPD dispatch channels
should be encrypted ;
Crisis management experience ;Possesses political skills;Experience in budgeting ;Level of education;Years of executive-level experience;Experience working
with community organizations;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
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Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Years of executive-level experience;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with community organizations;Record of community involvement;Experience in
impacting the level of crime;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Law and order. Experience in reducing crime. ;
Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Record of community involvement;
Fight gang violence, arrest gangs dealers, arrest gangs with illegal guns, need police gang squads back for safe Neighbors, send all illegals in gangs back to
there countries. ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with
other law enforcement agencies;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
implementing change;Level of education;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience
working with community organizations;
Level of education;Experience holding subordinates responsible for their own actions;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Record of community involvement;Possesses political skills;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Enforces the laws;
Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Level of education;
Experience in budgeting ;
Experience implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience in budgeting ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Years of executive-level experience;Demonstrated experience in cutting-through BS and straightforwardly running a police department.;
Experience working with community organizations;Level of education;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis
management experience ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Working as a Chief in an outside agency so that department will grow and not be inbred. Proven honestym fairness and ability to make good decisions.;
Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Years of executive-level experience;Level of education;
Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of community involvement;knowledge in increasing efficiency of the Port of LB ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Level of education;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of
community involvement;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Years of executive-level experience;Experience
working with other law enforcement agencies;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Years of
executive-level experience;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Years of executivelevel experience;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Record of community involvement;Crisis management
experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers; A Chief Officer un affected by political pressure;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Crisis
management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Level of education;Possesses political skills;
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Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
implementing change;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Isn't beholden to the mayor - can make their own decisions ;Experience working with other law enforcement
agencies;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in
impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working
in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Years of executive-level experience;Crisis management experience ;Acceptance of responsibility for the
Department's performance;Transparent when it comes down to authorizing concealed weapons permits.;
Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Supports vaccine mandates and reforMs;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Level of education;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Willing
to create a culture of accountability that values public good over officers who have abused their power;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Level of education;Crisis management experience ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Level of education;Experience implementing change;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in budgeting ;
Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Level of education;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Level of education;Experience implementing
change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and
retention of police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Crisis management experience ;Record of
community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management
experience ;Experience implementing change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Never profiled a person of color, never tolerated anyone that did, never said a racist word in their life, while in office never made public their opinion about a
political race, and never donated to a political campaign through a police association..;
Record of community involvement;Level of education;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Years of executivelevel experience;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience disciplining racist and violent cops or taking measures to prevent racist/violent cops from being hired ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;
Level of education;Experience in budgeting ;Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging
diverse communities;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience deploying innovative practices
and technology;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
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Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in impacting the level of
crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with community
organizations;Track record of internal accountability measures (i.e., meaningful discipline/training in response to unlawful police behavior);Experience
implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Has fired at least one police officer for infringing on the rights of civilians.;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Record of community involvement;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Level of education;Experience working with community organizations;Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's
performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of
community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with community
organizations;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record
of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Years of executive-level experience;Level of education;Experience in budgeting ;Possesses
political skills;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
budgeting ;Experience implementing change;
Experience implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record
of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Years of executive-level experience;Level of education;Experience in budgeting ;Possesses
political skills;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and
retention of police officers;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience implementing change;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience in interdepartmental
collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Years of executive-level
experience;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience implementing change;Crisis management experience ;
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Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;Level of education;
Experience implementing change;
Experience implementing change;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working
with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with
other law enforcement agencies;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Crisis
management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Level of education;Years of executive-level
experience;
Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in recruitment and
retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in recruitment and retention of
police officers;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience in recruitment and retention of
police officers;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience implementing change;Record of
community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;
Crisis management experience ;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing
change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Level of education;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience
working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Level of education;Years of executive-level experience;Experience working with community organizations;Record
of community involvement;
Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in budgeting ;Experience in impacting the level of
crime;Experience implementing change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in budgeting ;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative
practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Years of executive-level experience;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience
working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience implementing change;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative
practices and technology;Level of education;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Record of community
involvement;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working
with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Knowledge of transformative justice practices;
Experience implementing change;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience
working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;Record of community
involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working with community organizations;
Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
working with community organizations;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
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Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Years of executive-level experience;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in budgeting ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience
implementing change;Record of community involvement;
Level of education;Experience working with community organizations;Crisis management experience ;Record of community involvement;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing
change;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Crisis management experience ;Experience in budgeting ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Level of education;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community
organizations;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for
the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in budgeting ;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Record of community involvement;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Level of education;Experience working with community organizations;Experience deploying innovative practices
and technology;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;
Experience implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Record of community involvement;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Crisis management experience ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience
working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Someone who is not afraid to call out the politicians ;
All the above;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience in budgeting ;
Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Not a Trump supporter!;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management
experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Level of education;Experience in interdepartmental
collaboration ;Work with the neighborhood residents to build trust;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Level of education;Experience working with community organizations;Record of
community involvement;
Crisis management experience ;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in
interdepartmental collaboration ;Years of executive-level experience;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience implementing change;Experience working with community organizations;
Record of community involvement;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience working with
community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Years of executive-level experience;Experience deploying innovative practices
and technology;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
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Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Acceptance of responsibility for the
Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Experience implementing change;Record of community
involvement;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Crisis management experience ;Experience
working with community organizations;Level of education;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working with community organizations;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record
of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Years of executive-level experience;Level of education;Experience in budgeting ;Possesses
political skills;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Crisis management experience ;Record of community involvement;Acceptance of responsibility for the
Department's performance;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Acceptance of
responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
working with community organizations;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices
and technology;Crisis management experience ;
Record of community involvement;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Acceptance of responsibility for the
Department's performance;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Level
of education;Know how to detect the good and bad police personnel, so they wouldn't form their own group inside the LBPD like it happened in LAPD to
target certain races in the community in Long Beach;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience
working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Crisis
management experience ;Experience implementing change;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Years of executive-level experience;Level of education;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience implementing change;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience
in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and
technology;Years of executive-level experience;Level of education;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and
retention of police officers;Level of education;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record
of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience working with community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Years of executive-level experience;
Level of education;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Crisis management experience ;Years of executive-level
experience;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;Possesses political skills;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Level of education;Experience implementing
change;Work with neighborhood residents to built trust and understanding between the police department and the community ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Level of education;Experience implementing
change;Work with neighborhood residents to built trust and understanding between the police department and the community ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Level of education;Experience implementing
change;Work with neighborhood residents to built trust and understanding between the police department and the community ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Level of education;Experience implementing
change;Work with neighborhood residents to built trust and understanding between the police department and the community ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
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Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
working with community organizations;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative
practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with community
organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in budgeting ;cut down violent crimes ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience
working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in media skills;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
working with community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working
with community organizations;Experience in media skills;
Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;No violent history ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working
in a large law enforcement agency;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record
of community involvement;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment
and retention of police officers;Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with
community organizations;Years of executive-level experience;
Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Level of education;
Record of community involvement;Experience implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience working with
community organizations;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience
working with community organizations;Level of education;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in media skills, live in love, works in
justice. ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working in a large law
enforcement agency;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record
of community involvement;Level of education;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in recruitment and retention of police
officers;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience in budgeting ;
Years of executive-level experience;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Years of executive-level experience;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience
working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
implementing change;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
N/A;
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Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Record
of community involvement;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working
with community organizations;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience deploying
innovative practices and technology;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working
with community organizations;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience implementing change;Experience
working with other law enforcement agencies;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience implementing change;Experience deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working
with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Enforce all criminal acts ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience in
recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Record of community involvement;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;Experience working with community organizations;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis management experience ;Experience working with community organizations;Experience working with other
law enforcement agencies;Experience in budgeting ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience working in a large law enforcement
agency;Experience in interdepartmental collaboration ;Experience in media skills -full disclosure and truth. ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working in a large law enforcement agency;Experience in recruitment and
retention of police officers;Years of executive-level experience;Experience in media skills ;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Experience in media skills ;
Experience in impacting the level of crime;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Years of executive-level experience;Level of education;
Experience in budgeting ;
Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis
management experience ;Experience implementing change;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;
Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;Experience working with other law enforcement agencies;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience
in recruitment and retention of police officers;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Record of community involvement;Crisis management experience ;Experience implementing change;Experience
deploying innovative practices and technology;
N/A;
Experience in engaging diverse communities;Acceptance of responsibility for the Department's performance;Experience in impacting the level of crime;Crisis
management experience ;Experience in recruitment and retention of police officers;
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Question 3: The new Chief of Police will need to immediately balance PRIORITIES of the
Long Beach Police Department and the community. Please select up to 5 of the following
potential priorities that you deem the "HIGHEST" priority.
Responses
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Police accountability;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Police accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Crime prevention and reduction;Police
accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Implementing Racial Equity & Reconciliation Initiative;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Gang prevention
and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries,
and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Zero Tolerance for
Criminals;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Gang prevention and intervention;
Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with
young people;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the
Police Department;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Addressing quality of
life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian
collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);This should not be a place where pedestrians are killed by cars literally
EVERY WEEK. Fix that. It doesn’t happen other places with the complete lack of enforcement or interest that it happens here. This is
unacceptable!;
Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with young people;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police
accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime
prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Enforcing all laws on the books;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Disarming all officers and disbanding the force;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;
Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Traffic
enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Addressing quality of life issues;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships with young people;Addressing fiscal challenges facing
the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood
problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle
and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Addressing
fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life
issues;Building positive relationships with young people;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Implementing
programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Building positive relationships with young people;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Holding drug users/petty
thieves accountable. Keep homeless out of public areas like beaches and parks.;Neighborhood problem-solving;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic
enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Building positive
relationships with young people;Get the criminals off the streets;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Putting criminals in jail;Gang prevention and intervention;
Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to
reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Addressing
fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Traffic enforcement;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Building positive
relationships with young people;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs
to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce
implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;
Police accountability;Building positive relationships with young people;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Building positive relationships with young people;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Reduce neighborhood crimes;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Building positive
relationships with young people;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Addressing quality of life issues;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;
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Response time to emergency calls for service ;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life
issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with young people;Response time to
emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and
policing;Defunding the police;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;
Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Traffic enforcement;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Addressing quality of life issues;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the
Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Traffic enforcement;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Dealing with homeless and mental illness;Addressing quality of life issues;Implementing
programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring
and policing;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Implementing programs to
reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;
Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;More officers on the east side nd add a substation back at
Eldorado park!;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;
Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Gang prevention and
intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;Gang
prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to
emergency calls for service ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Traffic enforcement;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police
Department;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Building positive relationships with young people;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Police accountability;Building
positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City,
County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Implementing
programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing quality of life issues;enforce our laws;Response time to
emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood
problem-solving;
Police accountability;Building positive relationships with young people;Gang prevention and intervention;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships with out
diverse communities;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Institute - you do the crime,
you do the time. Be more like Seal Beal police. Dont take no crap!;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Crime
prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;
Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Crime
prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Have him take away the mask and vax mandates. Only police in Mexico
wear masks! No more anonymous cops.;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;Police accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive relationships with young people;Traffic enforcement;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Implementing
programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Working with
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City,
County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including
bicycles and scooters);
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Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing fiscal challenges facing
the Police Department;Neighborhood problem-solving;Bring back Chief Jim McDonnell;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention
and intervention;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the
Police Department;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Is a female ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide
services to the homeless ;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;community policing, hearts & minds... just like in
Bagdad;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian
collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;#1 Enforce the law;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;
Police accountability;Begin hiring officers that live within the City. Set a quota.;Neighborhood problem-solving;Crime prevention and
reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;Working with
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles
and scooters);Neighborhood problem-solving;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Allow concealed carry permits to able, law abiding citizens ;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Gang prevention and intervention;Holding corrupt
LBPD personnel accountable;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Focus on
crime prevention and enforcement.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships
with young people;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;CREATING A POLICE FORCE
THAT IS ACTIVELY ANTI-RACIST.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions,
injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;Response time to
emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and
scooters);
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Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with
out diverse communities;Addressing quality of life issues;Police accountability;
Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic
enforcement;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and
policing;
Police accountability;√ Currently the LBPD is ranked as the worst police department in California and 4th from last at the national level by
PoliceScorecard.org. This ought to be the highest priority for the new police chief. √ The LBPD uses all intrusive surveillance technologies
that treat residents as criminals by default, such as Facial Recognition Technology, License Plate Readers, Military-grade Drones, Cell Phone
Interceptors, and others. The new chief must abandon these technologies and focus instead on building trust. √ The LBPD has consistently
disregarded Health Department mandates intended to protect the public with regard to COVID-19. The new chief must protect and serve
and must demand that the entire police department protect and serve the public. √ The LBPD has demonstrated that it practices racial
profiling, particularly against Black people, even as its ranks have moved towards diversity. This must stop immediately.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;
Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles
and scooters);Traffic enforcement;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Traffic enforcement;Police accountability;Response time to emergency
calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality
of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Building positive relationships with
young people;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Crime prevention and reduction;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and
reduction;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Police
accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Crime prevention and reduction;
Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Enforcing laws. No public loitering, camping, drug use etc;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood
problem-solving;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic
enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive
relationships with young people;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problemsolving;Building positive relationships with young people;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police
Department;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with out
diverse communities;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Building positive relationships with young people;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Neighborhood
problem-solving;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Priority to bring about positive public view of policing.
Trickle down to increase desire to become an officer, due to public perspective. Police deserve to be admired for their heroic job tasks ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Homelessness ;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide
services to the homeless ;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Night time patrols, increased;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Addressing quality of life issues;
Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing quality of life issues;Crime prevention and reduction;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and
policing;
Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Addressing quality of life issues;Retire the dinosaurs and abusers of the worker's comp. system ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Abolish the police;
Crime prevention and reduction;Traffic enforcement;
Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Get rid of problem officers ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;There’s a gang and homeless problem in
LB. Don’t be afraid to address it, it’s ok to have “gang cops” on the street ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian
collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);reducing illegal fireworks-not afraid to use technology to do so;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the
Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Neighborhood problem-solving;
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Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City,
County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Police
accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Addressing quality of life issues;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Building positive relationships with out
diverse communities;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to
reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working
with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and
City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Neighborhood problem-solving;
Police accountability;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Priorities should always be about the safety and concerns of people. You can always rebuild material things but once
someone is gone, it can never be replaced.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Gang prevention and
intervention;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City,
County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Crime prevention and reduction;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian
collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;
Police accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Rooting out
dangerous officers from the department;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the
Police Department;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Gang prevention and intervention;
Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships
with young people;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies
to provide services to the homeless ;
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Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;
Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships with young people;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Reducing the level of force used by police and introducing more de-escalation training;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and
policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Building positive
relationships with young people;Drugs! Get the drugs out of Long Beach;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Crime prevention and
reduction;Traffic enforcement;Addressing quality of life issues;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;
Police accountability;Building positive relationships with young people;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with young people;Implementing programs to reduce implicit
bias in hiring and policing;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime
prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian
collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention
and intervention;
Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian
collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Building positive relationships with young people;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with young people;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Traffic enforcement;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Crime prevention and reduction;
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Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Better leadership to the officers. Have their back when they are within
the law and policy ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing
programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Traffic
enforcement;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the
Police Department;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Police accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening
police-community partnerships and collaborations;Traffic enforcement;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;changing toxic relationship between police and community - boots on the damn
ground!!!;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;
Engaging with PEH in meaningful ways, engaging with community in meaningful ways to build trust and transparency ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;
Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Police accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Strengthening
police-community partnerships and collaborations;Closing loopholes in existing laws and proactively creating standard operating
procedures, instead of waiting until after an incident occurs to create one;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Funding the department ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring
and policing;
Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Crime prevention and reduction;
Addressing quality of life issues;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Galen Carroll;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Crime prevention and reduction;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and
scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive
relationships with young people;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Police accountability;Willing to prosecute and fire ALL officers found guilty of illegal acts.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the
Police Department;Traffic enforcement;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Building positive relationships with young people;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring
and policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and
City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;
Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and
reduction;
Police accountability;Reduce police funding and increase spending elsewhere.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships
and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with young people;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City,
County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Police
accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Addressing quality of life issues;Police accountability;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic
enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Police accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to
emergency calls for service ;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services
to the homeless ;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries,
and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Building positive relationships with young people;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing quality of life issues;Implementing programs to
reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and
City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships with young people;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Police
accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;Response time to
emergency calls for service ;Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships
and collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;Crime prevention and reduction;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive relationships with young people;Traffic enforcement;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Building positive relationships with young people;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;Police accountability;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and
reduction;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide
services to the homeless ;Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Traffic enforcement;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Neighborhood problemsolving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive
relationships with young people;Gang prevention and intervention;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention
and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries,
and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Traffic enforcement;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Addressing quality of life issues;
Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building
positive relationships with young people;
Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to
emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to
provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Reducing
vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs
to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Reducing vehicle
and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Gang prevention and intervention;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building
positive relationships with young people;
Police accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with young people;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Lowering violent crimes: robberies/shootings;Gang
prevention and intervention;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood
problem-solving;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;
Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Traffic enforcement;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Endorsement of laws. ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Addressing quality of life issues;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing
quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Gang prevention and intervention;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Building positive relationships with young people;Addressing quality of life issues;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Working
with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Traffic enforcement;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Implementing programs to
reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Addressing quality of life issues;Crime prevention and
reduction;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problemsolving;Gang prevention and intervention;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Addressing quality of life issues;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
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Addressing quality of life issues;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Crime prevention and reduction;Building
positive relationships with young people;
Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions,
injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;
Neighborhood problem-solving;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to
reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Crime prevention and reduction;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Police accountability;
Police accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with young people;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide
services to the homeless ;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Crime
prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring
and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including
bicycles and scooters);
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;Implementing
programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building
positive relationships with young people;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Is Anti Racist and willing to fire those with ties to white supremacy groups.;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and
policing;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Police accountability;Eliminate
corruption;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and
City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Traffic enforcement;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Traffic enforcement;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Addressing
quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic
enforcement;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;homeless crimes in our
communities. Please make it safe for our communities and children.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing
quality of life issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Homelessness ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;Reducing
vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police
Department;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Pension Reform (use sales tax to hire addl officers);
Building positive relationships with young people;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Response time to
emergency calls for service ;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police
Department;Neighborhood problem-solving;Breaking the "good old boy", protect your own culture in LBPD.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;
Police accountability;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Crime prevention
and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with
young people;
Police accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring
and policing;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to
reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive relationships with young
people;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Crime prevention and reduction;
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Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Traffic enforcement;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Gang prevention and intervention;Correct #3: Building positive
relationships with OUR diverse communities;Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions,
injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;pursuing bad actions of police officers;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Strengthening police-community partnerships
and collaborations;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Police accountability;Vaccinate all officers, limiting officer access to firearms, screen and remove officers for bias, and end police violence in
the city.;
Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide
services to the homeless ;Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;
Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive relationships with young people;
Communicating honestly;
Yes, the NEW chief is going to be walking into a mess - that Luna & Garcia created = they have to work on ALL OF THESE!;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing
programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries,
and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Gang
prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Traffic enforcement;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and
scooters);Neighborhood problem-solving;Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Slash budget. I
don't mean "defund" the LBPD, but cut back on the "toys"/equipment and the corresponding maintenance costs associated with those
items.;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Firing racist police. Educating all police. Ensuring
more than 6 weeks of training. ;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Crime prevention and reduction;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with young
people;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Accountability of police
supervisors and management;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Addressing quality of life issues;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Addressing quality of life issues;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit
bias in hiring and policing;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life
issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Traffic enforcement;Gang prevention and
intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing quality of life issues;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs
to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle
and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Reduce homeless;Traffic
enforcement;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing
quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Hire the best people for the job not based on skin color;
Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Gang prevention and intervention;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Police accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Implementing programs to reduce
implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Working with
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing
quality of life issues;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to
reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Homeless are not above the law.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police
Department;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Stop the homeless from stealing and
camping in our neighborhoods;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions,
injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;Police accountability;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries,
and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City,
County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Crime
prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing quality of life issues;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive
relationships with young people;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police
accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Radically changing policing strategies to promote
community development and wellbeing over traditional crime statistics such as arrests and incarcerations. ;
Reducing LPBD budget as a % of total city budget;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Truly beleives in proactive community policing and running an open and transparent dept. and has the ability to hire enough police
to do police work properly, including hiring more detectives to solve all kinds of crime with the utmost concern for justice and accuracy.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;Police
accountability;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Crime prevention and reduction;Implementing programs to reduce
implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Police accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and
City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Responsive to needs of Officers, instead
of just piling-on more responsibilities.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Response time to
emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic
enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Enforced Laws Homelessness;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing quality of life issues;
Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive
relationships with young people;
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Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the
Police Department;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;Police
accountability;
Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Police accountability;Reducing vehicle
and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Gang prevention
and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Police accountability;Building positive relationships with young people;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building
positive relationships with young people;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Building
positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Gang prevention and
intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Addressing homeless crisis - especially those
that are being violent;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with young people;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening
police-community partnerships and collaborations;Building positive relationships with young people;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Traffic enforcement;Enforcement of laws that are currently in place ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Police
accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Building positive relationships with young
people;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;
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Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life
issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Reducing vehicle
and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Highest priority is in
enforcing laws and rules within our community ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;Addressing quality of life issues;Gang
prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Gang prevention and intervention;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Neighborhood problemsolving;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions,
injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Building positive relationships with young people;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Police accountability;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Addressing fiscal challenges
facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problemsolving;
Address the disproportionate violence against people of color by the police;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Building positive relationships with young people;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;Police and fire should live in Long
Beach! I was astonished that so many live elsewhere, sooooo far away from where they serve!;
Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;
Enforce the law, not political right or left organizations.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian
collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive
relationships with young people;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Implementing programs
to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to
provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;Building positive relationships with young people;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Stop supporting progressive causes, these
types of politics has no place in policing. Let LEOs do their jobs. ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Neighborhood problem-solving;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Reducing
vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles
and scooters);Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Crime prevention and reduction;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with
young people;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships
and collaborations;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood
problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Police
accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Building positive
relationships with young people;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Traffic enforcement;Building positive relationships with out
diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;reduce homeless in our parks and beaches;Police accountability;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with out
diverse communities;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including
bicycles and scooters);Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Standing up to the weak Mayor and fighting
crime and arressting criminals so that Long Beach can be safe again.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries,
and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Find ways to stop crimes by homeless people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Addressing
quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Neighborhood problem-solving;
Does not drug the population;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit
bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions,
injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Building positive relationships with young people;
Building positive relationships with young people;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Response time to
emergency calls for service ;Crime prevention and reduction;having the citizens of LB understand that our police department is made up of
humans. That we think that he have to have knowledge of everything from crime, drugs, elder & child abuse, mental illness, public rights
etc. we can't expect our police to do all and not SUPPORT them;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing quality of life issues;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Crime
prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Building positive relationships with out
diverse communities;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with young people;Overhaul riot procedures;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian
collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Police accountability;Building positive relationships with young people;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Enforcement of mandatory vaccination policy ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs
to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Fairness to ALL people...
intelligent;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Police accountability;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;
Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Traffic enforcement;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Reinstitute car and bike
theft sting operations;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Gang prevention and intervention;
Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and
City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Building positive relationships with young people;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Response time to emergency calls for service ;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and
intervention;All are important;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions,
injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Traffic enforcement;
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Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police
Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Crime prevention and reduction;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries,
and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Response time to
emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Zero tolerance of crime;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;Police accountability;
Enforce the Law; protect private property.;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Neighborhood problem-solving;Crime prevention and
reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the
Police Department;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Police accountability;Gang
prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing
quality of life issues;Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Building positive relationships with young people;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to
emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;Strengthening
police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood
problem-solving;Addressing quality of life issues;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian
collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);ALL of these are important so new chief needs to be very experienced;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Crime prevention and reduction;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries,
and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Building positive
relationships with young people;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide
services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the
Police Department;Traffic enforcement;
Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);ticket red light runners in Belmont Shore and stop sign blowers iin Belmont Heights ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions,
injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Police accountability;Strengthening
police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Addressing quality of life issues;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with young people;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Traffic
enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries,
and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with young people;Develop internal leadership within the organization. ;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Police accountability;Improve training of
police officers in de-escalating potentially combative situations ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Police
accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing quality of life issues;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality
of life issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Addressing quality of life issues;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Police accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Response time to emergency calls for service ;
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Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Building positive relationships with young people;
Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to
emergency calls for service ;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services
to the homeless ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood
problem-solving;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Getting addicts and mentally I’ll homeless off our streets. ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Neighborhood problem-solving;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Traffic enforcement;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to
provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing
quality of life issues;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Traffic
enforcement;Building positive relationships with young people;Gang prevention and intervention;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and
State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with young people;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the
Police Department;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Building positive relationships with young people;
Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Crime prevention and reduction;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Crime prevention and reduction;Building
positive relationships with young people;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with young people;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Crime prevention and reduction;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships with young
people;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Police accountability;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police
Department;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle
and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Addressing
quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;
Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;
Gang prevention and intervention;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles
and scooters);Response time to emergency calls for service ;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Gang
prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with young people;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing quality of life issues;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Hire qualified officers based on qualifications not skin color;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing quality of
life issues;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Reducing
vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to
emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;
Traffic enforcement;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Building positive relationships with young people;
Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships with young people;Reducing vehicle
and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Traffic enforcement;Building positive relationships with young people;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality
of life issues;CITING VIOLATORS OF FIREWORKS LAWS. ZERO TOLERANCE FOR LOOTING, VANDALIZING, ETC.;
Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Reducing vehicle
and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Implementing
programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Neighborhood problem-solving;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Gang prevention and
intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian
collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Addressing quality of life issues;Place the rights of victims first, criminals
second;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Traffic enforcement;Police accountability;
Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships with young people;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;
Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Gang prevention and intervention;Implementing programs to
reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Know how to win hearts and minds;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang
prevention and intervention;Police accountability;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Crime
prevention and reduction;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions,
injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Crime prevention and
reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships with young people;Reducing
vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian
collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with young people;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police
Department;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life
issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;
Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Neighborhood problem-solving;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention
and intervention;Building positive relationships with young people;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships with young people;Gang prevention
and intervention;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with young people;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring
and policing;Police accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with young people;Crime prevention and reduction;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Neighborhood problem-solving;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Strengthening
police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Traffic enforcement;Quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Police accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building
positive relationships with young people;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Neighborhood
problem-solving;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Crime prevention and reduction;
Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with young people;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles
and scooters);Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City,
County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Implementing programs to reduce
implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Traffic enforcement;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police
Department;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
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Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with young people;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Ensure officers have a place to work and make sure our officers don’t
leave for better opportunities.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive
relationships with young people;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police
accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;
Addressing quality of life issues;Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;We need the chief to
crackdown of the noise and speeding in our neighborhood. Car clubs and drag racers have no business causing noise pollution and
disturbances in LB C. We’ve had enough ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including
bicycles and scooters);Implement CCTV surveillance technology, and ShotSpotter;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang
prevention and intervention;
Addressing quality of life issues;Police accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Crime prevention and reduction;Building
positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Addressing fiscal challenges
facing the Police Department;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and
reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and
policing;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies
to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide
services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Homeless
crimes;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Gang prevention and
intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Addressing quality of life issues;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;
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Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Working
with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing
programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Reduce crime in low income communities ;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Police accountability;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Addressing fiscal challenges
facing the Police Department;
Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive
relationships with young people;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Traffic enforcement;
stop police brutality. Stop excessive force ;
Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Specific collaboration with homeless outreach and working to eliminate the excuse of homelessness to allow petty crimes (as in
rampant bike theft);
Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Traffic enforcement;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Addressing fiscal challenges
facing the Police Department;Actually arrest vagrants when they're shooting up drugs on 2nd Street, defecating in people's yards, etc. ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;no tolerance for law breaking;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Crime prevention and reduction;
Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Traffic enforcement;Police accountability;Building positive relationships
with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Police
accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring
and policing;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life
issues;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police
accountability;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit
bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Traffic enforcement;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;homelessness. get them off the street and into
shelters.;Addressing quality of life issues;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Gang prevention and intervention;
Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood
problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Homeless criminal activities ;Police accountability;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with young people;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships
and collaborations;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Building positive relationships with young people;
Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Neighborhood
problem-solving;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian
collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships
with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing
vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Enforce the law;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Building positive relationships with young people;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and
City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out
diverse communities;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and
State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Police accountability;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Police accountability;Building
positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;Addressing quality of
life issues;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with young people;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries,
and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Police
accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Police accountability;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Crime
prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;support efforts to address
homelessness;
Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing quality of life issues;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring
and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;
Address the homeless problem/ crisis;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Police
accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and
policing;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Gang prevention and intervention;
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Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Crime
prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the
Police Department;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Building positive relationships with young people;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including
bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Traffic enforcement;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and
State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive
relationships with young people;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problemsolving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Addressing
quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with young people;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;Gang prevention and intervention;
Neighborhood problem-solving;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies
to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing quality of life issues;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building
positive relationships with young people;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention
and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Building positive relationships with young people;
Gang prevention and intervention;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships
with young people;
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Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Gang
prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit
bias in hiring and policing;Police accountability;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police
Department;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and
policing;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing quality of
life issues;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian
collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building
positive relationships with young people;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to
provide services to the homeless ;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Working with
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with
young people;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Police accountability;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with
young people;Traffic enforcement;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Gang
prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Gang prevention and intervention;Police
accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;
Supporting police and staff to be able to discern situations and not be judged. If a wrong decision is made, continue to support and provide
correction as necessary;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries,
and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Neighborhood problemsolving;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring
and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police
Department;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
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Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships
with young people;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and
policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;
Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs
to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Crime prevention and
reduction;committing to pursuing new policing tactics;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Hiring more cops in LB. ;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police
Department;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships
with young people;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Actually enforce fireworks
law;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Implementing programs
to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Gang prevention and intervention;
Improving performance and reputation of LBPD ;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Working with
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Building positive relationships with young people;Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring
and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Using nationally recognized strategies to reduces instances of gun
violence like http://www.livefreeusa.org/endgunviolence;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and
State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with young people;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries,
and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City,
County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to
provide services to the homeless ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Crime
prevention and reduction;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Enforce the laws!;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Implementing
programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to
reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Implementing programs to reduce implicit
bias in hiring and policing;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;
Police accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and
intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing quality of life issues;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Firing cops with ties to white supremacist organizations,
rogue cop gangs, and those fake patriotic groups.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Gang
prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Addressing quality of life issues;Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
We don't need police for any of these things. We should invest in community services instead;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide
services to the homeless ;Traffic enforcement;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Traffic enforcement;Building positive
relationships with young people;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;There is no excuse to call the police department and speak to an
answering machine and be on hold. When requesting a police call back to speak to an officer we should be able to one! 3 hours of response
time is NO RESPONSE at all!! Not acceptable at all!nd sowe shou;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing racial profiling issues apparent in LBPD's
RIPA data;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;work to reduce
homelessness and crime in L.B.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries,
and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;reducing number of guns and weapons the police officers
carry.;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Building positive relationships with young people;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police
Department;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring
and policing;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Response time to
emergency calls for service ;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Addressing quality of life issues;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;
Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Police accountability;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide
services to the homeless ;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Traffic
enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide
services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Traffic enforcement;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships
and collaborations;Police accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Gang prevention and intervention;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing quality of life issues;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Gang
prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;
Building positive relationships with young people;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention
and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Building
positive relationships with young people;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to
provide services to the homeless ;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing quality of life issues;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide
services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships with young people;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions,
injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Reducing and preventing human trafficking and sex trafficking;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Building department morale among its officers who risk their lives in challenging times ;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building
positive relationships with young people;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;
Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing quality of life issues;
Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Building positive relationships with young
people;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Gang prevention and
intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Reduction of violent crimes;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Strengthening
police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Traffic enforcement;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police
Department;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Police
accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Officer support and accountability within management positions ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian
collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Reducing vehicle
and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Crime prevention and
reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building
positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;
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Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to
emergency calls for service ;Gang prevention and intervention;
Traffic enforcement;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing quality of
life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic
enforcement;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Reducing
vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Addressing
fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing quality of life issues;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Crime prevention and reduction;Rebuilding trust with the BIPOC community ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and
policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Crime prevention and
reduction;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Traffic enforcement;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood
problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian
collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);IMPLEMENTATION OF POSITIVE CHANGE;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;
Police accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Crime prevention and reduction;Reducing vehicle
and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Building positive relationships with young people;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police accountability;
Don’t hire bob smith ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Building positive relationships with young people;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing quality of life issues;Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Traffic enforcement;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Gang prevention and intervention;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Response time to
emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions,
injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Gang prevention and intervention;Police
accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Building positive
relationships with young people;Neighborhood problem-solving;Enforce the law equality regardless of race or gender. ;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City,
County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Crime prevention and reduction;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Police
accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Homelessness;Addressing
fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Building positive relationships with young people;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing
vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Doesn't believe LBPD dispatch channels should be encrypted ;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Police
accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Building positive relationships with young people;Implementing
programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Building
positive relationships with out diverse communities;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;
Crime prevention and reduction;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Addressing quality of life issues;Police
accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Follow vaccine mandates;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and
reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Same as answer 3;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Building positive relationships with young people;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and
scooters);Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle
and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Gang
prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Retraining of current staff on best practices in deescalation, mental health, diversity. ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide
services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships with young people;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;Addressing quality of life issues;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs
to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police accountability;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and
policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Proven honesty of all employees and
ensure the department is fair to all its employees. Not making political decisions but honest and correct ones.;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to
reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Traffic enforcement;
be held accountable for past harms to the community;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police
accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;
Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problemsolving;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Proven Law enforcement, NOT defunding;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to
reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working
with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing
programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Addressing quality of life issues;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Implementing
programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
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Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with young people;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring
and policing;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;
Understands THEY need to lead and not be led by the mayor;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life
issues;Traffic enforcement;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Building positive relationships with young people;Police accountability;Have the police officers get out of their vehicles and interact with the
community, community based policing is very important;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Implementing
programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Traffic enforcement;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and
policing;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Gang prevention and intervention;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Building positive relationships with young people;
Police accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality
of life issues;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Addressing quality of life issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Traffic
enforcement;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;
Prevention of police abuse, creation of a department that is transparent and accountable, raising the bar for all sworn officers and for
department policy such that the department becomes the vanguard rather than the rump of California police departments.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit
bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Traffic enforcement;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood
problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Police accountability;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Gang prevention and intervention;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problemsolving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing
programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Keeping current officers from considering other employment options ;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police
Department;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Addressing quality of life issues;
Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Neighborhood problem-solving;Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring
and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;Will commit to divesting the police department of military equipment. You
are not the army.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out
diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive relationships with out
diverse communities;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life
issues;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Crime prevention and
reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Crime prevention and
reduction;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit
bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions,
injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
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Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive
relationships with out diverse communities;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City,
County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;Building positive
relationships with young people;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing
quality of life issues;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Police accountability;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and
intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Building positive relationships with young people;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with
young people;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing quality of life issues;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City,
County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Traffic enforcement;Enforce noise laws such as illegal exhaust systems that exceed 100 DBS,;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Having more ACTIVE police patrol in diverse communities, like low income. Show their positive presence. Actually report to City calls
regarding to city facilities. Have called the department for help and an officer shows up an HOUR AFTER the phone call. ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City,
County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out
diverse communities;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive
relationships with young people;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
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Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Traffic enforcement;
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing
vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries,
and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality
of life issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive relationships with out
diverse communities;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Addressing quality of life issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Response time
to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing quality of life issues;Police accountability;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Implementing programs to
reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring
and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Getting unhoused folks off the streets; stopping vagrants and public intoxication that leads to violence ;
Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for
service ;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Cleaning up the homeless sleeping on the streets. Stopping all the breakins and violent crimes.;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police
accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Police accountability;Finding ways to reduce the cost of police services to taxpayers.;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Reducing
vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships
and collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring
and policing;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Crime prevention and reduction;Car theft;
Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Building
positive relationships with young people;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to
provide services to the homeless ;
Traffic enforcement;Addressing quality of life issues;Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse
communities;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police
accountability;
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Police accountability;Traffic enforcement;Crime prevention and reduction;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and
policing;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing
vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention
and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;Working
with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing quality of life
issues;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive relationships with
young people;Police accountability;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Crime prevention and reduction;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;Building positive relationships with young
people;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Crime prevention and reduction;
Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions,
injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Addressing quality of life issues;Traffic enforcement;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police
Department;
Police accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Building positive relationships with young people;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City,
County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Police
accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Implementing programs
to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to
provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;
Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing quality of life
issues;Retention/ Recruitment;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
All the above ;
Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the
Police Department;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing
vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State
agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Crime prevention and
reduction;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries,
and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Neighborhood problem-solving;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with out
diverse communities;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Addressing quality of life issues;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Implementing programs to reduce implicit
bias in hiring and policing;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies
to provide services to the homeless ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships with young
people;Crime prevention and reduction;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive relationships with young
people;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City,
County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit
bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions,
injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Police accountability;Gang prevention and intervention;Crime
prevention and reduction;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life issues;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF HOMELESS PEOPLE;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police
Department;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive relationships with young people;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Traffic enforcement;Neighborhood problem-solving;Addressing quality of life issues;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Police accountability;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Neighborhood
problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing
vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide
services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and
fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Implementing programs to reduce
implicit bias in hiring and policing;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Building positive relationships with out
diverse communities;Crime prevention and reduction;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community
partnerships and collaborations;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Building positive relationships with young people;Traffic enforcement;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Implementing programs to reduce
implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Police accountability;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);Police accountability;
Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the
Police Department;Police accountability;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problemsolving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs
to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and
scooters);
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Working
with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Traffic
enforcement;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Traffic
enforcement;
Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood
problem-solving;restorative justice programs;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Implementing programs
to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Gang prevention and intervention;Addressing quality of life issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Traffic enforcement;
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Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Not working in situations only mental health
professionals should partner with mental health ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Building positive relationships with young people;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian
collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;To be approachable to public ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problemsolving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County
and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Addressing quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies
to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response
time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;Understanding the priorities of love and difference between law and
justice. ;
Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities
(including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to
provide services to the homeless ;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Neighborhood
problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Addressing quality of
life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;
Neighborhood problem-solving;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide
services to the homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;Reducing
vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Building positive relationships with young people;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Neighborhood problemsolving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Neighborhood problemsolving;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
N/A;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Working with Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
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Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Neighborhood problem-solving;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle
and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the homeless ;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening policecommunity partnerships and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and
collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Traffic enforcement;City hire more officers, for traffic enforcement: write citations for speed, loud mufflers
and tinted windows. ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Traffic enforcement;
Reducing vehicle and pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Crime prevention and reduction;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Strengthening police-community partnerships
and collaborations;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Building positive relationships with young people;
Gang prevention and intervention;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide
services to the homeless ;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;Traffic enforcement;Reducing vehicle and
pedestrian collisions, injuries, and fatalities (including bicycles and scooters);
Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Addressing fiscal challenges facing the Police Department;Addressing
quality of life issues;Working with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and City, County and State agencies to provide services to the
homeless ;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Police accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in
hiring and policing;Traffic enforcement;
Crime prevention and reduction;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing fiscal
challenges facing the Police Department;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Police accountability;Neighborhood problem-solving;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;Police
accountability;Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing;
Crime prevention and reduction;Police accountability;Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Neighborhood
problem-solving;Building positive relationships with young people;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Building positive relationships with out diverse communities;
Strengthening police-community partnerships and collaborations;Addressing issues with homeless population ;
N/A;
Crime prevention and reduction;Gang prevention and intervention;Response time to emergency calls for service ;Addressing quality of life
issues;Neighborhood problem-solving;
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Question 4: What efforts currently underway in the Police Department, that you are aware of,
would you like to see continued under the new Police Chief?
Responses
na
NA
N/A
Not sure what is being done currently
n/a
Partnerships with other City Departments and Community Organizations to build trust and PREVENT crime in priority neighborhoods.
Working in partnership with other City Departments and community-based organizations to support implement innovative and effective street
outreach and gang intervention strategies.
N/a
Recruitment and retention of a police force that mirrors the demographics of our city.
.
Eradicate the homeless from the city.
I honestly haven't seen anything improving.
LBPD officers should not be paid for “volunteering”
I'm not privy to what operations are underway.
The modern version of LBPD shows an openness and willingness to talk about reform, change, and listen to the concerns of the community.
The department needs to continue on that path.
Continue the use of ALPR and facial recognition technology to apprehend criminals.
Continue to get guns off the streets.
I Have nothing positive to say about my 17 years of watching police not keep us safe. Nothing,
The community engagement division needs to go back to its prior self, the Community Relations Division, and focus on the communities within
the city. Not the current chief's vision that he controlled and was woefully understaffed.
Idk
Hold officers accountable.
I am unaware of any current efforts underway by the police department.
dk
How about getting back to correct staffing levels and dealing with quality of life issues. How about protecting your officers so they can do their
jobs
Neighborhood Walks. Get officers out of their cars and communicating directly with the public.
None
n/a
NA
High police presence in high crime areas of LB
Better community engagement and positive police interaction.
Feet on the crowd policing to better interact with the community.
Continue coordination with departments to provide positive activities for youth that live in challenging areas.
Increased accountability for LEOs
.
Community engagement; community walks and conversations between police and the citizens of LB
Bring back the bike patrol division
NA
Inclusion of mental health professionals on appropriate police calls.
Community-based policing and thinking of alternative programs to provide safe programs for youth throughout the city
Implicit bias training
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Office of constitutional policing
Neighborhood walks
I have noticed more emphasis on de-escalation in the past couple of years and hope this continues.
I’d like to see a police chief that doesn’t do whatever the mayor asks him to do. One that takes his job seriously and doesn’t care about
“politics.” Don’t hire DC smith, he’s a joke.
Total vaccination.
I am not knowledgeable in this area.
N/A
na
Not aware of any.
Quality of life work.
?
Somehow they have managed to do a pretty good job keeping the homeless from establishing a beachhead on the beaches, bike paths, and
other public areas near the water.
Long Beach Police do a good job reducing crime
not sure
I am not aware.
Reduce gang violence
Expanded use of reserve police officers for night patrols.
N/a
Implicit bias training, office of constitutional policing, transparent policies, community engagement
Directed Enforcement Teams
?
Gang task force
Community Police Academy.
Support for faith-based organizations that address the needs of the homeless, like the Long Beach Rescue Mission.
Hire Tony Batts
Not aware of any, although happy to support our department in their efforts to keep our neighborhood safe which I truly believe they are
trying to do although most of the time their hands are tied.
Visibility and quick response time.
I don’t know.
Racial divide among the police and the community
None. The department is currently failing in nearly every single way.
N/a
NA
None we do need a new police chief
N/A
None.
Na
More active anti-gang unit to deal with violent street gangs, which is where the most shootings and murders come from.
Community policing. Love seeing the police in communities especially interacting with children and youth.
not sure
Increasing levels of police officers to prior numbers - over 1,000 - so that special units can be reimplemented.
I don't know.
Not sure
Defunding the police
Pro ccw for law abiding citizens
I am pretty well informed and not aware of LBPD initiatives. Perhaps additional communication would be helpful on what our police
department is doing beyond the normally expected police services.
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None. Every time I talk to a police officer or my council person about traffic enforcement they say it is "traffic management" the city could have
increased revenue if they had more patrol officers writing tickets for running stop signs and disobeying traffic laws. When I asked how we stop
theft to an officer he told me the police hands were tied and I should move if I didn't like it. We have a almost lawless society in the beach
communities and I expect my police and government to enforce the laws meant to keep public order.
Use of MET units instead of patrol units for domestic and other non violent purposes.
Defund the police
community policing-feet on the ground; police seen as partners in problem-solving, someone you can trust
n/a
Not aware of any
Quality of life officers working to decrease homelessness
NA
not sure
Quality of Life Officers - and expand it!
Use of technology for
~Identifying crime trends in various neighborhoods in order to determine the appropriate deployment of officers.
~Identifying individuals committing crimes.
LBPD working with community organizations
Homeless population.
None. The people department is an embarrassment ridiculed by LAPD and LASD.
Violent crime reduction
Racial Equity and Reconciliation
No encampments for homeless! Crime, gang prevention-There need to be consequences for crimes.
NA
We need more homeless outreach
n/a
Community policing
None
I appreciate the Homeless Liaison Officers and the work that they do but when individuals refuse services after multiple attempts then our laws
need to be enforced.
None
I don't know
N/A
I dont see anything that needs to continue. Everything needs to change!
I am not aware of any.
I don’t know
I am not aware currently of what efforts are underway; but I support and appreciate our Police Department and Fire Department. Let's have
respect for each other by listening, staying calm, don't jump to conclusions, and a desire to help.
Work with diverse groups of people
Current efforts stink. Change the direction back to kicking asses and taking names. No more overpaid warm bodies standing down. Start telling
the political scum in the city to stand down.
Implement positive crime enforcement Implement training between police officers on the street detectives D a's office and city attorney
The officers in my neighborhood are very approachable and respectful. Please continue that trend.
Hold officers accountable for their actions
Better traffic and parking enforcement, especially around schools
X
Walking beats
Unknown
Na
Quality of life teams and MET
I'm not aware of any but you need to bring back Chief Jim McDonnell
Unknown.
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Reduction of the number of homeless living in the city.
Safer communities, outreach,
Homeless issues liaison
Homelessness
None, the LB police department is a massively overpaid failure
S
More focus on the illegal fireworks and harsher punishment
None
Reduce violence
I believe the department regressed under Luna. We need an outside candidate that faces on true community policing. Follow the writing of
Patrick Skinner, an officer in Savannah that has an excellent view on this subject.
Is there something positive underway? It seems that there is always excessive and unaccounted spending, please reduce that. I know there is
supposed to be some sort of community outreach, I've never seen any officers other than speeding by or a clustering of 5+ cruisers to "help"
one homeless person who isn't doing anything.
Stop “standing down” on bicycle violations.
Not aware of anything particular.
Current officers do a great job interacting with local homeowners to patrol neighborhoods. More of that. Maybe an officer appreciation day!
I am incredibly disappointed in how Chief Luna ran our police department - his management style was to protect the officers over protecting
our diverse community, especially when our officers were guilty of wrongdoing. I can’t think of anything Luna created in the department that
would be beneficial to continue. I’m grateful he’s retiring.
none
Not aware of any.
More funding for the police department to expand staffing, recruit and hire QUALITY candidates, and update equipment.
Homeless outreach & gang intervention.
I couldn’t say.
N/A.
N/A
The trauma intervention program should be continued but in close collaboration with the health dept. Better use and transparency of the RIPA
data.
Office of Constitutional Policing; Active Bystandership Training; Community Centered Policing
not that i'm aware of
I don't know what is currently going on internally because I feel this chief is not transparent to the public as to how he is holding his officers
accountable. Lack of transparency comes across as disingenuous and lack of control of his department.
NA
None. We need a complete revamp of the department, policies, procedures, and programs under the new chief.
Less woke stance and more law and order.
Helping homeless people
none this city is going to hell. We be better off with LASD taking over Law enforcement so the sheriff could stand up to the mayor
N/A- Because there is no transparency.
Gang prevention
I do not know of any efforts that I would like to see continued.
Mental health response team to be increased.
I am proud of how fast and how many officers arrive at a major scene. Also, when they track stolen vehicles, their tactic of "surrounding" the
vehicle from blocks away before attempting to stop the vehicle reduces long wasteful pursuits.
Professionalism, accountability, good communication between law enforcement and city council leaders, accessibility, and cultural sensitivity
I am not aware of any.
Not aware of any
N/A
I think this department needs an overhaul. Transparency and accountability from command level. Better training and leadership from
supervision. Better professionalism and work ethic from line officers. I think there is a culture in this department and city that neglects crime
reporting, investigation, and arrest of criminals, to cook the books and give the appearance that this is a safe city, which could not be further
from the truth.
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see something the say something mamo
Implement ShotSpotter technology; implement foot/bicycle patrols by the Pike; continue DUI stops points; investigate unsolved crime by
matching lans and grooves to gun buy-back programs (honeypot)
NA
Not aware of current vision.
Community policing
Continue the crime impact task force and bolster it with the funding. Also, expand the funding to the TIP program and the community
engagement division and add more walk/talks to crime impacted areas. Focus on the young people they are the future. Also, make sure that
the department stays ahead of the average for the pay rate for its officers. Well paid, well supported officers do the best work. If they don’t
feel the chief has their back, they’ll leave in droves.
Much more “hands on” community outreach (taking time to talk to kids, and neighborhood groups. Causes kids to look up to officers as
community heros and protectors, not adversaries Further, allows the public to feel heard, more public communication, pubic service.
None
Hiring more cops
N/A
It would be nice if you starting cleaning up the homeless problem and stopped allowing petty crime
UNKNOWN
Cannot think of any.
Community outreach.
Elimination of the gang detail
Diversity training and sensitivity
reduce crime
Coffee with a Cop, Neighborhood walks
I'd like to see LBPD continue there efforts in closing out hundreds of rape kits that have been held in cold storage
N/A
I would like to see the police force abolished. Nothing good or positive for the community can come from the police.
# of known transient red. Closer distance to neighboring and rual development's ATTN to new juvinal illegal activities-(documented with timescities listed a professions. Fair and treatment with all under the laws and courtrooms. Involvement programs within the community. Fair and
tactful enforcement of the law VOA law enforcements teams and officers of combining states.
Not aware of any efforts—there should be
Answering the phone for non-emergency calls (like parking tickets or abandoned vehicle); wearing face masks
I’ve heard a lot of officers are working overtime nonstop because they are understaffed in the field and their detectives.
Holding the Health Dept accountable for all matters involving the homeless.
I can't comment because what I thought he was working on, I do not see happening at ALL. That being the illegal fireworks.
I think along time ago they did away with the Gang Unit I would like to see that a Gang Unit is put back in place.
I don't know of current efforts but I don't want to see any of our police officers on TV beating someone senseless.
I am not aware of any specific efforts the LBPD is undertaking (and I read both the Long Beach Post and the LA Times).
Efforts being made to DO police work in a climate that puts police at a disadvantage.
None
Reducing budget
None time to start over.
I do not know of any specific efforts underway in the LBPD.
Body cameras
Na
I do not know.
Community policing
n/a
More police on patrol in 90808 area.
Not aware of any efforts.
Efforts to improve police-community relationships
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I am not aware, partly my fault, but I do not get a weekly email from the Police Chief like I do from the Mayor and Stacy Mungo about what's
happening in the City/Community.
Community policing
Unknown
I have no comment here
Na
Expand the met team
Cops for Kids (Kiwanis sponsored)
There are no continuations in the police department that are worthwhile. Arguing with dispatchers to get police help, waiting hours for police
to arrive so that the criminals are long gone, decision making with a weapon are all inappropriate and dangerous.
I’m sure there have been some incredible partnerships and programs creative though I am unfamiliar.
Quality academy training and field training programs. Young officers need to be developed in a consistent and public serving way.
Calls to report homeless "problems" are responded to by a support team instead of the police.
N/A
unaware of current projects.
Change. A lot of it. Eliminating expenses and transferring community based services to the health department and nonprofits. I've attended
police interviews as a community member and I was astonished at the brainwashing done by the officer interviewing with me. I truly believed
that the young men and women who become officers want to serve the community but I fear they are quickly indoctrinated into a longstanding culture built on white supremacy. Its going to take a lot more that diversity trainings to reset the system but I believe it can be done.
Fight the drugs being used and brought to Long Beach! Arrest everyone caught using or in possession of drugs!
n/a
.
I’m not aware of any efforts currently underway
Na
NA
N/A
Office of Constitutional Policing and collaboration with the feds to solve violent crime
None. They are doing terrible.
Not sure
None
Coordinated Response Team
Get more police officers in the street.
N/A
Hire more bilingual and women! Chief should be bilingual as well to be able to communicate with the community.
Understanding that the community is a partner of the police dept. Following Covid 19 Guidelines by expecting vaccination from the officers is
part of this partnership. Yes, there has been discussion about reimagining policing in all urban cities…much of what they do is not policing and
the human resource services need to be funded and work in unison with police to assist in the challenging problems in the city.
Quality of life program to help get homelessness off our streets
None, start over
Glad to see that there’s been an attempt at cracking down on gun violence/ illegal weapon ownership. I also love seeing community resources
like preventative measures for catalytic converter theft, to name one.
More proactive policing as long as the command staff can back the officers like they need it. Lead from the front and don’t be scared of the
politics. Policing is a tough dirty job don’t worry what the public perception is.
Office of Constitutional Policing
Justice Lab
Diversity in Recruitment and hiring
I do not know?
N/A
Ilegal fireworks enforcement and accountability. There needs to be an effective community outreach program and
messaging. See recommendations presented by the 3rd. District Fireworks Advisory Committee to the city Council August
2020.
Matching unhoused people with organizations to help them.
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More proactive officers deterring crime. More arrests of prohibited possessors. More arrests of shooters and murderers. More recovery of
stolen vehicles.
More beach presence
I see NOTHING beneficial currently underway in the PD and blame this on Luna, who, after the stand-down May 31, 2020 had his PD take the
view that all citizens are liars and thieves. By keeping officers in their cars and away from the public distrust festers. NYC cops know their
public; LBPD doesn't GAF.
Foot patrol
Walking beats, bike cops, more quality of life officers
Gang enforcement
N/a
The continued use of technology to improve the ability of the community to make reports. However, use of existing and new technology
should be scrutinized, proven by unbiased research, and sanctioned (or at least not condemned) by organizations like the ACLU.
None
Vaccinated or fired
Neighborhood policing and officers engaging positively with the community
None that I know of.
Changing the culture of policing to understand how to deescalate a problem.
GC
Continuing accountability measures begun with the "body cam" initiative.
Quality of Life Officer program
Unaware
n/a
Crime reduction, prosecution and incarceration. There is no punishment for committing crimes, that needs to change.
Conversations around implicit bias inside the police dept
I'm not aware of any current efforts that they do for the community. That's one of the reasons I would like more accountability, transparency &
community interactions.
Community engagement
N/a
I don’t know
N/A
N/A
Dixepx
Asking these questions of the community and getting their feedback is a good step.
N/a
Are there any efforts?
Adress Department corruption
N/A
Expand and deepen real community policing. Defer to social workers to deal with people experiencing mental health crises. Expand services for
the homeless rather than jailing them.
Violent crime supression.
I saw there are a couple pilot walking police who talk with the community, I would like to see more of this with officers who are trained in some
level of mental health, war on drugs, social services, and similar issues
n
I don't know of any.
Transparency with body camera footage
I am quite satisfied with LBPD. I don't often have contact with LBPD, when do have interactions with LBPD, I have been impressed with the high
level of professionalism and service that is provided.
None
I'm unaware of current efforts
Use of techonology.
Unknown efforts, would like more community involvement
None
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Community Policing
Mandatory vaccinations.
none that i’m aware of
I'm not aware of any current LBPD efforts.
n/a
Crime prevention and reduction
Don’t care
Unknown.
N/A
Efforts to help alleviate homeless crisis
Support a charter amendment of the CPCC to make it completely independent.
I do not know of any.
Crime prevention
Getting police out of schools
I am unaware of initiatives underway
Community engagement
Nothing currently underway is helpful. None of it. The police force under Luna is corrupted.
None.
Diversity training, quality of life. outreach to community groups, cooperation with other city/non-profit organizations
Diverse hiring
I don't know the answer
Not sure
N/a
Unsure of current efforts
I think they did a good job responding to the shooting at the Pike
None
Na
Better policing and communication and inclusiveness with the community in all of the city.
N/a
Unaware of any
Community engagement
Officers in beats for longevity.
Continue focusing on building bridges with communities of color.
Addressing homelessness issues with Quality of Life Unit
Continue to have trust in the chief from both citizens and the members of the police department.
Criminal and intelligence analysis
Continue to address the skyrocketing levels of violent crime. Be willing to admit that there is indeed a gang problem in the city, and be willing
to solve that problem.
None
Neighborhood meerings
N/A
Addressing homelessness
NA
Don't know
.
Continue work with the homeless.
Not aware of any efforts currently underway.
None.
All needs to be over hauled!
I guess it's cool that the cops occasionally catch a bad guy
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Not aware of efforts currently underway. Perhaps more publication of these efforts for the sake of transparency to keep the community well
informed.
Unaware of anything new
More academy classes.
Community emergency response team
NA
None that I am aware of
Reducing intra-police gangs and providing mental and health resources to the homeless
Improving data collection and using that data to inform policing decisions.
Gang enforcement!
More community focus.
Building relationships with community organizations and working under their guidance
N/a
Reduce the Crime rate and arrest for petty crime
Unk
N/a
Not sure
.
I am not aware of any specific efforts made by the current police chief, who I consider to be a competent professional.
Body cam footage and the sharing of said footage in easy to access public ways has definitely been great and encourages trust of the LBPD.
.
Be Safe Program, Midnight Basketball, POA, youth crime prevention programs.
Not much.
The last thing I learned about LBPD and their pilot program to use sedation to subdue detainees is horrific. LBPD is moving in the wrong
direction.
Body cameras on at all times to eliminate corruption; zero tolerance for anti-vaxx staff and officers.
None
No
Community service
A chief who is not a coward and goes into hiding when the city is being burned by blm & antifa. A person who will let his cops work to keep the
citizens safe.
Quick response times
Homeless trespassing enforcement
N/A
I am not sure that there are any. The current chief if not retiring should be removed.
n/a
Don't know about current efforts...
Patrol Resource Officers
Technology expansion. More officers.
REDUCE CRIME IN OUR CITY. UPHOLD THE LAW. HOMELESS IS A HUGE PROBLEM IN OUR CITY. OUR COMMUNITIES ARE NOT SAFE DUE TO
THEFT, FIRES AND ASSAULTS THE HOMELESS ARE DOING IN OUR COMMUNITIES. ( THEY ARE MENTALLY UNSTABLE. ( WALKING IN THE MIDDLE
OF THE STREET TO CAUSE AN ACCIDENT, STEALING, CAUSING FIRES TO OUR BUSINESSES/HOMES, ATTACKING PEOPLE. MAKE OUR
COMMUNITIES A SAFE PLACE TO LIVE, MAKE OUR PARKS A SAFE PLACE FOR CHILDREN TO PLAY IN.
The City Manager no longer sends citywide emails accusing his own police department of having a history of racism. I assume this is because
Chief Luna advised him, allegations without evidence are not wise. I would like to see this practice continue.
Unknown
Crime reduction.
None. Chief Luna's retirement is long past due. (Plus, we all know he'll get a job as Chief in another City and double dip. That's why we need
pension reform)
See all of my other comments
n/a
Better homeless engagement.
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Not aware of this information to give a credible answer.
Please just select someone capable and willing to uphold the law diligently and equitably. Long Beach has been allowed to slide into
lawlessness, this includes not only major crimes, but quality of life issues like runaway homelessness and general public safety concerns such as
lax traffic/vehicle noise enforcement. Please allow our next Chief, to be a chief, and avoid political meddling and favoritism.
No
NA
Expanded use of body-worn-cameras for greater accountability. Use of park rangers and others to address conflicts in parks.
Get into the community. Quit sitting in the cruisers.
I am aware of no efforts that are currently ongoing by the police department.
Not aware of any currently underway.
Na
increasing response times and more community outreach in high crime areas
Not aware of policies
Frankly, we’re in Hawaii house hunting right now. We’re so tired of the high cost of living, homelessness, crime, speeders… we’re done. So I
can’t name anything I feel they are doing right, currently. I was put on hold over 15 minutes while I feared for my safety while out walking my
dog and confronted with a homeless man with schizophrenia. Seems actually getting out of their cushy SUVs to police is asking too much right
now.
I don't know
Crime reductions and gang suppression
Homelessness
better use of community oversight committee
Stepping up to strengthening the new and continued change
Fully vaccinating the department as a condition for continued employment.
Hire Jim McDonnell
Policing the petty crimes (stolen bikes, car break ins, theft of personal property, homeless encampments.
I do not know.
Police Chief Luna should have resigned on June 2, 2020 and since he didn't = he should have been FIRED.
The department needs a complete overhaul.
I do not know of any new efforts.
The assignment of Quality of Life officers has been helpful.
Community policing. Hire more women and people of color. I think LBPD treats unhoused folks well too and doesn’t harass them like other
PDs.
We need a proactive police force...we don't have that right now
None
GARE
Nothing stands out.
N/A
N/a
Homeless outreach, community policing, de-escalation tactics
I have absolutely no idea what the LBPD is trying to accomplish.
Anti-gang and anti-drug efforts should continue.
Community outreach and engagement
Not aware of any
None that I am aware of. (Continue to have a Christmas tree outside the police station).
Continue the current policies and strengthen community base relationship and create neighborhood crime watch.
Enforcing laws is optional. Lets think about the lives of our community first.
Communal discussions of a positive nature...where the focus is giving out advice of survivalism (like travel tips outside of home) and
encouraging reasonable charity to our fellow brothers and sisters out in public and in private (perhaps simple encouragement of polite eye
contact that's quick with lite nod of greetings, so no one is really a stranger in our town).
n/a
I haven't enough information to address this question.
homelessness vagrancy crime
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All community-involvement opportunities (i.e. coffee with the chief, etc)
Reduce crime
None. I would like to see police/law enforcement funds go to other city divisions. The police budget it too high, Long Beach residents and those
who are unhoused need more support than they are given under the current budget.
Not aware of any efforts that I'd like to continue
I would like to see less school safety officers with guns on campuses and removing any police (or other officers) presence on campuses and
focus on other resources like counseling and nurses. I would also like to see less waste in deployment of multiple police cards to minor calls.
Stop the shoplifting and tents around the city.. El Dorado park, by where I shop...
No idea what the chief has been up to
Transparency
I don’t know the current initiatives
I am not aware of any efforts underway and that is part of the problem.
I am not aware of efforts underway by the Police Department. They are more then likely about pushing some kind of social justice narrative.
ok as is
If there's an indoor mask mandate for the public, then Police should lead by example and wear their mask at all times. And be fully vaccinated.
An unvaccinated officer poses a health threat to all people.
More support/collaboration for programs like QOL, REACH and HEART
Growing the police department and focusing on neighborhood safety and crime
n/a
I'm not aware of them, but anything relating to the Black Lives Matter movement and community engagement.
I am not a fan of the current direction of the LBPD.
Continue the Heart program. a team approach to helping the homeless and attending Neighborhood Watch/Community program.
Removing homeless encampment
/
Lately our police department seems to have had their hands tied and are watching as crime is committed. A very sad day in the history of Long
Beach
N/A
N/A
Not aware of any.
Continue to develop IMR program.
Interaction with the city’s youth
Police Accountability
n/a
n/a
neighborhood watch
Diversity in hiring.
Not aware of any
Not aware of current efforts on any specific projects.
I'm not aware of any efforts that are particularly noteworthy.
Stop trying to be LAPD-South.
Abatement of homeless people on the streets.
none that I am aware of
Given the increased crime and homelessness directly affecting my neighborhood, I'm not sure there are any efforts that should be continued. A
new direction is needed.
service first enforcement model of addressing quality of life issues. utilization of the in-jail clinician, and active enforcement of violations
wherever possible.
Refund police department to necessarily level. Homelessness, Crime Prevention, Gangs top priority. Strong community visibility.
I have no idea what the police are doing. There are SO MANY voids, it's hard to imagine. Traffic needs to be controlled. (I'm certain they can
add a few officers, and pay for them through fines and tickets.) Homeless encampments are a mess, and don't have trash/cell
chargers/showers, etc.
I am not aware of any special efforts underway.
I know of no current efforts.
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I'm not aware of any good faith efforts to increase transparency and rid the department of bad officers, so I would like to see that started.
Keeping the helicopter crew sworn officers, not contractor or civilian employees. Also keep up "quality of life" issues addressed and strictly
enforced.
none
Hold officers accountable for their actions
Whatever technology is currently being used, ensure it functions properly before haphazardly adding more.
policing
Reduction of all levels of crime.
Switch part of budget for prevention
I’m not aware because of lack of communication of communities served
Not aware of the efforts
Not aware of any
No opinion
Hiring of diverse recruits.
I would hope that there is a complete evaluation of best practices and community policing standards. There should be accountability and
transparency in dealing with community concerns and issues.
Homeless on streets, cutting staff at jail, continued fiscal smoke and mirrors. Less shooting by LBPD is noticed. Thanks
Need more Police
Not sure
Neighborhood community outreach
None.
Focus on diverse police force
Dismantling homeless encampments.
Unaware of specifics
Get tougher on crime. Go after the criminals in a proactive way.
Police patrols in East Long Beach
Unknown
I am not aware of what is underway which in itself is a problem.
Don't know
None
Gangs and homelessness
N’s
I don’t believe what we have is not working, would like to see a new approach.
Not sure
Our city seems to be heading in the wrong sort in terms of crime and police response and that feels like a common sentiment within my
community. There is a general sense that crimes are taking place and no one is addressing. People are frustrated at a perceived lack of police
presence and response.
I don't know what specific efforts are underway for eradicating homeless and drug use, as well as increasing in crime throughout the city.
none
I’ve seen efforts to interact with the community in neighborhood meetings.
I don’t know enough to answer the question.
None
Reducing police intervention for people with mental health issues: using social workers, crisis counselors, and other professionals instead of
police
None
I think most of them
Revert to law enforcement. Let the community know that the Long Beach Police Dept. will be supporting and no longer ignoring law breakers.
Not aware of any particular effort.
More and appropriate responses to the homeless problem throughout our city. Lawful residents are the ones who suffer from the problems
they pose.
Working with social services to address homelessness as a psych/addiction problem.
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None, crime flourished under this leadership. I was considering a career with LBPD and decided not to after speaking with numerous LEOs in
my district and watching my own community turn into an open air mental institution. City management needs to eliminate left wing
progressive politics especially in law enforcement which encourage crime by helping criminals. Soft on crime only encourages more crime not
sure how that’s being missed here.
Not aware of any.
Not aware of current efforts
Don’t know
Increase quality of life team efforts to remove homeless citizens and those who require mental health evaluation.
NA
keep quality of life officers to help and support homeless people
Community Outreach.
Na
I'm not aware
Human trafficking crackdown
LB Police does a good job all around. Keep it up.
? Not aware of any
none that I know of
Attention to law and order and the quality of life for the tax paying residents of Long Beach.
New approach
None-we need a drastic change.
n/a
don't know
No idea
Enhancing police image in community; not kowtowing to decisive political agendas
crime
I am not aware. Maybe it would be great for emails to be sent for new or existing efforts by the Police department.
Unaware of current efforts
A more regular and consistent plan for community interaction, collaboration and partnerships.
None. Mayor Garcia has made Long Beach an unsafe city with his weak stance on crime. The new police chief needs to stand up to the Mayor
and listen to the community. We want Long Beach to be safe again. We want criminals and drug addicts off the street. We want Mayor Garcia
to let the police chief fight crime. Is that too much to ask?
Seems like more presence in the Shore and I like that.
I’m not 100 percent sure but I like how there are more police officers out. Response time for crimes are faster.
Minimize Gang violence
Community outreach.
Not aware of any.
N/a
Patrolling
Senior awareness: We have a big population of seniors in Long Beach. They are being neglected, financial abused etc. We need to continue on
with community assisting the police with this issue.
Consistency.
If there's no plan to bring LB school resources officers into the Police Department, there should be.
N/A
More engagement with the homeless to get them off the streets. Quicker response time to even the non emergency issues - around here it is
generally a confused/drugged/intoxicated/mentally unstable person in someone's yard or verbally harassing people.
Efficient response to 911 calls
Expansion of Quality of Life outreach
above
Instance on use of body cams
None
Hire internal chief
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na
Gang detail
No
Seeing more individual police presence rather than multiple squad cars for relatively minor episodes.
The Mental Evaluation Team and community policing.
N/A
Not aware of current efforts
Community outreach
Gang prevention
Expand the quality of life program for homeless
NA
n/a
Continue working on the homelessness problem, reducing crime, enforcing traffic laws - speeding, running red lights, etc.
I do not feel qualified to comment
More nighttime patrols of our neighborhoods.
N/A
Stronger support for the front line officers to enable them to better suppress increasing crime.
Community policing
I'm not sure about efforts, however, the police have always been helpful and responsive when I have needed them.
enforce law and order
None. They are ALL feckless efforts. Criminals roam freely and there are no consequences or repercussions. NOBODY GOES TO JAIL.
Mental health speciality teams
Stop political decision making in enforcing the letter of law
Ongoing professional training for police officers
Empathy for the diverse population of Long Beach
More Beach patrols
Expanded gun/gang unit
I'm not aware of any specific efforts/special practices our police do beyond their normal job description.
Disappointed in the police Dept as it stands today
Not sure
Not sure
An increase in the amount of police presence on Long Beach streets.
unknown
Working with the MSC to get all the homeless housed and off the streets. Getting those that need mental help some assistance along with the
MSC.
recruitment of better qualified officers OR city provided better training. Attitude adjustment.
We need more traffic enforcement
Unsure
None
MORE PATROL Vehicle and Beat Cops
If I’m unaware, how would I know how to answer this question?
Working with the Community and the City council to improve Long Beach.
Working with businesses in the various districts to promote a safe and productive environment.
N/a
Community policing
Neighborhood Walks Program
Coordinated Response Teams to address specific districts impacted by violent crime.
Technology Investment to leverage scarce human capital (sworn police officers)
Seizing Illegal Firearms off the Streets
Community Outreach
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Not aware of any current efforts, but whatever, "efforts" are underway have actually hindered the overall focus, which should be crime
reduction.
No,
major change is needed.
Getting drug addicts off the streets
Don't know
Crime prevention in the neighborhood. In my neighborhood (Belmont Heights), we have a huge problem in terms of car burglaries and stolen
car parts. We also have burglars going in people backyard to steal personal properties. These burglars are not afraid because they know that
police will never catch them.
Crime reduction, budget reallocation for increased staffing
The infrastructure is a priority for the future. New facilities and equipment to police safely is commendable.
Quality of Life officer availability
Office of Constitutional Policing
As a person living in the Long Beach area, I can't really say what currents efforts are taken place at this time. Maybe we need our new chief to
keep communities aware of what is being done!
Community police academies, community advisory committees
Get the officers out of all the special detail assignments, airport, college, jail, transit, harbor, and refocus those bodies in community patrol.
Reactivate the gang unit, beef up the homeless outreach officers. The department is spread thin and to curtail crime and violent crimes; more
staffing is needed where it is needed.
more communication, more accountability.
Neighborhood communication/liason
Increasing resources to the new Office of Constitutional Policing; continued commitment to the Framework for Reconciliation; Continued
commitment and broadening the transparency and accountability to the community; addressing crime trends and specifically the violent crime
trends; improved training for new officers and expanded training for all employees in active bystandership, cultural competence and
sensitivity, procedural justice, customer service; continue the collaboration with the community advisory committee; increasing the cadet and
explorer program which is an excellent opportunity to increase the recruit applicant pool from within the Long Beach community.
Community outreach, drug awareness programs
NA
n/a
Quality of Life officer
Not really aware of any
Efforts to retain and hire officers. Efforts to combat street/gang crime.
Working with other agencies in working with the problems of the port of Long Beach
Solving crime and finding resolutions and homeless. Keeping families safe!
Community policing.
Not aware
Gang enforcement and canine program.
Not only continuing conversations with community about the hiring practices, equipment used, accountability of officers, and training of
officers; but actual implementation of changes.
None
Supporting the hard working men and women in the department.
unknown
Sorry, not sure
Crime deterrent
Gang enforcement, Narcotics enforcement, Traffic enforcement
Quality of Life officers
Foot patrol
The only initiatives initiatives that I’m currently aware of are being invisible downtown except for the empty cruiser that’s left at the train
station, but I would say not to continue that.
Not aware of any
Bring back gang field team
Critical Response team
-
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Specialists in dealing with the homeless
Keeping citizens safe
Rebuilding morale
Enforcement of quality of life municipal codes and penal codes. Enforcement of traffic laws.
Mo
Not aware of any.
More police protection
Stop looting and destruction of property during the 2021 protests.
Police were unprepared for the forecast riots and looting
none that I am aware of.
Keeping the beach clean of homeless tents. Cracking down on drug dealing.
None
Expand the PET team and make those services available 7 days per week in all neighborhoods.
We need our Gang Unit back in District 1.
Continue training and increase the budget for more training and more Police Officers
Increasing the QOL officers/department effort in getting people off the streets to make the neighborhoods safe again.
Crime reduction and officer retention needs to be prioritized.
unsure
none
n/a
Addressing homelessness
A "Broken Windows" policy needs to be in place and enforced.
N/A
Unknown
None
Sr partners
Body cams and transparency
open communication
Surveilling and installing surveillance cameras in crime ridden areas.
Tackling the homelessness problem
None
Not aware of any efforts
Community Relations
Gun buy back program
Continue responding to calls, both eminent non-emergency, in a timely manner.
Absolutely NONE
Programs and partnerships for restorative justice, investment in mental health supports for the community and the police officers
engagement with community programs.
Que diga lis carros de policía circulando por las calles más seguido
Not aware of programs that department has.
Not aware of what they are doing currently.
Start by, on 911 calls be patient and pay close attention to detail in the matters of, shoot first ask questions later!
Shop with a Cop
N/A.
More diverse women in leadership roles like Commanders and Police Chief
unaware
More professional staff, other than police officers, to help the police be more effective; social workers, psychologists, crisis management
teams, etc
none
not sure
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Response Time To emergency calls
Hire a lot more officers & train them properly
to not use more force than is necessary to subdue a suspect & protect the officer.
It should be mandatory for any first responder to
be fully vaccinated & get their booster on time.
I am astonished that this has not been true as soon as vaccines were available.
As a teacher I appreciate the police department being available to come and speak to our students.
not aware of any but you need to cross reference reports when they need to be. a car was pulled over and ticketed. cop that gave ticket did not
know that driver just did a hit and run on another street!!! Also, arrest people. do not give notice to appear to homeless for stealing they never
show up, they just keep stealing like bikes and some are violent
I need to see more outreach and community involvement. There is a lack of trust between the community & the police. They need to gain back
trust. Also the officers need to be held accountable for their actions. There needs to be consequences for excessive force and training in mental
health.
Quality of life education and expectations of this education to reflect in all interactions from all personnel.
Am not aware of any efforts, new to Long Beach. I hear a lot about bad petty crime, car break ins, homelessness. All similar to LA, but doesn't
make it right.
Frequent patrols
N/a
addressing homeless crimes and gang crimes.
I want someone who will kick ass and take names
None
N/A
NA
The Quality of Life program that helps the homeless.
The walk to school with a cop and the coffee with a cop, all of those community relationship programs.
None
Unaware
Community building in tandem with crime prevention and conflict resolution efforts.
N/A
I've been seeing police in every nook and cranny of the city and I love it. I've been noticing units cruising small streets that they didn't before,
like mine. Not sure if this is a temporary thing, but I really appreciate units cruising smaller streets from time to time. Feels really safe when
they do that.
I am not aware of what is going on in the department.
The homeless outreach program needs expanding
Unfortunately the department has not been very transparent the past 7 years, so I wouldn't be able to tell you what efforts are currently
underway, because we, the community have not been made aware.
I don't think the chief of police was allowed to actually do enforcement in this city. Sheriff Villanueva has the right idea enforce the dogon laws
against crime and homelessness and clean the mess up. Long Beach City politics is all about the woke liberal agenda and never fixing anything
Continued education for its officers.
Na
coordination with non-profits groups and city departments to help homeless folks
Fast response times.
Employee development and continuous training. Mentorship program. Peer support program. More cops on the street. Gang enforcement.
I don’t know of any
.
reducing stops for minor auto infractions; including trained social workers when responding to interpersonal disputes
New engagements with homeless
I’m not aware of any efforts.
N/a
The various LBPD outreach programs.
Quality of Life Officer Program, East Division Quarterly Commanders Forum, East Division Patrol Resource Officer, Belmont Shore Officer Foot
Patrol, Beach Quad Patrol
Chief Luna has been one of the best police chief's in recent history. Following his lead would be aa good place to start.
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???
Taking responsibility for their mistakes and owning them
Being in neighborhood
MORE VISABLITY along the Ocean Blvd corridor.
Not sure
none
Less shooting, more talking.
N/A
If there is community policing, we need more of it. Currently rarely see police patrols in my neighborhood and do not know who the beat cop
is.
Dedication and pride of being in law enforcement. The importance of police officers and how much they are needed in a large city.
Our police force appears competent in dealing w/ crisis & w/ dealing w/ members in the community & I usually feel comfortable discussing
issues with the educated, well-mannered members of the force.
Mental health officers deployed with regular officers when necessary
Building positive relationships with young people
I am not up to date due to covid not allowing community meetings, I do not have web video ability
Responding to emergency calls within 5 minutes
I'm not aware of any true effort.
I am not aware of any initiatives.
I don't know what's currently underway. I do know theft andhomelessness has dramatically increased in East Long Beach, so please continue to
work on that.
unknown
Encourage employee retainment. It cost a good deal of money to train people, we don't want to lose them.
Hold police accountable. Stop conflict of interest between Police union donating to Mayor’s/ City Council campaigns and initiatives. That is
analogous to fundraising for your boss since police chief reports to Mayor
Coffee with a cop
We need to PROMOTE from within our own City and make the officers think and know that they HAVE a future with the City and can one day
they CHIEF of Police!
none
None. Let's start from scratch because what is happening now isn't working.
enforce the laws instead of ignoring them
I am not aware of any
Didn't see any effective ones to make comment
Increase number of sworn officers.
Continue to address the homeless encampments and criminal activities occurring in them.
Non lethal force training, utilization of mental health professionals and techniques
???????
Use of social workers as partners with officers to respond to homeless
Expansion of the MET program to provide 24-hour response across Long Beach.
Community and dialogue.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Transparency
Stronger presence of social services and seeking effective programs from more diverse organizations
pass
None that I know of
I think the Gun Buy Back program was a good idea. I don't know the results of the buy back, but I talked to many Long Beach residents who
agreed the amount the police department was offering per gun definitely wasn't a big enough incentive for people to turn them over. I think a
higher payment per gun would be a more realistic incentive and hopefully someone who's in charge of that program realizes this.
Community walkthroughs.
gang taskforce needs building
Continue to police and get the bad guys/gals. Wish there were more of you.
None
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not sure.
N/A
Not aware of any.
None going in the wrong direction
Ignoring calls for violence and slow response. Currently Police do not I force the law. Fireworks is going on almost daily and seldom police
respond.
Giving assistance to the homeless
- Recognize the importance of the Racial Equity and Reconciliation process Long Beach underwent last year and commit to addressing the
systemic and historical nature of racism in policing, to become a true partner with communities
Quality of Life Officers
NA
Neighborhood Walks program & 'beat officers' who get to know their neighborhood & if they must rotate, they rotate one by one so there is
always an officer with experience to break-in the newer one, & rotation so that all officers can experience different neighborhoods.
The fair and safe treatment of suspects while under the care and questioning of the police.
Effective policing.
Residents need to be heard and their concerns need to be addressed even if no action is taken immediately. It is important to make the
community aware that the police department acknowledges their concern - alleviating criticism of residents who feel hopeless or dispaired.
People love Long Beach, no doubt about it, there are good people here who have their hearts in the right places who are will help the
department seek integration and right now it feels like the department has the ball on their court. What to do with it remains to be seen.
Lastly, police deal with a lot of crap and with that said, I vouch for a work/life balance for them and other perks/in-house accomodations that
will help them stay safe and emotionally & spiritually happy.
Reducing gang activity in the city.
The law enforced more strictly
Our next Chief should be within in our own Police Department
Community Policing, walking the neighborhoods and community-based programs
Quarterly commander’s meeting with neighborhood representatives.
Gang enforcement and traffic enforcement
N/A
Community Consitutional Committee
Na
Hiring and retention
no
Not aware of current efforts.
Push for more diverse, better-educated officers. More community policing. Working with agencies that serve the homeless, mentally ill, etc.
Do not know
N/A
More cameras monitoring activity with STRICT adherence to privacy policies. CCTV and body Cameras keep police aware and may curb the
need for PD response OR may generate calls-for-service; both keep officers safer.
Foot patrol on 2nd Street, Belmont Shore
Expeditious Enforcement of homeless vagrants living on the streets and sidewalks. Prostitution enforcement. Gang enforcement. We need
more effective response and answers to neighborhood concerns in areas of speeding, running stop signs, turning donuts in the streets,
fireworks and abandoned vehicles, junk vehicles and homeless people living in our neighborhoods.
I do not know the inner workings of the police department well enough to really comment on this. I believe that the department is trying
harder to coordinate with social services, which I think is crucial to solving our many urban issues.
Addressing the homeless problem.
community support to help the homeless
don't know
.
Nothing. I want a lot of change.
Community engagement
None.
Not aware
NA
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I couldn't find anything on current efforts
None that I'm aware of
I would like to see the Quality of Life Officers program expanded. We have mentally ill people getting arrested and soon they are back out on
the streets. Frustrating for everyone.
No comment
Firework and explosive control.
Use the compustats
Continue services and monitoring of homeless situation/encampments
not aware of programs under way
Holding the homeless accountable
Community Watch
Collaboration and communication with the Minister's Alliance
Reducing homeless “on every corner”, and disrupting their sleeping in public areas like sidewalks!
Not negatively impacting the community. Integrity not being biased towards people of colors. Having officers who know how to deal with crisis
situation.
The whole department needs work. Right now I'm not liking anything.
Not sure as the police department seems to be non existent when it comes to crime in this city
That's a hard question to answer because I don't try to keep up with all policing involvement in Long Beach. COVID has made hard decisions for
many Public employees and communities. I hope it doesn't divide us.
Crime reduction
Using mental health professionals to intervene with mentally ill/homeless individuals. De-escalation and anti-bias initiatives.
Community Policing and involvement with our children.
I am not very familiar with current efforts
Implement changes identified in goals of City racial equity reconciliation initiative.
NA
NA
Community policing
Find supportive ways to educate force about mental health related behaviors and to deescalate situation - and to call in those agencies who
can help.
None that I'm aware of
Safety for our Seniors
Give all information to the Civilian Police Review Board that they ask for.
None
None
Im not
Police Neighborhood Walks Program
Fair to all residents
I really don’t know as there has not been any community outreach…
Reduce criminal elements
Community engagement
N/A
I am not aware of any efforts underway.
Bicycle-mounted officers.
Community Engagement
N/A
Training for officers on sensitive community issues such as domestic violence, racial issues, etc.
Don’t know
Trainings in crisis management and de-escalation.
Reorg/Restructure and new processes to collaborate with LB communities and the various organizers.
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Not aware of specific initiatives.
Unsure
n/a
Reinvolving community through advisory committees and "mini academies".
No.
Undecided
N/A
Quality of Life team working with people without housing.
I would support further efforts to make the citizen review board have more of a voice in the direction of the police department.
community briefings by area commanders
Ramp up enforcement of crime prevention.
Experience in working with a diverse department and communities
Commitment to youth diversion programs; reallocation of police dept. funds to homeless services, counseling/mental health services for youth
and adults.
I’m unaware of the current efforts.
Strong community policing
Unaware of any.
Not sure of existing efforts but more collaboration with mental health services, homelessness services
outreach to homeless that do not target them as criminals.
Officers actually enforce laws instead of pulling up and then driving away saying there is nothing they can do
Institutional acknowledge
Reconciliation Efforts
Use of force reduction
Citizen Complaint Commission Relational Improvement
Meeting with Stakeholders
Unsure
Treating pimps as predators and child prostitutes as victims of sex trafficking
Unknown
No response
Working with the Long Beach Minister’s Alliance
Im not aware of any particular problems led by the PD
Civilian ride-along.
More police liaisons in the neighborhoods like in Belmont Shore.
Community involvement in police issues.
Community policing on bikes
Neighborhood patrols
Community outreach
Not aware.
Enforce the laws.
interfacing with the community
none
Foot patrols and bike patrols.
body worn cameras
Can't think of any that are all that important.
Expand QOL program to have coverage to include 7 day/week and evenings.
none
Better crime mapping reporting. They should provide point data (e.g., shapefiles, GIS maps) so that community organizations can hold them
responsible. PDFs are a joke and the crime mapping online tool is useless if you can't download the data.
BRING BACK MORE POLICE OFFICERS; ADDRESS THE GROWING HOMELESSNESS POPULATION AND KEEP THEM OUT OF OUR NEIGHBORHOODS
WHERE OUR CHILDREN WALK TO SCHOOL/PLAY; ENFORCE LAWS THAT NEED TO BE FOLLOWED AND STOP RELEASING CRIMINALS BACK INTO
THE STREETS WITHIN 48 HOURS. HOLD ALL CRIMINALS ACCOUNTABLE.
Treating everyone with respect
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Not aware of any
Chief Luna is very visible 24/7 throughout the community
Police support at North division Christmas tree event every first Saturday in December
Defund the police department, get police out of schools, reimagine public safety through community investment
Workshop with the community
There are efforts?! Where?! East Ocean Blvd., is taken over by transients, RV's, Camper Vans, and vehicles many of them with expired
registration tags. They have been here your years! The trash and filth they create on daily basis is an environmental and health hazard to all of
us. Where is the concern for our well being? Our taxes are increasing but the services we are getting are less and less!
The efforts to work with outside groups to analyze racial profiling data and weed out bad officers should be continued. The Office of
Constitutional Policing seemed like a good idea, but should be staffed by an attorney and have an actual role in setting policy. Your Community
Engagement Group could be more engaging. And the community policing program seems more like a series of photo ops.
No
More police on the streets. Quicker 911 phone answers and response times.
Area commanders actually work with and engage in their respective communities.
Not sure
That the LB Police Chief have a strong ability to Communicate his Position as a Crime Fighter as well as be a good listener to address community
concerns about crime and how too prevent it in their Neighborhood be willing to engage with Neighborhood Associations by that I mean Visit
them let long Beach resident know who he or she is by mentioning him or her on a regular basis in the city news letter and Council Districts
News letters.
None. Long Beach is still trying to keep it's police department.
Cada dia se envolucran más con la gente y Dan confianza para poder acudir a ellos.
none that I am aware of
Continued emphasis on community involvement - though lessening social media input would be a boon
I am not sure about this
n/a
n/a
Don't know of any. Need better communication of plans.
N/A
Relationship building with the community.
Im not aware of any
Right
Community policing
Continue hiring diverse recruits for the future.
Carreras clandestinas, gangas
Gang and violent crime prevention, as well as community policing and traffic enforcement
N/A
Crime reduction, more officers on the street.
No response
Gang units, direct enforcement teams
Quality of life issues
Constantly providing their officers with further training
The police are unable to properly and safely do their job and address problems in the community do to the political climate. Crime is getting
worse and officers appear to take longer to get to calls and appear unmotivated.
N/A
Use of drones and other technology in enforcement actions
None, nothing is being done, gangs, graffiti, traffic and robbery are all out of control
Not aware of any
Neighborhood walks, anti-gang and anti-drug task-forces, expansion of homeless and MET resources.
Idk
Integrity
N/a
NA
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N/a
Pro active policing and officers attending neighborhood association meetings
Collaborating with cities who have implemented effective solutions for the homeless crisis.
Officers walking around and quads on the beach. Extra units on patrol would be nice too.
Visibility in local neighborhoods
Everything
El apoyo a las escuela secundarias cuando los niños salen de la escuela da unas vueltas
N/a
Increasing staff accountability and transparency.
Someone that knows the city and it’s dynamics. New chief should come from the inside ranks. No need to bring outsider who doesn’t know or
understand the department.
N/a
N/a
Neighborhood walks
None
Not answered
Community building
Walking beats
The violence community response team and the alternative response model.
NA
Clearing homeless encampments
Gang and special enforcement or proactive teams.
None
Positive interaction with community needs to be restored
The Heart program for homeless, safety on the Metro, human trafficking prevention and reduction
Protection of seniors
N/A
Don’t hire bob smith
In truth, LBPD isn’t great at marketing ongoing initiatives and community involvement, not sure what the public actually sees that isn’t a
response to bad PR.
Homeless action. I know legislation ties the hands of police on arrests, but police presence might deter some of the problems we face living by
the riverbed in east Long Beach
Get rid of increasing crime
Trauma Recovery Center-- comprehensive program for victims
I don’t see any police involvement in keeping our neighborhood safe.
Unsure
NA
NA
None, go back to being tough on crime.
NA
Do their job, everyone is sick of hearing "ill send an Officer" and " there's nothing I can do about it"..
Patrol units walking neighborhood
unknown
Not sure just enforce the laws against criminals and gangs to eradicate them and all their drug and violence activities
N/a
n/a
To encourage officers to keep an open mind when assisting police calls. Sometimes people call 911 without knowing full story and report it
worse than it is. I know it's hard to judge just by a phone call because they don't know what they are up against but to take a deep breath
before getting out of the car because I know their adrenaline is high racing to get there and from the reports they are hearing.
More specialized units to reduce violent crimes.
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Community engagement
Tough on crime
High police visibility
No
Unfortunately I am not aware of the efforts currently underway, so I can't answer this question
Que sigan caminando los oficiales de policía hablando y conociendo a nuestros vecinos en nuestras comunidades de Long Beach.
I'd like to see the public commission in oversight given more insight into policing issues.
None
Continue efforts towards biased free policing
None whatsoever!
Downtown gang violence
boys and girls club
None. The department is headed in the wrong direction currently.
Support of the LGBTQ Community
Diversity in hiring and better vetting of recruits
Nothing, let police do there job and Politicians stay the F out of the way.
Unknown
I don't know much about what the PD is currently doing
Community policing
Community policing
The Long Beach Police have been successful at not killing every single resident in Long Beach. I would like to see that continue and them to do
better and in fact not kill more Long Beach residents.
Partner with FD and local health programs and non-profits to serve the homeless community with dignity and respect, work to de-escalate
situations, improve communication and community policing. Protect and Serve.
None
crime prevention and reduction
N/A
Not sure
The new police chief should be tough but fair, enforce laws, refrain from engaging in any form of political involvement, put the safety of the
residents of this city first, and not succumb to "political correctness".
I am not aware of any.
- Hire and deploy more police officers.
- Give those officers the tools and authority necessary to do their jobs.
- Back those officers against frivolous complaints.
- Operate more like Bill Ellis and Jim McDonnell, less like Bob Luna.
N/A
Looking outside the department for leadership.
COMMUNITY POLICING get out in the community and collaborate with the neighborhood groups
Community policing
No
Implementing programs to reduce implicit bias in hiring and policing.
Showing up at council district meetings. They need to hear about what is going on in our communities by the people who live in them
unaware of any
No answer
unbiased enforcement
MET units are Good so long as we continue to pair with a sworn uniformed officer. Community partnerships need to work together to reduce
crime, and improve communication with the citizens.
Connecting with communities
The citizens police academy.
I don't know
Transparency has been very good. I don't want a police Chief that's a pussy or that kneels to criminals like a bitch.
N/A
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Best practices for large police departments.
NA
I'm not aware of any so there needs to be more communication with the residents through the PD and not city hall.
Community policing.
Accountable crime prevention.
Unaware of current police department efforts.
I really don't see anything that's currently underway, I'm really concerned about the federal lawsuit for racial profiling and the fact this current
chief was named to it. We need to start focusing on community based placing and understanding biand understanding bias placing needs to
come to an end
Vaccine mandates
none
I am not particularly aware of any current efforts
Na
Na
Emphasis on quality of life issues that affect the safety and well being of our neighborhoods
As far as I can tell nothing is going on
Not aware of any meaningful efforts
Not aware of any
More community oriented policing collaboration. Continue to increase community engagement for quality of life issues affecting each area of
the city (homelessness, traffic, graffiti).
equity and social justice and ongoing professional development and growth
NA
There are no current programs under the old regime that should be continued.
Community policing
NONE
None. Our PD department needs change.
More hiring of officers to get our numbers of officers on the street up.
Police chief needs to support and enforce a COVID 19 vaccine mandate.
N/A
None. LBPD needs a complete redo. Break the thin line of blue silence and hold the bad cops responsible and also the silent cops who don't
report racist and brutal cops
1.) The mental health/homeless team needs to be supported and increased. Our entire city is being overrun by homeless, mentally ill, and drug
addicts which have increased crime.
2.) I'm aware of a program that places a therapist within the jail that works with non-violent inmates. This is a great idea by Cheif Luna and
should be carried forward.
3.) Enforce the loud noise & speeding auto laws. Ocean has become a race track for loud cars and motorcycles.
4.) Enforce the public anti-bicycle chop shop. Bikes are being stolen in record numbers in LB and used for drug money. The bikes are chopped
in public areas and picked up for sale.
N/A
Helicopter program
Unaware of any that matter in this area
Diversity is important but it's not the only thing. Someone who can work with the various communities is key.
Non-law enforcement responses to homelessness and those with acute psychiatric needs is a critical effort, and should be
continued/expanded.
1. Training all personnel about the Bill of Rights.
2. Having paper complaint and commendation forms available at all public locations, and carried by all patrol personnel.
Make sure your officers leave their ego in the locker room.
More neighborhood walks, the opportunity (time) for the officers to get out of their cars and engage the community. Officers seem so
inundated with calls that they don’t have the time to get out and interact with the residents in Long Beach
N/a
Community policing. Trauma management
None
?
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Patrolling residential streets. Allies, parks ,for the most part I see the police patrolling main streets Atlantic Long Beach Artesia. I rarely see
patrol around my block Adair Street. NLB.
I am not aware of any effort underway in the police department.
None. This department needs a complete overhaul, which means you cannot, should not hire from within. The LBPD’s culture must change.
not aware.
.
I’m not really aware what the department is doing but I like what other cities are doing in having social workers respond to calls that involve
mental health crisis.
More training on dealing with mental health clients.
Not sure
Not aware of any
None
service to the community lacking
I do not know of any. I want officers prosecuted for misconduct.
Continual patrolling of neighborhoods
none known
Not aware of the latest efforts.
The timely release of BWC footage and it’s accompanying evaluation. Similar to LAPD style releases.
I am not aware of current efforts.
Technology
I have seen positive interaction with the homeless and particularly with a neighbor who was in an abusive relationship.
N/a
I don't know
Working with CERT AMERICAN RED CROSS and Ham Radio Clubs to increase Emergency Communications.
Interaction with the American Red Cross and Ham Radio Operators for Emergency Communications. Also better co ordination with LBFD CERT
Program
N/A
Homeless outreach
.
None
LBPD was supposed to stop sharing information with ICE, but LBPD continued sharing license plate information with ICE. The new police chief
should continue and fulfill the promise to stop sharing information with ICE.
Calling the homeless unit to help only if there are beds for them.
Outreach programs - to local community groups (pre-covid..)
Catalytic converter and homeless crime issues.
Not aware but would like to see the new PD Chief/PD support crime prevention - work with other groups and build in other programs and
departments into their funding who have more subject matter expertise to address prevention.
N/a
None
n/a
Someone born from Long Beach
Police walking the street on 2nd St. in Belmont Shore. Helps with community engagement and crime prevention.
Elimination homeless on the street (please house them). Reduced number of crime. Noise/nuisance control I.e. issue tickets to those cars with
modified muffler and blasting music. More police presence and patrol in high crime area such as the border of paramount and Compton. Arrest
illegal fire works as arson.
police accountabililty
Reduce crime
I have not seen any efforts that have caught my eyes.
EVERYTHING NEEDS TO CHANGE!!!
N/A
Not aware
Unsure
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Dealing with our unhoused population
- mental health issues
None.
More police on the streets, especially in high-crime areas
Keeping neighborhood safe by officers patrolling the neighborhood in a timely manner for local crime preventions & peacekeeping force.
Dealing with the homeless!!
I’m not aware of any.
Community outreach
Removing prostitution from Longbeach blvd
None that i know of
NA
No
Dont know....
Department is on the right track
They need a larger budget and need to hire more police officers
Dont know
n/a
Neighborhood patrols.
I have to do my research
Hiring from the community
Focus on public safety, not politics or special interests
I'm not aware of any.
Someone like Police Chief Luna
continued community outreach
A
I’m not familiar with watch currently under way and the police department
Effectively addresses citizens with mental illness
none
I don’t know of any.
Community Response Team that is combating shootings.
Hiring of officers
I see none. Sirens 24/7 is all I hear.
One item I put in his/her contract is, the number of lawsuits filed against the department during each year and the settlements paid for
incidents that happened while he/she was chief.
They are excellent in catching murderers!!!!!
We need new planning and new strategy for the new Police Chief by increasing communication and receiving input from all residents of our
diverse communities in all 9 districts in Long Beach.
Unknown
No
Improve on Homeless issues
Ramp up Neighborhood watch programs
Improved incident-based reporting to bring visibility to outcomes in police-civilian interactions
Being attentive and caring forward people; I wish to see more care towards all people of all races and genders.
Keep requiring that our first responders be vaccinated ..
N/a
N/A
Community engagement
Implicit Bias training
REDUCE HOMELESS PEOPLE AND CRACKHEADS ON THE STREETS
I would like to see new tools and new police strategy in reducing the crime and racism in our community.
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Increase communication with diverse communities
More community engagement and cultural understanding
More traffic enforcement so the kids are safe to go back to school.
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Be sure the Chief of Police assigned their officers that are multilingual and multicultural to work with the communities that they can related to
and can communicate in their language with honesty and sincerity, without pre-judging them.
THE L.B.P.D. EVIDENCE SUBMISSION PORTAL IS A EASY WAY FOR CITIZENS TO ASSIST WITH PROVIDING EVIDENCE OF CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES,
THIS SHOULD BE RETAINED AND EXPANDED
Increase community policing and directing social workers to helping people with mental health issues
Sorry but I am honestly not aware of current efforts underway at this time. I Will work to become more informed/educated on current
programs, efforts, initiatives, etc.
Practice cultural humility and crisis management.
Be sure the Chief of Police assigned their officers that are multilingual and multicultural to work with the communities that they can related to
and can communicate in their language with honesty and sincerity, without pre-judging them.
I think they are doing well so far. Just continue the good service.
We need new planning and new strategies for the new police chief by increasing communication and receiving inputs from all residents of our
diverse communities in all 9 districts in Long Beach.
We need new planning and new strategies for the new police chief by increasing communication and receiving inputs from all residents of our
diverse communities in all 9 districts in Long Beach.
We need new planning and new strategies for the new police chief by increasing communication and receiving inputs from all residents of our
diverse communities in all 9 districts in Long Beach.
We need new planning and new strategies for the new police chief by increasing communication and receiving inputs from all residents of our
diverse communities in all 9 districts in Long Beach.
Hire more multilingual and multicultural officers.
New planning and new strategy are needed for new Police Chief to increase the good communication and input from all residents in Long
Beach.
N/A
More officers in the community interacting with residents and building trust as a preemptive measure.
N/A
Low profile, down town area.
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Community outreach and support
N/A
Policing by walking on 90813/Washington area
To continue Chief Luna's way of running the police department
None
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Department expansion, specializations and education
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Office of constitutional policing
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Police efforts I would like to see are making sure our chief stop crime
https://forms.office.com/g/phGLZRNrDg
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
helping the homeless
Strengthen and support the new constitutional policing agency
N/A
No
N/A
I am unaware of any efforts currently underway
N/A
Help with Covid 19
None. Staff need to continuously know that nationality (identity complexion) is not a factor to address a contact call. Law enforcement does
not have an image. portrait or photo appearance to apple law enforcement from. Staff contact to an individual shall be non-image/nonportrait/non photo provoked also absent. foreign culture, nationality economic status. If a crime is there only focus is the code applicable for
punish.
Gangs
N/A
Continued funding and hiring
N/A
Crime prevention early intervention
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Homeless/Vagrant issues
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Question 5: What new initiatives or areas of focus you think need to be addressed by the new Police Chief?
Responses
NA
N/A
Disproportionate arresting and citing of Black residents
n/a
More true collaboration with other City Departments and Community Organizations. Share and leverage resources, collect and SHARE timely data, and work together
to improve conditions for all - including Police Officers - in Long Beach.
Police Chief should be a law enforcement leader when it comes to advancing racial equity in Long Beach and work collaboratively with the Office of Equity to drive the
implementation of the Racial Equity & Reconciliation Initiative.
Better use of technology
Implementation of a Zero Tolerance Policy for on or off-duty racist comments, behavior, or otherwise. The behavior of some of our officers during the May 2020 Civil
Unrest was appalling, embarrassing and counter to the values and ethics expected of a Long Beach Peace Enforcement officer, and speaks to a larger problem with the
culture and accountability in the department. All members of the LBPD should be held to the highest ethical standards.
.
Enforce the Law
All I see is increasing homelessness, more crimes, slow police response times (if they respond at all), and very dangerous traffic violations (excessive speeding though
neighborhoods while also ignoring stop and other road signs). Long Beach isn't feeling very safe.
Accountability & transparency of police department. Collaboration between community members and city departments.
Police abuse of it's African citizens.
Quality of life issues seem so much worse than they have ever been. This city needs to get that under control or we will soon look like LA, SF, Seattle, or others.
Recruitment and retention.
Reduce gang presence in our neighborhoods. Prioritize CIVILIAN safety over the needs of felons. Increase response time, or at least—respond! Finally, our large
homeless community has a colossal drug problem. Can cops please start dealing with the drug activity, theft, sex crimes and other acts committed by our homeless
population that negatively impacts those of us who do want to live in homes, take care of them and pay our taxes? Some kind of roving mental health or addiction
assistance should be made available to these people because when I have called law enforcement over my 17+ years of living here there are apparently no services for
the actual misery we all have to deal with when mentally ill or addicted meth heads rule our streets. And that’s how it feels. I almost NEVER see patrol cars in Rose
Park South. Come on, we need your help!
Patrol and Detective Division Commander's need to meet with the neighborhoods they serve regularly to discuss crime and quality of life issues. Not just once or twice
a year to check off a box. Each Commander needs to be evaluated based on how they address community issues with citizen's feedback from these neighborhoods.
Community engagement and accountability
Enforce the vaccine mandate for officers.
Black lives matter. Making sure police are policing based on evidence not bias.
Collaborate and be creative re non-police responses to mental illness, homelessness, etc.
Vagrancy, crime, and homelessness. Gang enforcement
Better training on how to treat citizens. We are not criminals. Recruit from Long Beach so officers are invested.
Disarming all officers and disbanding the force
Homeless populations,
safe parks - the answer is NOT cutting down all the vegetation and clearing our habitat
residential crime
NA
None
Zero tolerance for graffiti, bullying, littering, andtraffic violators. All these issues contribute to an atmosphere of bad citizenship and lawlessness.
Eliminating police brutality against citizens
.
Immediate reduction of crime by hiring more police and more patrols
Start fining Houseless people for begging and loitering
NA
I was surprised by the community policing choice above. I do not feel like the LBPD is practicing it,.
Increasing crime, working at the state level to eliminate the law that stealing anything below $950 is only a misdemeanor-that needs to go! Reinstitute traffic patrols.
Greater transparency
Adequate staffing funding for the department , especially for ongoing continued professional training
Community engagement
Equitable hiring and inclusion , especially among executive staff
Advancing department technology
Interdepartmental communications to improve morale and employee retention
Recruiting should focus on candidates with de-escalation skills rather than military tactics.
Community policing, toxic police culture, community engagement, rise in crime
Accept police oversight.
Community partnerships
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Homelessness
na
Not sure.
Policing the police
Reduction of crime & eliminating the “broken windows” that are encouraging the increase in crime
Drug-addicted petty thieves should be held accountable to the greatest extent possible, to encourage them to leave Long Beach.
Keep property crime low.
Homeless situation along the 605 river bed near the Ranchos housing track is out of control Obvious there is a bicycle chop shop under the Willow street bridge,
complete with a working solar panel. The Ranchos sit between the Spring St and Wardlow Rd bridges and are ripe for nightly stealing of catalytic inverters, cars broken
into and registration/insurance info stolen.
Lower crime by enforcing laws already on the books, and keep criminals in jail. Focus on the smaller crimes and the larger ones will lessen. See Rudy Giuliani's play
book when he cleaned up New York.
Rising crime
More neighborhood patrols
Help reduce the transient/homeless population. Make stealing anything of any value a crime! No more slap on the wrist for anything under $900.
More diverse hiring, more community engagement, more collaboration with other departments to prevent crime, use equity lens.
Strong prosecution of misdemeanor and felony crimes.
?
None
Homelessness.
Rebuilding trust between the public and police officers on the street through fair, impartial law enforcement, not caving to or remaining passive toward any one racial
group if it violates the law.
Hire Tony Batts
Transparency- when an officer acts now, they are automatically in the wrong and only one side of the story is shown on media. Give the Chief and opportunity to
disclose why they acted the way they did and why they were within protocol. Police are taking the heat for everything and if this is not rectified it will impact them
doing their job: stop crime!
More positive interaction with our diverse youth.
Hiring mental health/ social workers or training police how to distinguish between an imminent threat and someone w disabilities or mental illness and their need for
social intervention.
Homelessness and the mental issues associated with it
Requiring that more officers be residents of the city they serve.
The citizens police compliant commission is a joke. It doesn't hold officers accountable & is filled with pro-police allies. That's unacceptable.
Collaboration with LASD
Neighborhood crime
Arresting open air drug users in Long Beach. Encampments are horrible community scenes that involve rape, murder, and mental health problems that go
unaddressed.
Walk the neighborhood.
Cops need to be seen walking in our communities.
Na
Cleaning out homeless encampments and make every effort to arrest and remove the transients from the area. Since they are the cause of most of the property
crimes and quality of life issues in the city.
Dramatically increase patrols and expand the police academy to bring on additional officers.
just normal job duties
Traffic enforcement should be tripled.
Retention of good police officers
Lowering crime rates
Defund the police.
Pro ccw for law abiding citizens
Ensuring that our officers are conscientious and sensitive to diverse communities.Developing a community advisory board with genuine power to help enact change
initiatives to help the LBPD increase its diversity and sensitivity.
Enforcement of current laws. What is the point of making new laws to address problems (beach camping, traffic violations, theft etc) that could be solved or curbed by
enforcing current laws.
I don'r know.
Defund the police. Redirect those funds into non-police community alternatives to 911/crisis intervention, mental health programs, affordable housing, permanent
housing for the homeless, no more luxury condos!! Investment in public transportation and green spaces. Youth, senior, and BIPOC programs.
addressing the negative NIMBY attitude about homeless shelters; real solutions to get the homeless the support they need and a safe place to sleep
Officers need to be on foot and engaged directly with the community rather than cruising in their vehicles and not engaging except during calls. Too often officers
seem, best disinterested, and at worst threatening when it is not called for.
Community policing
Na
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Top the nighttime theft in our neighborhoods
endorse and participate in redirecting funding from the police to other non-law-enforcement agencies and organizations so that the police are strictly engaged in law
enforcement
Work with Financial Management Department to increase General Fund resources so LBPD can:
~Reinstate the Gang Unit.
~Increase cyber-crime prevention and enforcement efforts.
~Add officers so traffic enforcement can actually take place.
Work with the LB Health Department, social workers and mental health experts to address the housing and mental health needs of homeless individuals without
increasing the financial burden on landlords and local taxpayers.
Address issues relating to officers promoting up (and then often taking injured-on-duty and vacation leave) just prior to retiring.
Work with the POA, HR, Civil Service Commission, and Citizens' Police Complaint Division to ensure that officers fired for cause stay fired.
Regular training for officers in techniques for de-escalating tensions in contacts with individuals, whether citizens or criminals,
Restore LAW & ORDER
Protection of our neighborhoods.
Reducing over policing, bias, discrimination, and use of force.
High crime areas
Alternatives to incarceration, Implement #8CantWait reforms, More police accountability, Higher standards of conduct and behavior, Fiscal management
No homeless encampments, consequences for crimes, gangs, speeding or reckless driving.
NA
There needs to be a truly independent police oversight committee with the power to subpoena, see all evidence and interview witnesses.
Constant noise barrage from illegal professional style fireworks (aka: mortars, M80s and larger) that are probably being set off by gang members. This is a new type of
violence and terror.
Anti-gang initiatives. Homeless mental health and drug programs.
Homeless population, more community involvement in higher crime areas, reducing illegal fireworks
We need to enforce the laws. I am tired of the petty crimes, porch thefts, car break-ins, seeing shoplifters stealing right in front of my children while we are shopping,
open drug use, public urination & defecation. All the crime & civil disorder is beyond tiring.
Crime prevention
Homeless
Get rid of the fascist 3%'s hiding in plain sight
All the crime everywhere. I am afraid to go outside. We need a police car that trolls Belmont Shore 24/7. Implement stronger policies on dealing with anyone who
does something wrong. No just slapping hands. Do not let people sleep in their cars and pee and poop whereever they want. The smell of urine is everywhere on
Ocean Blvd.
Moving funds from the Police Department to social and healthcare groups that can handle 911 calls related to mental health issues. Move Police responses to criminal
activity, not mental health calls.
Hiring the next generation of law enforcement.
Neighborhoods, schools, stores, parks, transportation, restaurants should feel safe, places to learn and enjoy. Some of the homeless
are causing these areas to be unsafe.
Accountability of police
1) Clean up the city from the inside out. The politicians are not your friends 2) Stop advising on calls when you should make arrests. Who cares if the prosecutors don’t
file on it… enforce the law! 3) Get rid of the body cams so cops can behave like humans again instead of robots. Candid conversations solve more problems that PC
nonsense.
Communicate to the D a's office and the city attorney's office that officers are making arrests and expect Them to do their job and prosecute.
My lovely neighborhood has been invaded by homeless individuals who are aggressive. Crime has skyrocketed.
Police presence in neighborhoods
Stop street racing
X
Communication with the community
Homeless Out!
Attrition, retention of officers
Community policing
The new police chief should (1) eliminate the unethical drone program, (2) eliminate use of facial recognition technology, and (3) ensure that LBPD workforce
represents the local community (no more officers from outside the local area)
Increase in crime in Long Beach and L.A. County - Bring back Chief Jim McDonnell.
I understand that being a law enforcement officer is one of the most difficult occupations on the planet, which can lead to an “us” vs “them” mentality when it comes
to officers and the community. That, however, needs to change for for the police to make more positive impacts in the city.
Better enforcement of traffic laws, reducing property crimes.
Community policing, diversity and inclusion within the department, accountability, and a youth pathway cadet program
NA
Addressing youth crime.
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If there is any chance of any police department to be successful in the future they MUST get out of their cars and walk in the worst neighborhoods. The people in
those area need to get to know the police and the police need to know them. That is why the police are so trigger happy, their shooting at strangers.
S
Illegal fireworks, gangs,
Get back to tough on crime initiatives for the police department
Gang crime enforcement
Having all Officers Look at the constituents as his boss, his neighbors instead of automatic criminals. That they truly protect and service, including adhering to vaccine
mandates. Either we all matter or none of us do.
Creating trust with the community through transparency of police operations, police organizations (secret or otherwise) and accountability for behavior.
Provide sensitivity training for officers dealing with seniors, enforce handicapped parking signage, do not “stand down” on bicycle and scooter infractions.
A bold and courageous effort toward true color-blind equality, treating people as individuals instead of racial groups.
Homelessness, vagrancy, and mental health folks wandering about.
Adopt the recommendations of the Task Force on 21st Century Policing
Get the Homeless of the Streets, Freeways, Etc
1. New: weed out corruption in the ranks
2. New: be responsive to community input
3. New: make public safety a priority
Already stated.
Better allocation of resources. Every little incident seems to currently require 4-6 black & whites and sometimes twice as many officers. No wonder some
neighborhoods never see any police, they only work in groups. Often doing more standing around than active policing. Every traffic accident or crazy homeless person
gets the active shooter treatment.
Working with non profits and police officers to address the issue of homeless in this city.
ANTI-RACISM. ANTI-RACISM. ANTI-RACISM. The new Chief of Police must have an intricate understanding of INSTITUTIONAL RACISM and how it has contributed to our
societal problems. The new Chief of Police better not just shove cops into an area and think that’s going to solve problems. It won’t.
N/A
Support the establishment of a non-police response for non-violent calls for service, including mental health, homelessness, minor traffic incidents. Acknowledge and
confront the history of racism in policing, both nationally and locally. Recognize that policing itself does very little to prevent crime, and that it’s a manifestation of
social conditions.
Internal Affairs should be run by civilian attorneys and not sworn.
The Chief should have to report on the progress the department is making in community engagement, equitable policing and moving from warrior to guardian
mentality in the department.
Innovation. Implementing new ways of policing... for example, use of mental health professionals responding to more calls.
Spending needs to be adjusted. I do not understand why so much of the general fund goes to the police. When I need the police, responding officers act disinterested
in taking my report even though its after I am a victim. I would expect they would be interested in crime prevention, not wait until the community gets victimized.
Addressing how Internal Affairs is composed of members of the POA.
a) Divest from tasks that are far better handled by other professionals, such as homelessness, mental health, drug addiction, and domestic violence.
b) Divest from detective work, which should be handled by professional civilian detectives.
Reduce crime and enforce ALL laws.
Dealing with homeless/ homeless encampments/ keeping the parks free of homeless/drug & alcohol usage in the parks.
School and traffic enforcement
partner with pro police church leaders to build public trust
The area of focus should be to have a diverse police department which will include hiring more African-Americans!
The homeless problem. People don't fill in their own neighborhood.
The incoming chief should be working on better solutions for criminal acts perpetrated by the homeless than catch and release or just having officers walk away.
Crime reduction, quality of life and protection of rights of residents.
Convincing the city's residents that Law Enforcement is here to protect all citizens, not just to beat up on the oppressed. This is a huge task.
Dispatch lack of empathy, more transparency, equality/ disparities within laws enforcement and cultural sensitivity towards civilians
None.
Having skilled responders answer non criminal calls. (Homeless, mental health etc)
Enforcement of laws, removing homeless camps
A definite change of culture is needed on the LBPD. We need a chief to hold officers accountable. The recurring stories from citizens and things that I have witnessed
give me the impression that officers are lazy, unprofessional, and there is a culture of excuse making. Field police officers need a culture change and better
supervision.
crime rate and homeless prevention and rehab
Stop listening to the “wokers” because they will never be happy. Call out BLM when a POC is murdered and the community is silent. Keep the hard-working citizen safe
and listen to them. Everything woke turns to shit!
NA
Less crime, reduction in homeless crimes.
What happened to the motors division?
Inter-departmental partnerships
Priority #1 Bring crime down and make Long Beach safer while continuing community engagement.
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Noted above and below
** please note that the boxes marked “other” don’t allow for editing unless the entire statement is deleted then started over. Some won’t make sense as a result.
Bear with me. Grammar, my objective/viewpoint may be hard to understand
The absolute breach of trust caused by the deceptions and lies surrounding police brutality. The assault on protesters committed by police.
Homelessness
1. Community policing 2. Hire less authoritarian people
See above
Shopping centers are having an incredible time, trying to keep louting and homeless from their properties, People taking full sponge baths on sidewalks, Our parks are
no longer for everybody to use, only homeless. Please make our city nice again !!!!!!!!!!
Transients
Response time
Community safety
More outside independent reviews of possible officer related issues - excessive use of force, police shootings, etc. These items would be better reviewed by outside
agencies.
Command staff should be required twice a month to work patrol handling calls for service.
Training officers how to respond to situations involving persons with disabilities and understanding the differences of what to expect and look for.
reduce cost
Expand Neighorhood Walks to more communities including those with less crime. Just because we have less crime doesn't mean we don't have concerns in our area
that we'd like addressed. We rarely see officers in my area at all. While that's good on one hand it also means we have no connection to the people meant to protect
and serve. That's a lot of blind faith that some of us just don't have. I believe it's an opportunity missed to engage the community.
I would like LBPD farm out the Citizens Complaint Dept. to someone outside the reach of the department. Too many conflicts of interest between staff and the PD.
They cannot be objective in decision making. The same is probably true for "Internal Affairs". An Officer will not properly conduct an investigation into someone they
went through the Academy with.
Actively working to withdraw police from social problems and events that are better addressed with life-affirming responses from mental health agents, social
workers, and conflict resolution experts who have credibility with the specific communities being served.
No police chief. Use that money towards services and community based programs.
Ileagal activities/illegal gains interacted as known terrorist. Juvinal delinquency and it's progressions short of 6-mos-5 years documentation. Health and safety codes
applied per city county state. Proper housing and documentation . history of known addtesses-(also before residing in LongBch, Cal.) Verification knowledge of
documentation found.
Develop relationship with LBUSD school administrators
Officers should do accurate reporting even if a councilperson or mayor is involved; stop protecting those driving under DUI; stop protecting officers who are unethical
and discipline them instead.
A chief that won’t be punked by the city manager.
Hiring more cops and increasing staffing.
the rampant /nightly illegal fireworks, street racing , gang violence. Use the constituents input on these problems. We know alot and want it fixed. Work with the city
prosecutor on the illegal fireworks epidemic. The town is a war zone both with mortars/fireworks, and guns. The good people are leaving. Issue the CITATIONS !
Homelessness, Drug abuse, Theft
Community engagement, diverse workforce and outreach, more patrols to reduce crime, partner with other agencies to reduce homelessness
Ensuring officers are responsive to their community, and not to their union. The union is there to protect their interests, not control their performance - and protect
malfeasance.
Keeping the officers we now have and improving morale.
Community relationships; addressing racial biases
Reducing budget
Start Policing. If it’s a crime make arrests. Covid is over no more excuses.
EDI concerns, relations with the commnunity
- Recognize the importance of the Reconciliation process LB underwent and commit to addressing the systemic and historical nature of racism in policing, to become a
true partner with communities
- Mandatory implicit bias training for all employees, conducted by outside agencies
- Mandatory training on de-escalation practices, including self-regulation techniques like meditation, for all employees and conducted by outside agencies
- Mandatory training for all employees to recognize physical and neurological disabilities, conducted by trusted outside disability advocate agencies
- Body cameras worn at all times, without the ability to turn them off, with video footage automatically, easily, and immediately available to the public
- Using the current budget only, hiring and supporting non-law enforcement social workers for alternatives to support our unhoused neighbors, people with drug
addiction, and domestic violence prevention
- Support community oversight of police interactions with the public
Nan
Homelessness and crime, particularly theft in our neighborhoods.
A chief that will enforce the laws and arrest and jail repeat offenders who are breaking into our cars and homes, openly using drugs on our streets, stealing from our
local stores. Citizens living in Long Beach deserve to be protected too.
The department is statistically bad in terms of how officers treat civilians. It also appears to be badly managed. So, that.
n/a
Gang abatement.
Insight of different communities.
The priorities I chose in #3 above represent the initiatives the Chief should focus on.
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Homelessness, recruitment and retention of more women and minorities that live in the City of Long Beach or surrounding areas. Training of officers to include deescalation tactics and training on communication. Increase in psych evaluation teams that are available during all hours for response with officers and firefighters.
We need enforcement of laws. Police need to get out of their cars and enforce traffic violations. We need better response times and actually having police respond.
Reorganizing the police union
Campaign to recruit well-educated, psychologically fit, intersectionally diverse officers
Crime and blatant-out-in-the-open drug use need to be addressed. With the new laws in place the criminal element has become more bold. There are no
repercussions so crime is increasing.
Also enforcing current laws like no camping on the beach or overnight in public parking lots.
Homelessness, mental health, drug addiction
Pedestrian deaths, alternate care and handling of homeless and/or mentally ill, radicalized cops who are harming the community more than they are protecting.
Nighttime crime and auto theft/vandalism
Everyone should have an advanced degree in psychology/ medicine with continued education. It's more important that practicing shooting a gun.
Implement more services to provide mental health for our communities including our homeless population, at risk youth, and services within the police department
with professionals who are trained regularly
Increase the Investigative side of the department. More effort toward solving cold cases and criminal profiling need to be instituted.
- Recognize the importance of the Reconciliation process LB underwent and commit to addressing the systemic and historical nature of racism in policing, to become a
true partner with communities
- Mandatory implicit bias training for all employees, conducted by outside agencies
- Mandatory training on de-escalation practices, including self-regulation techniques like meditation, for all employees and conducted by outside agencies
- Mandatory training for all employees to recognize physical and neurological disabilities, conducted by trusted outside disability advocate agencies
- Body cameras worn at all times, without the ability to turn them off, with video footage automatically, easily, and immediately available to the public
- Using the current budget only, hiring and supporting non-law enforcement social workers for alternatives to support our unhoused neighbors, people with drug
addiction, and domestic violence prevention
- Support community oversight of police interactions with the public
N/A
rising crime rates.
Re-allocating crime prevention to the health department and nonprofits. Focus budget on detectives if necessary to solve crimes but I don't believe officers prevent
crime, community based organizations prevent crime. Increase police training, provide ongoing training, eliminate overtime, require therapy for PTSD. Move officer
reporting outside of the department like the military did for rape and harassment charges.
Fighting crime of Gangs, Cartel, and Drug Dealers! Get the Meth, Crack, Fentanyl off the Streets in Long Beach!
n/a
.
The culture of the police could be improved. Although I generally think that LBPD does better than others, I still think that they use fear to control its residents instead
of building relationships with the community.
Na
Mental Health / Homelessness
Reduce the force
Community engagement
Actually intervening in crimes. 8 officers do not need to respond to a standard fender bender in Belmont Shore. Why not catch some of the people stealing catalytic
converters on ocean Blvd EVERY NIGHT?
Not sure
Gun crimes, gangs, vehicle break-ins
Traffic Enforcement
Homeless issues and violent crimes.
Building relationships with local schools
N/A
Using social services and human resource services along with police to help with crisis management.
Diversifying police with more women and people who live in our communities. I have met individuals who quit the force because the culture within is not about
policing and helping the community, but about power. Something is wrong within the dept. for people to quit the force.

Shifting the culture of police away from political controversies. Vaccine issue is deeper than freedom. Police feels attacked by recent George Floyd demonstrations
and think that the community is mad at them. All people want is to be treated with respect. I have always been proud of our police dept., but lately the low
vaccination rates is appalling and the rhetoric is disturbing. I also however also understand that fear and immediate danger is something I have never experienced.
It’s time to redefine policing.
To reduce crime (including petty crimes) and response time in our neighborhoods. To feel
Safe in our neighborhoods again!
Getting vagrants off the streets and into rehab. Do police work and arrest criminals without regard to Mayor.
Driving feels unsafe in Long Beach thanks to everything from reckless speeding and drunk driving to random shootings.
Crush crime like it should be. Long Beach is a beautiful city and they need to clean it up and restore it to its beauty.
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Building Community and Police Trust
Continue Diversity in Recruitment and Hiring
Co-funding Neighboorhood Community Development Project (crime reduction)
A volunteer program & workforce that is reflective of the community it serves. Trust and community building. Traffic control.
Crime. Graffiti.
If think the next Chief need a stategic plan ready to go day one to address protesters and riot control. There can be no indecision on taking action against rioters.
Required training for officers to learn how to deescalate conflict without using violence, using weapons only as a last resort.
Long Beach PD should have more officers on the streets to keep Long Beach residents safe. LBPD should have more gang units taking violent gang members off the
streets. LBPD should make sure parolees and probationers are complying with their probation.
More community outreach
COMMUNITY INTEGRATION OF POLICE. The PD's sworn officers must live in LB to be effective and MUST.WALK.THEIR.BEATS. Get them out of their cars. It's good for
their physical health and the mental health of the community.
Please bring the anti gang unit back
Sex crimes are not reported, tried, convicted, and often times the police do nothing. Colloquially, women do not expect help from lbpd officers in the matter of rape
and sexual assault. Anecdotally, I can think of five actual physical human beings who reported sex crime cases to LBPD that were not ever closed.
Gang enforcement
That officers are not above the law.
That covid is real and all officers need to be vaccinated and obey mask mandates or immediately be terminated.
To break up the unnecessary and wrong police union
All of the solutions proposed by Campaign Zero (https://campaignzero.org/solutions#solutionsoverview) should be implemented within two years of the new Chief of
Police's term. COVID-19 has also proven to be one of the biggest, if not the biggest killer of police officers in recent memory, so the new Police Chief should swiftly
enforce 100% compliance for all of LBPD staff to obtain at least one dose of an approved COVID-19 vaccine. This will improve existing immunity for those already
infected, and provide some level of safety to those not previously infected.
Morale within the department.
Understanding everything is about successful relationships
Chief Luna was not accessible. We need a chief that is accessible to the people NOT city managers and politicians first.
More support and outreach for mental health of law enforcement officers in the department. More training for officers of all ranks to understand and assist with
mental illness, domestic violence and child abuse.
We need to stop treating the homeless as if they are criminals. They are victims and many of them are either mentally ill or traumatized veterans. They need to be
treated with compassion and respect.
The types of recruits the department should look for should be persons interested in helping people and helping communities rather than control of communities.
GC
Police to do policing.
Other departments to do the homeless, mental illness, and other issues dropped into the "policing' bucket.
Dealing humanely but proactively with people living on the streets. There's a need for enforcement and treatment as well as protection for both unhoused and housed
people.
Unaware
n/a
Zero tolerance policy for criminals, working with the city prosecutors office for maximum penalties. Send a message to the shit bags that they will do time in Long
Beach if they commit crimes here.
Expanding community policing
Accountability for the law. Understanding what a diverse community is and not encouraging any "challenge coins" because they seem to always be symbols of racism.
Staffing retention and response time to calls for service
N/a
Aim to have mental health officers available to intervene in cases rather than police officers with firearms
Defunding unnecessary methodologies
N/A
Zheix
Response time. Listening to citizens without bias. Helping and protecting everybody regardless of race, religion, gender, and socio-economic status. De-escalate
situations, use mental health professionals and if not possible, make sure officers are required to take classes and educate them more thoroughly on non-legal tactics.
Offering/referring mentally ill individuals to social & health services instead of charging them with a crime. Putting them in jail and charging them does nothing to help
them get well.
Traffic control and neighborhood predators
Police misconduct
The illegal use of fireworks in the North Long Beach area, and helping the homeless get into treatment/shelters rather than just bullying them and threatening them
with incarceration
End the over-policing of Black people. End the excessive use of violence against Black and Brown people. Weed out the racist individuals now serving on LBPD and
remove them.
Informing the community of police limitations due to low budget.
More quality of life teams working with health department for transitional resources- real transitional resources
n
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Response times to calls and keeping politics out of police department as much as possible.
Removing the civilians versus police mentality of police officers
Prosecute and reduce use of fireworks, especially around holidays.
Community involvement
Hiring progressive, educated new officers
Quality of life issues and a diverse work force.
Homelessness and cleaning up Long Beach. Too much garbage and tent cities, need more patroling and removing of homeless and garbage.
Holding police officers accountable for their actions and to the community. Police officers who refuse to comply with vaccination requirements show a disregard for
the communities they serve and should be relieved of their jobs.
Crime statistics are rising and community trust/support.
Treating homelessness as a health issue not a criminal issue.
homelessness affecting the safety of residents
Drastically reducing LBPD budget (particularly weapons and surveillance), so drastically increased city funds can be used for the community's health, safety, and wellbeing.
n/a
Homelessness
Start enforcing the law, unfortunately it’s the politicians that have made crime in punishable
The new Police Chief needs to address racism within the department and they won’t be able to do that if they came up through LB ranks. Additionally, they need to
shift the Department’s culture to respect and honor the service of all staff, not just sworn. Civilian personnel and especially female civilian personnel are viewed as
second class, lowest of the low.
N/A
Community policing, assisting government and NGOs to address homelessness
Ethics and integrity. Willing to stand up to the POA. Not to be afraid to discipline the bad apples. Support good community based policing.
Law Enforcement and Crime prevention. Gang issues. Recruitment of additional personnel.
Increased policing
Getting police out of schools
I would like to see clearer standards for police performance so that "bad apples' are never hired and if hired, evaluated and fired.
Quality of Life
Stop racial profiling. Recognize that citizens are YOUR employer. Stop tolerating police cliques.
Acknowledge the prevalence of police brutality
Increase ability to arrest drug users. Remove homeless individuals causing problems for residents, blocking traffic, robbing, causing mayhem, etc. Faster response
time.
More police presence in all communities. Drive by’s , beat walking, attend community events.
Not well informed enough to answer what would be new
Body cams that officers unable to turn off
Rising crime.
Crime reduction, I just moved here and there have been so many shootings, robberies, and assaults.
Someone on Nextdoor said their wife was shot at in her car and because she wasn't shot LBPD did not come to make a report. I don't think that is right. A lack of
reporting means a lack of transparency.
Crime and homeless problem in the city
Na
1.Gangs,drugs,tagging in all areas homes schools and our streets.
2. Answering calls when calling 911 or non- emergency #.
3. Include all the community when changing or implementing new policy's.
Violent crimes and Homeless- the homeless are becoming more aggressive and impacting quality of life and deterring tourism.
See #2
Police reform
Community/Business Engagement, Police Trained/Certified HAZMAT Officers (our PD responds to most HAZMAT scenes before Fire even has their pants on), more
CPTED training for patrol officers, we need to improve/expand the basic academy facilities, add more MET/QoL Officers, invest in Officer safety equipment, more
community orientation and training programs, get more involved with the schools, walking beats in all divisions, new graphics for patrol vehicles to reflect
modernization efforts within the police department, diverse recruiting team, crime suppression and probation/parole compliance checks, bring back the gang street
team.
More work needs to be done with homeless. Ideally, if the police can help NGOs to provide shelter, that would be best. I do not want the unhoused to simply be
"rounded up", as that does not help anyone.
Expanding diversity on the force and community outreach
Cyber crime that effects the community.
Transparency and holding officers accountable
Fight for officers right to choice regarding the vaccine mandate.
Equity
Implicit bias training
N/A
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Eradicate the Blue code that exists in the department
The homeless and gang population issues are insane
I dont know
Community policing
Work on recruitment and retention.
Petty crime due to the increase home problem.
Building trust with the Black and Brown residents in the city. Working in partnership with the community by reinvesting their funds to community.
Going to the root of issues. Don't throw someone in jail cause they're acting weird and living on the street, actually create ways to help them (like working with local
harm reduction groups who are already doing that)
Education and policies toward eliminating racism, bigotry, homophobia and transphobia within LBPD
Increased homelessness
More police officers. No vaccination mandate.
social media
Policing around large parks and homeless encampments.
No
Reducing police racism, homophobia, and implicit bias with zero tolerance policy for bigotry
Get police out of the social services business and into the purview of social service organizations
Homeless problem.
Homeless people taking over parks and streets.
Building relationships with community organizations and working under their guidance
Use less lethal force if not necessary. Better training for officers dealing with mental health problems suspects.
Enforce laws against open drug use by the homeless community and no more tent encampments - do not accept homelessness as something unsolvable
Be willing to communicate with ALL citizens of LB, not just some.
Hiring and training crisis specialists who don’t have guns.
Being open and transparent with the community, especially when police personnel make mistakes and/or commit crimes. The department needs to stop protecting
"its own."
Holding Police accountable and breaking down the culture within the police department of not " snitching" on other officers when they see them do something wrong.
Cops say that culture is dumb when it comes to crime and gangs who also dont like snitching but cops themselves do it to.
Employing QUALIFIED police officers from diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds, officers whose family backgrounds do NOT reflect experience in law enforcement.
Also, it might help a lot if there were incentives for law enforcement personnel to live within the City, increasing their understanding and the understanding of those
whom they serve.
Human trafficking, gun violence, harm reduction and de-escalation.
.
Get back to sport programs with our youth
All initiatives endorsed by Black Lives Matter should be implemented.
Stop using rubber bullets
Stop the pilot program to use sedation on detainees
Stop destroying past records of police misconduct.
Serve the communities rather than just bang on them.
Enforce county and city health orders regarding covid and mandate police vaccination
No
Homeless people
CRIME, violent, non violent. It needs to be stopped.
Reduce murder rate
Accountability for officers actions
The homeless problem is destroying our communities. I am a progressive person, but I have lost a friend due to the activity of a homeless encampment and also was
effected by a fire set by homeless that spread to my house. I also am very upset about the problem in Cambodia Town. The problem is overwhelming and not seen in
Belmont Shores or Bixby Knolls.
Use of mental health experts instead of police.
not just a diverse workforce, but a workforce that understands the complexity and diversity of the community. a chief that will mandate implicit bias trainings and
understand the importance of working with other agencies to address prevention of crime and violence.
Addressing rising crime, slow response times, biased policing, and addressing the homelessness in our city
The department’s case management system needs serious overhaul. Detectives are understaffed and overworked. This problem can be eased—in part—by developing
and using ‘case screening’ criteria.
More funding for police equipment and new technology to enhance crime prevention
CRIME AND HOMELESS CRIMES
Crime reduction. Shootings and murders are at a 10 year high.
Gang problems, violent crimes , property crimes, and homelessness.
Quality of life crime reduction.
GET THE HOMELESS PEOPLE OUT OF LONG BEACH. WORK WITH THE NATIONAL GUARD TO SET UP CAMPS AND REHABILITATE THEM AGAINST THEIR WILL IF
NECESSARY. THE CITY IS GUTLESS. THERE WILL BE A REVOLUTION SOON THAT WILL THROW OUT GARCIA AND ALL HIS CRONIES ON THE CITY COUNCIL. ENOUGH!!!!!
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Police Officer support. NOT all Police personal are racist. This must be addressed and in order to regain trust. Please note, I am NOT "white", but a proud US citizen
that came to this wonderful country at the age of 7, and this comment is not politically based.
n/a
Stop hiring leadership form within - creates a disfuntional and incestous culture that protects itself instead of LB.
Parking enforcement of vehicles that lack current registration and therefore auto insurance. Enforce prohibited parking of vehicles over 25 feet on residential streets.
Create more visibility of Police/Police vehicles. Light is a good deterrent to crime. LED lighting in high crime areas, alleys and throughout all our Parks is a one-time
financial outlay that will benefit future generations.
Please just select someone capable and willing to uphold the law diligently and equitably. Long Beach has been allowed to slide into lawlessness, this includes not only
major crimes, but quality of life issues like runaway homelessness and general public safety concerns such as lax traffic/vehicle noise enforcement. Please allow our
next Chief, to be a chief, and avoid political meddling and favoritism.
STOP the overtime scam currently being perpetrated on the taxpayers of this city
NA
Working with other departments (such as health) to refer non-crime calls to a different responding agency, letting police attend to true serious crime and letting
others attend to homeless and mental health care crisis
Pull people over. Don't be afraid to make "stops".
Homelessness and teaching officers how to interact with the public in a knowledgeable, calm and professional demeanor.
Homelessness, crime.
Na
more community outreach in areas of higher crime
Wholistic and continuing officer training: conflict resolution, conflict de-escalation, community outreach and home support for officer families so that the officers can
be the best versions of themselves while at work
Homeless encroachment into our neighborhoods, gangs, speeders, the total disregarded for the law by a lot of deprives. People see no one gets tickets so they drive
crazy.
I don't know
violent crimes
Crime
Increased attention to accountability among police officers
All the hate needs to be turned around.
Bringing police violence incidents in Long Beach to zero. Moving the department away from in-person traffic enforcement and towards remote, license plate-based
enforcement. Limit officers' access to firearms wherever possible. Shift financial resources from the police department to unarmed, civilian social and health workers
to address community needs — especially the quality of life concerns.
Hire Jim McDonnell
homeless encampments and strategic local area housing, health, and mental health services for many of these people. More green turn arrows on many of the
intersections. Would cut down on traffic collisions.
Police reform, so police who are found oppressive cannot be placed in new assignment or in a related organization
Was it difficult to keep a straight face when writing this question? Must have been... it's pretty irksome to answer.
I own a million dollar house that is in a SHIT HOLE. The NEW better start taking action so that NO ONE IN THIS CITY THINKS THEY LIVE IN A SHIT HOLE!
Demilitarization of the department and enforcement of laws which are currently ignored (for instance, citing vehicles with heavily tinted driver, front passenger
windows and windshields.)
Stemming gun violence. We seem to have no traffic enforcement and it's scary out there. And our PD needs better connections with, understanding of and
communication with other city departments and services.
Unarmed traffic enforcement. Shift towards programs for social workers to respond to mental health and intimate partner violence calls. Maybe don’t pull people over
for biking violations.
Increase in crime and traffic infractions
Unlawfulness that is occurring in LB
Bring back PAL if you want to prevent gang recruitment.
Literally an entire overhaul of the system. It’s based in racism. We cannot move forward within racist systems.
Building genuine relationships with the community and employing non-violent protocols are of the top priority.
Transient theft and home/car invasion
Cronyism, massive pension liabilities, LBPD officers not living in town, body cam further rollout
We don't need new initiatives. We need for our police to take criminals to jail for breaking the law. We need for our city to be safe. We need to be able to go to the
grocery store and not get robbed in the parking lot. We need for officers to be able to do their jobs without fear of getting fired or placed under investigation.
Something needs to be done about the homeless and containing them some place away from our neighborhoods and city sidewalks. Perhaps a tent city and a car
parking lot in an industrial area would help.
Commitment to remove homeless encampments, strict enforcement of the law, tough on crime, guardian of public safety
Homelessness
Homeless encampments
Break-ins
Quality of life — people should not be allowed to make noise on residential streets such as blowing a horn as they walk up and down to get residents to come out and
buy whatever they are selling.
Focus on Peace and Order as the main Goal and Objective and if fully implemented then everything follows with a positive impact on economy in general. Budget
support for the Department too.
Long Beach respects officers. For a while LB officers were cool where even Signal Hill officers became cool. We need less out of towners on the force.
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encouraging officers to report civic engineering issues to the appropriate department of the city, for example bad roads that need to be repaired and with perhaps
higher priority: fresh road paint that helps 'street pilots, those solo and with families in transports' avoid collisions and that encourages safe travel...perhaps the chief
current and future could proof read reports before sending to district supervisors and city employed civic engineers.
Crowd control during protests - the assumption that "protests" = riots is a nonstarter.
Address racial discrimination with issued traffic violations.
SUSPEND THE ASSET FORFEITURE PROCESS WHEN NO CRIME HAS BEEN COMMITTED - i.e. stop taking people's money and belongings for no f'n reason!
I would like the Police Chief to consider how the Police can become a Center for Help, be it in response to crime, homelessness, domestic violence, and other social
problems. The Police could have a broader role in directing people to resources where they can seek help.
Homelessness vagrancy crime related quality of life related to community living
More active visibility in our neighborhood (Bixby Knolls). More traffic control (speeding and illegal driving actions).
Look to the future of the police department, don’t just keep the ship afloat.
Hire response teams for crisis interventions and to assist those who are unhoused. These should not be done by police officers or law enforcement.
The new Police Chief needs to take a strong stance against crime. Criminals need to be punished, not set free based on the value of theft. Criminals have been given
the "all-clear" to take what they want, and the hard-working residents of Long Beach are the ones suffering.
Defunding their department!
Hold criminals more accountable for their crimes..
Enforcement of laws already on the books. Making sure police are actually out and working proactively and responding to calls.
Technology
End the homelessness
Anti racist training, anti bias training, de-escalation training, community is the community not a brotherhood of police.
Stop telling the community "there is nothing we can do."
none
Do not leave the businesses on their own when having to deal with "mask deniers". Please show up and get the trespasser out.
Anything Related DEI and mental health for officers and the community.
Reducing crime and homelessness
n/a
Alternative service models for mental health crises, especially with youth.
It seems that the only people being "policed" are the tax payers. The homeless is above the law, the government officials are above the law ... Politics should NOT be
in the police department.
Sensitivity training with those with mental health issues; implicit bias training; training on alternatives to shoot to kill when someone is running or driving AWAY from
the police.
Theft in the neighborhoods.
/
Get back to arresting and jailing criminals. Patrol to prevent crimes from happening.
Working with the City government to increase the police budget, so they are better able to work for and with the residents. A second focus would be working with the
City and local agencies or community groups to find and implement a creative and positive solution for the homeless. Moving them from one city area to another is
not a solution.
N/A
No answer
Continue development of availability and dispatch of first responders who are appropriately equipped and trained for the particular emergency situation.
Homeless camps and enforcement
Radically changing policing strategies to promote community development and wellbeing over traditional crime statistics such as arrests and incarcerations. I do not
want my police chief to tote around the same statistics which has not resulted in happier, healthier, safer communities.
Example: improve police responses to those experiencing mental health-related crises, including conflict resolution, welfare checks, substance abuse, and suicide
threats.
I want police encounters to end positively. Not with violence, not with anger, not with injustice.
reducing LBPD budget as % of total city budget, reducing negative police interactions with homeless people, directing homeless people to available housing
opportunities (when they are willing to accept)
We need a genuinely independent police oversight committee like every other city has. In fact, I do not want a new chief hired unless he/she agrees to make this a
high priority,
proper training of police officers
More community policing.
Increased presence in neighborhoods
Able to accept suggestions, criticisms, or opinions and evaluate in a diplomatic and fair fashion.
The homeless problem needs to be dealt with. Crime has skyrocketed as more and more homeless move into the Long Beach area.
Violent crime, homelessness, traffic fatalities. Which will be difficult in this "defund the Police" era.
Bring back a larger field-team of Gang Detectives.
Enforce anti-homeless laws, if persons refuse services.
Speedbumps save lives. They should be installed on most of our "racetrack" streets.
Abatement of homeless people on the streets. If street people refuse available housing, they should be subject to legal action.
none that I am aware of
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Crime prevention and public safety
improved enforcement of violations and crime associated with homelessness. more active response to property crimes. working with the state to allow for more
effective enforcement and advocating for rolling back elements of AB 109, and Prop 47.
Major emphasis is law enforcement, strong community visibility.
100% ethical police activity. No lies, no trigger fingers, just good outreach and community engagement. 100% above board.
Getting the homeless issue dealt with. Clear out the river bed encampments, clear out under the freeway tents and trash, clear out the people stealing catalytic
converters.
Lead by an example of inclusion, understanding, and fact. Understand police only enforce the law and do so to serve all residents equally.
Investigate police gangs and fire anyone involved; implement a rigorous training program for officers (including implicit bias training and more education about mental
health problems and domestic abuse dynamics) that could serve as a new national model of policing; incentivize officers to live in Long Beach so they have skin in the
game - most of them live in Orange County and that is not right; have a zero-tolerance policy when it comes to dealing with bad officers.
Maintain, possibly enhance, the Commerical Enforcement Detail by TWO more officers. Also, have a sworn officer liason work with the City Traffic Engineer's office to
monitor, suggest and follow up with installations of "new" signage/curb painting throughout the City.
reduce excessive overtime
Tougher on repeat offenders of serious crimes
Employee health.
Working to establish a community neighborhood watch like Lakewood's, that provide cars, uniforms, radios, to volunteers who do the policing at night because we
have no patrols anymore.
Make sure all residents of Long Beach are served equally. Don't spend resources on those making the most noise.
Regular meetings with commuity
Building positive relationships and understanding the communities served. Also…. Working with agencies to address and alleviate the homeless situation.
Training law enforcement personnel in dealing with diverse races, cultures, genders, and people with mental disabilities
Property crimes in our neighborhoods.
Homeless population is out of control
Long Beach is NOISY. Motorcycles set off car alarms, leaf blowers have made the city hateful. Cops stop in the road, indiscriminately blocking traffic. Calls to LBPD for
after hours noise complaints make the caller feel like a criminal. Seems counterintuitive, if you want regular people to stay.
Accountability and training. Divestment from surveillance and re-investment in social and community crime prevention
Retrain or fire officers who have a long history of police brutality and killings. I do not want my taxes to pay for officers who clearly exhibit an abuse of power in their
job which is to serve all of the community. A shift to community engagement and non-lethal standards for enforcing the law.
LB jail is horrible. Update facility to manage mentally ill in separate area. Food - each candidate must eat what is given to inmates.
Reduce crime
Our homeless crisis is out of control, especially those that are being outright violent or terrorizing neighborhoods. People feel they have no one to turn to.
Reaching out to our young citizens to develop a positive and respectful relationship between the a police and the citizenry.
Focusing on policing property crimes and quality of life crimes.
More police must live in our city like council persons, how can they understand the community living in other areas
Too many radio vehicles responding to a call. Officers use this practice to falsify time cards by submitting overtime requests. All they did was show up but really aren’t
helping during the situation.
Unaware of specificsIncarceration for repeated offenses
Needs to be accessible to regular people. Needs to make the command staff accessible and communicate with regular people. Make the phone numbers of the
commanders available and make available their job description so people can communicate directly with the commanders.
Police office accountability for job performance, efficiency, and effectiveness.
Crime committed by homeless drug addicts.
Better response to violent homeless people.
LBPD needs better community support to address the city's homelessness problem. Schools have "ride along" J cars with LBUSD staff. Why not have "ride along"cars
with mental health/substance abuse professionals.
Take Bike theft more seriously. Deal with homeless issue in a compassionate and effective manner.
Mentally ill and revised arrest procedures
Services for homeless, small theft and break ins priority, community engagement
Transparency, community based accountability committee, crime, best practices from other agencies, training officers, sensitivity training, perhaps hiring more mature
officers who might be less biased or not so quick to react to stressful situations.
Not sure
There needs to be clear direction and pressure to enforce the current laws and rules of our community and when those rules need to be changed to help officers do
there jobs better there needs to be clear communication to the community about what changes need to be made and how those can be addressed. Everyone is fed up
with rampant drug use and lawlessness in our communities.
Crime and homelessness/drug use in public areas.
Have the authority to be able to remove homeless drug addicts off the street into a program.
There are too many officer involved shootings in Long Beach, period. The ones that involve people in mental health crises are the most egregious. We need more
training in that area or a better system of diversion to other agencies or bringing trained psychiatric interveners on the actual scene promptly. We might also want to
train the public about their options to seek emergency help for a loved one that is not 911/police response—or at least how to report the crisis in such a way that
police come less inclined to use lethal force.
Innovative recruitment, training, retention, and career path programs. There has to be better recruiting and hiring strategies to insure LB has the best candidates to
become officers.
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Homeless nuisance issues and crimes need to be addressed. This includes the sleeping on public properties and sleeping in camper vehicles on neighborhood streets.
Decreasing use of guns by police.
Live in the community they serve!
Drug use among the homeless. Growth of gang shootings and crime
Seal Beach has a motorcycle noise level and enforcement. The motorcycle exhaust/motor noise in Long Beach is out of hand. LB should do the same as Seal Beach, but
it would only work if the officers on patrol will make the stops.
Crime fighting, esp. the rampant garage break-ins.
More/better ability to intervene and solve local neighborhood issues when they arise. More detailed appropriate response to homeless street people and the crimes
they commit in the neighborhoods.
Being more immersed in the community.
Crime Prevention and Law Enforcement Not Coddling Criminals, hold politicians accountable for policy that creates crime.
Standing up for his/her police officers in high-profile situations. Don't let community outrage cloud his/her judgment in dealing with such issues. Someone's cell phone
video doesn't always tell the entire story.
Homelessness and addressing the safety of 2nd street and the Belmont Shore area in general
Innovative approaches to hiring
Outreach in the communities — presence in all areas of Long Beach at community events not just for policing efforts, but to show support. Walking or bicycle patrols
on E. 2nd Street
Working with social workers to address needs of mental health 911 calls, instead of police when I crime is being committed
increase the image of the police force - we all benefit from a strong and efficient police force
Homelessness and Quality of Life. Too many crimes left. Push criminals and drug addicts off the street and make LB safe for our kids.
Na
Homelessness Crime, intercity/gang crime
Reducing Crime in our neighborhoods
More visibility of police on regular neighborhood patrol routes to discourage opportunistic street criminals. It has become rare to see regular patrols over the last ten
years in my neighborhood (Rose Park South).
Cleaning up the mess in Long Beach
expertise with mental health issues. It may mean that the dept has to hire people with this level of expertise
Attention to law and order and the quality of life for the tax paying residents of Long Beach.
Homeless
Enforcement of traffic, fireworks, and other violations impacting our daily lives
Crime, homelessness and a respect for residents who are tired of dealing with these issues.
Homeless population!! It is out of control along with crimes committed by these homeless. Stop focusing on covid and start focusing on petty theft crimes created by
the increase number of homeless in our city.
Homeless
I have no idea at this time
Keep Strong!
Local coffee talks. Helps us understand what is going on in our area
As a resident listening to neighbors and reading online (ex. Nextdoor and Ring apps) crimes that have been committed locally for the last two years during the
pandemic, appear to not be resolved and criminals not apprehended to solve crimes because of lack of police support and visibility. Do we not have enough people on
the police force to cover all areas of Long Beach? We want our communities safe and back to the point that we see the police in our community. If the phrase, 'The
police hands are tied.' is true, this needs to be resolved.
Reducing crime
Better engagement and interaction with the City's diverse population and communities.
Crime needs to be fought and criminals need to be arrested and prosecuted. Long Beach police is a joke. Criminals laugh at the officers because Mayor Garcia won't let
them fight crime because it might reflect badly on his image and political careeer. Criminals currently flock to Long Beach to commit crimes because they know they
won't be arrested. Stop that. Arrest those who commit crimes and get them out of our city. Tax payers pay police to make our city safer. How about the new police
chief tries doing what the tax payers want instead of listening to weak Mayor Garcia. It's very simple - arrrest crinminals and pro-actively fight crime!
Crime by Homeless. Cars speeding and little enforcement. Broadway parking is a complete hazard.
Racial injustice.
N/A
Workplace accountability and abuse of power
More funding for the police department. Less funding, less police officers, more crime. Very simple to understand.
N/a
Parking enforcement
Taking care of the city's residence. People that live and work in the city. By the term "Living" I mean people that pay rent or own their own home not drifters or
homeless. I realize we have a big population of homeless challenged and non-legal status but do we have to accommodate everyone or make Long Beach a destination
for them?
Positive Community connection/interaction. I would like to see police be relatable, understanding, humble and fair. Treat everyone with respect.
The fact Long Beach lost The Pike and Pine Avenue during the 2020 rioting is an embarrassment, but worse was Chief Luna blaming his subordinate middle managers
and field supervisors. The new Chief should understand he or she must take responsibility for issuing clear orders during emergencies.
N/A
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Crime has gotten out of control. Bikes stolen daily. Cars broken into nightly and sometimes taken. I've seen the homeless walk into a store and walk out without
paying for any of the items - just yesterday witnessed a man runout of Trader Joes with a bottle of wine and some other items, run across PCH and into the bushes. TJ
management was aware but I guess they felt like there was nothing they could do. And please do not tell me that the stealing is okay b/c they needed it.
Mandatory vaccination for the entire department, no exceptions
Better handling of existing issues
Directing police to get along with everybody - racial and gender fairness
Integrate social works into situations that warrant mental health issues.
Addressing the petty crime and violence that has basically been legalized and the omelets camps that are allowed throughout town. One only needs to go a couple
minutes south to seal beach to see more successful policing.
Support Cops
get police officers vaccinated
Community policing
No more cronies. Look at who gets promoted and how this administration has protected themselves.
Traffic enforcement ...the past 2 years have created scofflaws with noise and speeding...and these often are
potential criminals.
No suggestions.
Hire police officers who want to work with all communities and who have an attitude of working to better the communities they serve by collaborating with residents
and businesses.
Homeless situation needs to be addressed. The citizens of LB deserve to not have to deal with mentally ill homeless individuals on a daily basis.
Focus on gang crime and violence
Educating pedestrians on dangers of crossing outside marked walkways and need to wear white clothing at night.
Fire unvaccinated officers. Find and fire racist officers.
More officers patrolling.
Quality of life issues, making homeless uncomfortable, enforcing laws that are already on the books so that quality of life issues do not become more serious, violent
crime issues
Needs to work with helping to solve the homelessness issue in Long Beach with other agencies to reduce crime, theft, homeless living under the freeway bridges, not
just short term, but long term. Clean out an area and in a week they are back, need permanent housing and mental health assistance. Need some new ideas.
Consistency - probably not a "new" area of focus, but an important overriding principle
Homeless sleeping in parks, committing crimes and with little consequences
More visibility and active patrolling through all neighborhoods because the increase of theft occurring on Ocean Blvd with all the parked campers; improve
communication and transparency with constituents; work with local community organizations and neighborhood watch groups to support cleaning up Long Beach.
Crime reduction
Walking beats, be visible
Crime, gangs, homelessness. Possibly a show of force in our neighborhood. We have a low crime rate in our area, however, I walk early in the morning and have
caught suspicious characters doing questionable things. They usually run when they see me, but I have called the Long Beach Dispatch when necessary.
enforce law and order
Arrest EVERY criminal. Zero tolerance for crimes.
Response time
Enforce the Law; protect private property.
Weeding out officers that are involved with White Supremacy groups and those who supported the January 6 insurrection
N/A
Enforcement of Food Trucks - Remove them from restaurant dominant areas.
Gang violence, shootings, Murders (all violent crime) citywide
How to effectively work with the repercussions of Prop 47 and our current DA, George Gascon. Create a community policing initiative so communities can work closely
with law enforcement. Given our current situation with crimes that go unpunished, we need all hands on deck. Also, how can we focus on minimizing fentanyl and
meth in our communities in Long Beach.
That they live in the city; use their heads instead of their guns first; that they are engaged and ticketing drivers who do exhibition of speed - run red lights – run stop
signs Etc
Updated training in all areas on a regular basis
Not sure
The new Police Chief needs to be more visible to the general public than the present person in that position.
Neighborhood crime
Addressing the needs of the residents and businesses.
Better training for ALL police officers interacting with the community no matter what the issue. How about officers being more visible during positive situations not
just responding to calls?
Get rid of all the transients that are major blight on the city and committing tons of crime
Homeless issues / crime. Homeless assaults on passerby
Department moral is at an all time low and in order to retain officers the new chief needs to address this asap
Beat cops, foot and bike patrols in Belmont area(s)
I don’t know
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Hiring bias. Working with the other community and LB government agencies to reduce/support the homeless individuals.
Dealing with the homeless encampments. I ride my bike all around Long Beach including the bike paths on LA and San Gabriel freeway bike paths. I have been attacked
by dogs and had scary encounters around the homeless encampments that have sprung up around town. The situation on the LA river path at/near Broadway is very
scary with many sketchy homeless people and obvious stolen bikes and bike parts piled up.
Budgeting issues regarding equipment and resources for patrol.
I think that Chief Luna has done a good job and that his policies should be continued.
The increase in gang violence should be focused on as well as crime in neighborhoods.
Community Outreach, working with local organizations and faith leaders.
Expand Senior Police Partners to leverage scarce human capital (sworn police officers)
Increasing the number of officers and reducing crime.
The Police Chief should not be the Mayor's Political football. He should answer to the citizens of Long Beach and be accountable for the lack of progress in policing
affecting the citizens in each District, not just in Belmont Shore.
Crimes committed by the drug addicts in my area
Police reform
Strength and innovative measures in terms of community policing. Police officers need to be be visible in the neighborhood at all times. Crime offenders need to know
that somebody is watching. The department needs to make the residents know the neighborhood is safe. I don't feel safe in my neighborhood anymore.
Increased staffing for community safety. No more excuses that budget or politics won't support this.
Focus on crime and not cater to special interest distractions. The new initiative would include a plan to ignore the mayor whenever a high ranking politician comes to
town and there is an expectation that on duty resources are dedicated to protect an asset outside the scope of LBPD’s core mission. If the mayor wants to use his
current position to gain a Federal appointment, it should be done without sacrificing public safety. Anyone currently working at LBPD is not capable of saying no to
that expectation so an outsider is likely needed.
No
Accountability, equity in policing and hiring practices.
We need the police's help in focusing on our homeless issues. It should not something per se that should be a policeman's job, but we need help in getting these
people off the streets and managed by the right organization. We need our Police Chief's support in working with these organizations to see this gets accomplished.
N/A
Crime suppression, community outreach policing with community understanding. The more the community understands and sees the police in a positive light, the
better the relationships will become.
transparency.
Homelessness
Crime
Traffic and Parking
increased police-community engagement like Neighborhood Walks; creating permanent Beat Patrols (on foot) so that the same officers are assigned to the same areas
becoming familiar with the community residents and businesses ; adding more community liaison officers on all shifts; more technology to improve website and data
reporting that allows citizens to analyze the data that is of interest to them and in a way that you don't need to be a data scientist; exploring technology that can be
put into the officers hands who can then make resources more quickly available to the public - an app that can directly connect victims or other citizens encountered
with city or non profit resources; or technology that can reduce the time of a police - citizen encounter ie calls that just require a report or even lets the family get
updates about an arrested loved one so they don't have to make the trip downtown; revive youth engagement programs that have been previously cut due to
financial downturns; create new youth engagement programs to create positive police encounters from a young age.
Crime and gang control
Gang intervention and Prevention work with NGOs. A new contract for intervention has been initiated however the police have not embraced a partnership to work
together.
n/a
Homelessness definitely needs to be addressed, the blatant use of drugs, gangs, police morale,
Would like to see a base level of education and training for new law enforcement officers (AA or higher minimum)
Rebuilding specialized field teams
How to solve the problem
Of the homeless in Long Beach
Homeless and crime keeping families safe
Reduce gang activities, crime, which are worsening in our city.
Clean up the homeless and crime
Use of new technology to assist officers in crime suppression.
A greater focus on, and accountability for, community policing, where officers are getting out of their cars, walking communities, and building relationships. (I
understand this is a special program now, but I would like to see it be a regular initiative and focus)
The city of Long Beach has allowed a culture where it is acceptable to ignore traffic laws. Even police vehicles blow red lights without sirens or lights engaged, and few
use their turn signals. Parking in front of a red curb or fire hydrant is another common occurrence, and it reduces visibility in intersections. I see cops ignore traffic
violations on a consistent basis and I’ve heard it’s because they don’t want the paperwork.
This opens the city and the police department up to liability if someone is ever injured as a result of these red light violations. Start ticketing for red light violations,
parking violations, and reckless driving.
Also, there is no need to send four police vehicles, often with two cops each, in response to a 911 call. It’s a waste of city resources and money.
Keep politics out of policing.
no new initiatives are known.
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Officers should remember they are public servants! I am a retired CalPERS employee. Feel that our officers have a moral issue and forget they serve the community.
PD budget
Traffic enforcement, Crime reduction
More quality of life officers. More walking beat cops
accountability, gaining respect within the community they are supposed to serve.
Making sure everyone in the department is vaccinated and not holding superspreader training photo ops like Luna.
Addressing issues of mental health and community cooperation with enforcement and education programs are always important
We need more cops hired
Getting Gascon out of office. His policies are not only destroying LA County they are also empowering criminals to take advantage of the weak.
Sting operations targeting bicycle theft, garage and vehicle break ins, package thefts.
Keep police officers safe and keep their hands from being tied.'
There needs to be a focus on combatting gang crime
Quality of life issues.
More patrolling of streets and neighborhoods. Not talking about going out and playing with kids, etc.
Working with lawmakers and the courts to reduce and prosecute petty theft. There's some evidence that the police will not charge people with crimes for items worth
less than $950. We don't need to go back to 3 strikes but there must be some consequence for stealing.
More involvement
Traffic control
How about spending time on reducing crime instead of pleasing the latest political person
Crimes in the city
More police officers
Addressing homeless, mentally illness, drug addicts roaming our communities and their stealing
Dealing with the serge in rampant burglary
In neighborhoods as well as vehicle theft. Make it less comfortable for the homeless population to be here
We new CORE officers in each district. Detroit did this and reduced crime in half. Strictly a team of officers that stay in district 1. These officers attend functions, events
and stay in district 1.
Help the small businesses get the homeless and mentally I'll off the streets.
CRIME needs to be addressed immediately in addition to getting the drug addicted criminals living on our streets into rehab programs or jail so that residents can
actually feel safe in their own homes and neighborhoods again. PD Dispatch also needs to be reformed so when residents call about a crime/suspicious activity/theft
etc the PD actually responds and reports are actually taken.
Special Details to curb gangs and violent crimes.
Management of homelessness
none
homelessness and parking
Inclusion of new immigrants
We need a Chief who will stand up to the nonsense of reducing a police force so that "community" activists, who have no training what so ever can "police the
communtiy"
N/A
More staff
Reduce speeding in school zones
No accountability. Too much influence by POA.
Gang identification and reduction
continue crime reduction
Organizing a more comprehensive and effective gang task force, to identify and subsequently prosecute law breakers.
Crime reduction
Enforce all current laws both criminal and traffic and encourage prosecutors to prosecute offenders
Homeless and Gangs
Gangs...homeless issue....they are not social workers, but should be able to work with agancies to help out.
The topics of drug addiction, alcoholism, mental illness, and homelessness can often be all intertwined. Criminalizing any of them is counterproductive to recovery.
While criminal acts themselves ought to be continually enforced (people must be held accountable for their actions), criminalizing the situations which many of these
sad people are faced with is not a part of the solution, but part of the problem. Watchful coordination with services which provide help for each of these areas is
crucial, and weekly meetings of all together could address these problems and challenges. - ER workers, Social Workers, MHA, LINC, Neighborhood leaders ought to be
able to create a list of repeat "customers" and coordinate care for them. Be the watchdog of care and support with a unified, well coordinated effort.
I think, like teachers, officers at all levels need to be consistently and routinely trained on how to interact with criminal behavior to deescalate events. I have seen over
the years the behaviors and mindsets it teachers change for the better due to consistent and routine trainings. Although some teachers were resistant, the trainings
have resulted in better schools and better classroom environments. Look to the schools for a bit of guidance.
K. Coulter
Yielding police resources and authority to organizations the are better equipped to deal with behaviour that is driven by mental health and poverty!
Community partnerships to decrease the demand for services placed on the police department
hiring competent staff to support community. Teach the community how to communicate with an officer and understand their basic rights. My hopes is to see
reduction in friction between cops and citizens.
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Reducción de homeless
Rooting out poor performing police officers--those w use of force complaints, belong to gangs, have racist views, etc.
Working with other agencies to help with the homeless and the reduction of gang violence.
Friendliness, kindness, understanding, and fairness.
Stop the encampments and loitering of homeless
Make our city safe again. I cannot go to the grocery store without seeing someone shoplifting! Our threshold of expectations for our community members is at an alltime low!
Hiring more police officers
More patrol visibility including motorcycle
Gun Violence reduction and elimination
burgeoning murder rate, quality of life (homeless on the street, rather than in institutions, homeless shelters, and designated homeless encampment areas), feedback
of community groups and involvement of diverse communities.
more black officers
not sure
Homeless encampments, and more traffic enforcements.
Stop the stealing of vehicles, personal property,
every night in our neighborhoods. Train civilians
& put them in patrol cars to watch over our
streets every night. They can call in sworn
officers to make arrests. You can target neighborhoods until you chase the thieves away.
Clear out the homeless encampments & seize all bicycles that they cannot prove they own.
Providing strategic and researched based interventions for troubled youth. Building relationships and trust with teenagers.
CRIME. HIT AND RUNS. BIKE THEFTS. PUT VIOLENT HOMELESS AWAY. TAKE THEM OFF STREETS. FIX HOMELESS ISSUE
The level of crime has picked up (shootings) needs to be addressed. Also These officers need to held accountable for their actions and be role model. Some officers
abuse their powers, they have hangout spots, run through traffic lights (with/without sirens), and their is a lack of trust they need to earn back from the community.
Officers need to involve the community with what the community is concerned with that needs to be addressed. Hold monthly community meetings to hear the
community out about their concerns.
Safety of the police officers who are 'out there ' in the communities... with more of an eyes open practice for they're own safety... especially when no danger is
evident...
A culture of equity, diversity and inclusion. Regular and repeat training to combat implicit bias. A culture that legitimizes self care for officers to minimize PTSD and
their own issues that lead to increased violence and discriminatory behaviors. Reallocation of resources to allow for appropriate intervention when the issue isn't
criminal but medical in nature. Partnering with other agencies to share best practices. Root out corruption and cliquish behavior by any group, but I'm mainly
referencing white supremacy. Hold bad cops accountable. Raise the standards of behavior for all officers.
Address theft problem in LB, grocery stores and pharmacy's are in severe trouble. LB lost Wal-Mart during to uncontrolled theft
Community engagement, addressing crime and gang activity.
quality of life crimes
someone who's tough
Working with local, county, and state government to aid the homeless
Do the right thing, always. Hold your peers accountable. Serve the citizens.
NA
Would it be possible for LB to hold people who are drunk in public in a short term holding facility - a drunk tank?
1) Quality of life and education and enforcement related to possible high density homeless housing being constructed in the city.
2) quality of new hires (this is an issue everywhere, not just LB). I would like the new Chief to actively encourage higher education for officers, incentivize current
officers to take additional college courses. I think that’s one of the best ways to combat the us vs them mentality.
Homeless, 911 wait times
Dont know
Conflict resolution training. Community building.
Hiring and a new academy
They should consider attempting to address the crimes under $1000 going unchecked. Car break-ins and small theft are from what I understand not a priority for the
department, and maybe understandably so with the lack of resources most departments face. There is likely no easy fix for this but it's something to consider
addressing. According to the online Long Beach forum I frequent, people are fed up with getting their bikes stolen and car windows busted. So much so, they would
prefer living elsewhere.
Try not to ignore the small things. A single car break in is one thing, it's another thing when it becomes rampant and everyone you know has had their car broken into.
It's like death by a thousand cuts, sooner or later (read 5 or 6 broken windows later) those who can afford to move will just find a safer city. I would imagine a large
number of us including me, can afford to live elsewhere but we love our city.
More neighborhood visible presence.
Reducing petty crime reduces all crime
More transparency, more diversity among the officers. Bring back the Chief's Advisory Groups, that has been so missing for far too long. Please have a Chief that will
understand the needs of senior citizens, that has been lacking for far too long. A Chief that will follow the Driver's Vehicle handbook about bicycles and scooters riding
on the sidewalks in Commercial Districts. The lack of caring about the disabled and seniors who are trying to walk on the sidewalks and daily get yelled at and
chastised by those ridiing bicycles on the sidewalk. Right now, nobody cares about us.
Applying computers and technology to reduce crime. Enforcing public space laws, arresting homeless, enforcing drug laws, reporting illegal aliens out of this
community when they commit a crime, going after the games with your shooting up the neighborhoods and reducing property values,
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Hire more cops.
Na
I would like to see homeless encampments eliminated - especially in areas that are use by the general public like parks and bike paths along the rivers. Encampments
are unsanitary and unsafe for everyone. I want the homeless to get the help they need even if it's a designated area for them to setup their tents.
Racial equity; overpolicing; police having too many jobs; criminalizing of Black and Brown young men; allowing our community leaders to take hold of community care
and prevention.
Prevent mandates from losing great leaders within the police department. Pushback against city hall.
Getting Homeless off of streets
Recruitment, retention, support for existing officers, emphasis on high standards.
including professionally trained, non-police when responding to disputes; expanding officer training to weed out white supremicists
No loud pipes! No speeders. We need enforcement of the law.
Response time is a disgrace. We need faster responses both from dispatch and actual officers.
Gangs, organized criminal activities, gangs within police force
Area of focus - a plan to reduce/deal with increasing crime
Vagrants and drug addicts
Make our Quality of Life a priority.
Porch pirates.
Hit and runs.
Shootings and killings
Those coming into our city from elsewhere and committing crimes.
Blanket the city with CCTV cameras like was done in London, UK.
Get the technology which helps pinpoint the location of gun shots like ShotSpotter
Evaluate the minimum educational qualifications for LBPD officers. A high school diploma or GED are totally inadequate, given what we are asking of our officers in
2021. LBCC and CSULB have law enforcement, public safety programs/majors so there is no reason to have such minimal educational requirements for the job.
Start arresting people for all crimes. Living in a society where an individual can walk into a Walmart or Target, load up a garbage bag and walk out and not be
challenged...only the naive think it will get better before it gets worse.
make an effort to root out problem officers that end up costing us millions in lawsuit settlements
Holding officers to a higher standard
Homeless
More police on the ground- walking the beat.
Working with agencies in mental health and homelessness to get people the needed care to get them into programs.
More REAL Community Policing. Bicycle patrol where cops do have time to meet and speak with community. That they participate in community events and not just
patrol events. Hold space for Community/Youth/ Police dialogues. Work with gang prevention programs, support neighborhood watch programs, bring back PAL.
anti-racist policing, neighborhood safety
Homelessness is a real sanitation and crime problem in Long Beach. Coordinate efforts to solve it. Community working with police.
Reducing the number of trigger happy cop shootings. LB seems to have a high number of officer involved shootings.
The way to handle the homeless around the city. Addressing PD employees wages and compare them to other agencies.
Current crime rate is unsustainable in LB & increasing. Consistent noise violations go unattended throughout the city. I am confronted w/ some sort of misdemeanor/
felony nearly twice a week. I live 14 floors up on Cherry & Ocean Blvd & I watch the crime unfold nearly daily including muggings, I feel the addition of Park Rangers
would benefit the force so that they could manage the lower level issues relating to Park Management as Brent Dennis has proved utterly incompetent & unable to
listen or respond to constant complaints & violations.
preventing crimes that folks aren't getting arrested for ie breaking in cars in neighborhoods and walking into stores and stealing in plain sight
Interventions without gunfire.
PET be made up of a psychologist and a RN team, no uniformed police enter an area or home where is person is in mental health crisis. Police in uniform only scare the
mentally ill and lead to deadly outcomes.
Reduce gang crime in low income communities and homeless individuals commuting crime
There are enough high/utmost priority areas to focus on. No need to add more to an already full plate.
Community Policing
Communication - what is LBPD working on, where are they challenged, and how can we help our police, who put their lives on the line every day
unknown
Stay away from wokeness, and stick to the tried and true policies that have proven siccessful.
Excessive force upon brown and black men has to stop. Police need more training to understand internalized bias. Remove problematic officers from public roles
Budget redirect to help homelessness and mental health calls.
More one on one with the officers as they don't have that now from what i can gather from officers.
Aggressive on crime reduction
Serving the taxpayers of Long Beach - when they call to report a crime (even something as a bicycle being stolen, a suspicious person in the area or a homeless person
sleeping on their street), it's responded to. Clean up the tent cities that are on the beach, on our streets and in our parks. This city is looking like a 3rd world country,
and our leaders are allowing it.
Ignore political correctness
Trainings and educating police dept on crisis management and human/people skills. Bring in mental health experts to work with police to actually help educate officers
on up to date practices, knowledge on working with POC, learn about disparities. Psychology and sociology training for their dept
Accountability, reduce law suits for mishandling situations
Reduce number of shootings in Long Beach.
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Increase community policing efforts
Support proactive policing approaches
Re-instatement of neighborhood police liaison officers
responsiveness to the community
Fewer traffic stops and more concentration on real crimes
There is a strong need for police accountability, eliminating police violence against community members, and training in de-escalation and non-violent response.
Differentiating mental health vs. criminal offense among youth and young adults.
TRAINING
none
More effective community policing
pass
The dismantling of Qualified Immunity and the reforming of LBPD in regards to training and education requirements.
Violence, homelessness
Politic violence & being transparent with the public about policies
none
While cruising if there are people in their yard ,especially children stop and say hi. It shows you care and it shows children the police are the good guys. It's a win win
situation.
More collaboration with NGOs and offering community services, not focusing on arrests
social police who get called for mental illness, homelessness, veterans. dont need uneducated police with high school diplomas and guns handling calls regarding
residents with these issues.
More Beat Policing. Get the officers out of the vehicles and on the ground.
Actually showing up. More patrols at night when requested for good reason.
Traffic enforcement there is none. Chase out homeless drug addicts and criminals.
More frequent patrol of trouble community experiencing hi crimes, violence and fireworks
Connect homeless people with services, not just a ride to the msc
- Mandatory implicit bias training for all employees, conducted by outside agencies
- Mandatory training on de-escalation practices, including self-regulation techniques like meditation, for all employees and conducted by outside agencies
- Mandatory training for all employees to recognize physical and neurological disabilities, conducted by trusted outside disability advocate agencies
- Body cameras worn at all times, without the ability to turn them off, with video footage automatically, easily, and immediately available to the public
- Using the current budget only, hiring and supporting non-law enforcement social workers for alternatives to support our unhoused neighbors, people with drug
addiction, and domestic violence prevention
- Support community oversight of police interactions with the public
The new Police Chief should be knowledgeable of the brutality and misconduct lawsuits that were recently paid to victims of the community. It is important for the
new chief to understand past mistakes in order that history does NOT repeat, and also to develop empathy for those in the community who were traumatized.
Recognize the importance of the Racial Equity and Reconciliation process Long Beach underwent last year and commit to addressing the systemic and historical nature
of racism in policing, to become a true partner with communities
A large percentage of homeless people are NOT law abiding, are NOT wanting to be helped, are mentally disabled whether by their own drug-use or other reason.
These are complex problems. Given that limitation, the problems that I would like to see addressed are: (a) giving ONLY the people who WANT help, my tax dollars!
and (b) If they refuse help, they should NOT be able to get financial aid to live/loiter on public property outside my doorstep, which is threatening to me & others who
live nearby. They should NOT be able to be on public property & pee/defecate/trash the area around my home, my building, etc. The police should be able to move
them OUT, the city should be able to put money toward trash pick-up & clearing them & their possessions OUT without members of the public feeling like the
policemen have no heart. Give our police the ability to help us tax-paying citizens! Most of us are supportive of the police dept & don't want good people to leave the
force due to feeling unappreciated, feeling like they can't make a difference, feeling like their hands are tied, feeling like they are put into dangerous situations & are
supposed to act in an instant, exactly perfectly every time or they will be censured. (of course, policemen who are willfully acting unethically should be given
consequences). Thank you for reading to the end!
Just to be aware of the diverse community in Long Beach and to continue to remind (themselves the new Chief) that we have a very nice town and that people of color
should be listened to while determining the particulars of an incident.
Traffic enforcement.
we are in a unique situation in Long Beach. Police officers have to be better trained to deal with the mental health and homeless population. I wish it was not their job
to do this but it is the reality of the situation. I also realize that dealing with homeless and people with mental health is not their job entirely. So with that said, I feel
like there needs to be a real plan with city officials in regards to finding a viable solution for all this. This means working together and letting people who get paid the
big bucks and have influence within the city make moves modeled after other successful cities on this issue.
Reduce gun violence and address the homeless problem.
Enforcing the law
Moral on the Police department- Happy police officer will be happy to service the community
Homelessness outreach collaboration
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Explain why. And if it is inexplicable, own up. Manage expectations of the communities! You just can’t be all things to all people, but they seem to demand it.
Open up the police officer experience so that citizens have an idea of the pressures of the job, the realities of decision-making, etc.
Develop a non-PD commission of nonpolitical but highly influential individuals for the express purpose of rewarding and heralding great acts of humanity, heroism,
helpfulness, etc., by officers. Make it a big deal.
I’d like to suggest a new reporting structure that reduces the mayoral power over police, but I think we need a new mayor.
Create an advisory group of officers that has significant power over criminal (and some civil) lawmaking and publish such recommendations in the press and on
ballots: the reduction of penalties from felonies to misdemeanors is terrible and demoralizing to our officers.
Collaborate with whatever department that oversees Dispatch to heighten performance standards and enforce them.
Develop citizen teams to provide ideas, offer service, etc. There are so many of us who would love to help!
Lastly, publish a monthly Proactive/preventative recommendation that businesses and individuals can and should implement to promote safety or thwart crime. Post
it on your website, place it prominently on social media, and push it into the news media as a way to tie products or practices that could have been easily
implemented to improve or prevent actual criminal outcomes. The things that resonate with people are war stories, common experiences and feeling shared goals.
The main thing is communication, and getting in front of things versus defending them. Perhaps more work in the beginning, but it reduces the us/you vibe and is
easier than coming up with reactive statements.
Addressing homelessness
Homelessness problem/drug use by homeless in the open
Sustained community policing; keep area commanders in place for at least 5 years - if they are being successful with patrols and community policing even longer.
Na
Quality of life issues and people experiencing homelessness, mental illness.
no
Increase use of social services to help with such issues as domestic violence.
Would like to see "beat cops" assigned to specific neighborhoods and who get to know the residents.
Would like to see less "force" deployed to non-emergency situations (i.e. just saw six cruisers, fire truck and paramedic truck dispatched to a benign situation where a
special needs man was acting out in a grocery store). Send one unit with a mental health professional.
Less questioning by 911 staff about the identity (i.e. race) before sending out a unit so the situation doesn't escalate and the perpetrator is hopefully caught.
More diversity in police hiring; great education required; more intensive training in diversity, deescalating situations so they don't require excessive use of force.
Assignment of officers to the same neighborhoods where they can get to know residents and vice versa.
Rooting out officers who are clearly racist, homophobic, mysogynist, xenophobic, etc. Zero tolerance for officers haze or otherwise harass fellow officers.
Discipline
N/A
More cameras to deter crime and help prosecute criminals.
Policing of the alleys. Work on our homeless problem.
Response time and effectiveness to removing homeless vagrants living in our community and sleeping on sidewalks.
This is not new, and obviously is a growing problem everywhere, but homelessness, mental illness, and drug addiction are seriously affecting the quality of life in our
neighborhoods. The level of crime will not improve until these issues are addressed in comprehensive ways. Locking everyone up, even if it were possible, is
counterproductive and wasteful of resources that could be better used for treatment programs and low-cost housing.
Independence from outside influence. Bias from the media and other organizations should be addressed but they shouldn't control our police department.
zero-tolerance on rolling stop signs and lights...folks emerged from COVID as insane drivers - great chance to collect some ticket revenue and spread the word its time
to slow the heck down and not drive like entitled jerks
don't know
- Recognize the importance of the Racial Equity and Reconciliation process Long Beach underwent last year and commit to addressing the systemic and historical
nature of racism in policing, to become a true partner with communities
Reduce surveillance including use of license readers and facial recognition. Include actual lawyers in the office of constitutional policing. Actually external audits
periodically and make the results transparent.
Homelessness
Fire any and all officers who harbor sympathies with the Republican Party.
Homeless
NA
Creative ways to address homelessness
Property crime, drugs, homelessness
Same answer as above. I would like to see much more emphasis placed on building relationships and helping people. IMO the majority of police work involves people
skills, not gun skills.
No comment
Response time to emergencies. More police on the street.
Focus on violent crimes please
Increase efforts to deal with homeless situation/encampments that put at risk the homeless and the surrounding community (drugs, physical/mental health, rapes,
insanitary circumstances, violence, fires, etc)
working with different communities, education of officers so that they aren't the last to get vaccines, ability to deal correctly with homeless and work with community
groups to help this issue
Robbery
Increase Community Watch outreach to help neighborhoods empower themselves with crime prevention strategies and build/strengthen neighbor to neighbor
relationships.
Making the police an appreciated part of the community across the diverse ethnic groups in our city
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Recognize and support neighborhood opinions on crime, homelessness, drugs, etc.
Implementing crisis intervention services that take away jobs from the police they don't need to be working on like homelessness and mental health issues suicide.
Vibrantly participating with the community on trying to implement alternative crisis intervention services and not try to deter it.
Gangs, mental health services, homeless situation.
Not ignoring civilian calls, more police presence 24/7, need quicker response times, more bike patrols because there is a male predator who runs past women on the
sidewalk who sexually assaults them as he runs by them.
I'd like to have a woman Police Chief. I believe and have seen that a woman can and will bring a different form of policing to Long Beach as have been shown in other
cities in Los Angeles County.
Homelessness
Much stronger commitment to using alternative interventions beyond police whenever possible.
Enhancing gang prevention and enforcing more areas of the law instead of "letting others take care of it"
Promote community involvement and continuous improvement programs for LBPD employees
Protect and serve approach to policing with interpersonal communication with and respect for residents. Discontinue shoot/kill or be killed approach to policing.
NA
NA
recruitment of diverse ethnic, language, culture officers
To work with community groups in helping to deal with homeless populations.
None
Reduce Hate Crimes.
Meet with Black Lives Matter and respect their demands to eliminate police killing unarmed civilian.
Excessive use of force, fleecing by “rolling through” an arrest to attach to report, over use of helicopter, misogyny within department influencing lack of
policing/enforcement when crimes are against women but arrests when alleged “suspects” are women—as well as not bundling attacks to one suspect, when there
are at least three separate men (likely more) attacking women.
Community policing and engagement
Social media has create a level of outrage and ridiculous behavior because people believe the city government and police arent doing anything about crime. Around
belmont shore people are putting bright white spotlights everywhere, putting cameras everywhere, encouraging vigilante behavior. It’s getting out of hand because
people think these things will deter crime. But even when people call police about crimes it seems that there’s no action. So some are getting apathetic, some trying to
take matters into their own hands, some encouraging gun ownership and use of guns. When i lives in a massive city in europe the police patrolled on foot and passed
out brochures about crime prevention. And crime was going down.
Definitely reduce the number of shootings in the city
Fair to all residents
Community Policing
Reduce crime
Looters, shoplifting, vandalism
N/A
Building trust and faith in the community. Somehow letting the community know the officers are hear to help and not hurt or scare.
I would like our city to pilot a program for traffic enforcement with community safety officers (not necessarily sworn officers) who have are solely dedicated and
concerned with traffic law (i.e., speed limits, red lights, collisions).
We need to focus on the increase of crime and worsening homelessness issue.
Homelessness
Hiring policies of the police department. Men and women should be hired based on a lot more that whether they can complete the activities assigned as apart of what
they learn at the academy. The entire person needs to be looked at. How do they interact with people. Experience working with diverse populations, age groups,
gender, etc. Also don't assume that just because a person is Black or Latino that they are able to work well with that group. Within each race of people that are also
social, educational and economic issues that need to be recognized and too often these factors are not even considered. The racial profiling needs to stop.
Again, our police are essential for maintaining safety. They need to be supported from the TOP down. We need to stop pointing blame. We need to promote honesty;
transparency. If an officer makes a wrong call we can’t react with a knee jerk reaction. Rather, investigate and then only make changes were warranted. One bad
decision can effect the entire force. HOWEVER, deal with that decision based on the whole facts. I’m sick of the knee-jerk reactions to one person’s bad decision.
Working with community partners to support the homeless population and well as support for youth and other efforts to diminish gang involvement and activity
Trustworthy and transparent, Holds employees accountable- demonstrate transparency and support campaign.
De-escalation. Force and violence should not be an officer’s first choice of action, and they need to understand that the average citizen is going to be nervous or onedge when confronted by an officer. In situations where the officer has all the power, that power needs to be benevolent.
Crime prevention
accountability, crime reduction
Homelessness, thievery (even small dollar crimes), corruption througout citi government and department.
Continue addressing the needs of our communities homeless with anti-punitive measures, working with community organizations to support and provide resources.
Enhance officer training with emphasis on de-escalation and actually assessing situations or "threats" before going for their sidearm.
Not sure
Petty crimes and grand theft auto in and around the Coolidge triangle needs to be addressed. I want a better direction in punishing and capturing criminals that steal
delivered packages.
I believe our new Chief will need to work more tightly with other city teams and focus on individuals’ and teams’ strengths.
To continue moving away from punitive enforcement and more toward community mental health services delivered by trained personnel not necessarily bringing
weapons to an environment that does not require it.
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rethinking policing top to bottom
Not fall into politically divisive rhetoric, such as the defund the police movement and focus on reducing crime through a properly sized staff.
Standardizing quality hiring policies, and evaluations plus developing means to share strengths and weaknesses of officers leaving LB for jobs in other police
departments.
Supporting the removal of armed officers from LB City Schools; working with LBUSD to create Restorative environments where police force is not used to address
fights on campus.
The overall distrust of law enforcement, especially in low income communities and communities of color needs to be remedied.
Let the police officers do their job and not have their hands tied by the mayor or elected official
Get a handle of graffiti vandals. What they did to that cat/dog mural next to Golden Humane is criminal! Crack down on street racers that do wheelies at midnight in
residential neighborhoods.
N/A
vaccinations for police is part of "protecting the community" and being great role models.
Officers actually enforce laws instead of pulling up and then driving away saying there is nothing they can do
Police accountability
RIPPA DATA
Community Violence
Lack of black officer promotions
Officers must treat low income, Black, and Latinx people the same way they do upper middle class whites, with respect and dignity.
Excessive use of lethal force in nonlethal situations--can you find ways to deal with people with mental issues etc. *without* "defunding" the police?
Cleaning up the department of bad officers, improving reputation and rebuilding trust with the community.
No response
Outreach to diverse communities and neighborhoods, outreach to youth, implementation of technology, homelessness, increased crime in 90808 and 90815
neighborhoods
Reducing gun violence with community partnerships using nationally recognized models like http://www.livefreeusa.org/endgunviolence
Nothing I can think of right now.
Fighting back against DA Gascon from trying to make us become a lawless society.
Outreach to communities, especially people of color who may not trust police, unfortunately often with good reason,
Homelessness, gangs, misdemeanor crimes, violent crimes
Rampant, petty crime to residences
Transparency. Not using badge as a power play over anyone.
Bring back the Gang Unit.
Enforce the laws.
None
none
Transparency in officer misconduct, shootings of civilians, alternatives to guns.
psych care or task force, in partnership with the health department, to assist homeless individuals and get them the care they need to get off the streets.
community involvement, efficiency in responses and patrol, gang prevention
Get city to allow LBPD to enorce exisiting laws such as open drug use, no camping, no loitering. Increase police officer per capita ratios to meet the demand, 1.6
officers/1000 residents is too low. Our crime is out of control and the response times are so long. Signal Hill has 3 officers/1000 residents, and LA has 2.5 officers/1000
residents. Look at ways to improve dispatch.
none
Police violence against community members. In particular, "hot heads" that think they are the law. Maybe providing further training and hiring cops with college
degrees, instead of straight from high school.
BRING BACK MORE POLICE OFFICERS TO DEAL WITH THE GROWING CRIME RATES; ENFORCE LAWS THAT NEED TO BE FOLLOWED AND STOP RELEASING CRIMINALS
BACK INTO THE STREETS WITHIN 48 HOURS. HOLD ALL CRIMINALS ACCOUNTABLE.
Unknown
Responding in ALL areas ER calls in a timely manner
Addressing the increasing permissiveness of allowing the homeless to spew trash anywhere they please
Commubity Trust, and accountability
Defund the police department, get police out of schools, reimagine public safety through community investment
The parking in the middle of the streets
Clean up the East Ocean Blvd., by ticketing expired tags, vehicles that are moved only on sweep days and are parked there for years taking away parking for tax paying
residents. Close down La Verne Parking lot at night like it used to be with a gate that is no longer there. Enforce NO RV's and oversized vehicles parked on East Ocean
or La Verne parking lot. Speeding cars that do not stop for pedestrians at La Verne crossing. Have a patrol driving thru on regular basis to establish a police presence
like we used to have. Safety of citizens and businesses should be a priority. Transients are getting all the "free rides" without having to work for any services they keep
receiving. Why not engage them to clean up after themselves and provide training to become productive members of our society?
Reform internal affair and shooting investigation procedures. Stop overtime fraud. Stop racial-biased pretextual searches.
Officers need training with LGBTQ populations especially the trans community. They need help learning respectful ways to interact with this community. And they
need domestic violence training as the LGBTQ rates are just as high as heterosexual cases. The LGBTQ Center Long Beach provides all this training.
The homeless problem. The crime problem. Don't fire or put any police on leave because of Covid.
Have a plan for the Homeless/ mentally Ill and the drugged and deranged and to know the differences for the required response levels, action needed VS action taken.
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Emphasize community policing.
Require college education for officers.
Demilitarize the police.
Hire fewer veterans and hire more civilians.
Encourage officers to stop being so hyper-masculine.
Include sensitivity training.
The Community needs to understand exactly why we have Policing in the first place "It Is To Stop Crime And Harm To Persons Animals and Property.
The new chief needs to be an advocate for defunding the police department and supporting and building other community focused support services that actually
prevent crime instead of responding to crime and creating felons out of the ethnic community members.
Los alrededores de la comunidad Washington en la Pine y Pacific.
holding police accountable for violating people rights.
Achieving full compliance and cooperation with newly-designed Citizens' Police commission (assuming the new design is worth the effort).
Enforcing drug laws, making our streets safer and more appealing to businesses and visitors to improve our empty storefronts and our economy. Tackling the huge
drug issue on our streets which has resulted in higher crime and homelessness which has adversely affected the appearance of our city, our safety and economy.
n/a
How to retain top talent on the CIVILIAN side of the department.
1) create separate Traffic division to focus on tickets and traffic violations which are rampant. Free up other officers for more serious crimes.
2) support MH professionals in outreach teams to address homelessness and drug addiction
3) support homeless tent camps so people on the streets can legally be required to move off neighborhood streets. On a daily basis we have drug addicts shooting up
in our back alley, throwing trash all over and screaming in the middle of the night. Creating centralized places where they are allowed to camp would provide easier
outreach and allow police to implement vagrancy laws.
N/A
Increase enforcement of minor crimes that affect quality of life such as illegal muffler noise & street racing. Address pedestrian & cyclist safety. Address (blatant &
beligerent) street crime while working with other City dept’s & NGOs to connect mentally impaired and/or drug-addicted citizens with mental health care. In the case
of increasingly dangerous homeless folks, work with the community to create & implement effective & compassionate policies that will lead to long term solutions.
Dealing with the homeless
Yes
Crime reduction and the support of the DA/City Attorney
Stick to what they believe will best benefit the city.
Creo que áreas como Long Beach blvd parte centro .
Gangs and violent crime and people experiencing homelessness
N/A
Open communication with the department he/she represents. The 800 police officers need a chief who actually has their back during difficult times.
Homelessness
Police officer moral and confidence in leadership
Homeless issues
Holding criminals responsible for the crimes done!
I believe the new police chief needs to be a buffer to bridge the game between the city officials and the police officers who protect the citizens.
Addressing racism and abuse of power within the current rank and file.
Reduction in crime
Slow traffic, stop all forms of crime, increase all patrols, get every officer on the street, cover the entire City with cameras.....
Accountability of police and residents
Rise in violent crime in the city
Adding more police in schools
Gangs control
Your officers need to feel supported by their chief unlike the current one. Job security needs to be addressed for the officers who have sacrificed so much during their
entire careers and especially in the last 2 years. Also, there needs to be more support and compensation for the special details.
NA
Making the officer feel safe in their jobs and ensuring they return safely home after their shifts
N/a
Solution alternative practices when dealing mentally ill people. There is no 'one solution' fits all.
Community oriented policing and violence and crime suppression.
mandated use of face masks for officers during Covid-19 crisis.
Prevent the Homeless from camping on the public streets, in front of public buildings, in front of churches, in the parks ! They leave unsightly and unhealthy trash
where ever they "live or hang-out."
Partes Drake Park y el parte de la 14
N/a
Police protecting one another when a fellow officer has broken the law. Nobody is above the law.
Petty crimes, drugs addicts roaming our streets committing petty crimes.
N/a
N/a
Violent crime reduction.
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Building positive relationships with our diverse communities.
Actually deal with the homeless situation.
Interdepartmental resources with social services
Increased community engagement efforts
Fully funding the alternative response model and changing the climate of systemic racism in PD.
In engaging with the community, PD should be aligned with City Departments and polices, especially regarding homelessness. PD frequently frames issues as "our
hands are tied" or "there is nothing we can do" when faced with questions regarding PEH. PD should educate community members about the City's response to
homelessness.
Need gang unit to reduce violent crimes
Addressing rise in violent crime. Hiring more officers
Lower crime
New chief must be accountable and accessible to citizens. Must listen to citizen suggestions for improvement and collaborate with them. MUST RESTORE LOST PATROL
OFFICER POSITIONS
Drugs, get crack off the streets please!
Strengthen local business protection
N/A
Don’t hire bob smith
Equal access to to service and resources, response times in affluent communities are immediate whereas areas with more socioeconomic diversity receive 2nd tier
services if at all. Perhaps we need a larger police force, but staffing doesn’t appear to positioned where it’s needed most.
None. Let's focus on cleaning up the PD areas that are corrupt.
Homelessness & crime is out of control
LGBT initiatives--I would like to be contacted to discuss in more detail (323-387-4949).
Employing an officer involvement by grid system.
Emotional and social development skills for the officers.
NA
NA
He can take a page out of the Los Angeles Sheriff Villanueva's playbook on how to deal with the homeless and vaccine mandates.
Gang
Shootings
Alcohol consumption
Guns
Drug dealers
Police Reform, knowledge of Mental illness...negotiating before shooting. If an Officer is afraid for his life then maybe being an Officer is not for him.
Stop Police corruption!
Increase / facilitate homeless outreach / track outcomes
unknown
Eradicate all gangs from this city and put them in jail where they belong.
Homelessness issue, relationships between police and our diverse community population.
I'd like to see more collaboration between the police department and homeless services. I think community outreach is necessary to rebuild trust in the police
department in this age of calls for defunding the police. Innovative thinking and embracing change are important qualities for a new Chief.
Rebuilding of department trust and backing of officers. Meetings to ensure officers are worthy and doing a good job. Address those who have had complaints about
them to figure out why.
Combating gangs
Many parking violations called in are not being responded to.
Also not responding in a timely manner to neighborhood problems regarding homeless hostility and violence.
I don’t feel safe in this city any more. Crime is up, homeless are intimidating and downtown is no longer inviting to visit.
Training in the proper response to situation. Community-based services and projects
Hacer un programa en momentos de crisis por violencia con arma.
Antes ó después de una balacera.
Que hacer? Donde ir? A quien llamar?
I want the police chief to look into partnerships with mental health organizations to provide first responder care as needed.
Being more transparent. Not encrypting the Dispatch Channels on LBPD radios is a great start. Additionally, possibly the creation of a PulsePoint type app for the police
department
Be part of the effort to confront and reduce the homeless population
Addressing property crime, response time to calls for assistance, response to community concerns/issues.
Homelessness and mental health response
local police officer who walks beat knows people
Crime reduction and elimination. No matter how small.
Support for those people experiencing homelessness
Follow vaccine mandates and community policing
Arrest all gang members when crime happens or death. Give them life in jail! What Long Beach use to do in 90’s and 10’s. The city gone to shit because of stupid
equity crap that has nothing to do with police.
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Rising crime, shooting and assaults are out of hand. We need to feel safe in our community, even when the sun goes down
Less racial profiling, less use of violent force, more accountability of police who do so
Remove qualified immunity
Implicit and racial bias training to prevent abuse of community members at the hands of the police, bringing in more community policing that seeks to build with the
community and be preventative.
Ending police activities with the exception of major crime detective investigations
Disrupt the old ways of policing and embrace effective strategies to reduce crime, serve and protect the community. Utilize technology, communication and non-lethal
strategies whenever possible. Erase the “us vs. them” mentality.
None
Crime reduction and enforcement of the laws that already exist. Make Long Beach a safe and secure city.
Work with and support community organizations that offer alternatives to police (e.g. support for homeless, addicts, mental health crises)
Racial bias training. Mental health identification and response trainings.
The new police chief needs to be tough on crime, fair in practices, and actually lead the department.
Traffic enforcement. It’s getting worse with all the people speeding and running red lights in Long Beach. It’s not a joke anymore. I’m amazed more people haven’t
died.
None. Most "new initiatives" and "areas of focus" are BS. Deliver tough, quality and accountable policing.
Unsure
Correct the politically driven leadership and make sure that the department points toward being honest as the #1 importance. Not us IA for political purposes.
Training for officers
Mental Health
Equity
Ethics
Emphasis on response times as a top priority
A longer training program in becoming a LB police officer to be better equipped in facing intense crime situation which includes psychological training. This training
should be ongoing through out the officers professional career.
Definitely focusing on training to best practices and gearing it towards it being culturally sensitive. Long Beach is recognized for its diversity so a chief MUST have good
background knowledge on many cultures and ethnicities. If not then it’s really hard for the people to view them as trustworthy.
More police drive around in the neighborhoods. Getting to know people and making sure are neighborhoods stay safe. Too many weirdo’s and drug users traveling
through our neighborhoods between 11:00 pm to 6:00 am.
to reinstate the previous community model and address the harms reported by the community in the Framework for Reconciliation process
No answer
traffic- loud mufflers- speed, repeat, traffic- loud mufflers- speed, repeat, traffic...
To anticipate and properly prepare for any future rioting. Planning to Not allow the mob to place our Police Officers and citizens at risk. I believe the last civil unrest
events, did not go well, considering that we all knew that the the violence was moving South into our City in advance.
Greater effort of homeless services
The department needs a reboot on community policing and community engagement.
Reducing bias in policing top priority
Give them pay raises, they deserve it after dealing with all the nut jobs and criminals.
Homeless crisis, response time to emergency calls.
Eliminating Union influence protecting officers not suited for police work
Accountability for deaths of unarmed folks and eradication of gangs within the police and sheriff departments
Enforcement of motorcycle municiple codes instead of ignoring them and making the parking problem worse.
Use of cameras to catch criminal acts. Police in the UK have had success with cameras in public areas.
Hiring more officers
1. Safety and health issues dealing with the homeless population.
2. Enforcing half way policies and guidelines. We have drug dealing going on in halfway houses.
Community based placing needs to begin again. Officers need to get out of their vehicles and interact with those communities that they are policing
The thing I hate the most it's seen on the YouTube videos our law enforcement agency violating people's 1st amendment rights to videotape. This has got to stop and
when I graduated from the Long Beach police Academy in 93, comma the 1st exam I took was the 832 dealing with the Constitution.. Somehow I feel these officers
that are on these YouTube videos as superstars for screwing up and making our city department look bad need to be retasted in the Constitution.
Police reform, bias training
honest crime statistics
the police should gracefully hand-off the reins of dealing with non-violent situations (such as disturbances by the mentally ill and/or unhoused) to other groups trailed
in deescalation
Reduce homeless encampments and associated crime.
Na
Strong enforcement of petty crimes that are affecting our neighborhoods and retail stores. Strong enforcement of our traffic laws.
Homeless, rampant crime, lack of officers on the streets
Not sure.
More attention needs to be focused on upper management. The department is very top heavy.
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Ensuring the PD is working with the City Prosecutor’s Office and the DA’s office in combatting misdemeanor / felony crimes. Gascon’s policies should not supersede
current laws. This may require filing charges with our federal partners to ensure criminals are held accountable. Also, our new chief must take strides in addressing the
fentanyl epidemic that is occurring across our country.
Response to Homelessness and pop up camps, vandalism and loitering,
Enforce Nuisance Laws
Same as #1, defund the police.
The homeless situation
WHAT I CHECKED IN QUESTION #3
The increase in violence
Community policing, walking or riding the beat.
.
Crime and homelessness have skyrocketed this year. We really need someone who is going to prioritize these two things and make a noticeable difference.
Focus on holding police accountable for their actions and on their silence when the witness bad cops
1.) Street officers to walk areas like Belmont Shore, downtown, and another high pedestrian/ business areas.
2.) More mental health and drug addict services. Let's get them off the street and into treatment.
3.) Hire more officers. I believe in funding the police and am proud to be a member of the LBPD Foundation.
Gun violence
Police Officer training opportunities and state of the art equipment for the department
True neighborhood and community policing
I think rebuilding trust with the community is very important. It also seems like there are budget issues?
The new Police Chief should be well-versed in the current evidence base on effective strategies for crime reduction, and in particular, strategies that do not involve
traditional reactive policing/car patrol. The new Police Chief, in collaboration with the City Council and other city agencies, should focus on strategies proven to reduce
both (i) violent crime/shooting violence (Cure Violence/Advance Peace/violence interrupters models, and Ceasefire/focused deterrence models, as well as hot spots
policing) and (ii) property crime/disorder (place based, environmental-design focused strategies, including CCTV, better lighting/line of sight, clearing clutter,
improving greenspace, and other urban renewal strategies). Focusing police operations on a multi-disciplinary approaches to crime prevention, in addition to proactive and meaningful collaboration with communities, makes good use of the current knowledge base on what works in policing.
Respecting civil rights, i.e., public filming, the right to privacy—including the right NOT to identify ourselves to police.
Not sure
Collaboration with City agencies. The other City entities need to have a vested interest in their field of expertise (traffic safety-traffic/pedestrian issues), Health Dept
(homeless issues).
N/a
Full restriction of police that includes shifting funding from policing to community supports that are more likely to prevent crime long term than to interviene at the
time of a crime.
Reduction in racial profiling
Trust
I see some parts of Long Beach crumbling, criminal-looking people hanging around and no police around. Where are they?
NLongbeach
Crime
Community policing and boots on the ground. The current culture isn’t working for the people of this city. Oh, and set a good example by wearing masks, getting
vaccinated and living in this city.
Back to basics - reduce crime.
.
I’d like to see the budget reduced, we’ve been defining education for years. After seeing how police handled the rioting that occurred after peaceful George Floyd
protesting I have this great fear of police officers as a minority.
Gang Unit
Keeping the homeless people together, calm, and offer effective resources and to reduce crime
N/a
None
crime rate is at its all time high
Reducing use of force.
Homeless community
quality of life officers, social workers responding to some emergencies instead of armed police, homelessness
The rise of petty crimes in my neighborhood are making me feel unsafe
Hiring. No doubt. The number of officers is dwindling and cannot be ignored any longer.
Homelessness and traffic violations like speeding, racing, burnouts, in north Long beach.
Safe city for tourism
The amount of crime that has increased in the Wilmore area desperately needs to be addressed. The community is living in fear.
Better practices when dealing with mentally ill or addicted citizens; utilize research-based best practices; increase training in deescalation techniques; read Malcom
Gladwell’s book: Talking to Strangers
De-escalation, recognition of disabilities, and managing officer stress/well-being
Traffic safety
Better EOC and disaster prep.
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Police Training. I think officers need to have more training throughout their careers not just their academy and qualifications. They should be taking maybe annually
refresher training. That will help diminish any discrepancies between PD and the LB community.
Nuisance issues have been neglected for far too long to concentrate on bigger issues but they need to be addressed too and this should be a proportionate focus.
.
CPCC not be a rubber stamp of the Department
The Police Chief should support reducing LBPD's budget, with an understanding that adequately funding other city departments will address poverty and reduce
crime.
1. Scientific approach to everything, namely evidence-based policing so that we have better witnesses, etc. This also applies to simple things like not just
recommending extra lighting at night instead recommending a balanced plan of active lighting following IDA recommendations.
2. Please finish implementing the 8cantwait.com recommendations.
3. Please call on council to reduce the number of total crimes or reasons that police would need to be called. For example, remove ordinances limiting beach activities
at night. Just say at your own risk?
4. A plan to let beach/park bathrooms to be open at night.
Friendly community accessibility. A chance to meet and talk/ask questions.
We need to address the root causes of crime, but I don't think PD are the ones who should lead that unless they create non-sworn positions who can do that work who are qualified to do that work.
N/a
More police visibility.
Increased and effective traffic enforcement.
None
Homelessness issues
Crime.
positive interaction with people who have mental challenges
Money for more police
Homelessness.
BEING ABLE TO WORK WITH OTHER LOCAL AGENCIES
Racism; go after white supremacist.
Enforce laws about living in public places; clean up the streets, riverbed, freeways.
Bring back a full gang unit team
Fight the small crimes, stop letting people get away with them. Things escalate!
Gang-infested areas and increase in violent crimes
Reducing the amount of money it costs to run the department.
Lower the crime rate!!
Physiological and psychological evaluation testing for every new Police recruit as mandatory requirements before hiring. This will curtail/prevent racism, narcissistic &
abusing individuals wearing the police force uniform…
Working closer with the community to resolve problems.
Crime and traffic laws enforcement
Crime seems to be getting worse
You activities leagues
Gang intervention
Graffiti abatement
Homelessness
Police presence and personal involvement. Officers needs to get out to the shopping centers, neighborhoods, parks for presence and get out of the vehicle and
interact.
Clearing homeless and mentally ill populations and encampments. Collaborating with mental health facilities to divert people with acute mental health issues.
Homeless issues ...out of control...traffic issues ie: speeding and racing....street take over
Homeless in LB
Getting homeless off the street with a humanitarian approach.
Stricter parking enforcement in North Long Beach-will help generate more money for the city.
neighborhood crime
Crime prevention at an early age (middle school) through community programs that specifically detour youth from gang involvement and recruitment. I’ve literally
seen gang meetings in the alleys with big ogs and a bunch of middle school kids.
Car racing and the open drug scene.
Diversity, Equity and inclusion and also being transparent about what is taking place in our City.
Work on crisis prevention
Unknown
Work on regaining Public's Trust
Addressing the unsafe driving like all the people who blow thru hard red traffic lights, really dangerous
- aggressive homeless attacking unprovoked
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more emphasis on community policing, even for traffic enforcement / mental-health related calls
A
All of the above.
Crime enforcement
Tell rank and file to stop being lazy and refusing to take reports.
1) Work in schools to educate students about the law and law enforcement that builds trust in and understanding of the challenges, especially those affecting youth.
2) create presence through social media. 3) criminal activity using internet to prey on the most vulnerable including youth and elderly.
Employee retention and recruitment along with employee development and succession planning.
Moral and support of the officers. Allow them to be proactive and not punish them due to community pressure.
?
Deployment of forces at the logistical locations during demonstrations and predicting worth case scenario.
Damages during May 31th 2020 was a direct consequence of police not present at locations where looters started breaking into stores. As soon as police showed up,
looters fled.
Parking near Drake Park!
The new police chief should be highly knowledgeable of cultural competency and understand the fabric components of each community's neighborhood. The new
police chief must be skilled in having friendly dialogue with diverse people across the the cultures to build strength and trust.
Building trust throughout our communities and holding the department (including all stakeholders) accountable.
None
How to enforce penalities for crimes that meet the infraction
Weaponless policing. Firearms should be the exception not the rule for police in Long Beach.
More focus on the homeless area, I hope in the future there are less homeless people (not to get rid of them but I hope there are people who take care of them and
give them a decent place to reside).
Body cams in operation at all times
Being involved in restorative justice practices
N/A
Prevention. Understanding mental health. Critical Race Theory
Stop hiring off the street, require more training.
More police are needed. Get rid of homeless people. CLEAN UP LONG BEACH!
Focus on the good communication between police and people in the community.
Cultural competency and understanding diversity for all officers
Should have open dialogue with the different communities.
Friendly talk with different people of color.
េធើ

រ

មួយអង

រេ

រ

ភិ

ល (NGOs) និងទី

ក់

រទី កុង, េ

នធី, និងរដ េដើម ីផល់េស កមដល់ជនអ

Conduct friendly dialogue with every community regardless of their socio-economics status, race or ethnicity. We do not need a Chief of Police that has different
visions from one community to another. He/she should not have any sympathy when practicing law enforcement, but we strongly need him/her to have a great
empathy for every community at the same level!
ADDRESS HOMELESS ISSUE , PACKAGE THEFTS, AND OPEN PUBLIC DRUG USE ISSUE
Divert funds to social workers to foster decriminalization of mental illness and homelessness
េចះេធើកិចសន
េយើងមិន តវ
េ

ក/េ

ឱ រូបេ

ក៊េ

េយើងមិន តវ
េ

ក/េ

ព

មួយសហគមន៍នីមួយៗ េ
នទស នៈខុស

ក សីេមប៉ូលីសមិនតរុវអនុវតមេ

េចះេធើកិចសន

ឱ រូបេ

មិត

រេមប៉ូលិសែដល
ក សី

ន

មិត

រយល់ដឹង
ព

ន

ត

នទស នៈខុស

រយល់ដឹង

េ

ពេសដកិចសងម

េពលអនុវតច ប់េ

របំេរ គប់សហគមន៍ឲ
យមិនគិតពី

កង

សេ

ន

របំេរសហគមន៍មួយេ

មួយសហគមន៍នីមួយៗ េ

រេមប៉ូលិសែដល
ក សី

សេ

ងខស់កង

ក សីេមប៉ូលីសមិនតរុវអនុវតមេ
ក៊េ

យមិនគិតពី

កង

ត

ងខស់កង

ន

សន៍ ឬជន

តិេឡើយ។

ះេទ។

ះេទ ប៉ុែនេយើង តវ

រ

នក មិតដូច
ពេសដកិចសងម

របំេរសហគមន៍មួយេ
េ

តិ

សហគមន៍មួយេ

េពលអនុវតច ប់េ

របំេរ គប់សហគមន៍ឲ

តិ

សហគមន៍មួយេ

សន៍ ឬជន

តិេឡើយ។

ះេទ។

ះេទ ប៉ុែនេយើង តវ

រ

នក មិតដូច

I believe in continuous and mandatory training at all levels of business. I realize that true quality community policing is more of an art that some people are naturally
good at, while others need training. There are no easy answers here. One last thing. Small companies and large corporations typically attract true quality employees if
the jobs compensation is higher. This city needs to find a way to pay their starting officers much better. Its pretty simple math but so hard to do in real world settings.
េចះេធើកិចសន
េយើងមិន តវ
េ

ក/េ

ឱ រូបេ

មិត

ព

មួយសហគមន៍នីមួយៗ េ

រេមប៉ូលិសែដល

នទស នៈខុស

ក សីេមប៉ូលីសមិនតរុវអនុវតមេ
ក៊េ

ក សី

ន

រយល់ដឹង

យមិនគិតពី

កង

សេ

ងខស់កង

ត

ន

ពេសដកិចសងម

របំេរសហគមន៍មួយេ
េ

េពលអនុវតច ប់េ

របំេរ គប់សហគមន៍ឲ

តិ

សហគមន៍មួយេ
ះេទ ប៉ុែនេយើង តវ
នក មិតដូច
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។

សន៍ ឬជន

ះេទ។
រ

តិេឡើយ។

េចះេធើកិចសន
េយើងមិន តវ
េ

ក/េ

ឱ រូបេ

មិត

ព

មួយសហគមន៍នីមួយៗ េ

រេមប៉ូលិសែដល

នទស នៈខុស

ក សីេមប៉ូលីសមិនតរុវអនុវតមេ
ក៊េ

ក សី

ន

រយល់ដឹង

យមិនគិតពី

កង

សេ

ងខស់កង

ត

ន

ពេសដកិចសងម

របំេរសហគមន៍មួយេ
េ

េពលអនុវតច ប់េ

របំេរ គប់សហគមន៍ឲ

តិ

សហគមន៍មួយេ
ះេទ ប៉ុែនេយើង តវ
នក មិតដូច

សន៍ ឬជន

តិេឡើយ។

ះេទ។
រ

។

Assisting community and youth by engaging them in positive and impactful ways by fostering dialogue and provide assistance. Do not discriminate based on race or
socioeconomic status.
Conduct friendly dialogue with every community regardless of their socio-economics status, race or ethnicity. We do not need a Chief of Police that has different
visions from one community to another. He/she should not have any sympathy when practicing law enforcement, but we strongly need him/her to have a great
empathy for every community at the same level!
Not sure
The new police chief must have cultural competency and understanding of each community's neighborhood. The police chief must be skilled in community
engagement through friendly, understanding and honest dialogue with members of the public.
The new police chief must have cultural competency and understanding of each community's neighborhood. The police chief must be skilled in community
engagement through friendly, understanding and honest dialogue with members of the public.
The new police chief must have cultural competency and understanding of each community's neighborhood. The police chief must be skilled in community
engagement through friendly, understanding and honest dialogue with members of the public.
The new police chief must have cultural competency and understanding of each community's neighborhood. The police chief must be skilled in community
engagement through friendly, understanding and honest dialogue with members of the public.
Should have empathy and not sympathy when working within the communities of color and poor neighborhoods.
The new Police Chief must be knowledgeable in cultural competency and understand each community. Moreover, the new Police Chief must be skills in having a
friendly dialogue with diverse people across culture.
N/A
De-escalation training once a year for all employees.
de-escalation tactics, more social services support work, reduce bias! hire people who live in Long Beach communities.
street people
How it deals with the community and holding cops accountable
Homelessness and the effects on the community
N/A
I would like the new chief to re-consider the purpose and scope of "policing". Rather than punishment, can shift to community development, support and protection
of all people.
Traffic intersections
N/A
homeless people
The homeless on the street in busy, downtown pine avenue, in the weekend evenings
Homeless
N/A
N/A
N/A
Find ways to change the racist culture of the police. Much better training and accountability for de-escalating.
N/A
Depending on political, governmental and sociological climate, creation or inclusion of additional protection and justice systems.
N/A
N/A
The needs of the community (speaking and listening to the community) Corruption within the police department.
Mental health crisis response for our unhoused neighbors
Crime
Neighborhood deployment smarter budgeting
Social media
Homelessness - to many people sleeping on sidewalks, in the entrances to businesses
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
help the homeless
Police brutality issue of force police, constitutional and accountable policing
N/A
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Utilizing the huge budget to make positive change, re-allocating funds to services needed by communities
Police officers need to respond to all crimes and suspicious people
I would like public safety in all arenas to be the prominent focus of the police chief. This includes crime reduction, traffic infraction enforcement, etc.
1. Racist/white supremacist people with in the department must leave. 2. Cabals with in the department need to be dismantled so the LBPD can respond to our entire
community
Crime
With collaboration from/to US immigration and border patrol services, coast guards, illegal foreign entry - this contact/in-service will allow up to date knowledge of
individuals on land (USA) vs. those left behind to attempt entry. headcount. provide condense documentation from each agency; any additional (kids) social
continuance once/while on land with or absent, counterpart together stagnated allow continuous population segregation and or different social contributable to
crime of land and water. This cause crowding, over population, crime increase and inaccurate records.
Human traffic
N/A
Victims prioritized, Accountability of criminals
N/A
homeless problem
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Question 6: Is there anything else that the City of Long Beach should consider
when selecting the next Chief of Police?
Responses
NA
N/A
Please consider a candidate that does not have a history of being in a police gang or has a background of perpetrating or
engaging in racially motivated harm of POC constituents
n/a
I would encourage intentional efforts to recruit a woman! We also need someone who doesn't just say they will
collaborate, but can demonstrate ways they have successfully collaborated with other depts. and community in the past.
Consider the candidates’ understanding of racial equity, systemic racism, and social justice, root causes of community
violence, and ability to think strategically and systemically to improve safety and well-being in Long Beach.
A person of color
The Chief needs to be someone who will be respected and trusted both by the police force as well the community. It will
be a delicate balancing act to find someone who can navigate the change needed in the department as well as in the
community.
.
Fight crime HARD.
I hope they live in the community they are serving.
Someone local who knows the community
Have him take a physiological interview.
The next chief will have to address the budget crisis, too few officers, difficulties with hiring new qualified police officers,
and a long list of other challenges. The next chief will need to have a proven commitment to this city, showing a
willingness to stick with it and work through those issues.
Select from within.
Honesty. Integrity. Strength of character. The ability to speak the truth even when it is difficult. Most important: Bring
your policy officers up to this level. No cop-cliques, no having sex with gang members and flowing information to them,
no trading the kiddie porn. And please do not encourage your cops to run for city council.
The next Long Beach Chief of Police should come from a large outside agency not associated with the LBPOA. Past chiefs
had too comfortable past relationships with this organization that hindered their abilities to run the police department
efficiently and effectively due to political and POA influence.
Not sure
Please make sure the individual is not a member of the Oath Keepers or III %.
A female or minority would be awesome if she/he is qualified
na
A personality that stands up against crime at all costs
Change the culture of police officers by training them right in the academy. The focus should change to how to
understand and talk to citizens with respect.
Historically, police forces were created to protect the property of businesses and the wealthy and enforce white
supremacy. In cities they formed to repress the growing numbers of poor people that accompanied the rise of industrial
capitalism, while on plantations and in agricultural colonies they formed in response to the threat of slave revolt.
n/a
No
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No
Experience detering and reducing gang activity.
Knowledge of how to adequately police a city whose public safety is grossly under funded with inadequate levels of
police AND demand the resources necessary to meet the mission and goals of the department.
We need leaders that don't pit LEOs against citizens
.
We need someone with experience who is invested in this community and invested in making this community safer; NOT
a politician
Get the houseless people off the streets, if they don’t follow the laws, move on.
He/she should be from within LBPD. If he/she is not then what was the point of being back the position of Assistant
Chief? Each time the City has hired outside the department it has dropped moral and productivity. If the City Manager
cares about the men and women that work to keep the City safe he will hire from within LBPD.
I would like the police chief to have his or her officers respond to calls as if they were policing their own neighborhoods.
Experience working with all the communities in Long Beach and enforcing law rather than listening to political pressure
to ignore lower level crimes that are becoming quality of life issues for many.
The City should look for a female police chief with experience in community based policing
Consider hiring internally to preserve morale
The candidates track record of community policing and transparency.
Yea, don’t hire DC smith. He has a terrible track record, he’s not a good leader. He’s rude, disrespectful, and just an idiot.
Experienced outsider.
A chief that reflects the diversity of LB
Someone who is a policeperson first and a politician last.
na
No.
Someone who is in line with the new reformist prosecuting attorneys
He should live in, or relocate to, Long Beach if he is the head police officer
We need a chief who will enforce the law, and not cave in to liberals who want PD to ignore enforcement of non-violent
crimes.
Just qualifications.
One that is willing to travel to all parts of the city for town hall type meetings.
Does the candidate have any plans to make the city safer for law-abiding citizens? How about quality of life issues like
homelessness and public decency? How about going after shoplifters before all the retail stores have to close and go to
online-only?
Supportive of officers
Some that understands and can address the homeless and related crime issues that are growing in the city.
Yes, please have a backbone and reduce crime.
The race or gender of the Police Chief is not as important then as their approach to diversity, inclusion and equity.
He should support his officers and not cave in to a pack of loud mouths.
?
Goal should be to reduce crime, not make protestors happy
The negative effects of Props 47 and 56.
The City of Long Beach should be impartial when selecting the next Chief of Police, hiring the best available candidate
regardless of gender, race, or political affiliation.
Hire Tony Batts
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Let them do their job and get criminals off the street. There are too many repeat offenses when they can't take someone
who commits crime off the street: too many incidents of violence and physical attacks by repeat offenders, petty theft
(my neighborhood businesses are getting broken into several times in the same week b/c there is no consequences)
Accountability and loyalty to his or her assignment.
Officers should spend time with the community, all people and all neighborhoods and view the people of Long Beach as
their own neighbors and community. Not as enemies.
Someone that works well with everyone, a team player, someone that has an open door policy, approachable
Hopefully they would be a resident of the city.
Spend the money on housing the homeless.
No scandals in their past-- lot of people deserve an opportunity before someone else gets a second chance.
More community policing
Somebody that will stand up to progressive ideology which produces victims of circumstances. Somebody with
productive solutions to enable people to fix and change their lives without giving them
Through back-ground check and experience with minority communities.
Na
A chief who isn't beholden to the city officials. One who will speaks his mind and put the politicians in their place so that
law enforcement can do their job without being back stabbed by spineless politicians who cave to left leaning anti-police
groups. That he DOES NOT support DA Gascon who is ruining this county.
I do think working with diverse communities is important, but wasn't able to choose above as it was beyond my limit of
five choices.
Just hire someone who wants to keep the community safe
Chief of police candidates should be screened by considering the totality of their training, experience, skills and past
history in law enforcement. Education is important, but a minimum of a bachelor's degree should be required. A
thorough background investigation should be conducted by a person who can access the past history of the candidates,
not just glad-hand people willing to say great things about them.
Tough on crime.
Integrity
Defund the police
Pro ccw for law abiding citizens
Consider a hire that reflects the incredibly diverse community we enjoy and someone who will bring forward-thinking
practices, policies and innovation to police work. The tragic events in Minnesota started a social awakening to police
injustice and heightened the focus on institutional policies and police behavior. A forward-thinking chief can cement the
groundwork of equity and respect that ensures similar event should never happen in Long Beach.
The city should care less about diversity and inclusion and more about performance based hiring. We want a police chief
who is not politically affiliated and who is hired based on their fair and honest leadership. We are an extremely diverse
city and that's why we all love living here- but that has always been understood. Lets hire someone who can get crime,
blatant drug use, theft crimes and traffic violations under control.
Familiarity with Long Beach.
Defund the police
Someone that can be trusted to follow-through on a promise and be transparent when she/he can't. Basically, a good
person with a good heart.
We need a Chief who is capable of being transparent without being defensive, who is willing to hold officers accountable
for misconduct, and who is in fact dedicated to changing the current culture of the department.
A person from the community. Person of color
Na
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How to work around the red tape dealing with homeless folks. Arrest and jail the drugged out crazies threatening our
neighborhoods.
Give equal consideration to all qualified candidates, regardless of race, gender or age. Get commitment from the person
chosen that they will be totally objective in the handling of disciplinary and criminal matters involving police personnel,
instead of taking the all-too-common of closing ranks and defending wrongdoing at all costs.
~Minimum of a bachelor's degree from an accredited 4-year institution
~Masters degree in Criminal Justice, Public Policy, or Public Administration preferred
~Steady progression up the ranks in previous assignments, with experience serving in many operational units
~Highly respected by previous employers and subordinates.
Hire a real Police Chief whose primary goal is to restore LAW & ORDER and loves their job. Worst thing you can do is hire
a politically correct person.
Would like to see someone who understands our city.
Please hire someone outside the department.
Staffing
Don't promote from within, Should have experience confronting "bad cops," Someone who doesn't mindlessly incur
millions of dollars in overtime costs
Someone who’s not afraid to be tough on crime!
NA
We need a police chief dedicated to strong, but fair police practices.
Strength in honesty.
Accomplishments with crime reduction.
Ability to increase safety without profiling low-income, homeless, or race
It's obvious the morale is down among officers. Over the years I have seen a huge difference in the amount of proactive
police work that is done in my neighborhood. The cops that used to go beyond and above barely bother to show up
anymore. It seems like no one has their back and so why would they bother to do anything extra? This do-nothing
attitude creates a lot of frustration. We need a chief that supports his officers and wants them to enforce the law. The
residents want the laws enforced.
Accountability…i want to see results…
Diversity of population
Prioritizing constitutional rights.
Make sure he will prosecute criminals. The grocery stores need police to stop all the theft. The stores around here let
anyone steal anything and they let them so it is constant. I see it all the time and so do children. What is this message?
Pretty soon everyone is going to be stealing becsuse nothing happens to them and everone is findingvthis out.
Please make sure they have not promoted racial inequalities in any other jobs they held. What is their record in that
catagory.
Strong ethics.
May he or she have wisdom, be discerning, understanding, strength, just, and works well with others-team.
Works with community
Forget about what the person looks like, that’s discrimination. Also find out who kisses the most ass and has been the
most “suck-ccesful” and don’t hire him.
Promote from withinyour own Department and if at all a Milatary background would be a positive.
We need a Chief of Police who is not afraid to attack crime.
Yes, should be willing to let go of officers with bad records
Understanding that this is an International City
X
Considering hiring from within.
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Lead with intellect. Be a pilar for sanity and stay clear of political BS!
Someone who does not pander to activists.
Knowledge of the local issues
The next Chief of Police should be someone who has a strong track record of improving community relations and
decreasing department excessive force violations.
Bring back Chief Jim McDonnell
That the candidate understands that the community and the police need to work hand in hand to make changes. People
will be skeptical at first, and trust will need to be earned. The final candidate shouldn’t come into this defensive or
combative. Strength and leadership, with an open heart and mind will win the day.
Hiring from within. The retention of institutional knowledge.
One that mirrors the community. The majority of residents are female.
NA
Someone who clearly understands community policing programs.
Consider the fact that in excess of 79% of the budget of Long Beach goes to Police and Fire... mostly Police. How can that
be justified?
S
A diverse person that takes responsibility for the department and the lack of police visibility
The role of the police department is to maintain the safety and security of the entire community in a firm but fair
manner.
Tenacity and pro activity. New ideas to combat rise in crime
How to reduce lawsuits against the department for inappropriate behavior of officers. Holding officer responsible for bad
behavior/actions that include termination - they should not get a pass. Too few officers with repeat offenses are allowed
to continue because Internal Affairs protects officers before the public.
Please hire someone who has a record of holding officers who exhibit profiling, intimidation, racism and sexist
behaviours to task. I would like to be able to trust the police where I live.
Experience with Marinas and harbors. Would prefer that an outside candidate be hired, not one who has been part of
Mayor Garcia’s “team.”
Focus on real world solutions that benefit common citizens, without being influenced by politics and superficial social
media trends.
Stop worrying about equity, inclusion, and filling the right checkbox. Pick the right person for the job. Quality of character
over all.
Our police department sadly has the reputation of being a “good ol’ boys” network. I want to see hired as the new chief
of police for Long Beach a person of color from outside the local area, and who has come from a department that
enacted the recommendations of the Task Force on 21st Century Policing.
Make sure he is a tough person Like the LA County Sheriff who doesn't take crap form the politicians.
Pay attention to the feedback you receive through this survey rather than treat it as window dressing
Don’t hire someone you believe will make you look good in the media, and fit a certain narrative. Hire the best candidate
possible, who has the core values that the LBPD embraces. Hire a police officer, not a politician.
Someone who can deal with the meth addict issues we have. Even if that means using some of the police budget to
address the root cause of our quality of life issues.
Positive record for work in a diverse community while lowering the crime rate.
Someone that understands anti-racism and how to handle PEACEFUL protesters.
No
Invest in non-police community safety models that are more cost-effective and trauma informed.
There needs to be a documented strategic plan for change that the police department and the city are held to.
Innovative and creative thinker
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Police Chief needs to be connected with the community needs and not just look for photo opportunities, but actually
address real concerns and show an interest and find solutions to fix a community and not just temporarily arrest or cite
and release.
The Chief of Police must live in Long Beach.
The new police chief must exercise their power to discourage the LBPOA from politicizing the department. Thus, the new
police chief must have a clean record of performing their work in the utmost ethical manner and not having used their
office or rank or status as law enforcement to influence the result of elections.
Find the next Craig James (former Detroit police Chief)!
The Chief should be someone who doesn’t protect officers who mistreat the community and especially the civilians who
work closely with them.
Someone that know and understand Long Beach
Enforce the laws should be goal number 1
N/A
A honorable person who is not afraid to admit if he/she makes a mistake.
Experience, training, verifying past accomplishments.
Committed to upholding the law, striving to create a safer city, decrease homelessness by holding them accountable to
laws, placing them in appropriate rehab and mental health facilities and encouraging them to return to their home states
and cities.
Someone who has the understanding and enthusiasm to take on such a monumental task.
Bilingual, education, cultural sensitivity, empathy and experience.
No.
Someone not from a police gang. Someone open to change and committed to ending police violence.
Respect officers
Get somebody from the outside that proven crime reduction experience and somebody that will institute a cultural shift
to a more professional police force. Somebody who will deploy the necessary resources to street police work. Somebody
to institute management principals and transparency. Improve police training and professionalism.
independent Police chief that is not part of long beach election officials or closed personnel and not part of a political
party. I what him/her to be a forward thinker and solve problems with ethical and realistic solutions
Meritocracy. Quit affirmative action hiring. When merit is no longer a priority then we all suffer the negative
consequences.
NA
What is the cities agenda?
Someone with strong integrity and will hold department accountable
Make sure that he or she has a proven track record of and will continue to support law and order and not be afraid to
speak up for the department and its officers even when it’s not politically advantageous for him or her to do so. They’re
integrity should not be able to be compromised by political pressure.
Police chief should be one who is present in the community… speaks at high schools events, college events, reaches out
to businesses and other public arenas in their jurisdiction
The police union cannot be trusted to have any role in the selection of a police chief.
Keep politics out of the process
N/A
Who can stop crime and clean up the streets. Absolutely nothing else.
Do right for the people who live in Long Beach, they call it home, show other cities what they should be like, cause if you
do the right thing, you'll shine.
Understand that the majority of the citizens of Long Beach are frustrating with the way things are now as well as feel like
their voices are not heard.
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Maybe the next Chief should be from the outside and be around 45 years old so s/he isn't yet ready to retire for several
years.
Promote from within LBPD
n/a
no
The candidate's ability to effectively communicate.
Allow the City Council members vote him/her out if they are not preforming to the expectations of the board and the
community. And, don't give them a huge sweetheart deal when they leave like the City has in the past.
Reject any candidate who displays the slightest tendency toward code of silence protection of police misconduct or
anything less than vigorous transparency and accountability.
Don’t have a police chief. Abolish the police.
Cities history and knowledge applied for police departments job description applied to Long Bch-city-county of LA lock-,
block-and track systems rules and regulations.
He or she should live in Long Beach, not necessarily before being selected but once selected.
The police Union should not be contributing to any candidates for election: Councilpeople should not accept
contributions from city employees; provide requested info to Police oversight commission so they can do their ‘job’.
Ask the cops what they want too, and don’t just do something because it’s “politically correct” and looks good.
Actual policing. It's in the job title.
We want someone who cares about us and lives here. Someone who sincerely wants to crack down on the rampant
killings, street racing , hit & runs and *illegal fireworks. *Not just catching the sellers but also citing the users.
Wait until a new city cousel is choosen.
Someone who has integrity and is transparent
It's already implicit in this survey, but I'd say the diversity of the community.
Honesty and openness to the community. i.e. relate changes that are being made/vision; inform and help us in the
community how we can help/support our police;
Nope
Reduce the number of areas of responsibility assigned to the PD. They shouldn’t have anything to do with homeless
people.
No.
The person should be willing to enforce a culture of de-escalation throughout the department
Our community needs, deserves, and demands systemic and lasting change to policing.
Na
I do not know.
No
Someone who can communicate without coming off as oblivious / out of touch.
n/a
That he or she has integrity and character.
N/A
The City should be aware of any negative experiences of the candidates.
A diverse background. A Chief that is tough on crime, but understands how important it is for officers to interact with the
community and gain trust. I believe there can be a balance of an officer having positive, respectful interactions with the
community and still enforce laws, and physically engage when necessary.
Police Chief needs to have staff that will enforce laws.
The Chief should be a person that has a strong history of social justice and correcting institutional inequalities.
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Please pick someone who isn't interested in politics. The city needs a "top cop" that is focused on the here and now, not
what is next in the career path.
Take covid and vaccines seriously.
Must not be radicalized. Must believe in things like vaccines. Must support a new way of policing.
Character traits such as that of the BlueBloods tv character
She needs an advanced degree in psychology. Or a medical education.
Some who is brave enough to stand up against police brutality, partner with organizations that can heal the racial divide
and get to the root of the problem of crime in our city and not just be reactive to the crime that exists.
focus on hiring an outsider. Nothing against the talent in the department but bringing in a new perspective would be a
good thing.
No
Crime is never tolerated! Looting in large numbers should never be considered a demonstration
We need a fresh perspective from outside of the department.
Hire a female of color and make sure there are systems in place to support her in effecting change. This is not the
responsibility of just the chief, and you will set her up for failure if you do not support her job responsibilities.
Yes! In our Schools do ind and arrest drug dealers! Families in Long Beach deserve to have children in drug free schools!
Search for homegrown talent
.
Somebody who will hold they police officers accountable when mistakes are made.
Must have interest of community first over the department
The diversity in this city is huge and all neighborhoods deserve to be respected
Reduction of police force
Quality matters
Consider doing the exact opposite of whatever you’re considering. Whatever you’re doing is not working.
Not sure
Assisting the city in reducing the number of homeless by humanitarian means
I think it should be an internal candidate.
Promote from within the city of Long Beach.
The chief should be someone with experience in Long Beach.
Bilingual
I also think that the issue of unhoused in the city is very difficult. More assistance from human health and resources.
Someone who is strong and tough on crime who is also honest and respectful
Must have been head of a police department.
The next chief should treat our unhoused neighbors with nothing but compassion and humanity while working towards
solutions.
Don’t get anyone from LAPD or anyone that doesn’t understand the values and Long Beach way
He or she should be Black, Latino, or Asian Pacific Islander
An experienced individual from outside the department.
Best qualified candidate regardless of filling a ‘spot’ on some spectrum to check a box.
The new Chief needs to be tough on crime
S/he should reflect the diversity represented by all Long Beach communities.
The Chief should support the community and also back up his or her officers. He should encourage the officers to truly
impact crime by being proactive and hire more officers.
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Record of following the constitution.
Choose someone who isn't toxically tied to the POA and is open to serving the community, not the cabal at city hall. This
city deserves a better return on our massive investment in police pay, perks, pensions, which outweigh our ROI by a
factor of 100-1.
A police chief concerned with keeping citizens safe, not politics
A woman, someone from Long Beach, who lives in Long Beach, someone who feels like they have a stake in this
community it isn’t just a job
Gang enforcement
That police aren’t anybody’s friends and will be treated like that.
And blue lives matter is a lie.
The concerns here (https://beachcomber.news/content/will-city-find-best-police-chief-possible) must be fully addressed
to the satisfaction of the author and Long Beach citizens before the recruitment process proceeds. The next Chief of
Police should also intend to work as the Chief of Police for at least the next 5 years.
Freedom for employees to make their own health decisions and not be forced to take mrna covid injection or lose their
job.
Someone who can keep his/her own politics out of the mix
Wally Hebeish is a good choice. Very involved in the community and responsible cares about his officers. But we can
eliminate the Asst Chief position and have more officers on the street.
We need to restore the number of officers we have lost with budget cuts
The Chief of Police needs to be a part of our community and have an open and engaging demeanor.
Find someone who has a goal of making policing a positive for communities rather than rather than controlling
communities.
GC.
Updated and national "best practices" measures of policing that are being promulgated after the Floyd fiasco.
Someone that has some cultural awareness would be critical in our city.
Intelligence.
Pro-vaccination and ready to serve the people of this city
Willing to prosecute and fire ALL officers found guilty of illegal acts.
Track record and qualifications, not their race, gender, sexual preference, religion or political affiliation. I know that’s
gonna be hard for Long Beach, but passing over a qualified candidate because they don’t fit your preferred race is also
racism.
Need an independent voice
I would like to see a chief like Art Acevedo, he seems to know how to balance policing in diverse communities.
Credible person for the community and department
N/a
Zero tolerance policy for those with bigoted beliefs in the policeforce. Independence from police unions who may shield
bad cops from consequences and dismissal from the force. More officers of color.
She or he should be a person of color
N/A
Xieoxn
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Someone that knows the city. Someone that will listen to people in the community and build trust and relationships.
Have integrity. That the truth and protecting lives is more important than loyalty to someone else with a badge. We need
to trust that when we call the police, they show up within a reasonable amount of time, treat us with respect (just like
they want to receive), use compassionate communication, don't shame victims or have pre-conceived notions before
even listening. Hire officers who's primary focus is serving and protecting and helping the communities they serve. Use
facts not fiction. Politics and religion have no place in serving and protecting. And if you are getting tax payer money, that
should be the primary focus. That also means all officers should be vaccinated to help protect the citizens or have to be
tested weekly.
I would like someone who will hold his fellow police accountable for their actions and not brush things under the rug.
Take responsibility for your own poor decisions
no
The prior work record of the candidate. How have they handled conflicts in the past? Do they have a history of being
quick to anger or blowing simple issues out of proportion? How do they deescalate situations?
S/he will need to prepare for an entrenched battle with the police union in order to bring out any meaningful change.
Therefore, s/he will need to be very diplomatic, tough, and effective.
Hiring a police chief who is not politically motivated and can see past the current anti police pro suspect rhetoric.
Some one who knows Long Beach
n
Someone with experience and education!
Racial diversity
leadership experience, especially in a police agency
Making absolutely sure that the new chief will take his/her time to learn about the diverse communities in the city.
A candidate with a diverse experience. Not someone who has been in Law Enforcement their entire lives.
Experience in handling Critical Incidents and managing a large police department.
Needs to be open and willing to be hands on and get dirty.
Police are currently saddled with too many non-law enforcement related tasks that are better suited to other unarmed
professionals. Removing these responsibilities and having less biased city departments take on those responsibilities will
help reduce friction between police and residents. Additionally, crime prevention is shown to be possible by investing in
areas other than law enforcement, particularly providing access for youth to education and legitimate economic
opportunities. Let's bring in a chief who understands what it means to prevent crime by investing in the community
rather than just putting more cops with guns on the street.
Finally, what we measure is important. If police success is measured based on numbers of arrests, then police will look
for excuses to arrest people. If instead the focus is on solving cases and actually reducing crime rates, then we might see
true progress towards improving safety for the entire community.
Leadership qualities and the ability to communicate honestly and humbly.
A proactive willingness to inact police reform.
a untarnished record of policing, recognizing that this city is in trouble. no LBPD promotion from within, or sheriffs
departments and a non racist
A true passion for ensuring the safety and dignity of historically marginalized and targeted communities.
An absolute, non-compromising requirement that every officer's actions are centered on ensuring the safety and dignity
of historically marginalized and targeted communities.
They should be able to describe at least one time in their career when they had to do something that was unpopular with
the police union or their department but did it anyway because they knew it was what was best for the public.
A chief of Police who has FAITH
Experience within the department.
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Diversity and gender. The fact that there are very few females moving up the internal ranks needs to be addressed. It’s
not because females aren’t as well trained and prepared. It’s because the promotional exams are shared with the “cool
guy” so that they score higher. Promotional exams are a joke. Civil Service needs to through out there exams and start
from scratch - without the help of any current LB police SMEs.
N/A
Philosophy and prior actions regarding diversity, equity, and inclusion
Not be part of the ‘machine’. Maintain independent leadership of the department. Answer to the constituents.
Look within the promote from within then department and only go outside the department even deemed necessary.
Tough on crime
They should understand efforts to defund the police
I would like the candidates to answer how they effected change in their previous job. I would like the candidates to
explain how they fired police who were not following best standards.
Hiring within the department.
Pick someone who loves the people of Long Beach. Not just tolerating people here, but love the people here.
Select a Chief of Police that will hold officers accountable for brutality complaints
Should be chosen from the ranks
Best person for the job regardless of race or gender
You seem to have covered most of the bases and we would hope that the qualities and qualifications could include all
choices listed (in a perfect world)
Links to groups like proud boys
A strong against crime approach.
Someone with experience and is willing to do what is right vs caring only about their own
We need something who will deal with the homeless crisis in an empathetic way but still take the safety of residents into
account too. It's such a sad situation.
Someone who can build relationships
Na
History not skeletons in thier backgrounds.
Their vision for the future of the department- how they will address safety while budgets continue to decrease staffing.
Accountability for police misconduct
Track record of making positive changes.
Consider a COP that will challenge you to have a different outlook on policing. We know the City Manager and Mayor
hate the PD Officers…ask the officers and they will tell you the same. You people should not select a Chief that will make
your job easy. Select a Chief that will standby his or her officers and respect our citizens.
They need to be someone who takes COVID-19 safety precautions seriously, and expects their officers to do the same.
Experience in a diverse community, with success in the area of homelessness response and reducing gang-related crime
A police chief that allows his staff to police the streets without fear.
N/A
NA
Understands system is brokem
Previous training
N/A
Community focused policing experience, courage to take on dangerous internal issues
The potential candidates HISTORY. Don’t hire someone with questionable backgrounds or allegations.
Honesty
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The police chief should be a resident of Long Beach
Pick the best person for the job. Not what looks good on TV.
Nothing I can think of
More community voice input.
Not let the city manager be the deciding person.
Open and transparent process for residents to meet final candidates.
A national search for diverse candidates.
A diverse selection pool.
Remember that time Luna defended a cop for pointing a ""non lethal"" weapon at a kid? Do the opposite of that and
you're golden, pal
Reflect the diversity of the community
The City needs to do more in protecting it citizens in not allowing political demonstrations to occur in front of residential
homes as to do so is to expose innocent/nearby residents to everything the targeted person is subjected to including
harassment and the right to peace and quiet. The City should ONLY allow such demonstrations in large public venues
and/main public streets and should allow its Chief of Police to do her/his job to stop this.
Someone who won’t kiss ass to the city manager.
Professor
NA
No
Should know what their response would have been (or was) during the George Floyd protests and BLM rallies
Improved focus on the most vocal concerns of the individual neighborhoods, even if those concerns involved relatively
minor infractions.
A Chief that has vast experience working in a large police agency serving a very diverse community and knows how to
deal with very vocal city council on police issues.
Transparent
That people have the power
Elect someone that represents our community. Someone who is Latino or Black as that is the highest race/ethnicity in
our community.
Do not be conversative or liberal - just a person of integrity and trust - that is all we care about - someone we can trust
who will uphold the laws and make community safe
Don’t hire someone who doesn’t want to belong. There is a strong sense of community amongst neighbors, but I never
really got the impression that members of the LBPD see themselves as part of our communities, even less so under the
most recent chief. I would like to see that change.
Just because our police chief isn’t white, doesn’t automatically mean it’s progressive.
Again, the next Chief needs to be very transparent and clean up the "protection" of police personnel who make mistakes
and/or commit crimes, even when off duty.
.
What can this person do to get rid of "dead wood" in the department---those who are only serving time in order to
increase their stake coming from the City's overly generous current and retirement benefits?
The future is female, and the next police chief should be female and a person of color. Our city is so diverse and our
police chief should be a reflection of that.
.
Find someone who understands how to work with out politicians and continues to collaborate with local private and
public groups.
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Yes.
Select a leader who is actively Anti-Racisdt.
Actively search for a police chief who is female and a person of color.
Actively seek a candidate )of any gender or race) who is willing to sit with community leaders every day and work to
abolish all the toxic and violent practices that have become the norm
Select a leader who will take on the Police Union and purge the ranks of white supremacists and sympathizers of white
supremacy
Crime reduction. Kindness training.
Do not defend or protect violent police
No
Somebody who knows Long Beach and lives in the community
Pick the best person for the position. Not someone because of the way they look.
A police chief who won’t stop crime vs playing politics
Standing up to police unions.
N/A
Our political leaders and their willing acceptance of union funds, 5th district leader campaigning in a sheriff’s
uniform…these people should be excluded from decision-making regarding the new chief.
i think the police department, in general, needs more focus. we can't expect them to respond to everything, especially
when there are non-urgent calls that they get on a regular basis. there has to be another way to invest in addressing nonemergency matters that doesn't fall on police.
It needs to be a yearly contract. If something goes down, let's get rid of them instead of waiting for them to resign. Do.
your. job.
Yes, the Chief should train officers well to do proactive police work. The Chief should encourage and reward those who
effectively reduce crime and traffic issues.
Select the best person for the position. Don’t hire based on race, sex or religion
TO UPHOLD THE LAW
The decision should be based on the candidate's qualifications, not his/her ethnicity.
Choose someone internally with the department. Someone who lives and is apart of our community.
Please pick the best person for the job. The new chief’s gender and race should NOT be the sole basis for selection…just
pick the most qualified person.
YES. HIRE SOMEONE WHO WILL GET THE JOB DONE. QUIT TYING THE HANDS OF THE POLICE OFFICERS. WATCHING
THOSE POOR OFFICERS HAVE TO STAND AROUND AND DO NOTHING WHILE THE LOOTING WAS OCCURING, AND
WATCHING THEM JUST DRIVE BY BICYCLE "CHOP SHOPS" IS DEMORALIZING FOR OUR OFFICERS. THE COPS ARE
RESENTING THEIR LEADERSHIP AND THE PUBLIC THEY SERVE. NO ONE TAKES THEM SERIOUSLY ANYMORE. THIS TOWN IS
LAWLESS.
See above
n/a
Should find someone from outside of Long Beach so that they are not beholden to staff/officers and the union. How
about an openly gay chief?
Currently, Long Beach has only two Park Rangers and they are assigned to Eldorado and Heartwell Parks. The new Police
Chief needs to be aware that enforcement of Park rules is the responsibility of the local Police for those adjacent Parks.
The new Chief must also be aware that Long Beach is a large urban city compromised of a myriad of cultures and his
efficacy as a Police Chief will be dependent on understanding this in the direction of management.
Please just select someone capable and willing to uphold the law diligently and equitably. Long Beach has been allowed
to slide into lawlessness, this includes not only major crimes, but quality of life issues like runaway homelessness and
general public safety concerns such as lax traffic/vehicle noise enforcement. Please allow our next Chief, to be a chief,
and avoid political meddling and favoritism.
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Ability, nothing else
Someone who is very familiar with Long Beach
Innovative crime-prevention strategies from decoy bikes for theft tracking to education about how to prevent crimes in
the first place.
Past performance. Strong on crime. Will make sure officers do their job. Improve patrol procedures.
An individual who believes in science, equality and understands the frustration marginalized communities have with law
enforcement. The ideal candidate is someone who values education and empathy over authoritarian beliefs.
Good track record in handling mental health issues with the homeless population.
Na
n/a
Best candidate, diversity or no.
Someone who isn’t just waiting on his retirement so he can move to Franklin, TN and to hell with the rising crime in the
LBC.
I don't know
Hire within the LBPD, not from outside the department.
Experience
A person with a positive record of working with all communities, including communities of color and communities living
in poverty.
We need someone strong and ready to take on everything because Long Beach needs change fir the better
Shrinking the department size to better fund unarmed, civilian alternatives to policing like having social workers respond
to homelessness and mental health related calls.
Hire Jim McDonnell
Someone who isn't looking to pad their final 2 years for PERS pension. Someone who will be here for a minimum of 6
years in order to establish changes and see them through completion and be able to assist in the maintenance of any
program changes.
The focus should be on protecting community members rather than on protecting officers.
Yes, we should try to hire Carmen BEST = she is the BEST thing that could happen to us!
We should NOT hire anyone from anywhere in Southern California. We need to bring in someone who has fresh ideas.
Lowering the salary!
We need a leader with a vision to inspire our PD and make the community feel better about the services the PD provides.
Education and strong understanding of systemic racism.
Fair, thoughtful person--maybe its time for a woman Chief of Policy
Just to be an honest & tough person
Give serious consideration to a black woman... but DEFINITELY needed more in the fire department since they can't seem
to hire one even in the lowest rank of firefighter.
litterally not killing people.
He/she needs to be someone who is committed to change which benefits the community at-large and not just the
departments in which they serve.
His background and impact in prior roles.
Add more police officers, bring back the academy, gunshot triangulation system.
I would be prefer for our next chief to come from within the organization.
The new Chief of Police should be chosen based on qualifications and character, NOT based on skin color.
Decisive, honest, strong and focused on the residents of Long Beach vs. trying to be politically correct
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Tough on crime. Very tough on crime.
Firm removing homeless encampment
Very tough on drugs. Drugs are a cause of homelessness.
The new chief should be open to having an independent agency review the police departments instead of police
departments reviewing themselves. The chief should agree to keeping records of how many people are killed by the
police as well as how people are killed and making sure bad police men or women are discharged instead of being
transferred to another police department.
Fully respected officer in all aspect of life. No tainted questionable record or personality.
Let the merits choose the next Police Chief.
Are they CSULB trained? LBCC? Are they a LBC native? A North American Native? Are they graduates of the cities's high
schools? Do they have family? Do they have out of city limits and in the city limits verification of their good to perfect
moral and civil personality and seen by staff of the nation and future staff of the nation? Hmmm...
Can they make doughnuts that's better than krispycreams? (I had to throw in a fun one).
This job is not about the person in the position, it is about the people the Police Department is supposed to serve. If you
don't want to deal with the crap of being a police officer, don't become one - it certainly doesn't give police officers the
right to be a$%holes to the community.
I haven't enough information to address this question.
Diverse experience not only law enforcement
A public safety and community engaging individual
Leadership, accountability, and being present within the police department.
Hire someone who lives in LBC or LA County. Hire someone that is willing to work alongside the community they serve.
The ability to stand up for the men and women of the police department. It's a difficult job, especially today, and they
need to feel supported.
Lets reduce the budget for them and channel it into community organizations.
Follows the laws.. If you are doing something illegal or here illegal the follow the law... If law changes then follow the
law..
This chief should be strong enough to work with but also be willing to stand up to local government when necessary.
Choose from our internal candidate pool
Follow the constitution and not whatever the Mayor says.
Needs to be able to turn a very large and cumbersome ship- not all will agree with every move but...
hire the best candidate for the job, regardless of skin color.
a need for a bilingual or bi cultural leader
There should be NO disciplinary problems in the past on their record.
Regular DEI/ mental Health training/education
A leader that is willing to put political pressures aside and focus on his community
n/a
Definitely integrity, honesty and holding the team accountable.
The LBPD is here to serve and protect the community. That means the tax payers too.
Let the community have a peek at the candidates, so we can check out his/her background from a community and crime
reduction perspective.
Someone who is 2A friendly and will issue Concealed weapons permits not just to the Rich and well connected.
/
Needs to someone who will be hands on and out in the field each week. Should probably live in the city and be a part of
the community as was Chief Luna.
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Pay them well and increase the Police budget. Use part of that 1% tax like you promised to provide the Police
Department with the funds they need to be successful. You don't need any more huge glass monstrosities as your legacy.
Everyone is watching. We need change from Day 1 in the police academies. Serve and protect includes that service for all
people, not a select few.
Support for the officers is crucial.
Candidate's history of involvement with use of deadly force with bad outcomes and with effective outcomes.
His experience in dealing with young offenders and trending categories of crime
I want a Chief of Police who is willing to stand up for our community even at the ire of the powers that be and members
of his own force. I want a Chief of Police who is willing and ready to lead a revolution of policing.
n/a
Are politicians going to support the hiring of more police to do proper police work?
our next chief of police need to have complete understanding of DEI
Demonstrated accomplishments in working with the community.
Don't necessarily have to hire from within the LB Police Department
Must have a highly developed interpersonal skill set. Not only able to make rank and file feel their voices are heard, but
able to instill an atmosphere of equality no matter the race or sex of employee. Zero tolerance for biased, sexist, or racist
behaviors within or with public.
He should have innovative solutions for how to deal with the homeless problem and the current cloud of distrust that
exists over all police departments nationwide.
Qualifications.
This current Chief is unresponsive to the needs/concerns of Officers, while continuing to pile-on responsibilities.
Provide clear anti-corruption standards and enforcement of those standards.
none that I am aware of
Thoroughly investigate candidates to ensure the next chief has NO history of protecting officers who violate the law or
civil liberties.
the role of Chief is to lead a department responsible for the safety and security of Long Beach residents in their person
and property. so, biggest focus should be on someone who prioritizes the effective enforcement of laws to improve the
quality of life, safety, and security of residents of Long Beach.
Experience in dealing with homelessness and gang violence.
Not sure if the chief can create a culture, but man, that would be nice!
Someone tough on crime!!!
We need an educated, inclusive leader, supporting an entire community. Not single, insular priorities grounded in
individual perceptions rather than fact.
We need someone who is invested in the people who are here right now.
Keep the hiring process from "within" the Department/City.
tells the truth
Overall experience and track record
Please select a person of that understands Justice, has solid Judgement, is Dependable, shows Initiative, is Decisive, has
Tact, solid Integrity, is Enthusiastic, is Unselfish, has Courage, is Knowledgeable, is Loyal and has Endurance.
Open to fighting the POA union on neighborhood volunteer patrols.
Don't be swayed by politics. Select the best candidate available.
Respect for people.
Do they have experience in working with a moderately large city with a diverse population
None to list.
Consider a woman
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Hire a cop, not a politician
De-militarize the force. Confront racism.
Definitely reduce the number of police shootings and killings. This police department has a long history of abuse
particularly with people of color. Long Beach has a long history of racism and the police have been used to protect white
residents at the expense of civil rights of the non-White residents.
California resident for 5 years or more as we think progressively. Others don’t get it. Lived in LB 20 years and edged out
of housing market.
Hire the best person for the job that can keep us safe. No politics
Focus on experience and qualifications, not if they fit into a politically advantageous box.
Community policing with an emphasis on reducing crime and making neighborhoods safer. Enforce the laws on the
books.
None.
Remove politics from selecting a chief.
Making sure the new Chief isn’t someone’s “buddy” or “relative”. The Chief cannot lead the officers if he/she is reluctant
to call out bad behavior because he/she is afraid of losing a friend.
Incarceration for repeated offensesRespect for the law
A chief that has a history working with regular people not just politicians and donors
Experience with a large and diverse city.
I believe in hiring from within, when possible.
I would like the new police chief to consider providing "beat" cops. Policemen and women who know their
neighborhoods and the people who live there.
So much is spent on overtime for PD and Firefighters.....I suspect the unions resist hiring more because they would make
less. Also, so many teachers, firefighters and police officers live outside Long Beach. What can be done to incentivize
them to move to Long Beach?
Stopping destructive protests/ marches quickly. Ones that involve looting and burning of local businesses.
No
Experience with a city like Long Beach
Clear understanding of diversity, not just ethnicity, but socio economic as well.
Not sure
Please clearly screen someone to address and have a plan to address the rampant crime and lawlessness in our city. This
specifically includes public drug use, intoxication, threats and intimidation from homeless and vagrant individuals in our
neighborhoods and communities. There is a general feeling that a lot of our neighborhoods are deteriorating rapidly and
it’s imperative that a new police chief take action and have a clear plan to address.
Crime and homelessness
Should be able to stand up against Mayor & city councils if they feel their decisions compromise the police department.
I would not want to say it is necessary to be an outsider, but if it is someone from within LBPD it needs to be clear they
are outside of the troubling culture re have seen in incidents related to racial attitudes or gun culture.
The next chief should reflect the diversity of LB. I would like to see a woman who reflects that diversity become chief.
More of a tougher stance on crime. Current Chief spends too much time placating groups who are not experiencing the
same quality of life issues in their neighborhoods.
The chief should be a person of color and ideally a woman.
No
No
Support the law and the officers. Lawless in LB over the past few years has gotten out of hand. Its time that the police
department do what they were hired to do, enforce the law and support the law abiding citizens of our community, not
the lawless. We had a beautiful city, we need to get back there.
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City is distinctly different from L.A. County and City of Los Angeles proper.
forget about the current state of needing to be "politically correct" and instead focus on the job of keeping us safe and
our neighborhoods crime-free! That is what the chief should be doing!
Kindness and empathy.
Find one with Conservative Values not afraid to do what obviously needs to be done arrest known criminals terrorizing
communities, can’t please everyone.
The city should select a candidate who has had a high rate of success in all aspects of policing, both external and internal.
Do not be swayed by activists trying to mold a police chief to their particular views. In today's world where police are
viewed as the enemy, we need someone strong and unbiased.
Proven positive experience and knowledge of how to properly run and manage a city the size of Long Beach.
Consider candidates from outside LBPD
Empathy for our diverse community and involvement in developing programs for youth.
Zero tolerance for cops that abuse their power
needs to be tough on crime - current increase in crime rates is not acceptable
we cannot allow misdemeanor crimes to have no consequences (e.g., burglary, shop-lfiting)
Results Driven
Na
Gang crime, cleaning up homeless and neighborhood connections
An experienced and no nonsense chief
Please find someone who will push back against department meddling from the mayor and city council. We need a
strong hand at the helm, not someone who is trying to be politically correct. IMHO politics has no place in police work.
We need a strong candidate who isn’t afraid of working with a bias administration.
Yes...hiring a woman for the position
Attention to law and order and the quality of life for the tax paying residents of Long Beach.
More than enough above
That he or she get a handle on the increase in crime no matter what our mayor says.
Honest, truthful, NOT CORRUPT AND NOT A POLITICIAN!
Need to be tough on crime.
No
The common sense and backbone to stand up to the hate based attacks on the citizens and honest hard working
members of our police force
I truly believe this person should come from our own police force. Not imported from anywhere else. This person should
know our city!
We want a Chief of Police to be innovative, creative and responsive to assist all of Long Beach local communities and
businesses become a safer, cleaner, and better place for all people of the community.
Reducing crime
Experience, honesty, integrity and empathy.
The city of Long Beach should consider recalling Mayor Garcia so that the new police chief can fight crime and make the
city safer for it's tax paying residents. The city of Long Beach should consider hiring a strong on crime police chief who
will stop the insane flow of crime that is devastating the city.
That they believe the election for President on Nov 3, 2020 was not stolen, period.
Be racially open minded
N/A
Mental health calls taken out of police hands.
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Provide the police department with more funding for police officers. Our crime rate has escalated due to lack of funds,
police officers are quitting, thus a rise in crime within our city. There is a huge lack of respect for police officers due to
the media and public officials. That needs to change to have a better police department. The new Police Chief needs to
be strong of character, have great integrity, excellent communication skills, engage with all our diverse communities
which will gain respect for the department.
N/a
Experience
We want some one that will LEAD our Police Department, not be lead by our other city officials. That will recruit officers
that will want to protect and serve Long Beach an be proud to do it. To understand continual education of the officers is
needed to help them understand changing times.
People today are either intimidated or happy to see police. People are so divided on how to feel about police. I
personally respect and appreciate order and authority. However I would like to have or see more positive community
interactions.
Focus on who is most *competent*, has experience, has a track record of improving crime statistics, works with
community.
Don't worry so much about the candidate's CV. Luna had an Emergency Management certificate and went to the FBI
Executive Leadership school, yet utterly failed as a leader during serious rioting in the city. LB should be looking for
someone with references from peers and subordinates alike; someone other cops look up to and will follow. In other
words a real leader. There's plenty of examples nationwide of political hires failing in Chief jobs they never should have
had (Atlanta, Miami, Portland). Our politicians in LB should choose a Chief based upon an appraisal of how effective they
might be, not how they will look on a diversity poll or any other non-job related reason.
The Police Chief should live in Long Beach.
He/she should be able to work independently and make decisions that may be in our best interest but not in the best
interest of those who have a political agenda. Long Beach should be able to make its own decisions and not just mimic
what Los Angeles does or what the state says.
Proven ability to stand up to police unions
No
Honesty and Fairness for all citizens and intention to stay here 5-10 yrs. at least
I think a female Chief of Police would make the police department a much better place.
Tough on all crimes
Only experience, NOT diversity
na
More communicative
Find someone outside of the organization.
Study the success of other Cities such as Stockton, CA
I definitely agree with hiring someone with policing experience in CA.
Please consider all of the qualifications, qualities and priorities listed above.
Long Beach is a large city and for the most part I feel it has been fairly safe, until recently. We need a strong police chief.
Best qualified
Prefer that he live in Long Beach.
No.
Select from our own department.
Experience and excellence in fighting crime, lowering crime. Let the social justice issues be handled by someone else. This
is not the place for that.
A woman would be great!
Reputation of the candidate
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Holding lower level criminals accountable
Strong community relations and sensitivity training, DEI training for all police officers.
Avoiding anyone who is soft on crime or believes criminals are victims.
Someone of Color
Would like an increase of force in shopping areas, the parking lots are sketchy and transition from store to car is
precarious.
enforce law and order
A proven track record of standing firm against crime and not backing down to political and social pressure.
None
No politics - enforce the Law; protect private property. No politics
Building trust with all the diverse communities in the city
The new chief should seriously consider succession planning within the department; including, but limited to, a
structured mentor plan to create qualified leadership with some longevity.
Needs to be independent of the City Council and Mayor
Strong leader and officer, not politician
Nothing more to add.
Entire department should be vaccinated. It is ridiculous that they are working with the public and not part of the
solution.
Must be able to balance community needs and the safety of his/ hers officers
No
The new Police Chief should be selected from local candidates but not be tied to our present mayor or city council.
no
We would hope that the new Chief would be as approachable as Chief Luna.
Might be nice to have a woman for a change, and one of color would be even better. If they had experience from some
other agency (FBI, Sherif, CHP that would be OK as long as they have training, clear vision with specific goals to upgrade
the LBPD )
They should be a previous long beach officer or supervisor
find the best candidate for the city it is too important of a role to fill with inexperience or unqualified candidates.
Someone with a future vision for LB
Strong leadership, competent, high integrity like the former PD Chief McDonnell
Owns a home in Long Beach and make owning a home in Long Beach mandatory for all officers
Experience
Strong individual that works well with others. Listens.
Enforcing the law is my top priority. The nonsense of "Defunding the Police" that has been suggested by some who have
a political agenda against law enforcement has to stop. We need to completely support the police by providing the tools
and backup to make Long Beach a safe and lawful city.
Picking someone with leadership skills at the patrol level and not just someone who has had extensive time out of patrol.
Honest and fair to all.
Public Relations presence, be willing to take a different position from the Mayor and City Council when needed to
address violent crime and safety issues when required (see integrity point earlier).
Look at crime prevention before anything else.
Major tactical incidents/riots should be controlled and overseen by the Chief of Police or his designee, not by the Mayor.
The Mayor or City Councilmember should be made aware not making the decisions of major incidents. The Chief need to
be held accountable for his good actions/tactics and blunders.
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Stop people from running red lights and speeding on Ocean Boulevard.
What will he or she do handle homelessness and vandalism
I want to make sure the next Chief of Police actually lives in Long Beach, understands Long Beach and is invested in Long
Beach.
Experience in policy, budget, crime reduction
There is a reason why the LBPD command staff has such high turnover. 1 deputy chief left standing and commanders
leaving as soon as they turn 50. The internal LBPD candidates are more of the same when it comes to retention and high
productivity.
No
Open to change
Someone who has worked in a large city that has a diverse background and is willing to work with all communities
regardless of their community background.
N/A
You need a leader who is not just waiting in line for the job, but one who is a natural leader. Former Commander Randy
Allen is the best person for the job. Great community member/collaborator, department leader, and someone who
enacts change by example.....not by pushing paper.
Previous work history-- really look at the challenges and successes.
Enforce laws unilaterally not selectively
All the initiatives require generous funding. The new Chief needs to recognize and support these initiatives and ask the
public to support the funding of the initiatives. If increased funding is not an option, the new Chief should be well versed
and experienced on how to overcome the financial challenges, how to prioritize the needs of the community, needs to
know its community because Long Beach has very unique qualities and is very diverse, be accessible to the residents and
know how to engage with people at a basic human level. The Chief should also know how to inspire their staff to be
passionate and committed to the work the Department does, and to the oath that the sworn personnel take. The Chief
should NOT shy away from properly holding staff accountable and explaining to the public what properly accountable
means.
A non political individual that’s main focus is protecting the city’s people and businesses
Some one who is innovative and promotes safety of a very diverse community.
n/a
We were told at our neighborhood meeting that we should consider hiring private security for our neighborhood. There
was even a private security company representative at the meeting and some residents have hired them to police the
area. I feel this is a "fail" by the LBPD. When did communities have to go out and hire private security to ensure their
safety. Isn't that why we have a police dept.??? The new chief should discourage this type of attitude among his
spokespeople. I want the chief to be proud to be here in LB and be able to enforce laws to ensure our safety.
Someone who listens and builds partnerships
Promote someone from within the Deparment with a foundational understanding of how LBPD functions as opposed to
trying to bring in someone to “fix it”. It never goes well.
He must have Integrity and be hard working
NA
No
Don’t know
New chief should be a graduate of the FBI's executive leadership program for police chiefs.
There is a HUGE need for "fresh eyes" and new perspectives. We do not need more of the same. Please look at
candidates from across the country before seeking to promote from within.
We need a police chief to actually enforce traffic laws
Do not base your choice for the next police chief on some non-proven ideology regarding race, gender, or political
beliefs.
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Keep policing under the direction of the police chief and his subordinates.
They should live here.
Knowledge of the city, lives in Long Beach
Select based on qualifications alone
Hire Wally Hebish
Effectiveness
They don’t have to be local In order to expand the talent pool.
If not promoting from the ranks look for someone, a captain or deputy chief, from a local, medium sized department. Try
to avoid LAPD
Do not hire from LAPD. We do not trust that city
The Chief should come from the Long Beach Police department not an outsider. The officers know this city well and it's
diverse community and only a representative who has been serving this community for an extensive period knows the
community and the officers and how to strengthen those relationships.
I would like to see a candidate with some field experience in law enforcement. Someone respected and trusted by the
rank and file officers.
Someone who has a history with the city and understands the politics, issues and concerns of law abiding citizens.
It should be someone from within the department who understands the lifelong partnerships that have been built with
the community and those officers that serve it.
One who isn’t afraid to voice there opinion and defend the constitution against tyrant politicians.
No
It's an opportunity for real change. I'd like to see someone whose vision is NOT some sort of para-military gang playing by
its own set of rules. Someone who believes in "To Protect and To Serve." It's a tough job. Good luck.
Protection
Must work with La District Attorney attitude
We need police to be there to reduce crime, not to be blamed for the actions of others
Tough but fair!
Find someone who will make criminals not feel welcome in Long Beach
Please don’t focus solely on race or “equity”. Focus on who will bring up morale with the officers we do have and help
our communities feel safe and protected
Homeless Advocate.
Select a no nonsense take action Law Enforcement pro Police Officer Chief of Police
The most important thing is someone that wants to actually make this city safe again for it's residents and put a stop to
the rapid deterioration of our once great city that has gone downhill due to crime being completely ignored.
Select within and not an outside agency.
Experience
no
none
Person if color
Someone who will ensure that the department will go after criminals regardless of their gender, ethnicity, sexual
orientation or homeless status. If they do the crime, they are locked up and any anlll evidence is collected so that our
worthless DA will have to prosecute.
No
Don't know
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Can he/she increase services while handling a reduced budget
Stop the corruption.
N/A
questions covered important areas.
A Chief of Police should be a person of integrity.
No
The next Chief should be immune from political pressures to not enforce current laws
Diversity
Good Communications skills a must!
ABSOLUTELY Not a shred of racism nor any history of ANY acts deemed such in their past
The next Chief should hold quarterly or semiannual debriefings with the Long Beach community: personally and not a
representative. Come from behind the desk. Walk the neighborhoods, show up at student promotions and graduation at
all levels preschool through university (at least rotate through them annually). This, I believe, would work toward
humanizing the Police Department and build bridges and foster healthy community relationships.
K. Coulter
Redefine the role of police in the present 2021 cultural climate.. less force more understanding.
Kindness, empathy, ability to listen and see things differently in the midst of a highly politicized environment
accountability and higher standards for his team. Also self-care and taking care of his staffs mental health and burn out.
It's not good to engage with community when stressed.
No
Someone who's not part of the "old boys network," but who is committed to stand up for treating ALL citizens in Long
Beach fairly, even when that goes against their rank and file. Someone with integrity and honesty, who cares about and
wants black and brown people to thrive, doesn't see them as a crime problem to solve. Someone who will support and
enforce public health authority and orders.
Transparent or as much as possible.
Must be an absolute Righteous man if possible I know it’s a big thing to request, must have good personal qualities like
Integrity for him and the police department and is he kind, is he an understanding man is he worthy of being in this Very
important position.
Community organizations should not tell professionals how to do their job. It is great to sit and listen to their needs but
for community organizers to pretend to know all the inner workings of a large organization and therefore know how it
should run is ludicrous.
Someone that is very familiar with the Department and has come from the rank and file.
Their relationship with community organizations, are they approachable and willing to work with them.
it should be someone local
Experience, success where he has been previously incuding supression of violent crime, commitment to success of those
under him.
n/a
Not sure
yes that it has integrity and not political involved
He must cooperate with other agencies.
We need someone who understands and lives in diversity so that they can be sensitive to people's beliefs and ways of
thinking.
HONEST. NOT A POLITICIAN!!! A TRUE AMERICAN WITH VALUES AND MORALS NOT SOMEONE JUST BECAUSE OF
DIVERSITY OR HOW MUCH MONEY THEY HAVE OR WHO THEY KNOW. OR PROGRESSIVE!
Please consider someone who is unbias, someone with an ethnic background.
A friendly and welcoming... yet stern approach, when interacting with everyone...( Not an easy task)
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The current policing model isn't working, and we need someone who has the willingness and political courage to seek out
change that benefits the community
Military training
Understanding the unique needs of Long Beach residents in the different neighborhoods.
The best person for the job regardless of race or gender.
someone who's no nonsense and will get business handled on the daily
Training officers more extensively to handle high-stress situations. 27 weeks of basic training never seems to be enough;
especially after witnessing how numerous officers acted last year during protests.
Please listen to the people.
NA
It would be helpful if they were from along Beach and had ties to the community already.
I would like a police chief who received their college degree received before becoming an officer.
Gangs
Dont know
New paradigms for policing: community building, conflict resolution skills, crime prevention.
No
Consider what they will do and not how great their smile is.
His willingness to listen to the community.
No
One who understands diversity, that is willing to work with all groups from different ethnicites to those in the LGBTQ
communities. It's one thing to march in the Pride Parade, but it's another to show true empathy for LGBTQ resodemts.
especially our Transgender brothers and sisters. Both Josef Levy and Laura Farinella relect that quality in understanding
diversity, especially Josef Levy.
I blame Garcia the city manager in the city council for their complete lack of interest in enforcing laws and making Long
Beach a better place.
Until the city council the city manager in the mayor actually want to reduce crime it will not matter what chief of police
you hire in this city.
Select whoever is best for the actually doing the job.
No
Someone that wants to be innovated in the hiring of personnel and the ongoing training of personnel. The community
needs police that are educated (I think they should have at least a two years degree which could be attained after hiring),
and willing to try new ways of policing and getting involved in the community.
Person of color; someone with a high IQ; someone with a doctorate; someone who speaks Spanish; someone who
understands the community; someone who focuses on catching violent criminals more than drug users.
Do not pick someone who will just bow to everything you say or want done. Really think about this decision. Has anyone
ever been challenged by a “yes man/woman”? Pick a Chief that will stand up for their employees. These officers lay down
their lives every day for the good of the public and we do not do enough to recognize their daily sacrifices. Stand by your
officers and to employees.
No
.
need a chief trained and committed to demanding their officers respect the dignity of every resident or reassign officers
who will not to non-public contact roles
Let’s get the PD vaccinated. Please
We need someone with recruitment and hiring skills that match the needs of the community. Any police chief must have
the experience and ability to weed out new hires or candidates who do not have integrity, intelligence and a sense of
responsibility to the community. I feel LBPD is really lacking in those areas.
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Please consider hiring personnel (chief of police, police officers, etc) from the community they are policing.
Integrity is of the upmost importance. Say what you mean and mean what you say. Act on promises, lead by example,
enforce laws with compassion.
Hire someone who embraces high tech crime fighting technology. We do not have enough police officers. Let's get some
technology to assist the officers we have.
Throw out race and gender and hire the BEST man or woman for the job!
???
Involvement with organizations outside the police force
Being direct
Someone of color and or a woman.
Hire someone from the outside.
Someone who us progressive and not going to follow business as usual. Crime has increases in our city and we need to
have a new approach and system to respond.
He should be comfortable with all races and ethnicities; he should care about what the community thinks
Involved in community
The new chief should actively build bridges with communities of color and other diversity.
Experience and knowledge in law enforcement.
I'd prefer he's not completely bought out by the Local Police Union
Someone who can take accountability
Ability to articulate and communicate responses to community concerns
Must be willing to change the police department from a para military force and USMC mentality that is taught in the
academy. I am a Grad. of 2006 LBPD Community Policing program and I was shocked to see recruits trained and treated
as if they were a military basic training course and not a civilian force. This absolute loyalty to superiors may work in the
USMC but in civilian policing we need Police to act as problem solvers and not drill instructors.
Understanding the homes less crisis. Enforce the law even if they are homeless.
Ensure true, measurable transparency in process.
From outside the LBPD
I would like to have someone who has balanced experience between fighting crime and building collaborative
relationships. Tough job.
experience working with youth
It would be nice if someone with the department was promoted to the position, assuming they meet all the
qualifications. An outsider would be fine if said person has good people skills and is a bridge builder.
Stop police brutality. Hold police accountable for excessive force. Should not be paid full salary while off under
investigation
An ability to stand up to the police unions and do not hire from within.
Be involved with day to day patrolling perhaps from time to time and give them a sense of his leadership and that he
cares about his officers!
Someone who is qualified and that has the ability to reduce crime
Someone with integrity who cares more about the citizens than his political career.
Just do the job that you are hired to do ignoring political ramifications
Ample experience in positive direct work with black and brown communities outside of their uniform
Proven experience
Support officers
Must possess leadership and vision
Prior and/or current engagement in the City of LB
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everything
A person committed to justice for all
We need a progressive police chief with experience upending the status quo of policing and taking a communitycentered approach.
That he or she is a trustworthy, compassionate person.
EXPERIENCE WITH DIVERSE COMUNITIES
Traffic problems!!!!
Intercommunity relationships
pass
Select someone that will represent Long Beach well and will make us the model for policing in the country.
I think they're l needs to be away 2 provide services such as Social Services like housing assistance, food assistance, and
domestic violence assistance 4 victims should be more easily accessible and there should be a reasonable effort to
promote the availability of these services because I know the need has increased and sometimes people need to be
reminded or shown exactly how they can access the help that they need.
Demographics, connection to the Long Beach Community, being trustworthy
hire from within
Making sure the rank and file wiil accept, respect and follow his/her Command.it is very diverse
History of violence or other concerning behavior
Next chief of police should be educated and experienced and have learned from the mistakes from past white chiefs of
police with a history of violence and hatred towards minority groups. Also, must be able to show action towards stopping
crime. be understanding that homelessness brings down the quality of living for those who are working hard to live in
nice areas. keep long beach clean. homelessness is also a health hazard. diversity doesnt mean lowering standards for
women, nor does diversity mean including people that cannot do the job trying to be diverse, nor does it mean patting
yourself on the back because you are hiring a bunch of women and now you are not being diverse with other
races/ethnicities or groups of people.
Training officers that when discharging a weapon one need not aim to kill! Train to determine what amount of force is
needed. Lethal force is NOT appropriate in all cases.
Fund someone with a backbone that will stand up to the mayor.
Forget political correctness
Enforce current laws and prosecute criminals. Clean up homeless encampment
Person should be able to evaluate staff and root out incompetence
Law enforcement is a partner not the lead on violence prevention. Violence is a public health issue and must be
addressed as such. We need a framework in Californians for Safety and Justice’s Blueprint for Shared Safety to be
implemented like Stockton Police Department has done. Talk to Chief Eric Jones there. Sharedsafety.us
That the candidate be able to comprehend that the Black Lives Matter movement is NOT; anti-police, or meant to defund
the police force.
-Mandatory implicit bias training for all employees, conducted by outside agencies
-Mandatory training on de-escalation practices, including self-regulation techniques like meditation, for all employees
and conducted by outside agencies
- Mandatory training for all employees to recognize physical and neurological disabilities, conducted by trusted outside
disability advocate agencies
- Body cameras worn at all times, without the ability to turn them off, with video footage automatically, easily, and
immediately available to the public
- Using the current budget only, hiring and supporting non-law enforcement social workers for alternatives to support
our unhoused neighbors, people with drug addiction, and domestic violence prevention
- Support community oversight of police interactions with the public
Someone with empathy for others, who is not operating from just intellect, who can make decisions on individual
circumstances within the parameters of what is allowed
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Try very hard to maintain the Excellence of the former Chief, and do his best to employe officers that understand the
conditions and nuances of the city of many cultures.
Just that it the new chief should be selected within the LBPD because they already know the department, the command
staff, and the police officers.
My message is to help us feel safe again. Please make us feel safe again. Too many pedestrians getting senselessly killed
by drivers who should not be behind the wheel and too many good people getting hurt/groped while going out on a jog.
There is a lot of drug use and prostitution. And remember, a lot of the Latino and Cambodian population crimes are
under-reported due to language barriers and fear of being deported. Lastly, there are grassroots leaders in every
community within long beach that are ready to hold hands with the next police chief to secure a better future for LB.
They need to be fiscally responsible for the departments overspending.
We need a hard ass
There needs to be a balance of make sure the community feels safe and the officers feel backed by the Chief.
No
Analyze major incidents and make course corrections as necessary. Emphasize community service responsibilities, but do
not load officers down with things that can and should be handled by others with related expertise. For our next Police
Chief, s/he must ENTER the job with a record of sound decisions, respect within the PD and a platform of proven integrity
over all else.
Treating employees with respect and listening to their complaints
Someone who genuinely CARES about our diverse community, where INTEGRITY is core. Perhaps have the Ethics
Commission be involved in the recruitment process. If the individual has experience working with and strengthening
partnerships with agencies/organizations meant to improve the community where positive change was enacted, that
would be ideal.
Subordinate the police budget so the city is not burdened by expanding never ending cost at the peril of parks and rec,
health, climate change and so on.
Na
Someone that can implement things done quickly
no
Diversity of the community.
Yes. The higher education level, the better. Perhaps hire a woman for a change. They seem to operate with more
transparency, integrity and compassion. The knowledge that Long Beach is now a "big" city with all of the inherent
problems. We need someone well-versed in big city policing, not another small-town sheriff.
Do what is right for the Citizens of LB not the politicians
N/A
Please hire someone that will engage honestly with the community while strictly enforcing the law.
Longevity of the police chief and commanders. Seems like its a revolving door especially in the East Division.
We want you to care about what is going on in our community. And we want you to be EFFECTIVE in RESOLVING those
problems.
Please find a person who is compassionate, open-minded, and demonstrably competent.
The next Chief should be a member of LBPD. We have seen the disastrous effects of hiring from without and I would
hope that the Council doesn't make that mistake again.
be active and present within all sectors of the community, be out in front of the people and respond quickly to important
issue
no
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- Mandatory implicit bias training for all employees, conducted by outside agencies
- Mandatory training on de-escalation practices, including self-regulation techniques like meditation, for all employees
and conducted by outside agencies
- Mandatory training for all employees to recognize physical and neurological disabilities, conducted by trusted outside
disability advocate agencies
- Body cameras worn at all times, without the ability to turn them off, with video footage automatically, easily, and
immediately available to the public
- Using the current budget only, hiring and supporting non-law enforcement social workers for alternatives to support
our unhoused neighbors, people with drug addiction, and domestic violence prevention
- Support community oversight of police interactions with the public
Should not be someone from the existing department. We need a new perspective.
Independent thinker not beholden to the mayor or political bullying
Must disband the Police Union.
Don’t consider political correctness
NA
Someone should be a life long learner, with some creative outlet, for a well rounded leader
Executive experience
Does this person have excellent people skills and the ability to manage change?
Someone who will do the right thing.
Best person for the job--period.
Diverse hiring
To be above and beyond politics and to be passionate about working for the welfare of the community. To make things
happen... For example, after years of politicians not efficiently taking care of homeless encampments in LA, it is now the
LA Sheriff taking care of this important issue. The community needs action not partisan politics!!
rein in use of force
Safety and response to emergencies
Can Villanueva be his/her mentor?
Importance of elevating/ encouraging officers to engage with residents and businesses in all LB communities.
Continuity. Chief Luna was moving in a good direction with a lot of home-grown knowledge augmented by nation-wide
best practice awareness.
Open and frequent announcements to our City.
Making sure that is written in their contract that they will take a valiant effort to help implement crisis intervention
services
Strong people and community skills. Community programs for the young people. i,e police and youth activities/
intervention
Accountability, changing the mindset of the current employees
A woman of color would also be a positive benefit.
Experience in urban areas
Don't hire someone just because they're popular with the rank and file and want to protect "their guys."
Someone with experience who will enforce the law but also be compassionate and work with the prosecutor so that
crime doesn't pay but also rehab is possible.
That he is a good leader that promotes the betterment of LBPD employees and members of the community
Willingness to train, coach, inspire and discipline officers in racial equity in policing.
NA
NA
experience within the Dept.
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Learning/understanding impact of mental health issues upon our community.
No
Someone who is honest with the citizens
Consider someone who is not a cis-white male.
Accountable
Diversity training
More support of higher violence areas
Stop harassing homeless community
Someone who has no strong political views that can be dug up in social media.
Someone that has experience with big city crime and how to address/reduce the crime/shooting rate
Majority rules
Transparency.
Crime
Their ability and willingness to engage the community.
N/A
N/A
Someone innovative and who is aware of the current political climate and social issues with policing in America so that
these concerns might be addressed. Preferably someone who isn't "old school" or "status quo" in their ways.
Chose a candidate that will enforce city, state and federal laws.
Balancing strength with empathy
The new chief should know and understand the City of Long Beach so he can come in and get actively involved right away
and not have to take months getting to know the city and the various communities.
Yes, enforcing the laws that are in the books, REGARDLESS of age, gender, race. Just enforce the law!
Accountability. The Police Chief must be willing to be accountable and hold officers accountable for any wrong doing.
Record of community involvement
No answer.
Unsure
possibly someone within the department (upward mobility) or someone from the same size & a diverse city
NOT pandering to idiotic politicians and sloppy-thinking mobs disguised as social movements.
Great consideration should be given to the potential applicant's community involvement. They should know who Officer
Tommy Norman is, and have similar approaches to dealing with multi-racial communities.
More
Community polickng
N/A
I feel strongly that our new chief must have a strong belief in true diversity— and train their troops in empathy and
compassion.
I would prefer someone not from within the current ranks of the department, with a fresh approach to improving the
community through support rather than an us-vs-them mentality that does not belong in a taxpayer-supported
organization.
we need someone with an innovative mindset
Hire a true police officer who isn't afraid of his/her department doing real police work to reduce crime throughout the
City.
Yes, the individual knowledge of Long Beach relative to its transition over the years.
N/A
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The law enforcement officers need to treat people like humans at all times.
No nonsense independent deliverer of solutions and results
Must treat his/her officers and the public with respect. Be ready to actually enforce existing laws and come up with
innovative ways to correct those laws if they are not working. Do not choose a new chief based on race; gender; sexual
orientation or ethnicity.
Someone from the community or has deep experience / connection to the community
hire the best fit and most qualified, not a diversity candidate just for the public perception.
Officers actually enforce laws instead of pulling up and then driving away saying there is nothing they can do
Selecting someone from within our currenylt ranks
Review his/her record: # of officer involved shootings, # of black and brown people who have been shot by an officer, #
of officers who have been held accountable for wrongdoing, # of black and brown youth who have been arrested
compared to whites.
As above: To the man with a hammer, everything looks like a nail. For a cop with a gun, a nutjob with a knife is likely to
get shot. How can the new chief lead responses to the variety of 911 calls more appropriately, *without* "defunding the
police"?
Nothing I can think of
No response
Bipartisan leadership; youth programs; community involvement
The police chief has to be willing to stand up to the police union
Will he stay or is he just passing through.
Someone who will stand up to the mayor when s/he tells them to stand down when rioters are
damaging/destroying/looting businesses all under the name of "peaceful protests" like Mayor Garcia did on 5/31/2020.
Better use of social services and methods of de-escalation of difficult situations, especially when dealing with mentally ill
and with youths.
Experience in a large inner city environment. Technically savvy to solve community problems.
Probably
Absolutely understanding the wide berth of socioeconomic factors in this very large city and helping all equally and with
respect
Please select someone who will promote unity and expect consistency in leadership i.e. don't tell the Officers something
is permitted then, when the Officers do it, leave them swinging in the wind.
Yes. Let the new Chief operate independent from political influence.
Just what has been addressed in the questions above
no
Police officers need training in social work and working with diverse communities. Language skill, Spanish, and other
common languages of our community.
It is imperative that we select an individual who is not only experienced and talented, but who represents the majority of
the people in Long Beach--i.e. Latino.
The police department is terrible inefficient, dealing with one person down and six officers will respond
Someone willing to stand-up to the city and get resources needed to reduce crime, gangs and drugs. Uses data to make
decisions, not motivated by emotions or politics or media.
The willingness to provide service in better neighborhoods. Ability to hold the WHOLE community and individuals
accountable. Someone who will stand up to POA and its appetite for resources.
We need a Police Chief that acknowledges the tainted history of the police department. Without acknowledging its past,
it cannot move forward with healing the shitty relationship it has with Central/North Long Beach.
BRING BACK MORE POLICE OFFICERS; ADDRESS THE GROWING HOMELESSNESS POPULATION AND KEEP THEM OUT OF
OUR NEIGHBORHOODS WHERE OUR CHILDREN WALK TO SCHOOL/PLAY
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Will the candidate live in the city of Long Beach
Fairness
Building a strong, effective management team that leads throughout the ranks
We need a black chief
Defund the police department, get police out of schools, reimagine public safety through community investment
To be equal with everyone with the community and with his team
Strong and firm leader. Not afraid to stand up to political pressures. His job is to have a dedicated police force that will
protect Long Beach citizens and businesses. Crime is on the rise and there is no enforcement. There must be a better
way. When we speak to police officers they tell us that their hands are tied and they want to do more but are not able to.
What is going on?
LBPD is currently the worst-ranked police department on policescorecard.org based on a variety of factors like
misconduct rates, lawsuit payouts, police violence, and racial bias. Where it scores the very worst is accountability. It
can't be a coincidence that the LBPD is the only department to have been caught using TigerText. The next Chief should
not be a past TigerText user or an LBPD executive who helped LBPD achieve that worst-in-state ranking.
No
Forget the liberal wish lists and concentrate on law and order.
You’re a questionnaire states “pick five” when in reality Our next police chief of a city this size should be able to handle,
deal with and answer every single question in your questionnaire.
Break the mold and hire a woman.
Yeah he should have some knowledge of the City not saying he should be from Long Beach but know the make up of City
People and a Strong grasp of policing for language diversity that means police who have other than English for our
diverse communities.
Someone who comes from a background of holding dangerous kills police officers accountable and is not afraid to fight
the police unions who are supporters of pro kkk type policing techniques.
Que escuchen la voz de la gente latina.
Chief that can police the police and fight the police union
Ability to converse with an age aged, sick, tired homeless person with as much energy and enthusiasm as when
conversing with City Manager or an elected official
This should be a person who is interested in law enforcement and not political ambitions and personal gain, someone
who can work with the diversity of Long Beach and not politicize law enforcement decisions.
Administrative experience; personnel experience; understanding of Long Beach; independence.
n/a
1) Hire more younger people of color, preferably not former soldiers who treat the public as the enemy. (I am a 75 year
old white woman and see this disrespect often). Police need to be local and reflect this community!
2) Instill a culture of respect for most citizens.
3) Upgrade the training and add more people who answer calls. They are often rude and dismissive of non-emergency
calls.
N/A
The above is adequate.
Familiarity with the city
Y
In-house hire
No.
Sobre todo que conozca la comunidad de Long Beach 🏖.
Porque si conoce nuestra ciudad creo que podrá entender las necesidades de su ciudad .
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Selecting an individual who will put the community first and want to make a change in preventing the skyrocketing crime
in the city
N/A
Leave race, politics, and Covid mandates out of it.
No response
A chief that puts his officers well-being before what the city manager and mayor want.
Experience with a diverse city
Someone who isn’t a tyrannical leader shoving this vaccine mandate down their officers throats! Yesterday’s hero’s
tomorrows villains
Hire someone with experience in the city of Long Beach. Long Beach is a unique and diverse city that I do not believe
most people who did not grow up or work in Long Beach find it difficult to comprehend it’s problems and navigate to find
a solution.
S/he should be someone who will be open and honest about current issues, and hold staff accountable for their actions.
Hire from the inside- don’t hire a “woke” person
Make sure he or she does not support Unions..................
Na
Don't go out of your way to pick a candidate who fits the ideals of the anti-cop movements. Our city is experiencing a
surge of violent crime, homelessness, and drug use. We need a strong chief who is tough on crime but also tough on their
officers holding them accountable for their actions.
Local
Community involvement
A chief who is willing to listen to and support their officers.
Someone who will allow their Officers to do police work and fight crime and not letting Long Beach turn into San
Francisco
They are not a politician but an officer who stand behind their oath to uphold the constitution
Choosing a candidate who is an advocate for people most affected by crime.
Years of experience and in those years and evaluation of their identifiable successes for their community.
Choosing from within the department.
No
No
Que tenga experiencia con jóvenes y pandillas
N/a
Hire a candidate outside of LBPD. We need someone with a fresh and new perspective without ties to current leadership
and staff.
No
N/a
Please do not let the LB Chief of Police be a crony of DA George Gascon. While I do not reside in LB, I eat, dine and shop
on LB; I also used to work in LB. I have seen how DA Gascon has hurt LA county and LB. The Chief of Police needs to be
someone who will uphold laws and the constitution, and, if/when needed, someone who can take a stand against DA
Gascon. Please find someone who will stand up and fight for the people of LB. I love LB!
Someone with experience working to reduce violent crime in a large diverse city.
The recruitment firm should make sure the pool of candidates includes qualified women
Not answered
Person of a color, Asian. Veteran.
Diversity
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Absolutely should be someone who is reflective of the community and not an outsider who doesn’t understand our city.
Any new police chief should be willing to hold his officers accountable for misconduct.
Previous track record for reducing crime
The chief should be prepared to increase staffing levels and be knowledgeable of Long Beach-specific issues.
How lo lower crime
Wally Hebeish is a great candidate.
We need a chief who DOESNT blame others... who is accountable and who SUPPORTS HIS OFFICERS by providing them
safety, peer support Narcan to prevent ODs FIX the citizen complaint system DO BETTER with domestic violence and
accountability.
N/A
Homeless population
N/A
Make sure it’s not bob smith
Navigating unions, what is happening across the nation with civil servant careers is astounding, the focus must be on
creating safe communities & serving as pillars of communities, not bending to union pressure.
Don't let the new Chief be beholdened to the Mayor. The mayor has agendas that are not conducive to ALL of Long
Beach. I have lived here in Long Beach for 72 years and the political games played have made a negative impact on the
quality of the city.
Stop answering to the politicians who aren’t very bright & protect the city
experience with community policing and working with the LGBT population
A honest and trustworthy person, without a personal agenda. Just someone who is forward thinking, but who lives in
Long Beach and can accept responsibility for their daily actions that affect the taxpayers of their city.
Unsure
NA
NA
See if former Chief Jim McDonnell is available to come back.
Yes for his/her heart and soul be ready for the challenges that lie ahead and each day is an opportunity to help our
communities. Do not give up we are all in this together it is time to step up and make changes in the City of Long Beach.
Yes, listen and communicate with us. We can't even go in and file a complaint, it's done by phone..very unprofessional...
Promoting from within
unknown
I want police chief who is tough on crime and brings law and order to the city. Puts innocent citizens first over criminals
who break our laws.
N/A
I'd like to see a Chief of Police that believes in following public health guidelines from the medical and scientific
community, and realizes how the police are a role model for healthy behaviors in our community.
I would like to see a man that isn't easily persuaded by politics. That stands up for his department and doesn't cave in to
City Management.
Hiring from within the department and not an outside agency.
Get one just like Chief Luna or someone that has worked under his command while keeping the Mayor out of policing
because of his politics. The Mayor has no business ordering crucial police commands during riots.
We need to get tough on crime. We pay lots of taxes and residents will leave if our quality of life doesn't improve.
Experience should be a consideration.
Que el nuevo jefe de policía tenga bastante comunicación con las personas de habla hispana.
no
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Find a chief who values transparency and accountability without putting LBPD out of touch with the public.
Transparency and accountability. I know it never seems like enough.. .
We need to hire from outside, shake up our boys in blue and make them understand their job is critical to the people
that pay their salaries. If you don’t live in the downtown or Belmont Shore area you never see patrols out and about, that
needs to change!
Demonstrated compassion and understanding of diversity in our city
someone who isn't a left wing politician like the LA DA
Strong track record of crime reduction.
Support for all communities and the diversity of our city
Hire a woman of color
Tough on crime and zero pity!
Stands up for his officers when they come under attack. There has been so much hatred spewed towards the police for
no reason other than media dishonesty in reporting. Peace officers need to know that someone is fighting for them.
N/A
Must be a change leader
Someone committed to shifting the violent and deadly culture of racism within the police force to one of harm
preventions and restorative justice practices.
No police experience would be a significant advantage
Vaccination status…and his or her 100% expectation that all police will be vaccinated. If the current force is unwilling,
train new folks. Build a local force…build community trust.
None
Be proactive in ensuring that Long Beach residents are protected and safe in their homes and neighborhoods. Where
appropriate, advocate against laws that weaken our police and diminish criminality.
Willingness to reform LBPD, hold officers accountable, and not opposed to a COVID-19 vaccine mandate.
Not sure
The police chief should be hired to uphold the law, the constitution, and hold the officers of the LBPD to the highest of
standards.
Not an idiot who snubs masking enforcement and vaccine mandates.
No. There are already way too many superfluous criteria injected by too many people who want to pull the City in too
many different directions.
Education is very important.
Make sure the Chief does not support management dishonesty.
I
Experience running a police department and working with the community.
Chief of Police need not be nor should he/she be a politician but a person with a mind set of wanting to continually
improve Long Beach.
Make sure have visions for the department. Not just coming in with knowledge but someone who’s capable of refining
best practices to meet Long Beach’s community needs. Their visions should go beyond reducing crime rate rather work
with the community to seek preventive measures. Also be able to confidently train staff with best practices.
To enforce the laws to protect and keep our city safe.
NEEDS TO LOOK OUTSIDE OF LONG BEACH
No answer
someone who's not just good with words but can actually make a difference
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I would like to see a Chief that has the commitment to continue existing proven law enforcement practices. We
understand there are mounting pressures, to reimagine and defund Law enforcement. It is important to continue
supporting our officers in spite of these misguided ideas and pressures.
Accountability of police violence should be top priority
The Department needs to be open to recruit new talent at all levels. It has become insular and the practice of only
promoting from within stifles efforts to bring new perspectives.
No
No weird "things". Only a man or a woman who is normal and has balls (not the tranny balls) that's just a saying.
The Chief should be non-biased and easy to communicate with.
Dedication to protecting and serving the public first, police officers second.
The disapproval of the last chief due to lack of accountability of officers misconduct and violence.
Be a leader than can lead on their own instead of taking orders from the mayor. No more politicians as Chief of Police.
Enforce the law and bring down crime so the living standards of citizens can improve.
Make sure officers drive safely, adhere to traffic safety laws like not using cellphones and use turn signals.
No.
Intelligence
Unsure.
I want a police chief who is going to be out in the community meeting with the people it serves.. Not behind a desk 24-7,
and only coming out to to hang out with other executive members. It's always good to hear from the leader of a
department.
I also want the chief to eliminate some of these restrictions on concealed weapons permits. I am a business owner and
carry thousands of dollars A-day to my business but this chief we currently have makes it very difficult to secure a
concealed weapon permit and I have never committed a crime and I graduated from the police Academy..
Get rid of the racist fascist cops
removing or replacing the incumbent mayor and his cronies
n/a
The new chief should be someone who evenly enforces constitutional law among ALL communities.
Na
Someone with a strong background in crime prevention and enforcement of all laws.
Someone who won’t sit and watch while rioters burn and loot the city
No- I really think this survey is laughable. From the questions being asked to the selection criteria.
Normally I would say promote from within the organization, but the people who are high in the organization don't have
the skills or personality to become COP.
Our new Chief must have an impeccable track record when it comes to integrity and community based policing. They
must keep the community engaged, as well as their staff, in all aspects of law enforcement. They must have a passion for
the job and continue to look out for the best interest of our youth. Officers need to be held accountable to protect the
profession.
Do NOT be like these other cities that can’t control their cops
No
A lot. Aside from all the above, the police chief should not be or have ever been a member of any civilian or police gang.
The police chief must be of utmost character as judged by civilian organizations, particularly those involved in civil rights.
Diversity in the Police Dept ranks
BRING BACK FORMER CHIEF MCDONNELL
The best interest of the community not the mayor.
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Someone that will not let their hands be tied by mayor like we saw with BLM protests and homeless issues resulting in
the destruction of our community, which we have not recovered from yet. Sends a bad message to businesses when they
are not protected and they close down and do business elsewhere. Then wonder why food and retail deserts and
instituting programs to try to remedy. Dumb.
.
We need someone who is confident and ready to make changes. We also need someone who listens to the community
and cares about petty theft - it’s driving long-term residents out of our city. Overall safety is compromised right now and
most people are tired of dealing with it.
Not another white male. Preferably hire a women who will enforce change. It the current officers don't get in line fire
them
The new chief should live/move to Long Beach.
N/A
A police chief should be held accountable by the officers he oversees and should have the departments bests interest in
mind so officers can enforce the law appropriately and justly
So many to list
Creative, out of the box thinker. Someone who will hold the rank and file accountable.
Law enforcement cannot and should not be the sole response to social problems that have roots in economic instability,
housing instability, poverty, and lack of access to meaningful systems of care. The new Chief should actively work with
other agencies across city government to coordinate collaborative, multi-agency responses to social problems, and focus
on diversion away from the criminal justice system. We should restrict our use of that criminal justice system resources
to those who pose a risk of harm to others, and not to problems of poverty, youth delinquency and disorder. A focus on
decriminalizing poverty and diverting/deflecting individuals away from justice system involvement should be a key
priority for the new Chief.
Candidate’s -complete- disciplinary record.
Make sure that s/he knows how to take care of her/his people/staff. Raise their morale to make sure they can handle
what they come across out in the field. Have THEIR backs no matter what!
The citizens of Long Beach (as a whole) need to realize that although an issue is important to them, not all issues are
police matters. It’s about taking back responsibility for our neighborhoods, and also realizing what is a global issue, not
just a local issue (homelessness, lack of prosecution, repeat offenders).
N/a
No question al history related to racial and sexual orientation bias.
To be vaccinated and speak up for our PhD in trusting g public health
Not a politician
.
NA
No
Do not promote from within. I know this survey is just PR and you’ve already made the decision. It’s the LB way.
no
Someone who realizes and communicates with the community what is going on in the city. Not just ignoring and not
addressing the crime spike in Long Beach. Someone who is going to take measures to reduce crime.
I’d really like to see someone be open and honest with the city, problems like homelessness, gang violence can’t be
solved overnight and we need a leader who can stand there and say that.
focus on the high crime rates.
How well they thrive under pressure, also keeping Covid protocols in effect
N/a
No
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protect and service its community
Someone who is accountable to marginalized communities that are over policed. A Chief that recognizes and is willing to
address abuses of power and misconduct.
We’re concerned about the homeless community
n/a
I hope that candidates are vetted out and researched before any offer is made.
Years on in experience is important, but hiring internally might not always be the best plan. The public is in need of a
leader. Sometimes it’s important that the leader actually explain case law as to the why and how of things. Yes
homelessness is a major issue but nobody stops to explain that certain case law prevents major enforcement. If given the
opportunity, the public would listen and understand.
Does the new Police Chief have a history that aligns with the city’s goals.
.
The police are meant to protect us. They are not protecting the public if they potentially have Covid and pass it to
someone else- including a CHILD OR INFANT that they could potentially kill from Covid.
Someone who is well-versed in the research regarding community policing in the 21st century
We need a Chief of Police with the persistence and demeanor to shake up the typical police culture, empower officers to
hold each other accountable, and truly focus on serving the public. We need to make sure the communities that
experience the most interaction with police are given enough weight to their opinion and to move past the stereotypical
archetype for a chief of police.
Honesty
Commitment to serving ALL of LB residents not just the rich areas
N/A
Willingness to comply with state and federal laws.
.
Since Qualified Immunity protects rogue cops, why not have ALL officers carry Liability insurance so the TAXPAYERS
aren't footing the bill for their misconduct lawsuits
The police chief should *not* have a history of using TigerText to avoid accountability.
They should be a curious problem solver.
Yes, please consider a woman!
N/a
A chief that will work with the city government.
that he/she be the polar opposite of LA County Sheriff Alex Villanueva.
I would love a police chief that works with the community, born and raise from Long Beach, understands Long Beach, and
out in about in the public not just sitting at a desk
Willingness to hold officers accountable
Select someone who is not corrupt but high integrity.
solid people person yet no-nonsense when dealing with police officers issues
Don’t hire a women
Select someone who will take accountability for their employees.
NO NEPOTISM
Commitment to equity and addressing the systemic racism in the force.
Willing to not allow political persuasion but to do the job in keeping our communities safe from crime and build good
relations with citizens of LB.
Someone who is hard and not looking to make excuses. Needs to take action, to fix a broken city.
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Someone that has been raised in LB and familiar with our diverse community.
No.
#1 priority should be a decrease in crime
Experience in communication and engaging with neighborhood and community groups on a monthly basis to update
them with any pressing issues that the community needs help to and assistance with the Police community.
Communication with our community to help resolve crime!
Understands community policing, that he is willing to reduce fatal engagements with the community.
A record of transparency and holding officers accountable, it's the only way residents will feel safe
How he handles complaints against subordinate officers
Look outside the agency for the next Chief.
Someone that is creative and thinks outside the norms of the police environment/culture.
No
Dedicated to protecting the communities and serving without a discriminating and or biased approach . Look out for the
people and let the people trust and look out for them.
Make it is an experienced well rounded person that is familiar with homeless, mental health & gang violence/ drive by
shooting issues
Hold them to a high level of ethics and transparency reporting.
select from within the dept. if possible
History of inclusion and diversity in their precious leadership roles.
The new Chief of Police should be a Long Beach resident.
That it is okay if they do not have the answer to everything but should try to seek the answers; or at least, collect
information to come to a conclusion. Also, holding themselves and their employees accountable is majorly important
Don’t just consider someone with a LEO background. Consider people with backgrounds in physical security/computer
security/intelligence
Residency in the city.
Re-Train all employees on how to approach diverse communities.
Good strong leader w/ integrity
n/a
A
Experience is the top of the list compassion respectability to the community I am managing are growing crime conditions
A person who has worked effectively with a diverse community
Select someone from outside of the dept. who is not bound by pre-existing relationships within the dept.
Select a Chief who can develop ways to change the culture of protecting criminal police behaviors.
Find a person willing to make structural changes in the department which is stuck in many old ways.
The most qualified regardless of Ethnicity. I don’t want someone that’s going to kiss the mayors ass
?
no
Please, please, please hire someone who does not support Trump, is not a white supremacist, or from LAPD.
The new police chief needs to be accountable of their department's performance and accept responsibility for
wrongdoings conducted under their department. They police chief needs to be truthful and honest to every community
in the City of Long Beach.
Relatable to our city and it's communities.
Do not support police enforcement of health matters
Continue to keep neighborhoods safe & prevent gangs/drugs from infringing on our safety
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A proven track record of supporting the community when police officers harm people.
I hope the chief of police is a person of color. (diversity is a beautiful thing).
Please - just someone with big diverse city experience - who is willing to work with everyone not just the vocal
conservative west side
N/a
N/A
Diversity
Consider hiring from within the department.
REDUCE HOMELESS PEOPLE AND CRACKHEADS ON THE STREETS
The city of long beach should select the next chief of police with mindset of protecting residents.
Responsibility and accountability for all officers in the Department
Should be able to work with people with mental health issues without using excessive force.
Works hard to make our community safe.
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The Chief of Police and the Chiefs officers would do well to just follow some simple "common Sense" in their daily
activities. Easier said than done however.
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Please select someone who is accountable for their actions and is a good leader who strives to serve the community.
Since this is 2021, we need to see a non-white woman who has the experience we described above to lead the Long
Beach Police Department to make change and make our city become a better place for everyone regardless of their
religion/belief, race or ethnicity.
I think the selecting requirements are well rounded.
The police chief need to be aware of long term consequences of their actions and how their decisions impact every
resident in Long Beach.
The police chief need to be aware of long term consequences of their actions and how their decisions impact every
resident in Long Beach.
The police chief need to be aware of long term consequences of their actions and how their decisions impact every
resident in Long Beach.
The police chief need to be aware of long term consequences of their actions and how their decisions impact every
resident in Long Beach.
I see many women rising in leadership roles and achieving higher educational degrees, are you talking to any women to
fill the leadership role in the LBPD?
The new Police Chief needs to be accountable for the department performance and accept responsible for wrongdoing
conduct in the department. The person must be trustful, honest and fair to every community.
N/A
Needs to understand he represents his officers and that includes taking at lease some blame, if there is an issue further
down in the ranks.
N/A
no
They should have experience with the community - all parts
I am more and more impressed with Sheriff Villanueva. The new chief should be focused on solving problems and note
wokeness.
N/A
N/A
Maybe a female? maybe a black female?
People over profit
Someone that lives in LB
Make sure that the new chief spends time with Luna (a loss to city)
N/A
N/A
N/A
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N/A
Record of dealing with police union.
N/A
1. Loving 2. Justice
N/A
N/A
N/A
Focus on social justice
Fairness to his department
A panel to lead the process. Nationwide search.
Homelessness and drugs
Someone who has ideas that can help with gang prevention and intervention.
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
help the homeless
A woman and people of color, preferably a woman of color.
Someone who does not have prior complaints of misconduct, mistreatment of citizens, or discrimination
I think it is time for a woman to take the role.
is he strong enough to ask/demand to increase police officers
Consider someone who deploys their officers into the community daily to be part of the community and help deter
crime. We need tools and people visible to take out streets back.
They need to be responsible to the community, not law enforcement gangs within the department. There can be no
tolerance for racist and sexist policing.
Whether her or she gets along with everyone
Perhaps (2)two segmented to direct focus allowing for current visions of merging status; citizenship, citizen, illegal
foreign, foreign illegal (those who allowed passports, documentations, visas to expire and stayed) (work entry, business
entry contract termination /expiration that had stayed/stashed/hidden etc. These status; correctly said have different
crime needs that cause crime to be committed and or the same crime. Note: citizenship individuals are home (USA)
Citizen is applicable to that but others are not.
Years on force
N/A
Merit
N/A
petty crime escalation
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Question 7: What would you like potential candidates to know about our community?
Responses
NA
NA
N/A
n/a
Unfortunately, no.
Long Beach is working hard to lead by example on how government, school district, and community can advance racial equity.
We are diverse community and like it to be represented in the police dept
We are a progressive city in need of progressive policing practices and policies. That said, the City of Long Beach needs to consider
what has been successful in other progressive cities and what has been counterproductive. Both the City of Seattle and Portland
have had unintended consequences in implementing progressive practices. the impacts have resulted in higher crime, a decline in
citizens feeling safe, and an exodus of businesses from the downtown areas because of increased crime and a lack of enforcement
of laws. We must learn from their experience as we seek to improve policing in our community.
.
We are fed up with the Woke minions that run Long Beach. Police the heck out of this city!
To actually make the residents feel heard and understood by providing actual change and support that can be seen! No more
empty promises.
Understand the diversity
To understand there is mental illness in the community and to consult with mental health professionals.
We are small town environment wrapped in a larger city. Relationships matter.
It is a great place to live and play.
We have a lot of crime and police here do not seem all that interested in either citizen well being or safety. Show up when we call!
We do not WANT to interact with you at all so, if we call, shit has hit the fan hard! So give a shit. Show up.
It's diversity and the different communities throughout the city that have real issues that can't be ignored or swept under the
carpet like they have been the last seven years. Also, the next chief needs to engage him or herself with all the neighborhood
associations to discuss their concerns to make LB safer.
Idk
The community is exceptionally diverse and tired of having police issues swept under the rug.
Very diverse socially, economically, and politically
dk
It is falling apart because the police are not being backed up and laws are not being enforced.
Most appreciate the police and their role.
Dispatchers should go back to PD. They are giving out bad information and citizens assume PD doesn’t want to respond.
First, we can rely on each other rather than the police. Anytime we call the police for help, we risk someone we know being hurt or
killed. But if we develop lines of communication, opportunities for self-education, and collective conflict resolution in many
different settings, we can start to exclude police from our lives. Instead of police mediating our conflicts, we can begin resolving
them ourselves.
Diverse, community involved
No
None
Level of diversity and how to best work and communicate citywide.
Who the gangs are, what they represent and the issues among them and their adverse impact to our cities and the community.
Our community deserves to not live in fear of the people who are supposed to provide protection and an avenue to justice when
violent crimes are committed
.
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Diverse, tight community; lots of issues with homeless population and distrust of police
We are very diverse and community oriented.
That the majority, though silent, legitimately cares about the police department.
We need solutions, not excuses.
It's a community that values its police department and wants to work together to keep crime down and improve everybody's
quality of life. Every area of town dislikes crime.
That Long Beach is a diverse community with serious economic challenges in many areas.
Demographics
Cultural aspects of the community
Major crime issues
Internal department issues
The majority of people I encounter support labor unions, but resoundingly reject the police unions. You will have community
support when disciplining or terminating officers that do not respect our community's ideals.
The diversity, history, the people
We want accountability.
How they see community partnerships being implemented.
That people just want to feel safe to go about their lives.
na
Know as many of us as possible.
We’re diverse and politically active. The Eastside has too much influence on policy compared with the North and West sides of the
city. The CPCC is toothless and needs to be reformed
The fifth district has been underserved by LBPD my whole life, save when the city contracted with LACSD to cover our policing for a
few years in the ‘90s. This is no longer acceptable with the more recent increases in crimes (now considered “petty”, but not at all
petty to its victims) and the early release of criminals without jobs or homes to go to.
Living and recreating near the beaches and ocean is a key part of high quality of life in Long Beach. If the homeless and drug
addicted are allowed to move into these areas, it will significantly diminish residents' quality of life, and the reputation of Long
Beach as a nice place to live and visit.
Long Beach is a large city, but with the feel of a small community.
We live here for the fabulous weather but the crime is much worse these days
I hope the candidate is already somewhat familiar with the community. It would be a really big learning curve.
Want safety for my kids
Homelessness and related crime is out of control.
N/a
Long Beach is a wonderful place to live and work, but not for everyone. We need a leader who can navigate the difficult issues in
policing a diverse community while instilling pride and accountability in the men and women of the LBPD.
Get rid of this homeless problem
?
None
N/a
That our community will support honest, integrous law enforcement officers and their Chief.
Hire Tony Batts
Local citizens are being subjected to constant theft and physical violence only to see these criminals released and repeating there
crimes. Please get criminals off the street. Local police are supposed to keep us safe.
That there are many productive citizens that live and work in Long Beach that shouldn't be treated like criminals.
I don’t know.
Long Beach is a great place with lots of filming and it should stay that way. Police officers should have a good attitude towards all of
its community members. My daughter was pulled over from driving over train tracks 3/4 of the way through when the lights came
on. She was ticketed with a large group of cars that had been pulled over. She said the police officer did not have a mask on and he
came up on her suddenly and he was rude to her, and she did not appreciate it. She fought the ticket and won.
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That we are in desperate need of accountability from our police department.
We don't have faith in the integrity of our police department.
Everyone is fed up with fireworks.
That the community needs policing. We have so much neighborhood crimes that are not addressed
It’s diverse, which brings great qualities other community lack due to its lack of multicultural environments.
We are taxpayers so you work for us.
Na
Where the major crime areas are. Where the violent street gang members live and caper. Helping LB businesses with the high retail
thefts, so that they can survive and thrive. Rid the streets of roaming tweekers who steal and do dope all day and night.
We have those, like me, who are frustrated that we do not have a stronger police presence, and that current laws and court rulings
prevent officers from being able to do what we think they should be able to do to adequately do their jobs. Then there are others in
the city who would prefer to decrease the size of the force, move resources to other functions, and not be tough on crime. Chief
Luna did a pretty good job considering he was in the middle of a tug of war!
no
We are a diverse community that needs a larger police department that is willing and able to better themselves and to serve with
integrity and equality.
We are concerned about the uptick in crime in our neighborhoods
We love Long Beach but want our children to grow up safe in neighborhoods where they can play outside.
Defund the police
Work for quality of life issues for residents, not just the homeless
Long Beach is a great city because of the ongoing traditions of respect for diversity, our stable institutions and social pride instilled
in our local schools. Long Beach loves Long Beach and we will embrace a new chief who embraces and respects our communities.
We are a community of hard working people who are currently appalled at the state of lawlessness in our city. We are made up of
union employees, teachers, blue collar workers and small business owners of all political, religious and racial spectrums- but the
one thing that unites us (in talking to my neighbors) is that we are all concerned about the safety of our property, our children and
the current decline of our city.
It is a rich cultural and ethnic conglomeration.
Defund the police
It's extremely diverse - most neighbors will readily help others; family needs are the same no matter what configuration they are.
The teachers are excellent, the admins not so much. CSULB is a beacon of light. The parks and libraries are world-class and wellused. The streets are falling apart, more each year.
n/a
Work with the community to help understand the issues effecting them
Na
Nothing, if they are that good they will research and understand what area needs what…listen to the people not our fancy pants
mayor
We are diverse and we want to see change in city government, including law enforcement. We want to set a standard for other
cities by rooting out the deep-seated corruption and cronyism that plague our city.
That it is almost 2 separate cities (east and west), with different interests and needs. Former chief Tony Batts once said that we are
not a diverse community, we are a segregated community. I think there is a fair amount of truth to that. While we have many
diverse ethnicities in Long Beach, most are concentrated in specific neighborhoods.
Our community is going downhill fast because of limited policing and lack of law enforcement. Crime is rising and safety of our city
is diminishing.
Problems that are unique to each neighborhood.
That we’re watching them.
Diversity
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Long Beach will soon be a minority-majority city, We have a larger population than Minneapolis, There's a sharp racial and income
divide between the East and West parts of the City, The Washington neighborhood is struggling with poverty and crime,
Overcrowding in Central and Westside Long Beach causes interpersonal conflict that leads to crime, There are a lot of non-residents
who visit the Pike Outlets for retail crime and gang violence, The LBPD has a reputation of covering up bad behavior and
antagonizing minorities, Black and brown residents are disproportionately more likely to be cited for common infractions like
jaywalking
Great neighborhoods-but so many people are tired of crime, homeless, gangs.
NA
Crime is getting worse and we need resources on the street that are trained to deal with the mental health and homeless problems
that are increasing.
It's very diverse, with so much lovely cultural diversity. This needs to be considered and protected as much as is possible, but our
laws need to be followed too.
Too many petty criminals
Very diverse
In talking to my neighbors I see there is a silent majority. The people who are busy, working, raising kids, coaching, volunteering, etc
may not protest & yell the loudest but we matter.
Our community needs help
Wonderful diversity
That the queen Mary is worth preserving.
The above plus everynight teenagers go into the beach parking lots and perl and screech around then take off speeding
That we are diverse and many communities of color are not given enough attention for assistance.
Long Beach is not LA and it’s not Orange County. It’s an anomaly. I’ve moved to different cities within CA and outside of the state
and come back a few times and Long Beach is not like any other city I’ve lived in. I’ve traveled extensively throughout the US and
Long Beach is genuinely diverse. In other words, I’ve not experienced such diversity where people respect each other like Long
Beach residents do. It’s not perfect by any means, but it’s unique.
I love Long Beach. It has wonderful and generous people. My neighbors are kind and respectful.
It's diverse
It used have a pretty nice and fairly honest city government. But since the 90’s it’s devolved into a real dump with little hope. The
community has been slowly brainwashed over 30 years to have a San Francisco South mentality. All the good people have left or
are planning a move. Those that remain are not only the criminals and illegal aliens, but the rich liberals who will stab you in the
back.
This City is like a box of Crayola's. And we all fit in one box.
The people who live in this community are hard working honest people.
We are here for you
Already covered.
X
You will never make everyone happy
Its a great diverse city. Get rid of the homeless
Na
Diversity
We're a diverse community that care for each other, and want the police force to stop perpetuating racial inequities.
Bring back Chief Jim McDonnell
Long Beach is a large city, but has a small town feel to it. People are very engaged with what happens here.
We are quite a diverse community, where homelessness is a problem.
We are very diverse, innovative, and forward thinking.
Homeless encampments and property theft are a big problem and getting worse.
Understanding the diversity of the community.
I would want the Chief to get to know the city... it is painfully obvious that the politicians do not.
S
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That there needs to be more community policing
Local politicians will take no responsibility
Long Beach is diverse and needs leadership
That each neighborhood has its own issues, but most people are good. They want a good life, a good neighborhood, and trust in the
police. I have lived in my current neighborhood 23 years and I don't know what officer that patrols my neighborhood. They don't
engage and its not because they are short-staffed.
Long Beach is very diverse. Respect and connect with the community you serve. If someone is "loitering" and not white, they aren't
by default a criminal. Citizens won't report crimes if they don't trust the police to help them.
Not necessary for the hiring process. Would prefer that candidates not have preconceived ideas about our City.
It is extremely diverse in almost every possible way, but still all people have the same basic need to live without fear of crime in
their neighborhood, and all people instinctively know that the greater the police presence, the lower the crime rate. Don’t get
distracted away from the basic timeless principles of law enforcement.
We love our police. We are not for defunding. We are for more funding!!!!!!!!
We need big changes in how the department is run. We need to enact the recommendations of the Task Force on 21st Century
Policing.
Crime is the worse its been in 20 years
1. Public safety has not been a priority for elected officials and city management for a long time, so the new person has a lot of
work to do
2. We desperately need a strong LEADER with integrity who is willing and able to do the job as it’s meant to be done rather than to
be the puppet for elected officials and city management to further their own agendas
The candidate should not have a mind set of destroy and rebuild in their own image. The candidate should want to restore order to
the streets of Long Beach with a tough stance on enforcement of the laws.
There are gangs killing each other in one part of town and in other, seemingly "nice" parts of town, we have addicted homeless
having mental break downs that are becoming increasingly violent. I live in a million dollar house with drug deals going down at the
end of my streets. Several neighbors have had people trying to break in, more crazy than a planned robbery. Yes, while folks are
home, standing on the other side of a glass door.
We need help with crime prevention and homelessness.
You need to earn our trust. It will not be granted simply because you get the position. Prove that you will implement lasting change
in the police department for the better, and then actually do it. You could start by cracking down on the “bad apples,” as you all like
to call them.
N/A
Understand that the collective memory of the community has endured the shorter memory of most city staff. Although police
violence may not be as prevalent today as it was in decades past, that trauma and mistrust still lives in the community and needs to
be acknowledged.
Even the people who support law enforcement believe there are aspects of police culture and how police interact with POC and the
poor that must change.
Diverse, close knit community that feels much smaller than it actually is
We are diverse. We want officers that reflect this diversity. Treat all of us the same. Don't just go to events in the nice areas of town
and leave the poor people out. We want quality officers who hold our values.
NA
Nothing. The vast majority of respondents to this survey will represent the white and educated elite, most of whom will have little
knowledge of what it's like to be a poor person of color. The new police chief must walk the beat as often as possible, attend
community meetings, and get to know us and our concerns in person.
Criminals are running the city!
No
we just want to feel safe
N/A
That we are a diverse community which is one of our strengths.
The new Chief should be accountable to all communities, socio-economic communities. Not just the well-connected, wealthy, and
politicians.
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Crime has risen in Long Beach, quality of life for residents has decreased. Neighborhoods and downtowns are overrun by homeless
people stealing, and shooting up and smoking drugs on the sidewalk in plain view, and defecating with their asses hanging out in
front of children in shopping areas, while verbally assaulting the passerby with lack of response from the city. The rights of Long
Beach citizens are not being protected. Long Beach is allowing lawlessness to infringe upon the rights of their tax paying citizens.
The city is full of good people who support the efforts of law enforcement.
We are diverse, different languages, people that live in LB are tolerant to the needs of others, we like structure and we want to live
in a clean and safe city.
Quality of life in the city is the worst it's been since I have lived here. I attribute this to the transient mentally ill roaming the streets
and beach area. It is so bad that my wife and I travel out of the city to patronize restaurants and grocery stores.
Ideally they would be from Ling Beach and aware how awesome our communities are.
N/A
I thinks the community should know what qualifications are required and who has applied.
n/a
Know the formula for high crime and low crime. Is that more patrols? More overtime? Etc etc. figure it out, you’re the expert!
NA
Increase in homelessness and the crime surrounding this problem.
Most people support the police and want police to maintain low crime rates
The community is diverse but safety and integrity are #1 and the community supports the police.
Crime is up here in East LB. Spend time on the “Nextdoor app” and see what the community it saying. A lot of the posts are banter,
but much of it also includes community fears, concerns and frustration. We live in an area where real estate price points are up,
evoking a presumption of safety for those interested in moving here. Please spend time “listening” to the people. You will glean a
lot
LBPD has broken the trust of our community. The chief needs to understand how bad things are now.
They need the polices help
It truly is a community!
How to get things done
A very diverse population, strong crime in some areas, tourists, heavy transportation of goods, family dwelling area's, street racing,
firing guns at night, not fireworks,
How the recent changes in laws and growth in transients and crime has changed a once safe and caring community to feel that they
have been let down but their local government.
LB is not a suburb. We are a large, diverse, multi-cultural, multi-economic city.
They should already know the community and should be promoted from within the ranks
The expectations of how to deal with diverse ethnic groups and persons with disabilities is very important to us.
it is a diverse community
That we're diverse, open minded and willing to give a fair shake but also trust needs to be earned.
We are a diverse community that has been represented by an openly Gay mayor that was elected to office twice by the citizens of
Long Beach. We need a candidate that will be honest and open as our mayor. Many languages are spoken in this City as are
religions. It would be nice to see someone embrace the beauty of our community.
We are diverse; that’s an asset. You should view it as such and work to earn credibility with our diverse communities, even (or
especially) when it means restricting the footprint of police work.
We don’t need police.
The entire history and start of the city of Long Bch,Cal and its residents.
We are a small town in a big city. We are diverse. We want our police force and administration to work with all communities.
The 5th district was partly served by LA sheriffs when there was a police shortage. It worked very well for us as they were
responsive and professional.
There’s a lot of great parts and people within.
Lots of crime in long Beach.
we are weary of the crime and being lied to
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How the policies put in place affect the comminty and business Example a law that says if walk out of a store with under a $1,000.
worth of goods not paying for it means higher prices and the store closing.
People who live in Long Beach love Long Beach and want it to be better. We can be better. We need a livable spaces and a good
reputation to attract businesses and citizens.
That it's not stupid, that it's not tolerant of abuse, that respect is earned and not granted by a uniform or badge.
The honest problems in our diverse community.
We are diverse and accepting, we need police who are the same and aware of their biases
There is an inherent distrust of police, based on evidence, not emotion.
We’re tired of all these homeless and drug addicts. Arrests are the top priority. Life was better when it was a revolving door.
We moved here to raise our children in a diverse community, and hope that the new chief values and celebrates that diversity,
setting a model for their employees.
We are multilingual, diverse in all the ways that is possible, and actively seeking change.
Na
We are a diverse community and our life long residents love Long Beach. Speaking for myself, I am saddened to see the crime and
homeless that has grown here in the last few years. I am hopeful that change will come and Long Beach will be a safer place for our
children.
Crime associated with homelessness is increasing and it needs to be stopoed
This is a complex and diverse community. That’s a good thing.
n/a
We are diverse in our population but aligned in our values.
Diversity.
Where there are strained relationships, e.g. with the Sheriff's Department. Also importance of relationship with Port of Long Beach
I work in local government and unfortunately, my agency hires many people that live outside the community and do not
understand (or want to understand) the areas they serve. Long Beach is extremely diverse. Although you can't please everyone, I
would like our future Chief to engage with the community. I used to live in LA City, and Long Beach is so much better at community
interaction. I am hopeful the next Police Chief will follow the lead of our Mayor and local City council in engaging the local
communities.
We support you!
Diversity and the inappropriateness of police being the main way to solve the unhoused people crisis
Long Beach is a big city and a small town all in one. It is diverse and unique and has a wonderful history. All this needs to be
understood and respected if it is to be protected
Number one issue is homelessness
We do not trust police
Understand the mental health issues of the many homeless throughout the city and how to effectively intervene to prevent crisis
eruptions
We have a university that can keep them current on their educational needs.
The importance of celebration of diversity variety of neighborhoods within Long Beach and the complex dynamics which exist in
and between them.
Drugs, gangs and the homeless are out of control.
We are a community that values and demands diversity and inclusion. This means that different levels of policing for people of
different colors and financial status must end
Be from the community
that people are suspicious of Long Beach government politics and the perceived shady dealings within.
That there is a lot of division. We had behind being a gay-friendly and diverse city but our residents are facing a lot more trauma
and barriers then the city is willing to admit.
I have lived in Long Beach 60 years and I am applaud by the crime, drugs, homelessness. It is obvious that you do not care about the
East Long Beach Home Owners who deserve more from the City. We use to live in a crime free safe neighborhoods. Today you have
allowed us not to feel safe! Instead of fighting crime that makes us feel more safe you are worried about EQUITy! The Police job is
to fight Crime to make the People living in the City Feel Safe! Not about all the other garbage!
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Demographics are largely different from one end of Long Beach to the other(i.e. Naples to the North). An understanding of cultural
sensitivity helps connect the PD to the communities they serve.
.
They need to understand that Long Beach is a safe and welcome space for many people, and that the police can help create that
sense of being welcome, but they can also hinder it with the police’s actions.
Must know local musical history, eg. Snoop, sublime, etc
Very prideful need someone willing to lead and bridge gap between community and law enforcement.
We are diverse and capable
We are not LA
We are tired
Sure
Just be honest
I would like them to understand the various community groups that exist.
They should know our community from experience. There are many Long Beach PD employees that can be selected.
They should be within our community and someone from another agency.
N/A
That not all communities are equal in the 908. Some communities need more resources than others.
It’s a diverse community where crime has been getting worse over the last few years.
We are sick and tired of the police not doing their jobs and arresting criminals.
Just listen and you’ll find out?
That we can’t police ourselves and we need good cops to protect us and with that they need command staff who backs them not
worry about what the liberal media puts out.
It’s an amazing beautiful place and people who live here love our City.
Long Beach is the most diverse city in the country. We have over 70 languages spoken with in the city and have a large immigrant
community. We have a lot of community leaders and involvement. It would be very beneficial to build positive relationships with
community leaders and not just government leadership to gain trust from the city!
They can learn and come without bias or owing political favors/cliques.
I think many of us do not feel LBPD has been tough enough on crime in our city.
It has potential to be an example to other cities.
Long Beach is great in the good areas but the east side and west side need more officers working and more gang enforcement.
There are too many guns and murders.
Long beach is one of the most unique communities in California
We need a new culture at LBPD that is not so damn macho. If NYC can have cops on the beat on most blocks, so should LB.
The different neighborhoods and crime levels
Long Beach is the most diverse place, where most people can exist in any way shape or form, and often.. the parts of the city that
aren’t so accepting of black and brown residents queer residents etc they tend to be the same place that the few LBPD officers that
do live here live. I want policing to be fair and equal.
Gang enforcement
N/a
The City is tired of broken promises and reprehensible acts by the LBPD, justified by the usage of legal loopholes and poorly-written
procedures.
We support medical freedom and the department. Fund the department with the resources they need to do their job.
It’s diverse embodying may cultures, and always taking the hard line approach is at times not productive. Understanding what the
underserved community has dealt with throughout their lives hopefully will produce empathy, and maybe a gray approach will
serve the police better than a black or white one.
Violent crime, ghost guns and overdoses are all at really high levels.
Officers need to help stop these.
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Long Beach has extreme wealth and extreme poverty. The Chief of Police needs to serve all communities equally and without
favoring the wealthy.
The people of Long Beach are generally good people. We need to change the culture of policing to where police are seen as caring
persons rather then jerks.
Galen Carroll
We are one of the most diverse cities in the country, with lots of different cultures. If there are "prejudices," do not apply here.
It's diverse but with the common element of needing to manage crime and quality of life.
x
n/a
I want them to know EVERYTHING about the community and have progressed through their law enforcement career with Long
Beach, and actually have made a difference, not promoted as soon as they could and rode a desk all the way up to the rank of
Deputy Chief.
Not to except the opinions and assumptions about the level of engagement of residents in a North Long Beach. We are a very
engaged community and want leadership that respects this.
We are all apart of this community. Black, brown, or white, male, female or nonbiary, Christian, Jewish, Pagan, Muslim, atheist, this
community/city is a full spectrum & hopefully the new police chief will know they too are apart of us. And not blue lives against the
rest of us.
I never want to heard another "peace officer" say "it's us against them..." we are all one in this community.
This is a large diverse metropolitan city with a tight knit community.
The community is very diverse so the chief should not be biased towards minorities.
Report on those being considered to outlets like the long beach post
The rich people should t be the I my ones served
N/A
Ch sh
I love Long Beach. I think we have a great city with a diverse population to celebrate. I believe our city has a certain humanity that
you won't see in some of the surrounding cities and that's what makes us a good place to live. The communities look out for each
other and the police should be out there, working and building with the communities so we can all trust each other and make the
city even better.
It’s incredibly diverse and vibrant. However we do have a continually growing homeless issue that only bothers me because these
people aren’t getting the outreach they deserve and need. They shouldn’t be punished for being unhoused.
Lack of support from city council
They need to reside in the city of Long Beach
That we don’t trust any of you and we find your department to be a financial sinkhole for our tax dollars.
We are done watching people die at the hands of the police. That must end.
We need more police.
Please work with the health department on publich health-based programs
nn
One size doesn't fit all. Diversity
The community is not your enemy
Long Beach is a good community in which to live and raise a family.
Fully understand the diverse communities in the city.
Their background, experience, and plan for policies.
That we are willing to participate in solving crime.
It's beautiful but needs to be cleaned up and looked after better
Our diversity is an asset, not a liability.
Our communities want better lives for all, not just those with privilege.
Our communities deserve police who are disciplined and respectful, not defiant and callous.
I prefer that the candidate comes from within the department.
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We are a very diverse and inclusive community. We can tolerate diverse lifestyles and attitudes but will not tolerate hate and
injustice perpetrated by citizens and officers alike.
it’s in disarray and no longer safe . homicide is really high
It is one of the most diverse in the country, and getting to know the particular needs of this diverse community is the most
important first step in planning for the health, safety, and well-being of each person.
n/a
That the people in Long Beach are appreciative of our police officers in our community and we are willing to participate and help to
promote a peaceful and loving neighborhood through the cooperation of the Long Beach Police Department.
Nothing
We want to be part of the solution.
N/A
Highly diverse racially and economically
It’s diverse and has a very long history with gang activity
WE need your help. Take back the community from the criminals.
Keep it safe
We want to defund the police, get them out of schools, and demand accountability and transparency when police violence occurs
Narrow bicycle lanes on busy streets are not helpful in letting residents bicycle safely nor for traffic to move smoothly. A bike lane
of about 3 feet wide is way too narrow. I loved the wider bike lanes in Davis and frequently rode there. I only ride on the river bike
trails or in neighborhoods--never on these unsafe biking access lanes such as on Bellflower near CSULB -- which I would like to see
abolished and wider lanes developed. Long Beach is a physically active community and physical activity is important to residents -our parks and green spaces are vital to the health of the community.
To have an experience in the community and am familiarity with the citizens
Diversity is our strength.
Being young is not a crime.
Gay folks are a backbone of this City.
What they planning on doing to address police brutality
The great potential the City has but how we are losing ground to crime, homelessness, drug addiction, mental illness, the lack of
resources for the growing problems.
LB is a diverse city that has many issues depending on the neighborhood. My ideal chief police’s each area according to issues
related to that area. Gangs, auto break ins, homeless crimes, robberies need to be policed where they occur. Prevention and high
presence to a particular issue is a key component.
That we expect a high standard of our department and no attitude (along the lines of 'nobody tells me what to do, I tell you - i.e.
vaccine mandates).
Not sure
How diverse it is and the different needs of each area.
Haven't lived here long enough to say, except to respect the diversity and community here
I think we would like to be involved more with community efforts if police provided the leadership and transparency required to
build trust. We also don't want to be profiled.
It is a very diverse community with various needs throughout the city.
Na
A people person willing to work with everyone and us into consideration.
There has to be a balance between community and policing. Yes, our city is quite diverse, but at the end of the day, we all want to
live somewhere we feel safe, and feel safe to raise our families. Long Beach is becoming less safe daily.
It is diverse.
We are a diverse community with unique needs; a one-size all approach won’t work.
We are a community that needs healing. We are a community that is scared of our community. Criminals are in charge of the
asylum. Long Beach right now is not a Safe City for all People.
Long Beach is a big place with complex problems that can't be solved overnight.
We are diverse and primarily liberal, with some progressive resistance to policing. A person who is open, communicative and willing
to address issues will be needed.
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Homeless run the streets with impunity.
Citizens are concerned about an increase in crime
This is not Los Angeles proper, Long Beach is a unique and diverse community that only falls within the county boundaries of Los
Angeles. Address our problems in a unique, Long Beach way, and don’t copy what big brother does with their departments.
Diversity
Community wants respect and understanding
N/a
Our community although flawed is tightly knit and a source of pride for the majority of our residents. That pride connects us to
each other.
Solve the homeless issue. Get the drugs off the streets and pin the gangbangers to the wall!
Diversity
Property crime is out of control
Long Beach is a very diverse community. Their needs are like everyone else’s......make Long Beach a safe place to live for everyone.
Long Beach strives to offer a high quality of life within the city so reducing petty crime is important since it effort many citizens.
That there is deep mistrust between the police and Black and Brown communities.
That the police has shit and killed several Black and POC residents.
That it is all politically connected.
There's a huge amount of diversity here and no one person can make contact with all groups. You need a good, solid, LOCAL team
to work together.
No answer
That since I moved into 90808 6-7 years ago an increase of homelessness has occurred with people visibly strung out on drugs
hanging out by schools or walking amongst students going/coming from school and passing out in front of properties. Daily crime of
stealing whether it be breaking into cars, stealing packages off property, breaking into homes, stealing mail, removing car tires, etc.,
and has increased yearly in the worst way with criminals becoming more brazen to conduct in broad daylight.
It’s dangerous.
park & recreation
NA
No
Past experience in policing and community outreach
Most communities have neighborhood community associations for residents and businesses. Engage these to learn about local
concerns and promote the department's sometimes limited ability to respond.
Homeless issue, gang problem and crime on the rise.
They should live in Long Beach.
We hold the power and we protect each other more than the police ever would
To focus on reducing crime in north Long Beach. We feel a disconnect with the rest of the city since we are located far from
downtown.
People love living here - our sense of pride - use it to your advantage so we can help you solve for biggest issues
There is a strong sense of community amongst neighbors, but I never really got the impression that members of the LBPD see
themselves as part of our communities, even less so under the most recent chief. I would like to see that change.
We can be at the forefront for change in policing.
It is diverse, with many different groups and populations.
.
There is a growing feeling that advocates for the criminal elements, the mentally ill, and the homeless are controlling the City.
Long Beach is the greatest city in the U.S. and the country should be looking to our police to lead the way on building trust between
the community the LBPD. The LBPD should represent an inclusive and educated team that actively reduces harm in the community
without causing harm if at all possible.
.
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It’s not as bad as the news media makes it out to be. Chief Luna has been a fine police chief during challenging times. Chief
McDonald also was a fine police chief. They would be joining a department that has been doing a good job while being beat up by
media. Yes there are issues that need to be addressed, but continue the excellence of policing with the backing of the community
that will support him or her.
They need to know there is a chapter of BLM and that there are tangential organizations who work in tandem with the goals of BLM
Police have made many, many enemies among community members over the last three decades.
No
No
The History of Long Beach, knows what Long Beach used to be like,
I want someone who knows Long Beach not an outsider. They have been there done that. Does t turn out well.
Diverse
Diverse community facing issues of quality of life due to crime and apathy.
N/A
It’s diversity and its current level of racism, its political divisions…
n/a
N/A
The Chief’s officers may not live in city and therefore, may not be fully invested in its issues. There are myriad active/retired cops
from various agencies who live in the city and can offer help and advice!
Does not matter what they know about the community. Are they able to lead and invest time in the community
WE WANT SAFETY IN OUR COMMUNITIES. PLEASE REMOVE THE HOMELESS IN OUR COMMUNITIES. ITS VERY UNSAFE.
The community wants a safe place to live and play.
Do they live in the city? If not why do they want to come here?
There is a ton of crime and some real rough areas that all the touchy/feeling bullshit doesn’t work in.
THAT THE MAYOR WILL BE VOTED OUT SOON AND IT WILL MAKE HIS/HER JOB MUCH EASIER
There is way too much crime, criminals are allowed to do as they please, homelessness is out of control and the community needs
to regain trust.
n/a
We are great when we accept our diversity.
Our community doesn’t know any of the Police that cruise by. If we don’t know them, they don’t know us. More community
awareness on both sides would accomplish this. We know our Librarians, our Council Member, our Mail Carrier and Post Office
Workers—-why not our Patrol Officers?
Please just select someone capable and willing to uphold the law diligently and equitably. Long Beach has been allowed to slide into
lawlessness, this includes not only major crimes, but quality of life issues like runaway homelessness and general public safety
concerns such as lax traffic/vehicle noise enforcement. Please allow our next Chief, to be a chief, and avoid political meddling and
favoritism.
It is under served
How diverse it is.
Yes Long Beach is a very diverse community but that is not all, this is a community with very high quality of life, walkable and
bikeable, beautiful with great food and entertainment, a big city on the later. We have and do have our struggles with crime and
want that addressed.
Diverse but want to see improvements in crime control and quality of like.
The issue of homelessness is terrible in this city, so please be prepared for that. I think if the police department would take 2
seconds to acknowledge the frustration people have with law enforcement, we might get somewhere. And if they would hold their
‘bad apples’ accountable, it would go a long way to repair the trust issues the community has.
We are very diverse.
Na
we are very diverse in terms of ethnicity, background, gender, etc. we need a police chief that supports this about our unique city
That Long Beach is strongest when all work together to make it so.
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That we’ve been so PC for years we’ve let people disregard the laws and made excuses for them. Every race, gender etc. breaks
laws. We need to quit making those criteria an excuse for bad behavior.
It is wonderful community, treat it with care and respect.
It's a diverse community and crimes has been through the roof the last year
It used to be a lot safer.
How to navigate the administrations of the City.
We need support to make a change, a dedicated leader, someone open to all sides allowing the differences in change to take place
through being involved and taking pride in himself and his team
The LBPD has a violent, harmful history in our city's marginalized communities and it's incumbent on the new chief to make
acknowledging and repairing this harm their top priority. Most importantly, they need to remember at all times that police don't
make our community safer, they just enforce laws once they're already broken. Actual community safety is proactive and
upstream. That requires reinvestment and compromise on the part of the department in a way that has been vehemently rejected
at every opportunity so far.
Hire Jim McDonnell
We are vibrant and diverse and want to feel safe again.
We value immigrants and their cultures.
In 2016, Long Beach was a great place to live. Not anymore.
Hopefully, you will be able to succeed in spite of the Mayor and the majority of our city council.
We would like to have safe streets back.
Intricate issues of each and every neighborhood within the city.
Although we are a big city we behave like a bunch of small towns. There's a lot of hard stuff going on, crime, gangs, drugs and
people living on the street, but we also have a lot of people that want to help, and to help each other.
They should understand there is a large defund movement and be ready to earn the community’s trust.
We are a diverse community with an increase in crime (house break ins, car break ins, shoplifting, speeding) and a generally unsafe
feeling that we once had her in Long Beach...a feeling many of us took for granted. We now have homeless living anywhere and
everywhere they want. We need to get Long Beach back on track
No
It'll be a tough slog dealing with the politics... but that's the jod I suppose.
White supremacy is alive and well in LBC and the police are at the helm. We have to stop it.
We are diverse and worthy of respect/dignity.
Long Beach is diverse and beautiful. Please keep it that way.
Very hard working, open-minded, law abiding citizenry that’s tired of criminals getting away with thefts and shootings.
We're diverse, like any other big city. Stop trying to cater to everyone's group or personal agendas. We just want a safe city.
It is very scary to be a pedestrian here.
Our neighborhoods are like small towns in a big city. We love our city and we want our kids to grow up in a safe environment in
Long Beach.
Our diversity
Know that 10 years ago we almost didn’t have any homeless
The neighborhoods are too noisy — excessive loud music heard from cars, illegal fireworks heard all year long. Some people drive
too fast in alleyways and drive through stop signs — Dairy Avenue between South St. and Market.
He/she must be aware to know the deepest or hidden problems in terms of peace and order.
That humans enjoy being free to make mistakes. Leave us alone if we’re not hurting or potentially hurting anyone.
It's about family, it's about family that loves preschool to University Journeys of a newborn and a near graduate and beyond...it's
about assisting those in need to get good local jobs so they stay out of trouble.
I'd like to see a Senior Doctor or Senior Nurse as the Chef of Police, the Head of the 'Social referee team', the top Uncle, the top
Aunt that all our citizens can call and get good answers to family questions and protection from ignorance at all stages of
development.
n/a
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We are badly impacted by gangs and homelessness, and people in these two groups account for an outsized proportion of the
crime in this city. Address these two issues first.
have lived or live in city
We are very diverse socio-economic community
?
Long Beach is a diverse community that helps each other.
As usual, there seems to be a disconnect between stats and the actual crime going on in our neighborhoods. Crime is rampant and
needs to be addressed. We need to feel safe in our own city.
That the Long Beach Police department is not respected because of their years of excessive force, horrible judgment calls and killing
of civilians. I truly hope this new person can help bridge the efforts between the community and their staff.
Yes..
We are more than just the urban Long Beach
They should already know, because you should choose someone that knows it already.
We need law and order.
Diverse good people- some in difficult situations- not the enemy.
We used to be a great community. That has changed over the last 15 years. We are slowly becoming a homeless "rights"
encampment, criminals not being held accountable for their crimes, and any type of thoughts outside the regime are dismissed.
Work honestly to keep the positive momentum going. Recognize the good efforts of others and provide more support services for
the emotional demands of your uniformed team.
We all want to get along. We respect our police officers. Please just KEEP the peace.
The most underserved or last heard with Public Works issues, less parks here. Not a lot of people like it when police are called. How
can we change that dialog.
Crime and homelessness are a growing problem
n/a
It's a half million people, but it's also a tight-knit community and we believe in the Long Beach Way and treating each other as
neighbors and honoring our differences and diversity.
There is a growing gang problem, there is a HUGE homeless problem, the current government officials are very political and think
that that the only people that need to follow the law are the tax payers. Everyone else gets a "get out of jail free" card.
Our diversity is not just with ethnicity, but sexual orientation and politically too...that we absolutely love our schools, parks and
youth athletics...that we’re open to real solutions helping the homeless and we love the outdoors.
A lot of homeless crimes in our area are happening and no solutions are being presented.
/
Long Beach used to be a safer community than most. The response time was reasonable. Criminals were arrested rather than what
is happening now. This is a very sad situation for those in the community who actually support the rule of law rather than anarchy.
That the residents are not happy with how the police department has been funded, which has resulted in the police being unable to
be successful for the residents.
N/A
N/A
Long Beach is extremely diverse in all dimensions: geography, population density, population lifestyle, wealth, race, and age.
Our Diversity and Racial mix
Homelessness is not some great evil which must be removed and eradicated through your officers. They need to be cared for and
there is little you can do about that. You have batons, you do not have homes. But there are programs out there which will home
them, that will feed them, which will help them. Please, please, please do not stop your homeless program at removing them from
the nicer areas of town. Use your boots on the ground to connect the homeless to programs that will actually help them.
n/a
Most residents are very grateful for our police but many of us do not trust our local politicians and especially the mayor to put
improved policing, which requires a significant bump in police numbers, above their own personal career agendas.
very diverse -- please have the proper experience to hit the ground running
Our community is very diverse and that makes us rich.
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Everything
We are a diverse and complex population, as any big city is. We have many things that make Long Beach special and our share of
problems that plague every town. I encourage the candidates make an effort to get out and move among the different
communities and get the pulse of concerns and needs. Everybody wants a safe, productive place to live. Acting in a vacuum or only
on hearsay doesn't usually lead to success in solving problems unless you have some understanding of the others viewpoint.
Long Beach is diverse and so are it's communities.
Any qualified candidates need to understand and respond to the needs of our varied communities.
They should know how to allocate resources, to impact violent crime.
Realize that Officers are your greatest source of information, and be receptive to their needs.
People will be frustrated by the hopeless situation with the homeless and with theft and other crimes being treated as a normal
part of life to be accepted and ignored.
crime rates are way too high
Crime is becoming more visible in my neighborhood in east Long Beach, which is the first time I've noticed it since I moved here 20
years ago.
the importance of active enforcement as a tool to improve public safety.
Demographic make up of citizens per district. Crime issue listed in priority per district.
We are inherently good people, with some exceptions. Let's focus on the good ones, and stop the bad behaviors at a young age, so
we don't have to deal with adults pulling crimes. Opportunities for youth and young adults to excel would certainly help.
Long Beach used to be great, now not so much. Too many talented people are moving away due to crime and homeless issues.
We are so divided as much of the country currently is. The most difficult part of this division is our current and most visible leaders
in service (Police, Fire Fighters) show less impartial, inclusive, and empathetic service and more rhetoric that serves a derisive
narrative. Their leadership in showing best practices could go a long way in communities understanding and participating in efforts
that help all of us.
It is diverse and it is full of good, hard-working people and they deserve better than what they have been getting.
Don't give into "special interest groups" and don't worry about being transparent and having to explain to everyone, all the time
[about' policework'] and what l.e. does to maintain peace/law/order.
there are nice people of all types
We're mostly good hard working people and are extremely tired of the same repeat offenders that are tearing out communities
apart get basically a slap on the wrist for most of their offenses
It is super political and can be tough to navigate.
none
LBPD should be 100% focused on local issues and not be influenced by national movements.
Have integrity.
We are a community with various socioeconomic households; a diversity of cultures, races, genders, etc. We want to be included in
major decisions.
Consider the diversity of the population.
The South East side is not as safe as it used to be.
We are diverse but we're all capable of following the rules.
We are watching.
My mother brought us to LB in 1959 in response to the movement to integrate this community. 60 years later I have witnessed the
city become more diverse but along with this social and economic inequities increase. The city should divert funds from militarizing
the police and invest in educational, arts and culture, and sports programs. We had libraries and community centers funded in the
1970s and as a result less crime. The war on poverty works.
LB magnet for variety of people from entrepreneurs to homeless and everything in between. LGBTQI community protection and
inclusive. Thanks
We use to be a big city that felt like a small town...now we are a big city that feels like big city crime.
We're diverse in every sense of the word, but that doesn't necessarily define us.
Long Beach is a beautiful and regionally diverse city. We have the beach communities, downtown, north Long Beach, Port area, etc.
The citizens of our great city are equally diverse. All should receive the same level of response, support and respect, while at the
same time upholding the rule of law. Mutual respect is in order.
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None.
Diverse and each part of the city has unique problems
Various Districts are led by people with their own political agendas. Some are driven by a genuine need to help their constituents
some are driven by political greed. No police chief should be intimidated by political pressure by any leader in the community
Respect for the lawConcerns about disrespect for the law, shoplifting
We are sick of crime and no traffic enforcement
We are very diverse and want to be safe.
Our quality of life is being affected by homeless drug addicts.
Long Beach is many communities in one city. It would be helpful if the new police chief could do more to bridge this gap.
Candidates should be given extra points if they reside within city limits.
None
Extremely diverse
Need to understand crime in very diverse communities
For the most part, citizens appreciate and support our law enforcement.
Not sure
Long Beach is like no other community I know. We are diverse, caring and inclusive. This is our strength BUT that does not mean
that we openly tolerate a general feeling of intimidation from petty criminals in our neighborhoods. Our kids are scared to areas
like Second Street and the Belmont Pool because of the clear criminal activity that has been allowed and tolerated there in the
form of open drug use and intimidation. Please help.
Crime and homelessness
It's very diverse in terms of race and income
I see and hear people in the more wealthy parts of Long Beach who are so angry about crime that I think there is risk of shootings
involving these citizens if they feel threatened. There is a stand-my-ground, defend-my-property anger that I find frightening,
especially for young people and vulnerable people.
I hope that any candidates would do a comprehensive search to become familiar with LB. Also, I would like to see candidates walk
through the diverse neighborhoods anonymously to really get a feel for LB.
How to deal with homeless issues in large communities. Services are not working with those refusing to accept the services. Some
other action plan needs to be implemented.
There is a long history of violence in many communities and the only way forward is to invest in those communities and to give
people financial and educational resources, not to get the police involved. Move the interventions upstream towards prevention.
None
Be cognizant of port issues relative to law enforcement.
We want and need law enforcement, not a candidate that bends to lawless gangs or organizations.
Politicians continue to try dividing our community, which contributes to crime.
Street homeless people are out of control and need to be addressed. Most of the time, very little is done to appropriately deal with
crimes they commit, nuisances they pose to our neighborhoods and businesses and the residents are the ones who suffer.
That our diversity is our greatest strength.
People are fed up with crime and lack of enforcement. Releasing known criminals back into the community is the absolute worst for
all idea ever conceived.
Most people in Long Beach respect the police, but you will encounter some who view police as the enemy.
Diverse community with a significant homeless problem.
Neighborhood life is very important
We celebrate diversity. We care about our youth. We depend on our law enforcement to keep us safe with timely responses with
options for resolution of conflict.
If your bike hasn't been stolen, you don't live in Long Beach 😂
we appreciate the police and welcome the new chief
we have a crisis and it's only getting worse. Violent Crime is rising and we must correct the course.
Na
We are a big city with a small town community connection.
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We have crime and theft problems that need to be solved quickly
Long Beach is a terrific city with some not so terrific areas and some shady folks here and there. Good luck and keep smiling.
It’s a mess and used to be a beautiful city.
No
Attention to law and order and the quality of life for the tax paying residents of Long Beach.
Look at penultimate chief’s policy and procedures
That we don't want to have to walk out our doors and be confronted by homeless and unlawful people.
Long Beach is great, but the homelessness and petty theft crime is out of control. We pay A LOT of money for our homes here in
Long Beach and it would be nice if our local law enforcement helped protect our homes.
We have far to many transient/homeless in our communities. This makes our neighborhoods less safe, adds trash and filth and
uncleanliness. Just detracts from our living experience and the beauty of our parks, beaches and neighborhoods.
We are very young to very old
90%+ of the city are law biding honest people who are tired of being told THEY are the problem with crime while those commiting
the crimes go undeterred and unpunished;
Getting rid of any rotten apples within our police is always a challenge but we must continue to be vigilant! Conversely, Our police
offices should not be punished directly or indirectly for bad police activity in other cities or other states!
We love Long Beach and want it safe
We would like the candidate to know that for people that have lived in the community for many years and invested in the
community that we are really hopeful that crimes and disrespect for life and property and businesses can be resolved.
Focus on reducing crime
A lot!
That Mayor Garcia is a liar and a fraud and to not listen to a word he says. That Mayor Garcia actually lives in Palos Verdes, not Long
Beach, with his husband in a nice home that is protected by police who fight crime. That the city needs a strong on crime police
chief who will make our city safe for all tax-paying residents. That we as a community do not like Mayor Garcia because he
continues to ruin our beautiful city.
We follow everything Los Angeles does.
That we are underserved and not protected.
N/A
n/a
The City of Long Beach has many assets other cities do not have. We have California State University at Long Beach, Memorial
Hospital, Miller's Children's Hospital, A Veterans Hospital, the Port and many others. These assets bring many people to Long
Beach. We need to show these new potential residences that Long Beach is a wonderful city to live in.
N/a
Friendly
That we strongly care about our City. We want what is fair to all of our Long Beach citizens. Not what looks good to certain groups.
We are very diverse but we can all work together to make our community strong and accepting.
Most of the community is fearful of police, and what they legally have the right to do. I would like to see the community develop a
sense of trust with LBPD. Communication is key!
The city has both big city and small town issues.
N/A
Long Beach is racially and culturally diverse and we like it that way. We have a small town feel despite being a large city. Long Beach
has not historically had the huge homeless or crime problem. That seems to be a recent (4 years or so) development.
Sick of officers shooting residents holding garden hoses
That the current administration (mayor and most of city council) are puppets of Sacramento and not promoting an agenda that is
best for the city
Its in integrated community and needs to have fair treatment for everyone - non discrimination on basis of raceincome- gender. Would be good if the majority of the department lived in Long Beach with their families and policing themselves.
How diverse the community is.
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It’s gone downhill significantly in the past few years.
C
na
Diversity
No
We would like to see police on the streets more
It’s a very diverse community.
Hoping the candidates will already be well-versed in the community.
Long Beach is a diverse community with many long time residents that love this community and want to see it continue to thrive.
We are a good city. We need crime lowered
We are a diverse community and need to follow the Golden Rule with everyone.
Our diversity.
Pro police - especially for the size.
Long Beach used to be a great community to live in overall.
Violent gang problems such as drive by shootings were lessened in the early 90's. Now all of Long Beach faces criminal behavior
ranging from shoplifting, property crimes, and a resurgence of violent crimes. This needs to stop.
Very diverse, but a lot of love and loyalty for our city and we'd like to see it look nicer and be safer.
There is always more than meets the eye
We don’t have a housing problem. We have a drug problem. Arrest them and put them into drug rehab
We are a large area with good neighborhoods but we’ve all witnessed an increase of crime, theft, vandalism and vagrants.
N/A
We are diverse
We have a nice neighborhood surrounded by parks. Would like to keep the parks safe at all hours and especially the children.
Homelessness is in the flood channels and spilling out into our neighborhoods. We are hard working middle class people and would
like to see more of our tax dollars spent on issues that benefit us and not illegal immigrants.
enforce law and order
We do not want crime. It has been many years since police and prosecutors punished criminals to the fullest extent, and it has
emboldened criminals and invited more criminals to our city.
Diverse population
Just enforce the Law; protect private property without political interference.
We take pride in our diversity. We treat all minorities with dignity and respect, including the homeless.
The candidates should know Long Beach is a diverse community with an increase in gangs and homelessness concerns. The new
chief needs to be able to stand up to DA Gascon and his absurd changes in laws and prosecutions (lack of).
The voters are very upset that our City Police department are not allowed to enforce municipal codes. We need a police chief that
actually enforces municipal codes regarding ALL people. Stop Not enforcing when a homeless person is involved.
Suffering community to violence
That it is a collaborative community that wants to be involved in helping keep our neighborhoods free from theft and rampant drug
use. That we want those who keep us safe to feel empowered to do so. And that we need a bigger budget for our police
department, specifically more cops patrolling.
Long Beach has a special place that is very diverse. That the community more recently has turned into a place of road rage, apathy
when driving in terms of stop signs, littering, etc.
Every neighborhood is different in its makeup and there’s no one answer fixes all
How important small business are
I would like a candidate to be familiar with Long Beach and surrounding cities.
none
I would like a potential candidate to understand how much we care about our community and would hope that we could all work
together.
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Beside being very diverse ethnically, its also economically, educationally, and sexually (LGBTX )very wide ranging and you can't just
cater to your "tribe" whatever it is, and expect to get the support of the community. Not all community members speak, but they
DO watch, listen, and talk to their associates.
That we are diverse and passionate about our city
The homeless are a huge problem
LB is a great community with a very diverse population who want to live in a clean safe city
Diverse
Rampant bad motorist behavior making my hometown the MOST dangerous it has ever been
Crime committed
How diverse it is
We are a big small town. I have lived here most of my 64 years on planet earth and generally enjoy the various social and
recreational areas. However, I have personally seen a steady decline in some areas where the homeless and criminal elements have
taken hold.
The main areas of concern for each district and how they intend to solve these issues.
That crime is coming into areas that it previously has not been.
Knowledge of Long Beach, Experience with technology oriented tools to envision future of policing. How to make the community
safe and responsive again, as the City is moving to much more density in ALL neighborhoods with respect to housing construction.
The quality of life in LB has continually declined decade after decade and it is due to decreased police presence and lack of focus on
crime reduction.
Our communities are made up of all kinds; rich, poor, crooks, criminals, opportunist and just plain good citizens of every color and
sex. Each want to be held accountable for their good or poor decisions and not treated differently based on their color, sex or
financial status. This generation are receiving the message its ok to do crime because the police doesn't care. Who changes that?
Crime has dramatically increased in Belmont Shore and Naples
Long Beach is very diverse
Long Beach is a terrific community where people living here are very well invested in making sure Long Beach remain a safe and
progressive community. People are engage in the safety of their community. We are considered the most diverse city not only in
demographics, culture and businesses.
We are extremely disappointed in lack of police response to increased crime. LB is constantly unsafe by most occupants & police
must take responsibility to change this.
The City of Long Beach is an amazing place where great people live and work. The opportunities are limitless to make positive
impacts in public safety. But anyone coming in from the outside must be aware of the fact that Long Beach has shown a reality that
the small percentage of special interest groups somehow prevail in creating policy compared to the majority of hard working
people who are too busy supporting their families to be in City Hall when the mayor and council are paying attention. A bee chief
who truly wants to do the right thing will need to know it won’t be as easy as doing what is right, they will have to fight against
political interests more than any other city in LA or Orange County.
We need a collaborative spirit in addressing the needs of people living on the street.
It is very diverse
Long Beach is a diverse community. There are some communities less fornuate then others, but I think for those who live in
communities that are well maintained and appreciated by their neighbors, we want to continue living that same way and what our
Chief to know we care for the communities we live in.
N/A
Have advanced historical knowledge and understanding of community struggles, outreach events and understand the police v.
community mentality.
Long Beach is a neighborhood city, so understand the need of each.
Diversity
Everything
We don’t all agree with what’s been going on, most of us support the LBPD
Community members are very proud of their community. They would like to work together for change and a more positive
environment
n/a
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I would like them to know that the community of Naples supports the LBPD and would encourage the new chief to be transparent,
be present, and be involved in each community. I would want him/her to understand that although we are a very large city, with a
wide variety of needs; we ALL strive to live in a city that is safe.
We are a community of strong neighborhoods. Work with other city departments on research based initiatives.
We have a diverse community. Everyone has differences and challenges in their life. Demand everyone share responsibility for their
actions equally.
That is diverse but can work together
It was to help fix the issues and problems of homelessness and crime
That we are tired of the crime, gang problems, homelessness related problems, and that we no longer feel that our City is safe. I’ve
been here over 40 years, and I never felt overwhelmed by crime & feeling unsafe like I do now.
It used to feel a lot safer and not smell of urine. We had to move our mail to a PO Box 5 years ago to keep packages safe. Our
neighbor was attacked in the alley (st. Joseph/ocean) by a homeless man. He didn’t even report it because he doesn’t think the
police can do anything to help. That’s sad.
Work with each city council member to understand the communities law enforcement requirements and develop a plan to adapt
strategies to meet each district's needs.
We are a diverse community that seeks to be in relationship with rather than having things done to/for us. Please consider the
voices of the people and consider those perspectives as well.
Traffic violations are rampant
The true law abiding citizens support and trust LBPD.
complexity of a city with an airport and a large busy commercial port as well as extensive beaches and parks. The next chief will
need to understand and be able to communicate with many diverse departments.
Everything….we need a chief that lives where they work.
Same as #6 Be a resident of Long Beach
The need for crime reduction
The City Council and City Manager will tell you what to and what not to enforce, without regard to law.
If they don’t know enough about our community, they shouldn’t be in the police force serving it.
Luna did a lot of damage to the department reputation so trust will have to be regained which will take time. Luna blockaded pine
ave to prevent peaceful Black Lives Matter protesters for simply marching, then shot rubber bullets at them. Meanwhile completely
abandoned the city to looters who ended even destroying the block that the original blockade was on (between 1st and Broadway)
while he was on the local news oblivious. Then. TEH after action report took zero responsibility,
The diversity of the city’s population. Crime trends and prevention and education programs. Morale and attitudes of current
officers in force - and be open to listen to their suggestions and advice.
They should already know
It is extremely diverse. From Bixby Knolls, Belmont shore, to central Long Beach, to downtown, to Cambodia District. Again why the
Chief position should be filled by someone who already serves the city of Long Beach.
We are an extremely diverse city, racially and religiously. There is a great need to respect and highlight all groups.
There are many community members that support and appreciate our officers.
We are being more and more impacted by the crimes brought into our neighborhood by drug addicts, felons, and homeless. And
nothing is being done to curtail the activity as the police hands are being tied.
That it is very unique
Everyone is treated equally under the law and if you commit a crime you will be held accountable For that crime no excuses.
We are a very diverse city, socio-economically, racially, etc.
We are a fairly large city.
Long Beach has an economically and ethnically diverse population and a lot of complexity (e.g. a port, an airport and its own school
district). There's a lot to manage.
Long Beach is a beautiful city
Know where their concerns are
Their is a large underserved ( law abiding) majority that has seen their security and property at risk because of the current political
atmosphere.
Homeless in Long Beach
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Homeless issues
We are pro police. We want results when we call 911 or report crimes. We are tired of quality of life going down hill. Homeless, the
mentally ill and drug addicted people around here seem to have more rights than we do. We are tired of it.
District 1 is out of Controll. Mary Zendejas is no good! We need our gang unit back and we need a Council person
Great Community small percentage of people cause most of the problems. Address the quality of life issues for businesses and the
working class people in the city.
It has been going downhill very quickly and criminals know that they can come to Long Beach and commit crimes because the PD
will not do anything about it so therefore they can get away with anything. A ton of residents are fleeing LB as no one feels safe
anywhere in this city anymore.
All people have an investment in the city.
We have issues with crime and homelessness
n/a
That it is diverse
Dealing with mentally ill/diversity
The city council is erroneously trying to make Long Beach the next Oakland/San Francisco Bay area. Crimes by the homeless are up,
crimes by mobs are up. We need a Police Chief who will tell the City Council to pound sand and enforce the laws of this city, the
state and the federal government.
N/A
Diverse
There is little respect of the police department at this time
We need a real police dept that does not cater to unions nor politics.
Rich in history, diversity and loyalty. Respect is earned, not given. Treat us fair and we will respect your jobs and efforts.
our unique diversity
Long Beach, on a national scale, is a very large city. It has a lot of potential, due to its location in Southern California and being a
beach city with a large international and Pacific facing port. There is lots of room for growth , It is therefore essential that Long
Beach's national ranking is raised as a safe city to live and work in.
Long Beach has a lot of potential as a community, but it needs to be safe
There is a history of not enforcing current laws
Makeup
it is very diverse and great community....and yet the problems are there...and there should be more police cars driving the areas of
ALL our city! Let them be seen .
We are diverse: 14% Asian; 15% Black; 31% Latino, and 41% White/ Hawaiian /AIAN. And the department ought to be
representative of this diversity as close to this distribution as possible
Communities want to be valued as friendly participants (give them the opportunities), not hostile enemies.
Historically Long Beach has always been (since the 60's) a very nice place to live but Long Beach government has always been
corrupt... just look at the budget and try to justify the slice police and fire get?
Long Beach has amazing potential and a lot of community leadership which can support his efforts
LB is diverse
Somos diversas culturas viviendo en la ciudad.
It's diversity, geography, languages spoken, history, legacy of structural racist practices in the city (redlining, etc.).
Just because we live on the east side doesn't mean we don't have problems. Be proactive and have presences.
We need help in every level! We need someone that can handle Long Beach with all it’s different people backgrounds and ideas.
We need the law to be transparent and kind in mix with Tough not weak policeman but kind ones.😊
it's a hot mess right now! No enforcement of law because hands are tied.
The City of Long Beach is the BEST city in California.
We are diverse!
none
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diversity of our community, rising crime rate, political bias of our community (left leaning), coastal beach community, and California
politics.
no
Diversity. Not just in cultures, but in mindset of the residents of LB
that it needs a lot of help to bring it back to normal and have a good quality of life for everyone in this once beautiful city of Long
beach
We are in emergency mode. There must be money to hire a lot more police officers
Living in different parts of long beach I have seen the bias in how police officers respond to emergency calls. Understanding the
diversity of our Long Beach residents is extremely important during problem resolution. Every person is important and should be
treated with respect.
WE NEED YOUR RESPONSE!!! WHEN WE CALL FOR HELP SHOW UP!! IMMEDIATELY!! NOT HOURS....THEN WHATEVER HAPPENED IS
OVER. MANY BIKES BLOW THROUGH STOP SIGNS TOO. NOBODY CATCHES THEM. I SHOULD SIT ON CORNER FILMING. DO NOT
COME TO OUR CALL AND SAY THERE IS NOTHING YOU CAN DO!!
We have a rise in shootings and a rise in mistrust between the community and the police dept.
Please do not allow corruption to cloud your judgement. Keep your integrity. Hear out the community in regards to your officers.
Do not be bias. Listen to the community. There is a need to build back trust in the community and it starts with you holding officers
accountable for their actions. We need role models for our kids. We the police and you to be actively involved in the community.
Hold meetings and listen to us. But be transparent.
Everything!
We want less crime, but we want police to have higher behavior standards, less violence, less discrimination. It can be done.
Respect the income diversity, successful people are not the enemy
N/a
That we are a large, wonderful , and diverse community.
don't be soft!
Citizens want the homeless individuals to be helped, not just relocated temporarily, just for them to come right back.
N/A
NA
I don’t know the stats, but it seems like we have a lot of gun violence. If the potential candidates have experience with solving that
problem, that would be helpful.
We are a large and astonishingly diverse city with many small neighborhoods that feel like small towns. So the local stations can
impact each neighborhood by being visible and accessible.
Beat cops are important
Diversity
It's diverse. Homelessness is a crime of humanity.
There is lots of pride in LB. El
The candidate should know that most everyone in Long Beach knows someone, or is someone, that has had a bike stolen or a car
broken into.
The candidate should realize how big Long Beach is. From the Westside to El Dorado on the East, and from the 91 Freeway down to
Ocean Blvd. We are all from Long Beach, please consider all of us in all of your decisions. Yep, it's a tall order considering how
diverse we are in all aspects. Good luck and I hope you do well.
It’s diversity
It’s diversity and history
I you'll pick someone from out community, they'll already know. The one person who would fit all of the qualities and
characteristics I've chosen is Retired Commander Josef Levy. I don't know if he'd be willing to accept the position, but, please ask
him and consider him.
Also, another candidate, who was in the running 7 years ago, would be Commander Laura Farinella, who went on the Laguna
Beach PD as Chief. She, by rights, should have been Long Beach's choice in the last selection. Both of these candidates already know
about OUR community.
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The new chief of police needs to know that the city council, the mayor, and the city manager will never ever support actual law
enforcement in this city.
It is outrageous that we don't have any police funding for gangs, that we allow homeless all over the place in this city, and the
politics of this city are always going to allow for Marxist liberal anarchy riots like we had to put up with because stupid BLM games
of destruction.
We need a chief who can make decisions.
It’s a great place to live and work.
Long Beach is a diverse and wonderful City to live in and we want our Police and Police Chief engaged in the community at all levels.
Our community is strong and our leaders know what we need. Gang units are not an effective tactic for addressing gang violence.
We need to work at the root of the problems by turning off the sink instead of just trying to mop up the water on the floor.
The city is in dire need of leadership. The city needs someone to step up and push back against the terrible decisions put in place by
the Governor, the DA, the mayor, and the city manager.
Nothing
Many of us aspire and actively contribute to our community. We want to see it thrive.
I'd want any chief to live in Long Beach
Ways to engage homeless population and get the support
Residents feel unheard and uncared for by our current police officers. We are forced to wait many minutes even hours for
responses from either dispatchers or responding officers. When we do get responses, they are not given with care and concern.
Apathy is common from employees. Quality of life is declining in Long Beach and the lack of care from our current police
department is contributing to this.
That it is time to move Long Beach forward and stop relying on “that’s just the way Long Beach is” mantra
One size does not fit all. Take into account the great diversity in our city.
Memorial Day Weekend of 2020 the downtown area was sacked by an out of control mob. This had already happened in LA and
Santa Monica that weekend. Why wasn't LBPD prepared? Why weren't arrests made on the spot? The TV news cameras caught the
chaos and broadcast it nationwide. Let's have a comprehensive report on the number of after the fact arrests that were made,
number of prosecutions, number of convictions and number of people jailed.
My encounters with LBPD officers have always been very positive.
As much as possible about who we are from history to where we are today.
???
Long beach can be better but only if those in charge aren't lazy and take action
Everything
Dynamic, diverse, we are about our neighborhoods. Strong sense of community and support but we feel as if we are on our own
living the 'Wild West' many times. i.e. Fri- Sat. nights along Ocean Blvd. near the bluffs. Car races are out of control.
You will be scrutinized by the community.
Appreciate the diversity and ab;e to speak and acknowledge the disparities in faced by people of color. Understand the
disproportionate number of incarceration of people of color.
Long Beach is a city of diverse neighborhoods and diverse populations. Each neighborhood has its own needs and problems.
We don’t like seeing our city deteriorating. Shooting at the Pike. Homeless drug attics shooting up in residential areas near El
Dorado Park.
That LB has many communities within its borders made up of long time residents whose families often go back generations in LB.
The diversity and how large our city is. The problems we face at the port and with the homeless.
Crime is growing & I've postponed house hunting in Long Beach due to the crime level that currently appears unmanageable.
That it is diverse and also that crime is at an all time high in our neighborhoods, not just downtown. The neighborhoods are being
hit harder than I've ever seen in living here over 50 years. The level of crimes being committed have escalated and greatly changed
the quality of life here in long beach
Long Beach is more than the self-involved cliques that dominate City Hall and the office of Mayor Garcia
The diversity of LB, and understand it has a large LGBT community, a large population of mentally ill and physically ill persons living
in Gov. housing and be sensitive to their needs and treat them with dignity and respect. Help them no arrest them.
Know that gang and homeless crimes should be punishable
We don't trust our authorities for the most part. Corruption at all levels is rampant and unchecked.
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Nothing - They should should discover Long Beach without any preconceptions.
Long Beach is a beautiful place to live. I love that we're not LA, but we are are big enough to have an urban feel yet small enough to
feel like a community that people care about.
we are very diverse
That it's one of diversity, one that respects law enforcement, but wants results. Also, that many of us want traffic laws enforced to
the max. I know that budgets are stretched, but traffic law enforcement seems to be low on the priority list. We love our LBPD, and
we want LBPD to continue to get better for the sake of all it's citizens.
we are diverse and love our community
It is extremely diverse.
we're a small but large community and ALL sections of the City of Long Beach should be patrolled, not just the heavy crime areas ,
because our section of Long Beach is driven by all the time, but i'll bet most officers don't even pay attention to the businesses.
Be experienced about all communities within Long Beach
That it's getting worse by the day with residential break-ins, its overrun with homeless, that the quality of life of its residents is
being eroded.
We are angry that the police chief acts like a politician instead of the chief of the cities only law enforcement body
We are diverse in many ways other than ethnicity and race. We love our community and would take pride in it more if we felt
supportive, empathic policing
Making an effort to ensure crime is reported. Updating statistical data electronically that is meaningful to better manage the
workforce
Be familiar with city and residents.
Our community expects the law be enforced and expects its new chief to fully support L.B.P.D. officers
Deep understanding of who we are, our histories, our neighborhoods, our communities, our social priorities, our frustrations with
the burgeoning homeless crisis
we need help
Long Beach is diverse and has many citizens committed to improving our quality of life
Long Beach is a diverse city with a large population of underserved residents.
How culturally diverse we are. And how financially diverse we are.
REALIZE THAT THERE ARE VERY DIVERSE AREAS IN LONG BEACH AND EACH HAS VARIOUS PROBLEMS
It's a great community
Long history of diverse communities within the city. Need to work on communication between neighborhoods
pass
Please let the public know who they are, what they’d like to do for the community, and what their plans are.
Violence and homelessness is the worst I've ever seen it here in Long Beach. People are really struggling right now more so than
ever and the need for humane, caring police officers is greater than ever.
There are more good people, than bad.
everything need to know where the historic problem areas are and realize they have been problem areas for at least 50 years
Long Beach is a very diverse city with it's big problems. Large gangs are here and a bad homeless problem. Having said that it is an
overall wonderful town with some very nice areas.and parks. Most of the people like and respect the officers.
Many people don’t have enough and have to make hard decisions because of it, and they should be treated with compassion
hispanics have a large voice in the community. hispanics are the majority in la county. homelessness is ruining neighborhoods.
The need to know its history... good and bad. Need to know the make up of the community. They too need to know the politics of
the community. It too the good and bad. They too need to know ahead of the time percent of "bad apples" of the department. And
most importantly they need to support vaccine mandates and if not will to enforce they need to move on.... along with those
officers not willing to be vaccinated. "Don't let the door hit you on your way out... thank you!"
That its going downhill.
We are in trouble
Each community has its own unique problems and not every district or Neighbour are treated same.
LB is diverse
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Long Beach deserves a police chief who sees their role as a partner and collaborator with a team of departments who keep our
community safe and thriving. The health department and their violence prevention team must be critical partners along with DMH
and other trusted community organizations.
The LBPD defunding itself over the past 10 year, due to $30 million is lawsuits paid resolve misconduct and brutality. The police
budget is still 48% of the total city budget. This has meant that the communities have suffered with a lack of police presence. The
communities feel neglected, abandoned, frustrated, and scared.
NA
There is a large silent majority that support you, that are fed-up with the entire dept getting a bad rep due to a few bad officers &
we hope that the dept will stop shielding these few, & change the paradigm of 'loyalty'. Also, If someone were to point something
that looked like a gun at me, in the dark, I would have to react in self-defense, adrenalin going, & shoot them before they shoot me.
If the officer is exonerated, there should be no public funds having to pay for lawsuits & causing more stress to an already-stressed
officer & his family. If he IS found to have acted in an unlawful way, then throw the book at him, & the dept should be the first to
do that. If public sees the dept being responsible, perhaps more people will give the benefit of the doubt to the dept again.
That we are really all just people who are proud of our community and the city in which we live. Please just keep doing right by all
those you and your offices protect in out community.
That we have a very diverse community.
Understand that we have college students living in every part of long beach and we have to keep them safe as well.
The gangs and gun violence are the two most important issues
It's really one of the greats
Even though it is large it is small net community
How diverse our population is and the need for the department to reflect that in its hiring practices and responses
There is so much variety! Turn interactions with other citizens into learning sessions and debrief others on what you have
discovered.
It’s diverse and requires all people to be treated fairly and the same. No exceptions.
Long Beach represents diverse communities from all backgrounds. Unfortunately, these last few years, the divisiveness has grown
(you can see most evidently on the app, Nextdoor). It would be great if he/she/they can bring the community together and help
bridge an understanding (through town halls/livestreams/answering Q&A on Nextdoor). This would also show accessibility and an
intent to truly engage with the community.
We are here for the long term. Are you?
Na
Police should know in detail the amount of time that is used by police officers to deal with homeless ness issues along with mental
health issues.
no
That long beach is very diverse city.
It's extremely diverse. There is a huge gap between the haves and have nots. Homelessness is an epidemic. Use of meth and other
dangerous drugs is epidemic. The city is more concerned with attracting big development than in the safety, comfort and happiness
of the city's residents.
The police union gives large sums of money to politicians yearly for influence. eg: the City attorney and the city council
N/A
I'm feeling less safe in Long Beach lately with the amount of homeless, graffiti, turned over trash cans, and skidmarks from vehicles
doing donuts in intersections. Broken window theory. If we can't prevent it we need to clean it up or it just becomes normal.
Very diverse.
We care about our police, we care about our community, we want to work together to make the City of Long Beach better. A city
we can be proud of. We are all equals. All this talk about Race is a bunch of Hoopla!
Long Beach is a wonderfully diverse and lively city. I am sure it is not an easy gig for city officials, but it should be rewarding to
anyone up to the challenge.
If the next Chief comes from within LBPD, they will already know about our community and how to best serve it.
our diversity is our strength
none
- Deversity
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The department needs to make up for past abuses to earn our trust. We don’t think diverse hiring is the solution, we’d rather
decrease the scope of policing in favor of funding other agencies that address the root causes of crime.
How our diversity can be used as strength
We want the police to stand up for the citizens against the businesses, not the other way around.
Need more aggressive enforcement
NA
Long Beach is very diverse, & it may need different approaches
Crime, drugs and homelessness has gotten worse
For the most part, this city is proud of its diversity.
Community members are frustrated about events not being addressed such as theft of personal property or children being
harassed or threatened by people on the streets, etc. I realize that the police must follow the law, but common sense tells you that
these things shouldn't be happening without some consequence to the perpetrator.
We're tired of the rise in crime.
Need better street lighting
Candidates need to be involved with residents to be aware of their needs and the issues that they care about. Decision-making
should not be done exclusively from an office with a group of people in suits without a thorough knowledge of the pulse of the
community!
protestors are not the enemy if peaceful and non-violent
It used to feel safe and now the effects of higher crime and homeless encampments are taking a toll on our trust of law
enforcement to help us
We are very diverse.
We shouldn't have to tell them. They should already know the community and dig in to get to know it even better.
Clean us up! There has been a remarkable decline in the last 10 years!
We are a diverse community and although we are Los Angeles County we are different. And we should be treated differently. And
positive way. We want crisis intervention services we don't want jail we want community understanding and involvement.
It's very diverse and that a lot of changes need to be applied
The people are tired of the high crime
How diverse the city is.
..
We want smart solutions to community challenges where law enforcement is the last resort, not the first.
I want them to be from the community they are serving and understand the LBPD policing structure so be from the LBPD
department.
There is a large homeless population. Rather than criminalizing them, direct them to NGOs and City resources to solve their
situation.
All residents deserve respect and consideration not just the wealthy, home owners, property owners, business owners.
NA
NA
Gang identification/intervention; cultural diversity
We are very diverse in every aspect.
Understanding the important role that the neighborhoods play in making Long Beach a great place to live.
We are diverse
Citizens have become complacent to what represents a medium security penitentiary. As a US Veteran I feel less safe, and sleep
less, here than I did during my short time in Afghanistan.
Washington District is number 1 in crime so shut down or limit business hours of establishments that allow drug trafficking and
liquor stores that contribute to violence.
It seems like inaction is bringing out the worst in people.
Ethnic diversity
Diversity
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Know the diversity. Respect the neighborhood.
Arrest
We are diverse with a wide spectrum of community needs.
N/A
The city is made up of a diverse group of people and each area of Long Beach deserves the same level of policing. I think the police
in my area have done a great job in response time. All officers should be required to attend training in diversity, ethics, leadership
and communication. Some situations require brut force and some can be deescalated. It would be great if the police and the
communities could hold events together like food drives or handing out Christmas presents to under privileged families.
Drivers should bear the primary burden of responsibility for traffic collisions given that cars carry much more metal and mass, are
capable of reaching higher speeds more quickly, and they isolate their operators from the outside world which can greatly reduce
situational awareness. All these factors make them the much deadlier roadway user compared to bikes and pedestrians, yet it's
often bikes and peds that are "punished" when collisions involving these more vulnerable roadway users go up. Meanwhile, drivers
are allowed to speed excessively, run red lights, perform dangerous maneuvers, all over the city without consequence (until they
hit someone else).
Crime is steadily increasing and citizens are getting frustrated.
N/A
The city of Long Beach is made up of a lot of diverse communities with many differences. The entire police force needs to know and
understand this and treat each community and each individual with the same respect.
?
Our many community assets, that we are a culturally and linguistically diverse community.
A city made up of several cities- full of diverse residents.
Respect for our many different cultures will be of utmost importance.
Unsure
get to know the people, employee's (if you don't know where you've come from you don't know where you're going)
We are far more supportive of good policing than the loud would have you believe.
Our children fear the police. We fear the police on behalf of our children. We would like to have that trust that we will ALL be
treated fairly and not gunned down. We have a lot of different kinds of people and while all may not be model citizens, care should
be taken to avoid painting entire communities with that broad brush based on zip code.
It’s important
To pay attention to community
Not all Mexican-Americans like to be referred to as "LatinX"
Long Beach is made up of dozens of small, yet strong communities. Most of us love our city and its mix of ethnicities and cultures.
We have a tolerant and diverse community, from all walks of life, including a history of embracing the LGBTQ community. Long
Beach has long been a working class community but many on the lower end of the income scale are being pushed out with high
rents and housing prices.
it's multi-cultural and multi-ethnic but suffers from economic inequality and voter/citizen apathy and the influence of specialinterest groups
I would like potential candidates to know that our council has really hurt the PD in # of officers and that crime has increased
significantly due to their political agenda.
Long Beach is a University city with excellent public schools and a diverse community relative to age, gender, income level,
educational level,, culture and race.
The LBPD historically has not been held accountable for police shootings; there must be a system of accountability that reduces use
of force and killings of unarmed citizens.
We are very diverse and everyone is important.
We support our police department and look forward to working collaboratively with the various neighborhood associations to
make our city safe for its residents.
It needs work especially North Long Beach. It is definitely diverse.
N/A
we are diverse. We do support responsible, respectful police.
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Officers actually enforce laws instead of pulling up and then driving away saying there is nothing they can do
How to work with the existing community groups. Faith. BLM. Latin X. Cambodian. Black.
It's diverse and community oriented.
We've got everything from filthy rich to dirt poor, a variety of faces and languages, males and females and everything in between in
a pretty big city. Our cops may require more training than most PDs, for the variety of situations they may face.
We’re tired of police abuse without consequence. Black Lives Matter
Diversity should be respected and embraced
Politically and ethnically Diverse; a huge variety from one neighborhood to another;
Long Beach is a great city! Your going to love it
Seniors are important.
The people are sick of the homeless & homeless advocates having more rights than tax paying citizens.
We are a large, vibrant and diverse city. All neighborhoods and segments of its population should be equally protected and should
feel police are there for t
We are a diverse city with citizens of various socio economic levels, ethnicities, and educational backgrounds and the make up is
rapidly changing.
That residents are getting tired of the crime in our neighborhoods. Many people on drugs stealing from residences, and mentally ill
people causing trouble. Seems with our current laws these people are allowed to continue with their behavior. At some point I
would expect people to push back on this criminal behavior. It won't be pretty. Law abiding citizens are getting fed up.
Diversity and socio-economic factors. Treat large city like small communities so that police can be trusted and respected and
revered in all neighborhoods
Residents in all areas of the City should be able to expect to live in safety. This is a wonderful place to live and work.
Our laws and ordinances.
It is diverse but the emphasis should not be solely on minorities
crime rate
There is a history of and a new rise in white supremacy in Long Beach and the LBPD. The current force refusing vaccinations and
their lack of obeying this order is troubling.
That our community is diverse, engaged, and outspoken about our needs. We respect the police department, and need an
individual who can collaborate and foster relationships with people of color, community organizations and residents.
extremely diverse with different neighborhood needs
Your bike will get stolen and will end up in a homeless encampment in one of the river beds. Get a PO Box for your packages, they
will also be stolen.
none
There needs to be profound change in the LBPD. It has to be transformational.
OUR COMMUNITY IS FULL OF LONG TIME LONG BEACH RESIDENTS NOT HAPPY WITH THE REDUCTION OF THE POLICE FORCE DUE
TO FUNDING.
It is a community is very diverse
For the most part we do take pride in our community
Big enough city to be challenging and have a breadth of resources while small enough to put your arms around problems and deal
with them
We love our community
We demand defunding the police department, getting police out of schools, reimagining public safety through community
investment
We need safe streets and schools for are kid’s
Each neighborhood has their own variety of people, businesses and problems. He/she should meet with residents of each
community to hear their concerns and suggestions for improvements. Police Chief can also mail/e-mail a survey to get feedback
and input form citizens.
I'm not sure what you mean by our community. The department has a thin-blue line mentality (as evidenced by the Chief-approved
patch/coin) and a community of supporters who cheer on police violence on social media. The LBPD and LBPOA feed this narrative
through their media strategies—with the LBPOA having an outsized influence on LB politics even though the vast majority of its
members live outside Long Beach. If you choose Chief from inside the department you are choosing to listen to that community.
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About the LGBTQ population and it’s long history here. This makes our community very different from most other areas.
The homeless are taking over the streets from law abiding citizens. This has to stop!
Potential candidates should’ve already been doing their homework or they shouldn’t be a candidate at all.
Long Beach is multicultural city.
That we don't want to end policing that we want them to do the job when call to protect and serve that we don't believe that all
police are Bias and Bad. The majority of us appreciate their being there to Help and Prevent Crime when we are in need of them.
That we want police officers to do anything but shoot citizens. we want them to disappear and have people who support the
growth of individuals.
Me gustaria que supierán que cada dia estamos más unidos y qie respeten nuestras opiniones que no nadamás las escuchen que las
hagan valer., y hay muchas necesidades y necesitamos de su ayuda.
Police in Long Beach are not nice and harasses minority and low income area
Old city slogan - Many diverse neighborhoods, one great city - is meaningful!
That we have close knit communities which have small town feels within our large city and there is a lot of diversity. And that most
people who live here love this city and feel strongly about wanting to regain our clean and safe beach community, keep our small
town feel while continuing to provide big city amenities and opportunities. We are tired of seeing criminal acts on our streets that
don't get addressed or solved.
n/a
n/a
Long Beach is a wonderful city with truly friendly and supportive communities. We have been poorly represented in the police dept
and treated disrespectfully by many officers. Most of us support and appreciate the work you do.
N/A
Diversity, goodness and gerousity of our community. They'll have heard the rest.
We are diverse
No
Our police are very hardworking
If they will add more academy classes if budgets allow.
Que conozcan la comunidad que ellos quieren servir .
That there needs to be a change the homelessness and crime is skyrocketing
N/A
We run better as a city when a chief comes from within the department and understands the department.
No response
The people of Long Beach need more police officers. We need to start hiring
The huge homeless problem
I would like them to know about the diversity
I would like them to have worked for the Long Beach police department or live in the city of Long Beach.
N/A
We don’t like crime- hold criminals accountable
It sucks and has been neglected for the last 20 years
Na
We are diverse and complicated community with our goods and our bads. We have a strong sense of community throughout the
city but that community is under siege and we'll need your help to get Long Beach back on track.
Homeless problem
Control on homelessness diversity
We support our officers.
They will find out if they get the position.
It’s in shambles
High violent crime, property crime, homeless crisis, and disturbances on public transportations.
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Long Beach is know as a big city with a small city feel. It is because of its diversity and 450,000+ individuals. The Chief will need to
bring public safety to the City but also to the needs of the various neighborhoods.
Know the community, speak with your officers, and stand up for your officers.
Diversity and ethnic makeup
As a community, we have an outstanding history, a lot to be proud of, and have a the potential for continuing to be a beautiful and
peaceful place to live.
Necesitan enfocarse en los niños y jóvenes hacer actividades positivas.
N/a
It's diverse and deserves fair and effective leadership.
Diversity
N/a
It’s a wonderful place that is worth fighting for.
We’re a very diverse community and our needs are just as diverse.
In addition to a diverse population our neighborhoods are unique and have different needs. Our citizens want to be engaged and
included in making sure Long Beach is a great city.
Parking is a huge quality of life issue. Deal with the parking issues - enforce the red zones, over limit parking, junk cars in
neighborhoods, etc.
Diverse communities of ages, LGBTQ, cultures, careers that are genuinely helpful to one another.
LB is a diverse community
We are diverse and that is a strength of the community.
Potential candidates should be from Long Beach and be familiar with all of its neighborhoods.
Has rapidly increasing violent crime and homeless vagrants
I would like the chief to know about the increase in crime and quality of life issues/homelessness
How to lower crime
We have too much violent crime guns drugs homeless and mentally ill. Work with us to change this
Very diverse, in all areas of society
We care
N/A
Bob smith is an asshole
The word diversity doesn’t capture the community. It’s a dynamic community with evolving needs. As evidenced by the several
rebuild & modernisation efforts throughout the city, we invest in our identity. It’s a special community with big city amenities &
problems, but with a small town spirit.
Nothing
It will be a lot of work. Not easy.
there is a lack of trust and we need to regain this trust
Live here and you’ll find out!
Hire from within the officers who reside here and care about their city.
Unsure
NA
NA
The mayor basically plays follow the leader with whatever Garcetti and Newsom do, which is never a good thing.
Very diverse there is a lot of crime. There has been an increase in shootings. Our city needs a Chief of Police that will take action
and implement a plan for there to be changes.
We want to be safe, we are not anymore and we feel helpless, and frustrated.
Not all areas of city feel equally serviced by department
no answer
There is a severe homeless problem and with it comes drug and crime and issues that need to be resolved.
N/A
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Our community is large and diverse. After the pandemic and social unrest nationwide, we need a leader that can bring us together
and help us heal.
That there are a lot of good people in LB that really care about our communities. I live in NLB that has a bad reputation due to low
income bad people. But there are many good people here that believe in law and order and has the police backs. Maybe once he's
situated in office, he could work on more police presence in the communities. I love to see police in the neighborhood it makes me
feel safer in my area.
Potential candidates should already know about the community.
We are diverse. Each section of Long Beach has great things about their community. However we need to address the top 3 mist
severe problems each neighborhood has regarding too agressive policing, not enforcing the laws enough and not enough officers to
respond to calls.
We love our city and want a safe, diverse community to live in
Our diversity is one of this communities strength. Generally, the various groups in long beach respect each other and Our police
should do the same.
Que hay varias organizaciones que estamos trabajando todos juntos para detener ó reducir la violencia con arma en nuestras
comunidades.
none
Long Beach is a diverse community and a one size fits all approach to policing is not beneficial.
LB is a vibrant, diverse, and for the most part, accepting of our differences. We need forward looking and thinking department
leaders.
That we are diverse, they need to not sit in the ivory tower and assume all is well…get out in the community and talk to people
that live there so you understand their issues snd concerns.
We are very diverse
its a community get involved. Biggest issue I see is drug crime/homeless crime. The problem with "homelessness" isn't about having
a HOME its drug abuse and mental health. Lets stop drugs, illegal alien gangs who are allowed to come and go freely at our border,
criminals who are dumped from all over the country into our community.
There is too much lawlessness in this city.
We are a great community with diversity and need a police chief that mirrors this
We have high expectations
Gangs should be treated as enemy of the state! They should all be destroyed to bring back peace in are communities.
Many people love this beautiful and historic city. We want to enjoy it without fear. There is a lot of pride here, and some people
feel like they are being ignored when they express concern.
N/A
We are diverse
That this community is diverse and impacted by intersectional social
Justice issues including poverty, lack of employment opportunities and housing insecurity. Prevention must take into account the
multiple layers of challenge that the highest needs communities face.
All Cops Are Bastards
Long Beach is a beautifully diverse community with unique challenges. The right chief will build strong support from all
representative communities- LGBTQ, homeless, API, black, Hispanic, aging, students…
None
Long Beach residents believe that they should be safe in their homes and neighborhoods and expect the police to "serve and
protect."
Some of our citizens need mental health and addiction services rather than jail time!
Not sure
The new chief should be aware of the out of control increase in violent crimes in this city, as well as how our elected officials,
especially the Mayor, are only in office for personal financial gain and could care less about the safety and well being of their
constituents.
Build trust and do it quickly.
Long Beach was a safe, friendly and effectively-policed city up to the 1980s. Somewhere along the way, too many people tampered
with that formula and the City lost its way. Study and learn the many mis-steps taken since the 1980s, then work to undo them.
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Long Beach is a beautiful and diverse city and it is important that our police department reflects and respects that.
The department needs to be a family focused on honesty.
Our community continues to partner with all agencies to improve safety awareness
Every facet of Long Beach is diverse. We don’t fit into one category.
Long Beach is full of residents who are native and/or who have lived in Long Beach for a long time and love the the City of Long
Beach and would love to see the city prosper.
Our community is very diverse. On one block you can have a lot of people without homes on another bordered homes. It’s great to
keep in mind both need same sense of safety. Low income zip code or not make sure you be aware of own biases and respect
everyone. People in low income communities might be hesitant to have policing 24/7 but they know it’s the best for the younger
kids. Most like knowing their kids can grow up in a safe community. If a police were to establish a good reputation in the
community they would be grateful instead of fearful of the police.
We are people who care about our neighborhoods, and want to live happy, with laws and the backup of our police department.
we don't have short memories and Gregory Sanders is not the spokes person for Black People in Long Beach
No answer
LBC is very diverse. All neighbors have a strong sense of community and crime, no matter how small, should not be
underestimated. Listen to the people as they have eyes and ears on the field. They know what's going on so don't dismiss anyone.
Diverse and Forgiving.
It does not have great faith in police force, and someone needs to come in and make an effort to change that
The community is at a cross roads. Significant, meaningful change is needed to address the issues of systemic racism.
N/A
We have a lot of illegals. Thankfully, no trannys. And the cops do a great job dealing with the criminals here.
There is more crime than meets the eye.
Most people just want to live their lives in peace.
We are watching and we care and you need to do better than the last one.
We don't need someone distracted by diversity politics and propaganda. We need the laws enforced and upheld.
My community is serious about reducing crime, especially thefts and break-ins.
Crimes are out of hand.
Understand the diversity of Long Beach is an asset and not a deficit.
I like the new 6th district council member, she's out in the community
We value our diversity
many diverse communities with great disparities of wealth and education
Thai Curry Pizza is great
Diverse in ethnicities but uniform in the desire to protect and enforce laws.
Na
That we are a community of law abiding citizens who disdain the current level of crime and disorder in our neighborhoods.
Nothing
No reply
Very diverse community
Our CM takes extreme pride in our community, and he would expect the same from our new chief. Honestly & integrity will be of
the upmost importance.
Diversity (neighborhoods) and ultimately a peaceful community if we could just get rid of the crime (thefts, etc)
Currently The Police have a public relations problem. Some people see misconduct among officers while others see a lack of
enforcement, both of which give a negative view of police. As a property owner it can be frustrating to see people simply get away
with crimes with no enforcement.
Law enforcement has an important function in our criminal justice system. A true patriot rejoices upon getting a parking ticket that
the system works. Law enforcement needs to build this kind of reputation with our communities.
That we will not tolerate another Luna.
That LB is a big town with many different neighborhoods.
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THAT CRIME AND QUALITY OF LIFE ISSUES HAVE SEVERELY DAMAGED THIS CITY
It is a very diverse community who does not have faith or trust in police. And this needs to change.
Many good, caring diverse involved people across the city.
.
N/A
How racist and brutal the police have been. How to bring change and fire bad police
We are a very diverse community with different needs per neighborhood, however, all are affected by homelessness, petty theft,
mentally ill, and drug abuse. I chose to live in LB because of its beautiful diversity. The majority of the residents get along and
support each other.
N/A
Crime statistics
It is diverse, rich in culture, NOT LA or OC and don’t want to be.
Long Beach is a large, diverse city with residents from all walks of life. It's not an easy city but we love it and they can to.
n/a
It’s not his kingdom.
It's pretty terrific. It needs some work, and they should be able to get it done!
Long Beach is a great city full of diversity and people with great ideas. Sometimes, those people just need to be motivated to
participate or or speak up.
N/a
Long Beach is Long Beach - we are a large small city
Strengths and weaknesses
.
NA
That crime is in the highest ever
We need better community- based policing with bad seeds weeded out and the union disbanded.
.
Crime had spike so much in many parts of long beach. Multiple shooting everyday in areas that once were calm with low crime.
It’s diversity, the history behind how everyone got here, the problems affecting each community and why.
Diverse Community-Work with different group of minority.
There has been a significant surge of shootings, mainly in Downtown, nearby areas andUptown. These are my main concerns.
There's more than one way to live in Long Beach. Not all communities are the same.
Large city with small town vibes. Get to know the diversity so you can serve.
we are a striving community with a high crime rate
Their record as an officer. Whether or not they have ever been accused of misconduct. Whether they support community
oversight. Whether they are committed to hiring from the community they serve. Whether they are willing to hold officers
accountable for misconduct, corruption etc.
We’re diverse
n/a
I suppose the uniqueness of our various communities. Long Beach is not homogeneous.
We are tired of the violence. While most officers leave the city to go home at night, I would imagine our chief would need to be a
resident. Perhaps more focus on the community, tougher enforcement for gang and petty crimes such as theft, and increased
outlook over QOL issues would bring the community together to help the department and the city to help itself.
The north and west need support to control the homelessness, drugs, and gang violence. It is getting to the point that children are
afraid of leaving the house.
.
The majority of this community wants vaccine mandates. Our mayor supports the mandates as well- he lost both his parents from
Covid.
N/a
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Long Beach is at a high risk for public protest with our concentrated and racially diverse population, so we need publicity in our
changes but reshaping the department should also be done openly with significant influence given to the underrepresented
citizens.
Lack of coverage in North LB especially above the 91 Fwy
What the city 🏙 boundaries are. The current state of affairs seems to be little or No police in Northern LB. Especially above the 91
Fwy
each community/ neighborhood has their own individualize needs. They should be aware of the crimes that are higher in that area.
For instance some south and west side areas have more gang related crimes than the east side of long beach.
We need better policing across the board
.
We are varied and TIRED of the same old same old! Come correct or stop telling us you're going to make changes
Our community is sick and tired of police misconduct. We see that LBPD punishes misconduct less often than 97% of other police
departments, while paying out more misconduct settlements than 87% of departments. This discrepancy is blatant, and our
community needs it to be addressed.
We like to meet the people in our town.
Our diversity is what makes us great. We need a Police Chief who sees the community and other departments as partners - not as
competition for funds or as the enemy.
N/a
Society changes. Community changes. Police departments have to change as well.
n/a
If there were born and raise in Long Beach, they should already know what our community is about.
The city is many communities with different issues that vary widely from each community.
Serve underserved community. Understand the residents have lack of value due to prolonged and generational poverty that
produce more criminals. Thus, more police presence is necessary.
there are many good areas of Long Beach, and some very challenging areas that will have a greater number of calls for service yet
somehow balance out so all areas are covered with reasonable response times
Hire within the department
There is work to be done.
WE ARE STRONG AND WE SEE EVERYTHING AWAY FROM POLITICS
We are diverse and expect more from our leaders.
I have lived in Long Beach for 35 years and never have heard of so much crime ever in our area. This is a tragedy. It use to be a quiet
surrounding neighborhood. Now we see a temp homeless shelter that is open, but homeless are living in alleys and corners. A
Marijuana dispensery in a corner and cross streets that has more crime and accidents in the recent few years. I dare not walk
outside when night falls. Hire more experience police officers, so we may have their presence as a deterrent before crimes will be
committed. I do not feel safe and it is very difficult to know if those are fireworks or gunfire. Walk our neighborhoods and get to
know the community. I support our police and believe we need them to keep our neighborhood and businesses safe. Thank you.
There is no where safe for children to be. The parks and playgrounds are covered with homeless people and their trash.
The diversity and goodness of our community
We desperately need resources. Real, sustained funding that we can use to care for each other. We see the police department
receive almost $300M a year and wish that money could instead go towards housing, healthcare, or social programs. We are tired
of being profiled, spied upon, and harassed by men with guns who live in other cities.
This is a large city that is being funded like a small city. We need more police per capita!!
Crime prevention & safety. Status update on pressing issues that require action ASAP.
Getting the big motor homes off our streets & helping the homeless!!
Diversity, we need more patrolling in our neighborhood.
It would be nice if the candidate came from our community
Our communities are diverse and deserving of the same respect as those of non diverse communities
Long Beach is diverse. We need to have a balance of dealing with different communities but also do what is necessary to keep
people safe. The balance of pleasing everyone is very hard in the city.
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Long Beach is very diverse and faces many challenges. Leadership comes from every level and all levels/positions needs to be held
accountable
It’s gone downhill since 2018. Police don’t do anything about homeless encampments and mentally-disordered offenders. Increase
in public maturation, and police just tell them to move on. Come on, people! We are raising kids here!!
Many different cultures make up our community...learn how to communicate and be respectful of our challenges.
Homeowners love Long Beach!
In NLB we have a huge homeless crisis that needs to be addressed. District 9 has the highest amounts of children and single family
homes, but we have always been the dumping grounds for LBs homeless and criminals. We need more patrol near the outsider
border of the city.
everything
Long Beach has a history of race related gang activity that starts at a young age.
There is no order.
That the community is extremely diverse - not only with racial/ethnic backgrounds but with upbringings and life experiences. What
affects/is important to one person may not affect or be important to another
It’s history and it’s people
We are truly diverse demographically, socio-economically and geographically and all have different needs and expectations.
We need our community to learn how to trust the PD again.
Someone from the City of Long Beach would be plus
n/a
AA
Or a diverse community add a big little city we need to look at the prevailing winds I make decisions on how to better our
community we struggle with homeless we struggle with crime.
Long Beach is a diverse and connected community.
LBPD is not respected in any community or income group. Officers are lazy and too often refuse to even take reports from citizens.
Effects of the port and its business.
They want to feel safe.
Crime. It’s time to hold criminals accountable. Last time I checked criminals come in all colors.
?
No Comments
Many of us are progressives.
The police chief needs to be aware of the long term consequences of their actions and how their decisions impact every life of the
residents in the communities in Long Beach. The police chief needs to have the empathy to fully understand the people that they
serve.
It's a work in progress that requires everyone's attention. Individuals who are struggling with homeless and/or mental health are
increasingly important for getting our neighborhoods and city back safe.
BLM marched down Broadway and burned looted the city while nothing was done but police are enforcing masks on people??
WRONG wrong wrong
We support all police efforts and want there to be funds for all necessary resources to keep the city safe
Armed officers do not make people feel safe. The more weapons we have in the community, the more dangerous it is
That Long beach is a very diverse city and all races and genders deserve to be served with care.
We are a big city with very diverse neighborhoods that all deserve the best in police behavior and reaponse
Know the Cambodian community
N/A
Multi-languages
Everything they possibly can because they worked here and are committed to Long Beach.
REDUCE HOMELESS PEOPLE AND CRACKHEADS ON THE STREETS
Our community is very diverse and needs someone who is understanding about the different needs of each part of the community.
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There will be long term crime issues if the communities are afraid to speak up about their issues
Many people in the community already have a level of mistrust in authority. The candidate needs to show moral values and
honesty from the beginning because it will take a long time to recover trust.
Many different people that they need to understand.
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He/she should know that our Long Beach Community is very diverse, but people are working together for the betterment of the
whole city as One Community. Therefore, he/she needs to pay attention and treat each community with respect and dignity.
CANDIDATE SHOULD BE A LONG TERM RESIDENT AND ACTIVELY INVOLVED WITH THE COMMUNITY
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That Long Beach is extremely diverse and has some issues with crimes of varying degrees. The position of Chief of Police of any city
is to say the least, extremely challenging. Long Beach maybe more so than other cities its size, diversity and complexity. The true
right person for this job could be hard to find.
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Long Beach is a diverse community and will need a good police chief who shows kindness, compassion, and offer protection and
security to the people.
He/she should know that our Long Beach Community is very diverse, but people are working together for the betterment of the
whole city as One Community. Therefore, he/she needs to pay attention and treat each community with respect and dignity.
Diversity
The police chief must embody strong moral beliefs, respect, integrity, and care for others in a humane way.
The police chief must embody strong moral beliefs, respect, integrity, and care for others in a humane way.
The police chief must embody strong moral beliefs, respect, integrity, and care for others in a humane way.
The police chief must embody strong moral beliefs, respect, integrity, and care for others in a humane way.
Most people in the poor communities of color are working hard to take care of their families, they should feel that the police are
there to protect them and should not feel threatened by the LBPD.
The new Police Chief need to be aware of the long term consequences of their actions and how them impact all the residents.
We love our city and the people in it - we're all different and that's what's beautiful about LBC. You should love it too.
N/A
This is a very diverse city and requires different responses in different situations. In one word: Equality.
N/A
it is growing
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Our community wants to reimagine policing. big changes are needed,
N/A
N/A
N/A
The cultures of Long Beach
N/A
The diversity of it
It is stable, and has been despite the virus
Weave a diverse community
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
The world is confused and in disarray. Change in on the horizon.
N/A
N/A
Long Beach is diverse and all of the community should be taken into consideration.
N/A
Look at all of community. Not just poor areas.
N/A
Gang Culture
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
help the homeless
Diversity, history, community demographics
There are hard working law abiding people in my neighborhood, but there is high level of crime and sometimes people with no
homes who are on drugs or mentally ill and sometimes it does not feel safe for our children
That Long Beach is ready for a positive change and we need to implement real, equitable processes in local policing and
government.
Hopefully the new chief will be from LBPD with experience of in the field
N/A
The great diversity in our city should be viewed as a positive not a problem. The LBPD needs to play a part in making sure ALL
communities receive the resources they deserve not just the eastside of long beach.
where the downticks are
Individuals fear. homeless is wholly illegal foreign and foreign illegal with a very less percentage (calculated outside) as USA
citizenship with citizen status USA many countries has come to name their individuals citizens with identity; Black, white, asian etc
replicating socials, societies and positions to placement within out country Individuals have accustomed themselves further. Trying
to assimilate into this country. state and city. and loss is seen in every wat from these individuals. street crime has not depicted true
individuals. Crime as crime reports is recorded shall exclude citizenship/citizenship status (false description)
N/A
N/A
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Long Beach is too liberal and too woke.
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Long Beach is proud and should be appreciated
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Question 8: Is there anything else you would like to add that was not captured in the questions above?
Responses
NA
Na
N/A
n/a
We need someone who doesn't see it as PD against everyone else - who understands that if we all work together to address crime prevention their job will be
easier.
Interview process should be include representation from the Office of Equity and key community members. When a final set of candidates are selected, the City
should hold a community forum whereby community members can engage with candidates through a Q&A process.
N/a
Wishing you the best of luck in recruiting the best and the brightest to our great City! Long Beach deserves a Chief who is fully engaged in our community and
committed to making it the safest and most equitable City in the USA. CLB is capable of great things, I have high expectations that we can be a leader in
progressive policing practices that are fair and just and benefit all of the citizens of Long Beach!
.
The out of control homeless population is an embarrassment and stain on this city. Take a note of how effective the LASO is at eradicating the issue.
N/A
Police do not prevent crime they show up after it happens
No not at this time
Long Beach PD has very talented internal candidates who already understand the department and can get to work immediately. There are so many important
things to work on that this city cannot afford to wait for an outsider to learn how to work in our city, and then hope that person does it correctly. The gamble is
not worth it.
No
Long Beach police who stood by with their hands in their pockets during the looting after Mr. George Floyd was murdered by police in Minneapolis should be
required to write a letter to the citizenry explaining heir impotence and fervently encourage us to believe they might respond appropriately during the next mob
violence event or that they might show up when we call, report an ongoing crime and request assistance. I have never experienced violence like this when I lived
in LA from the 80s-90s (peak Blood and rips time) nor during the 12 years I lived in NY. This is a small city with outsized crime problems. Send someone to study in
LA and NY, bring back he info, train up,our force so we, the tax-paying civilians can enjoy a city we feel safe in. I carry a knife everywhere I go. A former CSULB
educator, this level of degeneracy is what Long Beach has dragged me down to. My husband and I have given up on Long Beach. We’re aging. We love to walk. It
is not safe for us to walk here. We’re leaving and crime is one of the big factors we’re looking at as we decide which state we will choose. So good luck, cops. I
hope you can find a leader strong enough for you to be better than you are.
Our next Chief of Police should not have any connection to the POA or Mayor's Office. He or she should be totally independent and not be influenced by them.
Their success depends on being allowed to lead the police department and its officers/employees with their own leadership experience.
No
N/A
No
na
Long Beach is at a breaking point. We need to protect our city so we don’t end up like the rest of LA. The criminals need to know that we don’t allow law breakers
and vagrants in our city.
PD should look outside their own “internal box” for best practices and foster relationships with other agencies. The LBPD way is NOT always the best way.
CHANGE is a good thing.
No
Would like more regular open community meetings. Maybe quarterly with updates
No
No
The police should not be political pawns.
Your age choices do not cover me. I am 69.
It is hard to trust a department that very recently was using unconstitutional means to communicate secretly among their ranks, and has still not been held
accountable.
.
We have to do something about the increase in shootings and murders and at the same time build trust between police and the community by continuing to
increase engagement
Get the houseless people off the streets and out of the bushes
None
I am a retired law enforcement officer and understand the field has changed. I do not believe the LBPD is currently achieving the goal of merging community
needs with departmental objectives.
There needs to be an alternative to handling mentally ill. When people continually make threatening comments yet they can't be arrested or sited until they
actually hurt somebody?? When somebody is clearly ill, there has to be an alternative to the community walking around in fear.
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No.
Please hire a humble, transparent chief who values both the community as well as their employees and truly believes in the merits noted in law enforcement code
of ethics, as well as public safety
There is a lack of economic opportunities and the crime rate reflects this. Enforcement is only one component of many improvements needed to address the
crime rate. Cooperation and coordination between all city departments is needed and the new Chief should have this type of experience, not just in moments of
crisis, but as part of a larger vision.
Hire someone competent who will clean house of all the idiots at the PD
Be anti-militaristic in response to calls.
None
No
na
No.
The ages below indicate you don’t think people over 64 matter. Shame on you
No
Please don't use San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, or other failed cities as models for methods to address drug use and homelessness, or we are doomed.
no
no
I am an incredible supporter of the police. I think they are doing as good a job as they can, with restrictions in place by the current City Council. For example, who
told the police to do nothing during the BLM protest downtown? How about restoring all their funding?
No
No
N/a
No.
Hold criminals in jail for as long as possible.
?
None
No
No.
Hire Tony Batts
You aren't addressing the increased crime and how to resolve this. I want a chief that is going to take action and keep our neighborhood safe. Crime is up so what
is happening now isn't working and don't blame on diversity, political skills, or national policy (the country is experiencing high crime right now, let's set a
precedence in California)
To not be bias when making the decision.
I was born at Long Beach memorial, raised in Long Beach and lived here for 25 years. Just came back recently.
Homeless problems need more attention and the mayor needs help and more ideas. Most homeless have mental issues and don't always stay in a place even if
they have one.
No.
Defund the police department. Put money into community services, homeless services & community healthcare.
NA
That the new police chief is more like our LA County sheriff. Mandates are not laws.
n/a
He/she should be from LB.
No
A leader who will promote qualified, pro-active, experienced and knowledgeable police officers so that the dept. can thrive. Not a person based upon their skin
color and political views.
Public safety should be the City's highest priority. Many don't think this and as a result whom ever will be our new Chief will have a difficult job.
no
Leave race, gender, sexual preference, religion and skin color out of the equation.
Nope
No
Defunf the police
Pro ccw for law abiding citizens
Many of the choices in the questionnaire are traits and qualities that should be an expected in Long Beach Chief of Police. Chief Luna has left big shoes to fill and I
cannot imagine we would ever consider a candidate who was not trustworthy and transparent, lacks integrity , does not believe in holding employees accountable
or does not adhere to practicing fair and constitutional policing. Civic-minded Long Beachers are supportive of our institutions and want a quality person as our
next chief. Thank you for the opportunity to voice our thoughts. We are depending on you to choose wisely.
We need leadership and someone who isn't afraid to stand up to our government leaders in an effort to do what is morally right - protecting the tax paying
citizens and implementing our laws.
No
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Defund the police
Moved here in 1988 and am proud to call it home. No regrets.
Long Beach has had enough of the lack of transparency and “circle the wagons” mentality that does not hold individuals and the department accountable.
No
Na
Do not pick this person based on color or gender, pick by qualifications
Total overhaul of the Long Beach CPCC. The new chief would do well to demand that it not be a lapdog or rubber stamp for misconduct, incompetence and
criminality. The same goes for demanding that the power and political influence of the police union be far reduced to bring it more in line with the role of other
unions. Also, the department needs to reverse a trend toward ever more militarization of police forces.
For Questions 1, 2, and 3, I could have checked 3-5 more boxes for each, as I think many, but not all, of the choices offered were aspirational. The ones checked
are my top 5.
PLEASE RESTORE LAW AND ORDER.
No
No
Hire more officers
Don't promote from within, Need a chief with proven reform experience, Need a chief who doesn't take a blank check approach to finance
No encampments for homeless!
NA
We need a police force that values diversity and is trained in best practices. Also, whoever made this survey didn’t know that many of us are over the age of 64.
n/a
Need better enforcement of laws
People are getting very sick of the illegal fireworks
This city is headed in the wrong direction. Crime statistics may be down because people have stopped reporting but we know & can see that crime is out of
control. We need a chief that is not political but supports his officers so they will do their job.
Okay
Sorry to see that so many failed to serve their community by getting vaccinated.
N/A
Tell the police they need to be tougher than they are. I live on Ocean Blvd and see drug deals, call police they come and do nothing. The police are not here to
make friends with people who are doing bad things. Make arrests. If you let oeople get away with stuff then they keep doing it and keep going for more and more
becsuse they know nothing is going to happen to them and they tell their friends. Word is out that Long Beach nothing will happen to you.
No
No
I think having chaplains and churches help in the community is great! Recently, Chaplain Doreen Matsumoto had Police Chief Harvey of Huntington Beach Police
invited to a chaplain training to address mental health issues.
No
I’m glad you asked. All you non-sworn people deserve a raise down there at city hall. You are doing such a mediocre job that you are really making LA and San
Fran look bad. While your at it increase your pension and roll up the retirement date to next week. Wait! Just retire now. The fact is we don’t need you very much.
The city would probably run better without you and your programs, social justice, and inefficient regulations. When the government fears the people there is
liberty, when the people fear the government there is tyranny.
Not at this time but you must understand thet our Police Chiefis infact the most important person in the City if we have a good one.
No, just please address the crime situation.
Must be sensitive to LGBT community
Experienced but youthful and adaptable
X
Nope
Hold druggie homeless and those that are free loaders accountable. We are law abiding citizens that pay taxes and are held accountable. A parking ticket was
issued for a friend of mine when their car was parked in front of their house on street sweeping day. $70 and they paid it because they are accountable... They are
putting our children at risk. Many folks won't allow kids to walk to school because they are in the bushes. Don't let our city down. Help those that really need help
(vets) and push out those that have come to camp for free in our city!
Na
Nothing
Bring back Chief Jim McDonnell
No.
Nothing
The City needs change in both the police and fire departments. A female chief will affect change and order amongst the departments.
No
Ensuring money is well spent.
These questions imply that this position is political. The politicians have made is so... it is a job for a person with an exception sense of right and wrong and damn
the politicians.
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S
Yes north Long Beach has become and I sore and it seems like this area has been forgotten
It’s not the police department’s role to fix society, just to police it. Federal/State/County/City policies over years have led to the current society disfunction. Hire a
Police Chief to police. Government leadership must fix the rest.
The violence in the city needs to be addressed
Please look to an outside candidate that is innovative and not afraid of change and criticism. We definitely don't need "the same old guard".
The police should exist to "protect and serve" citizens in need of aid. In order to have a relationship where the community relates to and trusts officers, you have
to work to build it. It isn't automatic or guaranteed. Please work off of models that have been successful in other cities. It is a privilege to be a harbinger of law
and order, please don't use it as a weapon against us.
No
No
Best of luck. Today, policing is a thankless profession. But some of us love you all and think about you everyday.
It would be fantastic to have a female POC as Chief of Police - but only if that person is qualified to enact proven progressive policies!!
No
In the interests of transparency, will you be making the results of this survey public?
No.
Just remember you work for the citizens, not the mayor, the city manager, or the police union. While you must consider their desires and opinions, you must do
what is right. We must have police that are as straight as an arrow with as little bias as they can muster. Rogue, racist officers are ruining the good name and
respect police should have. But they must go back to earning that respect, not just expecting it.
No
Y’all should make it harder to become a cop, because there’s tons of you that don’t deserve the title of public defender.
No
No
How does the community hold the Chief accountable?
No
I would like an internal candidate who the police officers respect and who lives in the city, so they really know our needs. Who will hold their employees
accountable.
NA
The LBPOA has for decades functioned as kingmakers, often they promote candidates and finance their favorites to the tune of hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Because of this, every single one of the current elected representatives owes their office to the LBPD / LBPOA. Because of this, my recommendation to the
candidates for police chief is to prioritize meetings with community representatives, in particular Black and Brown communities, over meetings with elected
officials.
Law abiding citizens/taxpayers are being fleeced while criminals are given a free pass.
Correct your survey…we are LATINOS not that BS with an X at the end!
Long Beach need someone that is considerate and listen to the people. The new chief of police need to spend a whole month walking around Long Beach and see
what going on.
New Police Chief should copy Ramsey County Sheriff and go Live on Patrol once a week. And I would like to see city council member in the car too
No
DO NOT hire anyone who is into WOKENESS!
No.
Please choose a chief that will uphold the law, hold people personally accountable, and care about the safety and quality of life if it’s residents.
A woman chief is totally acceptable to me.
Accountability and transparency is fundamental.
No.
No
N/A
What about mayor and city council support for police? We need politicians that stand up to criminal behavior and riotous behavior, which we saw in 2020. The
mayor, city council, and police should be embarrassed about the way DTLB was allowed to be looted and burned.
n/a
Everything woke turns to shit!
NA
Reduce crime.
No
Don’t hire a political pawn. Hire a chief with a backbone and an eye for the future.
I feel the chief should have latitude to hire, fire, demote, discipline their officers. When the chief leads with “one hand tied” (the police union’s complete control)
they are unable to truly implement changes, they are unable to lead, and have revered respect from those to who for them.
We have bad cops. Racist cops. Corrupt cops. The new chief should commit to purging them from our department.
No
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N/A
Don’t be PC with this hire. It’s important to fix our problems.
PLEASE CLEAN UP THE PARKS AND COMMON AREAS, SUCH AS THE SIDEWALKS FROM PEOPLE USING THEM AS THEIR HOMES. THERE ARE FOR EVERYBODY TO USE
IN THE PROPER WAY.
Not at the moment.
No.
It’s difficult in today’s policing to hire and retain officers. If a chief was chosen from another agency and implements changes we may see a large number of
officers leave.
n/a
no
Please, we need someone more agreeable to be accessible to the public and develop more effective means of getting any neighborhood issues addressed more
quickly.
The Chief will bring in their own staff. It's better to hire someone from outside the City who doesn't owe anyone, anything and can be objective in their decision
making. They won't have the history of each officer and can fire people who under perform to the Chief's standards.
No
Abolish the police.
Should not have so many exceptions to the rule-when enforcing the law in the state of California and the USA city and military laws.
We want someone that will work with the union and not be run by it. The police department and especially its chief lost its credibility during the George Floyd
demonstrations. There is a lot of rebuilding that needs to be done.
Surveys like this are biased in that they only cover limited topics.
Hire
No
this city needs serious intervention
We the people are affected by city cousel dicsions, keep in mind how your decisions have already devastated this city.
Just please be open about addressing bias/racism in policing. Share the data.
No
Truly desire a police chief to develop a force that is trained, but not only trained but officers that unafraid to do their work and they themselves are honest...no
hiding their mistakes.
Nope
No
Your questions are skewed. Community policing, bias, and all this nonsense is what answers you want to see. The community isn’t moved by this BLM movement
playbook. Let police be police.
No
Asking whether a person identifies as LGBTQ is important because we have a large LGBTQ community in Long Beach. Also, this form should be available in
multiple languages.
Na
no
No
I’ve had excellent interactions with individual officers, there are good people in the department. I think there just needs to be a focus away from a ‘warrior’
mentality and towards a ‘service’ mentality.
n/a
That the new chief stays in touch with reality on the streets.
None
No
Nothing in the questions above, but so many people identify as mixed race, that should be an option (question 14). Especially in a diverse city such as Long Beach.
Also, thank you for providing this survey.
Glad a survey was sent.
Any candidate that has lead a department with multiple allegation of disproportionate negative treatment of a community should be disqualified.
No, thank you.
Na
No
Stop the uptake of the many road rage speeders doing doughnuts throughout our city streets especially daytime when children are out and about. (Los Coyotes
Diagonal-Woodruff-recent daytime occurrences)
The police officers union/association should not be allowed to contribute to city council elections in Long Beach
Not at this time
Keep the nationwide search short Don't drag this out. There is probably someone living and working in the area right now who would be a good fit for the
department.
No
Theft under $1000.00 needs to be punishable
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no
I think there needs to be very direct questions about George Floyd and other men and women killed by officers. Ask if they studied other countries policing
practices and the lack of guns in their policing. If the city does not hire a chief that overhauls the department, then there is literally blood on their hands.
Support Our Law Enforcement! Arrest or ticket people who break the law! That’s the way you end Crime in Long Beach!
n/a
.
No
Na
Police must be held accountable Need a civilian advisory board to build relationships between police and community.
N/A
Transparency is important
Long Beach police department was ranked 2nd from the bottom in the entire country for accountability. Until you address that in a meaningful way, these surveys
are a waste of time.
No
No
no
The chief should provide support to the employees at the department to do their work and ensure they have good equipment and training.
We need someone tough on crime and holding criminals accountable.
Internal hire from LBPD
N/A
No
Please help us make Long Beach a safer place to live.
no
No
My family loves and supports the police fire and military let’s keep it that way and get them someone who loves them too.
It would be nice if the Chief lives in Long Beach or commits to moving here once hired.
Long Beach has been the leader across the country on several fronts (vaccinations, climate change, etc.). We have an opportunity to be leaders again. In order to
build community trust and partnership it is vital the following policies/programs be implemented within the department:
-A truly safe whistleblower policy for officers to report other officers misconduct without the fear of retribution or punishment.
-A shift in climate and perspective regarding mental health throughout the department. Officers need mental health services and should be required to
participate in their mental well being for a minimum of 10 hours per year. This should be part of their yearly evaluation.
- During recruitment and backgrounds, there needs to be a better assessment of a potential officers personal bias and experiences. The current system is not
adequate and does not accurately weed out those two have underlying and dangerous biases/racist views. Updating that assessment can help prevent future
misconduct and problems.
- Provide consistent opportunities for the community to be heard and for the new chief to interact with different communities.
None
We use to have a very effetive neighborhood watch program in our city. The last Chief sent the wrong message to
the watch groups and did not make certain to address their needs. There at times is a great deal of crime that goes on around elementary schools at certain times
of the year in our neighborhoods. LBPD hands calls off to school enforcement and refuses to respond to calls for neighborhood help. LB school officers are
incapable of providing the appropriate level of responce.
n/a
No
I think we should have more outreach to prevent gang activity in schools
Our policing culture MUST change. Right now we have 6-8 cars showing up for minor incidents so that everyone can make mounds of overtime. This.Must.Change.
No
There’s opportunity here to choose someone that can gain back the public’s trust in the department. I hope that you all choose someone who will prioritize
addressing homelessness (with the MSC, and Paul Duncan in tow), gun violence, building community ties.
Gang enforcement!
N/a
The new Police Chief should dedicate a public information officer, in the vein of (https://old.reddit.com/user/cityoflongbeach), to communicate with the
community. The new Police Chief should also seek to integrate the Go LBPD app into a central Long Beach app, and to continue to improve its functionality.
Stop the injection mandate. We need more officers, not less.
Hopefully when protests occur they can be addressed peacefully and build community rather than tear it down. I believe breaking the law is not okay, but how
you handle crisis has a huge impact on the aftermath.
We need our police department to carry Narcan. We need our department to lead the nation in transparency and positive change.
The Chief of Police should be a non-political office and the candidates need to realize the office is a that of a civil servant, not a dictator.
I am born and raised in Long Beach, and unfortunately find police to have the wrong attitude. I believe we are hiring the wrong sort of people to be police. We
need to hire people who are more interested in helping people as opposed to controlling people. My experiences with police as a law abiding citizen in Long
Beach have been unnecessarily negative, and I have developed a very poor opinion of police because of how I have been treated by them. My children who are
now all teens have a very negative opinion of police because they feel police are unnecessarily rude and disrespectful. We can do better but the culture of policing
needs to change.
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Galen Carroll
Some of the pockets of nepotism may need to be addressed within the department. That will take some political skill.
Well, below. No click box for candidates over 64. We're not all senile.
N/A
n/a
Look at your qualified Commanders. Burford, Berkenkamp, LaBaron, and Mauk. You have one chance to make or break this Department in a very bad time in our
history.
No
Being able to speak and or read multiple languages, like Spanish (a must), and Cambodian is super important. How can you police a community if you can't even
communicate with the people?
N/A
N/a
Have someone firm, kind and goal to have long beach PD as the most diverse, thoughtful and gracious pd in the country
N/A
Reduce police spending and Invest in our communities. For example, libraries, public schools, public health, etc.
XM wox
I appreciate you are asking the citizens there thoughts and I hope to see positive change in our police department.
N/a
Listen to and care about the citizens
no
Defund the police! You don’t make our communities safer. The massive amounts of money our city council grants this department every year could be better
served in the hands of community organizations working to treat mental health and addiction issues.
No.
Do not hire a chief only because they line up politically with city leader views on politics.
No
n
Keep political party preferences out of policing. Police funding is a separate issue from serving the community and doing their jobs! No excuses!
No
I can't think of anything else.
The new chief should restart the community police project.
No
The new Chief should be a reflection of our diverse community and have a proven track record of competent leadership.
Mental health issues are real, and we have tons of cases on the streets. Long Beach can be the first city to turn homelessness around, get people housed and get
everyone the mental health services they need.
The current approach to policing is broken. We can no longer afford to maintain the status quo. Bringing in another cop with the same ideas about how to run a
department is a waste of money and time and will only continue to erode the public trust.
Bring in someone who is not going to perpetuate the ridiculous narrative that policing is a dangerous profession. When twice as many police in the country have
died from COVID than from gun violence, yet department personnel continue to refuse to get vaccinated and the leadership does nothing, that shows their
priorities. Do not allow a fear of change allow the city to make a short sighted decision on this important position.
Don't muck this up.
No
new hires should NOT have military experience.
No
n/a
Consider to include the high school students when you reach out to the community. Let's explore their knowledge on technology and their ideas, suggestions to
promote peace and charity.
No
Internal candidates will be worried about keeping the status quo and wanting to stay friends with their buddies in lower ranks. This makes accountability nearly
impossible.
No
No
We need a leader who is going to usher the department into a new house at of policing.
We also need prosecutors who are willing to prosecute and restorative justice.
Mental health team to work with the police to tackle homeless and drug addiction.
Looking for an law and order chief that is not swayed by the politicians.
Laws must be enforced!
We want to defund the police, get them out of schools, and demand accountability and transparency when police violence occurs
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nothing -- but question 12 really needs a category "65 years or more"
Do not hire out of the department.
Luna has been a disgrace and should be dismissed as soon as possible.
What you are planning on doing to address police brutality
Please make it a positive experience for the new chief. Accommodate his needs.
Create temporary homeless camps that can assist people with shelter and care. Vets stadium could be used for this.
No
No
No
No
Transparency is so important, and police should all be held accountable for any wrongdoing just like citizens are. All officers' interactions with the public should be
recorded.
Take responsibility for police actions or non actions.
Na
I wish that the community can weight in on the 3 top person that are the selected and are being considered for the job so we can have a way to let they city if
they are what we need here in long beach.
How much leeway is the city council going to give to the new chief to address the crime problems as he/she see’s fit. In looking at other big cities, like Seattle, the
chief’s hands have been tied by mayor and city council. Now crime rate is escalating and citizens no longer feel safe. I fear Long Beach may go the same way
unless the chief is allowed make the decisions (they are the ones with the training and experience-not the elected officials). It’s pointless to bring in a new chief
who has a vision and direction to decrease crime levels if they will not be allowed to implement their plan.
No, thank you.
No
I’m a Long Beach resident and I live in Beat 8. I am proud to say I know my community police officers. I could name a few who I wish there were more officers like:
Officer Green, Officer Lamkin, Officer Santos, Officer Quinonez, Officer Ginn, Officer Rodriguez, Sergeant Arzola, and Sergeant Rodriguez. I’ve waited to brag
about the above officers and sergeants. They are my community hero’s. They listen to our concerns and find solutions.
I’ve told other officers about problems and they laughed in my face and said “oh well”.
No.
“Defund the police” should be rephrased to “Defend the police” by allowing them to do the job they are hired to do and give them resources to outsource what
they shouldn’t be expected to do.
Be a chief that wants his officers to be aggressive and fair.
N/A
NA
No
Chief should have well round experience
N/A
Too many people are dying on our streets. Gun violence is a big issue and unsafe streets due to uncontrolled speeding and negligent driving. Ocean Blvd is now a
speedway that is not monitored by police.
NA
No
.
We need someone who will recognize the public’s need for safe streets. Crime is at an all time high and something needs to be done about it. Otherwise I’m
putting it on the City Manager and the Mayor.
No
Transparency
Transparency
Transparency
Transparency
Luna set a real low bar but like try to do better
No answer
No
Let cops be cops. Don’t hinder them with policies and procedures.
television appeal
NA
No
No
Must combat perception that LBPD isn't responding to needs.
Chose a very qualified chief and do not let gender, ethnicity or political affiliation influence selection.
Enforce the nuisance laws. Loitering, camping in parks and under freeways.
Also, your last question. I do identify as Latinx, please use Latino or Hispanic, now I have to put white.
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Understanding that the community is ready to defund the police and a new police chief should be aware of that. LBPD does not need more money.
No
I love living here and so do all my neighbors - who I trust and they can trust me to watch their homes
No
Police are supposed to make us feel safe. Why do they think it’s their job to be at war with civilians?
Homelessness is a huge problem and needs to be dealt with by the entire City, including the police.
.
Continually increased development that leads to a concern about quality of life is causing some of us, myself included, to investigate relocation. Civic leaders will
need to work with the new police chief to address these sustainability issues that create problems for his work force. (Also: I think you've got a typo error in
option 3 of item 3 in this survey: "out" should be "our". Please remediate.)
Stop enforcing parking violations and charging residents to pay to park until the city has restructured and provided adequate parking in our older more dense
neighborhoods. Prioritize police time elsewhere.
.
Embrace the community and department as it will continue to make our city stronger.
Yes.
Solve the murder of Fred Taft.
Investigate and apprehend the killer. It’s obscene that this murderer has not been arrested and charged.
Too many rank and file LBPD officers are thuggish louts.
No
No
A person who would be the face of Long Beach
Pick the best person for the position regardless of race, sex, orientation.
N/a
No
N/A
Below…my age group 65+ is not included
n/a
N/A
Why did Long Beach’s selection process exclude outsiders who did not hold the rank of chief? You’re missing many well-qualified candidates (e.g., COMMANDERS
from LAPD, LASD and OCSD, who were excluded from your process)!
Give the cops some new vehicles and equipment. Seems like everything they use is old or outdated. Where does the money go from the budget.
NO
The police department is top-heavy. Investigations are suffering due to staff shortages while the executive staff continues to grow.
None
No.
GET THIS CITY FIXED. IT IS A BROKEN MESS. STOP LINING THE COINCIL'S PICKETS WITH DEVELOPERS MONEY AND LETS CLEAN THIS PLACE UP. LOOK AT THE
PARKING SITUATION, PEOPLE HAVE BEEN MURDERED BECUASE OF A LACK OF PARKING WAKE UP!
I've never heard of LatinX, since I was born in South American, I assume that's my new race and identity? Although I'm from South America, I have many
ethnicities in my blood line. This continued labeling is ridiculous. So what if I was Caucasian, African American or Asian?
n/a
The problem with the current chief is that he is beholden to rank and file and the union and not the Long Beach residents. Likewise, City Council is beholden to the
same union and should stop accepting funds and endorsements. Its time LBPD serves Long Beach residents and not their own salaries, benefits and protections
from accountability.
Treasury Agents are taught how to recognize counterfeit bills, not by showing them an array of counterfeit bills, but by having the Agents study the real bills until
they become immediately aware of the minutest variations that would be evidenced in a counterfeit bill. This very same technique would improve community
policing as Police would get to intimately know each community to the point that they would instantly recognize a potential situation of harm/illegal activity that
appears not in concert with that known community. Such a simple yet effective concept. Please consider it. Thanks.
Please just select someone capable and willing to uphold the law diligently and equitably. Long Beach has been allowed to slide into lawlessness, this includes not
only major crimes, but quality of life issues like runaway homelessness and general public safety concerns such as lax traffic/vehicle noise enforcement. Please
allow our next Chief, to be a chief, and avoid political meddling and favoritism.
The new chief must hold officers accountable for their actions, including unprofessional behavior
NA
There are a lot of concerns about policing, community relations and violent crime, I agree with that but lost in that discussion is the concern about worrying petty
crime, theft and vandalism in Long Beach.
No
I would like to add that every single interaction I have had with LBPD has been unpleasant. These interactions are from calling the emergency number for a break
in to traffic issues. All things that are part of LBPD responsibility and every single time I am met with a rude, dismissive and uncaring officer. It would be nice to
interact with a member of law enforcement who actually cares about the city they patrol/work in.
No
Na
no
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Best of luck!
Currently the citizens in our area view the police as a joke. They’ve been so ineffective is laughable. Handing the a cushy retirement at 55 has exacerbated the
problem. We’re leaving because we don’t see things getting better. Instead f staying and complaining about the problems to no one listening, we’re getting out.
We’ve already lost a lot of fantastic neighbors the past year. And we know several more following our move out of state. My husbands company sold and we
cashed out millions. We definitely will not be sticking around to hand it to the government in LBC or CA.
No
A Chief that is respected by his police department, and a Chief that listens to the needs of his team
We pay the highest taxes in LA. I never see police cruisers.
Increased accountability of the police department.
We need someone honest, trustworthy and who has integrity and full of strength to make a change and build up our officers. Lead by god
Ostensibly, the chief's job is to serve our community in the best way possible, not shield their officers from criticism or scrutiny.
No
Be aware of whomever it is that you hire, they will be scrutinized for any social media posts or prior press quotes. Be sure to conduct a thorough background
check, have your responses ready, and if you truly believe in this candidate do not back down from the selection.
No
This is a ridiculous questionnaire.
If you think that the best candidate should not possess ALL THE SKILLS AND TRAITS and question 1 or 2 = you should NOT be part of the selection committee.
An image that will forever be burned into my memory was that of police officers cornering peaceful protesters at Pine and 3rd while Los Angeles news was airing
violent looting of storefronts only two blocks away on 4th street (footage captured by news helicopters). Simultaneously Chief Luna was being interviewed, via
telephone, claiming everything was under control. His only concern was obviously with the (peaceful) protestors.
Prior to Chief Luna, the Long Beach Police Department has had the policy of bullying protestors and it continued on his watch. I don't object to their presence, I
simply object to the strong-arm tactics they project and would like to see the new police chief put a permanent end to it.
The department is demoralized, and has been for some time, even before the "defund the police" movement came about. In community meetings I have
repeatedly heard PD say they are short-staffed and underfunded, and always say their hands are tied and they can't really help. It's not a good feeling for them or
for us in the community. It has only gotten worse over time, and our past chief seemed really concerned about data all the time but never about being a leader.
(Data is important, but the chief also needs to be a leader!)
Don’t listen to old white people in CD3 and CD5. They are out of touch and privileged and don’t represent LB values.
n/a
No
Think outside the box.
No
N/A
No
I think we have a super well-trained police force and, in general, very professional, courteous officers… though a few bad apples are making things tough for the
force. Also officers’ hands are tied because of relaxed laws and recent release of criminals because of prop 47.
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/2014_California_Proposition_47#Impact_on_crime_rates
I don't care if your officers look like me. I don't care what they look like. I just want them to be competent and qualified for the job.
We need someone who is going to be tough in fighting crime, not someone who is trying to serve as a social worker.
We have a homelessness safety problem and we also have a car theft problem.
I wish him or her luck.
I have been victim of small break-ins, my brother too and many other people i know. Long Beach can be unsafe. My wife feels unsafe at night (9-10 pm not even
super late)
People care about their neighborhoods and want a good relationship with the police and want to be respected by the police. People want police who know how
to work with everyone — children, adults, the elderly, those with mental illness, the disabled and all races.
he/she has to consider personal interactions especially with the religious community as well.
In 2021 with overtime officers get paid now. Dont step over dollars to pick up pennies.
Thank you for creating this survey.
n/a
My main concerns have already been addressed.
Have presence in community neighborhood activities regardless of size attendance
None
?
The police budget it too high, some of these funds should go towards libraries and other departments that support our communities.
N/A
Please defund the police!!
Need more officers to enforce the laws
No
Less $ in Equity. Solve crime, not so social justice
Reduce illegal immigration by working with ice
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We have MANY civic minded folks and organizations who work together in support of our community. At time the police have also- at times not so much. We
have well known educational institutions- these can be part of the solution but are often sidelined or ignored.
Please bring back the rule of law.
no
We want a Chief that won't scoff at mandates like the LASD Sheriff
NA
We need to focus on getting resources to our police department
n/a
n/a
Things need to change.
Safety and trust in the PD are what it’s all about.
We need a 2A friendly police chief.
/
Police need to police. They are not social workers.
N/A
N/A
No
Candidate should review Long Beach's history of chiefs, good and bad, and history of police scandals, and his/her comments on these should be considered.
Emphasize the city’s homeless population and the issue of enforcing laws
Realize what is and isn't your fight. Just because you are a hammer does not mean that every societal woe is a nail. The police have a specific purpose and are
being stretched too thin by forcing them to respond to every issue and every problem we have. When you don't have the power to do something, or it isn't your
place, step back and delegate.
n/a
n/a
remove all officers that are racists -- there are too many
we can't create a safe city if we have racists serving as police officers
Someone like Michael Lewis.
Would like to see police do their job without fear of repercussions.
The public needs to feel that the police department is on their side; that we are working together to make this city/ community the best it can be. That can be
achieved when police and community feel there is mutual trust, that each has each others back. This message has to come from the top by deed and by action.
No.
The new Chief should be selected solely on qualifications. Race and other woke considerations should not be the major factor.
Assistant Chief Wally Hebeish is well-liked by Officers, and should receive most consideration.
Hit-and-run has gone berserk -- some innovation should be initiated there.
no
I'm disappointed that so few of the choices in questions 1, 2 and 3 directly addressed crime, crime prevention and protecting people and property.
Political ideologies should be kept out of a decision like this. the priority should be on effective leadership and evidence of successful crime prevention and
reduction.
Do what's right for Long Beach. Not being led by political opinions and short term trends. Manage the fundamentals of policing well first.
I love my P.D., but they need to earn our trust every day. No lies, no inappropriate prosecution, no "turning away" from crimes because they don't want to deal
with it. The DA and the PD need to work on keeping our city safe, productive, and hopeful.
Please it is time for Long Beach to be safe again. The taxpayers are paying for too many give aways that are not helping to solve the issues that plague our city.
Good luck.
n/a
None
no
Just need someone honest that's not afraid to put the work in and make hard decisions to improve our communities
Select the best chief based on his/her experience, competence and integrity. His/her gender and race should not be a factor when making this critical selection.
Just pick the best person!
Vocally fight Defund the Police efforts on the part of the City Council and publish articles in the Press Telegram displaying crime statistics by council district
including a section on Homeless crime statistics. (theft, vagrancy, drug use, etc.)
Force the City Council and LBPD to speak with one voice. City Councilors should recognize that their bases can't always be protected from law enforcement.
Actions have consequences.
No
No
No.
No
Please stop trying to divide us by race, ethnicity and class.
Re-imagine public safety.
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The police for too many years has been militarized and appears like an army that is at war with the most vulnerable citizens in our community, the homeless, the
mentally ill, and the poor. More can be done and must be done to move towards a socially just law enforcement and LB has the potential to be a model for the
rest of the state and the country.
Maybe a female leader to change things from the inside. Women get things done.
Reduce crime...homeless issues
N/A
No
None.
Nothing to add
I can’t stress enough that the new Chief NOT be a friend of relative of anyone currently in the Long Beach Police Department
Concerns about disrespect for the law, shopliftingNone
Address the attitude of the police officers. There isn't any reason in the world that the beat cops have to be so rude and arrogant.
Thank you for asking!
No.
No
no.
None
No
No
While Long Beach has not experienced major issues as other parts of the country have, our law enforcement response to looters after the multiple shootings of
people of color across the country, was simply unacceptable.
A chief who is not going to tolerate being told to stand down when crimes are being committed!!!
N/A
No
none
I don’t think I saw anything about drugs and addiction, strikingly. The drug problem is a root cause of homelessness, crime and unnecessary deaths. I would like to
see education programs about fentanyl and any ways to keep fentanyl off the streets as well as wide availability and public training for use of emergency
antidotes. I also support safe injection sites, which I know are controversial, but there is evidence that people who begin to feel cared for and have relationships
with personnel at these centers over time become more open to other services such as housing and treatment.
No
I'd like to restore the community we had 20-30 years ago. It isn't the same even with crime going down. The nuisance crimes are out of control.
The response to the protests last summer was an absolute failure. Our downtown was destroyed. The residents and businesses owners would have preferred a
strong approach.
The police force should use less guns, needs to be better trained at deescalation and communication. Police shouldn’t be the first to show up on the scene for
most mental health issues.
No
No
Do and provide law enforcement!
No.
Yes. There are lots of us who are so over the whole need for being "politically correct" in everything that's said and done!
The police force and chief need to get back to the basics of keeping our long beach neighborhoods safe and secure and crime-free! That is what our taxes pay for,
and that is what their job is!
Please consider Seal Beach Police Chief Phil Gonshak. He is an amazing professional and person.
Left wing progressive policy is destroying the city, wake up and turn this around, being known as the mentally ill homeless crime capital of SoCal is not a good
reputation.
Thank you for allowing us this opportunity to provide input for selection of the next police chief. Please keep Long Beach residents informed on who the potential
candidates are and allow us to provide input again based on their background, qualifications, and experience via this type of survey.
BTW, although I realize it's an optional question, #12 has no option for Age 65 and Older. You completely excluded a segment of residents from your analysis. I'm
72.
No
No
No
NA
n.a.
NO.
Na
No
We have crime and theft problems in our neighborhoods. They need to be solved.
No
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Develop plan to stop neighborhood thefts and run the homeless out of town!
no
Attention to law and order and the quality of life for the tax paying residents of Long Beach.
Reduce nighttime use of helicopter
No
n/a
They need to be tough on crime and have a plan to rid our city of homeless.
No
No
NO
If our Police department does not have enough officers for Long Beach, can this be resolved and can we use more innovative technology to resolve so many
problems. The technology exists so hopefully we can budget this to assist our officers.
Please make sure the Chief is not burdened having to deal with politics and can get the job done.
A good strong, fair and honest leader with good people skills seems essential to this position.
The city of Long Beach will never get a qualified candidate for chief of police while Mayor Robert Garcia rules his roost. Mayor Garcia is weak on crime and
homeless issues because it gives him federal and state monies for his slush fund. Get rid of the worst Mayor in the history of Long Beach and we will prevail. Crime
will be controlled and the streets will once again be safe for tax-paying citizens.
Help enforce mask mandates.
N/A
N/A
The police and fire department should not be administering drugs to deescalate people with the made up "agitated delirium" condition. Mixing barbiturates and
alcohol (your so called "Agitated delirium") has been known to be a fatal combination.
No.
N/a
No
Do not defund the police department, but live with in the budget.
I feel if we seen more positive interactions as youngsters with the police we would not have a generation who questions the integrity of an officer or department.
We would have a generation who already knows and understands the job and decisions an officer has to make in difficult situations. It would be easy to accept
that one may have to make a hard choice. I really feel implementing a program in all lbusd schools where positive police engagement was the focus it would build
ease in so many of our kids. Like show these kids police are everyday people just like their parents who choose to serve and protect genuinely. Communication is
key! Go to these schools and just listen to the stories of the parents and kids to gain more perspective on who your protecting. It becomes a little more
comfortable for the community to know they can trust their police department. We want to have confidence in knowing our department and it’s officers are
serving and protecting with respect and fairness. Once we form a positive police-community bond, I feel people will feel more pride in their city, and will take the
initiative to spread that pride and take care of their city. We can reach those who do not wish to have police engagement, we as proud Long Beach residents can
help our fellow neighbors see things differently. I don’t know I’m just kinda rambling now but I’m just a hippie chick who would love to see the goodness in
everyone and spread love, joy, and respect to everyone.
I recommend the hiring committee seek comments and recommendations from recently retired members of LBPD, from all ranks, including civilian employees.
I'm certain they will find knowledgeable sources who want the city to succeed in hiring a qualified Chief.
N/A
The riots in May 2020 could have been prevented. There were numerous indicators of the fact that the looting and burning was making its way to Long Beach. Our
Mayor did not seem to think it would come to Long Beach and so he did not act to prevent damage. Not sure what our Mayor was thinking. This new candidate
should be savvy with social media and understand that many of the threats are real and have a following. That Long Beach is not somehow insulated from this
violence. Yes we are diverse in many ways but that does not prevent us from being a target.
No additional plans for a political ambitions where being LBPD police chief is just a stepping stone for advancement
No
Multi-cultural person who is brave in demanding honest and fair policing for all people.
No
No
no
na
No
No
Police hires should be interested and educated at least at the community college level. ROTC comes to mind
as much better armed forces candidates than off the street recruits.
No
N/A
That's pretty much it.
No
Be aware of the needs of the elderly living in Long Beach.
Your age categories below need t include those over 64.
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NA
no
No
No thank you
We need someone who is strong against crime no matter how small the feel the offense is
We are looking for a police chief that is going to embrace the diversity in the city of Long Beach. It has changed and constituents want to be heard when they
voice their concerns. We need
The new chief needs to transparent, proactive in taking an active role to stop crime VS letting it happen. He needs to be decisive, and one that takes action based
on the constitution, and California law.
Look at Camden & Newark models that improved policing
The majority of us do not believe in this government mask mandate and we do not like what the current administration has done to this country. We are open to
discuss this issue with each other without getting heated. Alot of us are veterans and enjoy our constitutional rights. Would like our police force to uphold those!
enforce law and order
Patrol officers I’ve dealt with have had zero confidence in their last chief. When they can’t respect the chief, they won’t work to their fullest potential.
None
Just do the job of enforcing the law without political interference.
Making sure that officers place the protection of the community and the health of the community over their own political beliefs
***There's no where else to comment on this but I am 66 years old. On the age question on the survey there is no place to indicate you are greater than 64 years
of age
No
How will each candidate protect businesses in the event of another riot like last year.
Increase police staffing, not enough cops on the streets, hold violent criminals accountable
No
Get out there and engage the with the community!
Must have prior police experience
No
I think that it is extremely important that the new Police Chief be independent of all present politics and not have to worry about being strictly accountable to our
mayor or city council. If he is good enough at his job, he should not have to worry about local politics!
no
More patrols in the industrial areas so that we can protect the employees of the businesses.
The response times for anything that doesn't involve blood or bullets, is Waaaay too long! And police officers need to get their butts OUT of their patrol units. On
positive side, the female officers I've spoken to in the park have been the best at handling incidents with homeless people and work harder than their male
counterparts to see a good outcome.
No
Nothing further
No
Clean up ALL homeless .Take them to North or West Long Beach
No
I think the next Police Chief needs to listen and to look to new methods and opportunities to make the best use of all of the LB, LA, and CA
government/community agencies available to him.
Worry less about what the new Police Chief looks like (gender, ethnicity, sexual preferences, etc.) and focus on the ability to affect the level of crime in our City.
No
I wish there were more space to jail criminals. I do not support misdemeanor charges for thefts less than $800.
No. Appreciate the input to the process and the description of the overall recruitment selection process.
Number one priority for any police officer is reducing crime and protecting the community and the City of LB has seemed to have lost sight of this.
Why has the LBPD stop enforcing the traffic in all districts. The City is inundated with traffic violators, however only the poor arears are being policed for minor
violations..
no
NA
I think I've said enough.
Police must respond to increased crime in all areas to reverse deterioration of LB quality of life. LB has become unsafe. Police Department must change this
No
No
No
Not at this time.
N/A
No
ACCOUNTABILITY
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Support the officers and remind them that they serve the community not vice versa especially when communicating with;
preference should be given to an internal candidate that has demonstrated commitment to everything I outline above, is respected as a leader both within the
Department and in the Long Beach community. If anyone is paying attention nationally, there seems to be musical chairs happening with chiefs being appointed
and removed or resigned within a short period of time. Do we really want to subject our city to that kind of disruption in one of the most important positions in
our city? As a resident, I appreciate stability in our leadership including the leader of the police department.
We need more police officers NOT less.
The community would like more transparency and communication. They would like to work together for solutions.
n/a
no
no
Crime is rampant in the city.
Do you want a pandered or someone that will actually do their job and enforce the law? Choose someone who will actually address CRIME and not politics.
Need someone with overall experience
NA
No
I’ve lived here 35 years and it’s really gone down hill. Planning to leave in 2 years. Crime is a big issue. Every day I see homeless guys hanging out on the wall by
rosie’s dog beach. The get high and troll the neighborhood for things to steal. One neighbor was attacked and another was threatened with a knife. Two other
neighbor’s have had motorcycles stolen. I’ve had packages stolen. If I had a million dollars to buy a home here, I wouldn’t. This neighborhood isn’t worth it
anymore.
no
We need someone who can listen to community and officers and make the best decisions possible with the input of both. Someone that isn't as worried about
their political prowess as much as doing right by everyone.
No
Nothing.
I would be very accepting of a Chief of color or female.
We need strong leadership that knows our city, the communities and is ready to address our issues homelessness, as well as many others. Responds time is poor
at best, our officers lacks pride to be servicing our wonderful city. Unfortunately being a PD officer is no longer a job to be proud of holding.
I would like to see Chad Ellis, life long City resident be the next CHIEF of LBPD.
So sorry to see him retire.
Less “ community engagement “ with law abiding citizens and more law enforcement actions taken against criminals
No
No.
Homelessness is a big issue. We obviously need much more options for the homeless like designated tent cities and car parks, it every woman I work with has
been sexually harassed or assaulted by a homeless person downtown.
No
No
Please choose someone from the Long Beach Police Department to serve the city of Long Beach.
This has nothing to do with the questions, but as a former English teacher, I noticed written errors. One of the choices on one of the questions said Building
positive relationships with out diverse community. I’m sure the wording was supposed to be with our, not with out. Attention to detail in written communication
to the public is essential to reflect competence in our government.
I would like to see our local businesses protected from the rampant shoplifting by quick responses and arrests.
Give more power to the police officers and the police department to do their jobs.
Keep the cops happy
The next chief should be the best candidate for the job. It should be a blind process so the candidate is only know by a number until the person is selected. That
way the process is fare and unbiased. We need the best for the job not someone who just checks a few boxes and advances some politicians agenda Long Beach
deserves the best.
No
No.
No
I do not feel safe in Long Beach at home, driving, cycling not walking.
NO
More policing at night.
No
No
Chief Luna was such a nice man. Please replace him with a nice chief.
Be Pro Police back the Blue
We need someone that will actually be tough on crime and allow residents to feel safe again. Right now the criminals seem to have more rights than the tax
paying citizens.
Select new city government and management.
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NO
no
no
More cops walking the beat
Nope
No
No
Want to see more basic public safety by the police. Something done about speeding and drunk and disorder
Stephen Downing should be hired as a consultant.
N/A
not at this time
No
No
New chief should always place rights of victims ahead of criminals
No
work with the department in establishing a new rule that there is no need for so many cars and personal at all traffic or crime site....If need is there, yes, of
course...BUT outrages to see so many cars and personel standing around...when they can and should be out in our communities...if needed there, yes, but if not
needed go back to your areas.
Encouraging and training communities about how to be more helpful in policing our neighborhoods and addressing challenges with issues such as parking
infringements, loud music, and other non-criminal nuisances would be wonderful.
I would like the Chief to remember that mist of us understand that he/she will be one individual taking this post snd we do nit expect instant change, but we do
hope to know who he/she is and would like to have concrete evidence that he/she is moving his office’s ideas and promises forward. I would love to receive a
flyer in the mail with quarterly Service Targets (like teachers have daily learning targets posted) with a Snapshot report on how the previous targets were achieved
or not. This would demystify the goals and daily functions of the PD. I would love to see the Chief’s picture on billboards through your City with a nice inclusive
slogan that address unity and a voice for all. HUMANIZE the Police Department. LET’S DO THIS!!! I trust my police department with my life and safety. I believe in
its sincere service to our communities—faults, failures, mistakes, and successes included.
The police chief may not be able to change the entrenched culture sufficiently to make a difference... is he willing to take on that challenge?
Thanks for asking the community for their input!
what's your five year vision and how will you reverse engineer it to apply it to daily actions, while making your team believe it.?
Reducción de homeless
Please don't hire some racist, old boy/girl, "hard on crime," individual who doesn't hold his/her officers accountable. Look at current LAC Sherriff as an example of
who NOT TO HIRE.
To be open and honest.
I LOVE MY CITY AND ITS PEOPLE, I ALSO LOVE MY POLICE MAN IN UNIFORM Utmost respect to them they work hard and long hours but they also need to be
patient and respectful and understanding! Please if any thing-else they need to be kind to our kids mainly our teen boys! They’re our future man and future
beautiful brave lady’s
Long Beach is a scary place regardless of where you reside. I am disillusioned of what my children will inherit.
Please remove LatinX from your race selection. Caving into terminology insults native Spanish speakers. Latinx is not a word in Spanish.
No.
NA
none
Traffic and lawlessness is certainly increasing in our City; and the City needs to turn this around to increase the quality of life.
no
No
Please help with the Homeless encampments every where this days.
City Hall has become a problem with their pet projects. They have not learned the difference between want & need.I guess if you are over
64 yrs., you are a non- person & no one is
interested in what you have to say. Talk about
discrimination! The person who wrote this survey should be fired.
NA
LOTS BUT NOT ENOUGH SPACE TO WRITE ALL DOWN. COPS DONT COME AND THEY DO NOT CARE ANYMORE. WHAT HAPPENED TO PROTECT AND SERVE?
Best of luck, may you be a God fearing man and allow him to guide you on this journey.
I pray that in times of difficulty that your judgement is not clouded. I pray that God protects you, guides you, and comforts you.
If possible, an age that would appeal to all age groups...
no
No
N/a
No
nope
Not at the moment
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N/A
NA
Do the police go into the schools to educate kids about the role of the police
It’s always nice to see a non white, non male person in a position leadership.
No
No
Community building, Conflict Resolution Skills, Crime Prevention
No
I'm here via the Long Beach Reddit sub-forum, you should check it out.
No
No
Transparency is so important, we the citizens of Long Beach don't feel much has been transparent. We also need a Chief who will stand up to the Mayor, and City
Council when He/She feels that they are wrong.
Why does your age range stop with 55-64? You know there are a lot of us residents that are over the age of 64. Maybe this is why nothing has ever been done to
protect us from the scooter and bicycle riders, riding on the sidewalk.
Look at this survey the very questions are politically driven. Who ask Hispanics if they're latinx? That's a completely fake made-up insulting term to anyone who
has ethnic origins or speak Spanish.
If you think Latinos like crime you're wrong.
Pick from within LBPD.
No
I would prefer the Chief live in the City if at all possible. How about the city help provide housing for our police chief.
Make the community part of the hiring process.
I am not convinced that this city will pick someone for this position who will make an impact for the better. I am very worried about the future of this city, this
county, and this state.
No
.
I am gravely concerned that police unions have strayed far from negotiating solely typical labor issues. They have insisted ( and gotten) a place at the table
concerning police policy issues that rightfully are the responsibility of the chief or the city council.
No
The LBPD needs reform and a more forward thinking approach. It is time to stop relying on the “old ways” and start taking the difficult steps to start changing the
culture and attitudes in order to keep our city clean and safe. A new police chief could go a long way in instilling a sense of pride, responsibility and community.
No one i know who lives in my neighborhood trusts LBPD to protect them… even in the event of a major crime.
While LBPD is certainly not the worst example of this, there is a general feeling of apathy amongst the police force, the new leader will need to address this lack of
motivation towards policing Long Beach
Train officers, veterans and rookies, how to approach and interact appropriately with potentially mentally ill persons. It is not always obvious that a person has a
mental illness.
Question #12 below ignores the fact that several LB residents are over 65! This is insulting to LB seniors!
Good Luck and God's speed!!
???
Long beach police should provide equal assistance to all parts of the city. Especially at later hours
No
More police visibility - on the ground. Walking the parks and streets.
No
It would be GREAT to see some of the PD funds go to community programs in violence prevention and intervention.
To protect and to serve is still important.
No
Homelessness is a very real problem in Los Altos and elsewhere in LB. Need effective approaches to cleaning up the encampments and finding some place for
homeless.
No
No
No
Police Chief, and ALL City employees including police, should live in metro Long Beach.
Move LBPD from military training and institute higher education requirements for new hires. With the challenge police face today on the streets, having only a HS
education is not cutting it. A candidate should have at least a BA/BS and not in police science, their degree should be in general education, sociology, or
phycology. this old system of hiring police officers that are only trained in cracking heads and arresting people. The academy can not even begin to prepare a
person to be a police officer with all the challenges our community faces. future officers must be college educated.
The chief should be a civilian. The mayor of Long Beach should stay out of the dessition making.
Make a true effort to be transparent
Eliminate the Long Beach Police Academy.
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Thank you for asking for our input. That is a really good step in the right direction. I don't know if the previous chief had a key voice in Long Beach gov't and
politics, but I would hope that the new chief will have a big seat at the table.
understand how to handle and work with residents with hidden disabilities
I'm a native of Long Beach, our business has been in Long Beach for 75 years, we employ a good many LB residents, we want a brighter future for LB, as it was for
many years.
no
no
I think i pretty much covered it in the other questions!
Consider an very experienced outside applicant with broad experience to bring in a different approach.
Yes - please hire someone who would be required to live in the city. Don't hire someone just to check a box (person of color, gender, sexual orientation) - hire
someone who will do the job.
clean up the mess that Luna has left in his feckless wake.
/
Proven honor and respect of the position
No.
The new chief must be able to utilize the media to proactively build support when high profile incidents occur so that L.B.P.D. officers are not discredited or
reputation of the police department slandered.
I would hereby like to "write-in" former Chief Jim McDonald to return and commit to serve five years as Chief of Police.
we need help
no
No.
Always be aware of drunk or reckless drivers. Thanks!
NO
one thing you left out, 65 plus age group, I'm 72 and have lived here all my life, and I'm seeing my city deteriorating every day, STOP the speeders and those
running red lights constantly!!!!!
Ensure sufficient social services for unhomed residents.
pass
No
We need chips who can relate, not pull a gun out in every situation.
Be diverse
nothing
Be safe out there !
The budget should be limited and reinvested back into community programs
LatinX is not a word. The Real Academia Española that maintains the spanish language does not recognize, and neither do I. Latinos is already all inclusive.
NOt at this time
Sick of the homeless and sick of the criminals that are getting away with everything, including my drug dealing neighbors who beat their dog.
Pretty sure nothing will change
Police tend to favor entitled Neighborhood with top quality policing not same for other areas of the city
Police should do better job of not blocking traffic when stopping people for traffic infractions
No
The large homeless population has been allowed to live in parks and along the beach, despite a City Ordinance that states no camping 10pm to 5am. This means
that City would be liable if anything were to happen as a result of ignoring this ordinance.
NA
I'm sure there is... give me time (;-)
Out of all the interactions that I have had with the constabulary of the City of Long Beach, I have always been treated well and with respect in answering any
questions asked by any police officers. They have always been attentive and professional.
None
No.
Parking enforcement is entirely too strict.
We need a hard ass that enforces the law in a most strict manner
They should pick within the department.
No
A lot of us feel fortunate to have the LBPD, and recognize the thankless job it can be. I think that promoting understanding on both sides can improve how we
process and react to provocation.
PS… how come there is no 65+ age range in the age category?
Homelessness needs to be addressed. It’s a blight on our beautiful city.
The new chief needs to set the tone at the top for their police officers - this is not a “get my work done and go home” position. He/she/they also needs to ensure
his current and future staff also exhibit integrity with the community (address implicit bias, etc.) and truly CARE about improving the community.
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There should be greater content on the police budget - in light of reconcilation and the negative effect on all other city departments.
Demo below - the people above 64 are people too!
Na
Mental health and people experiencing homelessness is a major issues with our city. Our new Chief of Police should address they plan of action in regards to this.
no
The police chief should live in the city of Long Beach.
As someone running a business downtown, I would have to say that my best interactions with the police have been with younger, more diverse officers. We need
people who like the job and truly want to serve the public, not toxic males who like to bully and carry guns.
Get rid of any corruption in the department. Care about traffic accidents with injuries/fatalities and enforce traffic violations.
N/A
We need more ALPR's throughout the city.
No
Be EFFECTIVE in enforcing the law. Politicians have no place with their political agenda. Particularly Mayor Garcia!
After living most of our lives elsewhere, my husband and I moved to Long Beach 12 years ago and knew we had found our home. It is an endlessly interesting and
enriching place to live.
Everything has been covered in this survey.
no
none
- Increase Safety
This department needs huge changes and is a harmful drain on city resources.
Get cops on the streets walking neighborhoods and engaged with local population.
ACAB
No
NA
Thank you for this opportunity
No
No
No comment
What is your plan for predatory animal and coyote control?
Higher crimes on the compustats should equal higher patrol coverage.
Key words: action, transparency, welfare of the community, support and promote responsible and legal behavior!
a shift to community policing is needed
Save our city! Challenge the Mayor.
There are many residents who respect the magnitude and weight of the position. We are supportive of our officers, SGTs, LTs, CPTs, Detectives, CSI team, jail staff,
office staff and LBPD leadership.
The characteristics portion of this survey were like a laundry list of characteristics that any candidate should have in appreciable degree. So picking a few of them
above the others was kind of pointless.
Celebrations of diversity in parks, not on our streets - disrupting traffic.
We want this Chief to make sure that they are highly involved with reprimanding police officers who don't do their job. That they're willing to fire and even charge
officers who break the law
The city needs to stop having to pay out lawsuits because of police abuse. Which I've just became aware of.
Its time for change and when officers don't respond the city goes down the drain.
My answer to 5 and 6 are very important to me. I believe that the city should have a change in it's outward image as it's leadership still looks like the "old boys
club" is running things.
We need experience in how to handle the homeless issue. Conplivared issue that needs to be handled so little, and crime is reduced.
N?A
N/A
Good leadership skills. Treat well other LBPD employees and members of the LB community.
Improve Positive relationships with schools, and community groups and work as part of the community that you serve— less is versus them approach and less
reliance on policing by “police tactics.”
NA
NA
NA
Would love for community policing to be high priority.
No
nothing to add
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Fleecing and excessive force by the police are ruining, and desensitizing, an otherwise diverse, vibrant town. Allowing men to terrorize women, when there’s
plenty of evidence — or the man was released after being apprehended — makes it an unsafe city. Using the helicopter to answer every call, or to harass citizens
after they try helping a homeless man in need is bullying and intimidation. This MUST stop today, before changing chiefs.
Stop allowing crime to continue because your budget was cut. Find innovative solutions to solve your problems. Have the chief to engage with problematic
communities to assure them that the police department actually serves the public. . Stop over policing and locking up people in lower socioeconomic . Treat
everyone with dignity and respect, not just white people
I feel like sometimes I can go days without ever passing a police presence. I don’t remember the last time i saw a police officer in belmont shore in the last year
except a crazy fast cruiser. Scary because there are so many small kids.
none
Police come out in COMMUNITY.
Involvement
Please address the pre-teens and the teens racing around the streets and the river walk on their mini-bikes…!
no
We need a leader, but not a politician.
NO
Thank you for asking my opinion.
I appreciate that LBPD had a unit of bicycle-mounted officers, however, I don't see them patrol on a regular basis (usually only for special events). I think
increasing the number of beat officers who patrol on foot and by bicycle would greatly improve the public trust and community engagement. We need to
humanize officers and their community members by getting them out of their cars more often.
Also, please, PLEASE, if LBPD is going to drive in any manner that breaks traffic law or puts other road users at risk, then USE YOUR LIGHTS at a minimum. I
understand the need to be discrete at times and not use a siren, but I've seen officers speed dangerously, race the yellow/red light at a signal, execute dangerous
maneuvers - all without any warning or lights to indicate that they will be driving in an unpredictable and risky way. They need to be the example of good driving,
not give in to the status quo. Our city already suffers enough from poor driving practices.
Chose someone who will ensure all citizens are protected and not just a select few.
N/A
It would be great if the final candidates being considered could also be introduced and allowed to have some question and answer time with the various ethnic
groups in Long Beach. Perhaps several town hall meetings or something like that.
The fact that this survey questions the age of the respondent, the gender of the respondent, the race of the respondent, leads me to think the survey will be
biased. It amazes me that we can’t look at each other and see that we were all made in the image of God. By continually categorizing people by their race, by their
sex, by their behavior actually leads to corruption. Let’s focus on enforcing the laws. And stop focusing on all of these other things in the name of “diversity.”
Honesty and transparency are very important
NA
No answer.
Unsure
not at the moment, I'd need to come back to this.
no
No.
No
I'm tired of seeing crime go up and feeling unsafe in my neighborhood.
We need a chief who is benevolent and strong, sympathetic and determined.
I would feel so much better about our police force if more of them lived in the community they police. It ties back to that us-vs-them mentality that I detect
among police officers I encounter. They do not embrace our community and it feels to me like they are an occupying force. Also, I've witnessed small incidents
that are met with six or seven police cruisers when one or two should be enough. Is this a tactic used to try and demonstrate the need for more funding? It's
unsettling and looks like overkill and a waste of resources.
Electeds have accepted police union funding for their campaigns. This should never be offered again, not should any elected solicit funds from any public-service
union.
This position needs to stay out of politics! Let the PD do their job and be adequately staffed to reduce crime levels with sworn officers.
Individual's residence should have some bearing. Earning money in Long Beach and spending in city of residence.
N/A
No
None
No
N/A
concern about overtime pay, noisy helicopters (toys), too many guns on the street.
Officers actually enforce laws instead of pulling up and then driving away saying there is nothing they can do
Yes. PLEASE DO NOT BRING IN THE LAPD WOMAN OR ANYONE ELSE FROM OUTSIDE
No
I've always thought that cops should be paid more, for the responsibilities we lay on them, and so that we can be more selective in hiring. I'd be very open to a
new chief who would be willing to work toward that goal.
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Less money on war toys and more for education of officers and resources to provide appropriate response to homeless and mental health issues
A candidate that has honesty, integrity and character that takes responsibility for his/her own actions/choices and expects the same from the department
employees. Innovative and an inspiring leader.
N/A
No
Not that I can think of right now.
The Chief needs to stand firm against the mayor and city council who will continue to try to reduce the police force and its oversight of our community because
it's the trendy thing to do right now. We need a strong police force that is empowered to enforce the law.
How can police stop being trigger happy? People need to have a police chief who holds officers to a higher standard so they pay respect and in turn earn respect.
Help to protect and support small businesses
No
No
No.
LB should consider electing our police chief so that he can operate independently from political influences and report directly to the people.
No
why I did not get the same police service that my policeman neighbor received when my house was broken into. when his was robbed, he got helicopters, dogs,
the street was closed ( I couldn't get into my house and I lived next door!). I certainly did not get those things!!! and why does your "age" question stop at 64? do
the opinions of those older than that NOT count? I'm actually 66, but you do not provide that option.
My experience with some younger officers is that they aren’t well educated and mostly come from communities unlike our diverse city. That makes them a very
poor fit here.
No, but below. You should add an age bracket for people over 64. Also, I do not identify with LatinX and suggest that if you use this term, please add Latino too.
we need the police to engage the residents
Crime data may not be accurate. There seems to be an intiative to avoid report taking. Residents have to insist on reports being taken when the police are called.
Women are not comfortable going out alone because it is too scary right now.
yes but it won't matter
It is not right for the LBPD to use facial recognition software and LCRs to track regular citizens. It is an invasion of privacy. LBPD should be more transparent with
how they're using tax payer funds.
PATROL NEIGHBORHOODS AND AREAS THROUGHOUT THE CITY REGULARLY. INCREASE POLICE PRESENCE IN THE COMMUNITY.
Traffic and parking
No
No
Will miss Chief Luna, he is wonderful
Defund the police department, get police out of schools, reimagine public safety through community investment
I would like to less gang tagging in my community and feel safe to go out to do some walking doing the day
We need a sharp and strong Police Chief with an understanding of demographics of Long Beach with needs and desires of each community. Set up stronger
enforcement of City Municipal Codes that are on the books and set new guidelines when neccessary to be able to protect all of us citizens, residents and business
owners in Long Beach.
This is a flawed process and the public deserves real input. In LA and many other large city the public has an actual role in the selection process through civilian
police commissioners; we have this survey, a selection process designed to favor an insider, and an unaccountable City Manger making the decision.
No
No
The future new chief should have a stellar background to include obviously law-enforcement, management, upper management conflict management etc. etc.
We need to see police officers out and about in the neighborhoods. It's time for officers to walk a beat and get to know the people of Long Beach. This will solve
lots of problems and help with the department's image.
Yes , consider having an Open House Event on Police Equipment that's in use in the protection of our City
Long Beach needs to become a progressive city of the future. We need to leave behind legacy attitudes towards the way people live. This is not the 1950s. if a
white middle class citizen is worried about it, disregard their input until all other ethnic groups have given full input on the impacts of policing. stand up to citizens
who have worthless complaints. if they do not want to pay for homeless support services, then let the homeless sleep where they may find a spot for the night.
No
transparency on the lawsuit that Long Beach pays because of the police department.
If necessary, ability to work with others to adopt a plan that will 'work around' expected Supreme Court ruling w.r.t. the open carry of guns, as the result would
create chaos and escalating murder rate.
No
n/a
n/a
1) I realize that hands are tied with current laws allowing up to $900 as a misdemeanor. Cops will not even attempt to write a citation. This is resulting in higher
levels of theft and vandalism. These quality of life issues are becoming very bad.
2) I think dept. needs to review allocation of funds. We are short staffed. New hires could start in traffic divisions or neighborhood foot patrols in downtown
areas. Mental health intervention teams could take some of the pressure off more senior police to deal with serious crimes.
3) Gang intervention is crucial with joint venture outreach.
N/A
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No.
no
Yes
The new chief should strive to have the support of the DA/City Attorney
No.
Solo que tenga años sirviendo a Long Beach. Porque de esa manera podrá entender a nuestra ciudad .
Y a el la comunidad lo respetará .
Y gracia por ser el mejor departamento de policía de Los Ángeles .
No
N/A
No
No
No
Not quite
I want to reiterate WE NEED A CHEIF WHO IS GOING TO SUPPORT THEIR OFFICERS
I think that we have had one of the better police departments over the last decade, and lately it seems we do not. There appears to be less officers in the streets
and it appears the city does nothing about the increase in shootings and murders. We need more officer in the field to prevent crime.
N/A
Hire more police officers
Get out of the office and if nothing else wright traffic tickets all day long...................
Na
Robert Luna was a model chief and should set the bar for future candidates.
More police at night
Homeless population
No
NA
Without a strong leader, who supports their staff, the safety of the community will continue to on a downward spiral
N/a
Policing and public safety have a special role in a society, the brave men and women who put on the badge, show their courage, dedication, compassion, strength
and perseverance. They work to keep a city safe using their training, skills, character; and by the alliance with other officers and community partners. They go to
work not knowing what they will be confronted with and if they will make it home to their families. They should not be judged by the few who have sullied the
profession, but by the tens of thousands who have lived their lives honorably - dedicated to their communities. The deserve proper training, equipment and
enforceable laws to do their public safety job. They deserve our support.
Mandating officers to be vaccinated or else terminated is a bad idea. You’re putting our communities at risk if you do that.
No
No
Que tenga familia y tenga empatia
N/a
Hire someone who truly wants to protect and serve all of us and can lead a large diverse City like Long Beach.
No
N/a
N/a
No
No
Not answered
It is not fun when racist political groups that are not represented in our communities think they represent us with protests that brings negative press. Please be
more prepared to protect our communities with continued heads up in social media awareness.
No
Na
No.
No
No
Lower crime
The city of long beach does not care enough about its residents. We need to change that across the board.
No
No
N/A
Bob smith is not the man for the job
.
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No
Don’t take the job if you don’t have the courage to stand up to the politics
feel free to contact me- Dr. Joanna Barreras from CSULB
thank you
More community forums and working with council members.
Unsure
NA
NA
Don't get somebody who just sucks up to the mayor and media, try to hire from within the department if they're not some woke political stooge.
Dear future Chief of police you have been handed great power and hope you use it for good. The residents of Long Beach put all there faith in you that they will
see changes in our streets. Keep up the good work. I know we will see great changes for the better of our communities.
We need more Patrols on every area, not just the high crime areas...especially in our Parks and I don't mean that the park and just sit there and do nothing while
someone is breaking the Law.
Experience in challenges of enforcement vs prosecution of laws
no
There is also an illegal fireworks problem that no one seems to enforce. It is out of control in our area with random fireworks explosions happening in the middle
of the night disturbing the peace of the neighborhood.
N/A
I'd like a new Chief that can innovate and transform the relationship between the police and our community. What types of traditional police work can be done by
folks in other disciplines? Can the police department engage and work closely with other social services such as mental health? I'd like a Chief that can identify up
and coming individuals on the force, young folks w/ new ideas about policing and supporting the community. I want a Chief that leads by example and does the
hard work it takes to overcome internal biases. We need someone who can foster no tolerance for unjust policing and excessive use of force throughout the
department.
When the rioting was going on for Black Life Matters the police was told to stand down due to political reasons I believe. Our communities were burnt down and
many suffered. This caused a big disappointment in our police dept which I hope never to see again. I want a chief that decides on his own what to do in that
situation and not to be influenced or called on the carpet for doing his job.
The chief should be pro police proactivity.
Our police are mostly outstanding, but making them kowtow to riduculous whims of the mayor who has an agenda to transform our beautiful city into a ghetto.
No
No
Me gustaría que hagan vigilancia seguida y detengan a toda persona sospechosa ó que manejan demasiado rápido en nuestras comunidades de Long Beach.
no
The LBPD dispatch channels enable tens of thousands of residents to get information from pages from Long Beach Local News and Streaming562 quickly and
effectively.
No
Nope
There should not be a sense of entitlement by any police personnel.
What is working in other communities with Homeless Population. Look at City of Houston. Expand officers who work with drug/homeless segment of population.
I am not sure that anyone really cares about my answers on this survey.
No
Public health and compassionate policing are vital
Gangs of crime and murders!
Not at the moment
N/A
Homeless impact on community
No
Don't make this question a required remark
Senior Police Partners are gems… more of this, please! Expand to more minority participation.
None
No
N/A
1. There were spelling errors. Should say “our” not “out”. This matters and completely changes the meaning of the statement. Errors like this also reflect a lack of
importance and imply that this won’t actually be used or treated fairly.
The new police chief needs to be tough on crime and not worry about hurting everyone's feelings.
No
Because of pay and benefit inequity, LBPD trains many new officers in our own academy, then loses them when they lateral out to agencies that pay appropriate
wage and benefits. Long Beach must correct this, especially now that police work has become more challenging and dangerous.
I am not a current resident, but I worked for LBPD for 15 years and still come into the City several times a week for social, religious and volunteer activities.
No
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Chief needs to represent the community, city and all employees equally and honestly. Get the corruption and dishonest people out.
None
Our city needs strong LE leadership. Someone intelligent who can see the big picture and react to any issues that come up.
No
No
I just want to be safe, and to know if I had to call 911, I would get help from the police as quickly as they can get to me.
We know that this survey is just a PR move to give the impression that you really care what the community thinks.
More patrols, less petty theft and littering.
We are tired of promises and excuses. Show us what you can do instead of always finding justifications.
I wish to see a commitment to fill and maintain vacancies. I also wish to maintain all our sworn Aero personnel. I prefer to not outsource our air crews to non
sworn personnel. In house people know the City best and have a vested interest.
No
Not at this time.
No
The Mayor built a "butt tower" at the beach. With all the poverty, drugs and illegals here, I'm not sure how that positively impacted anyones life. He could've
spent our tax money on police and fire, you know, people that actually save lives.
No
Policing is tough—I support officers doing this difficult job but they must remember who they work for. Willful misbehavior and covering up same should not be
tolerated.
Long Beach deserved better
Get more of the officers out of their vehicles. They appear to want to sit in them and drive around instead of getting out.
Some, not most just some,, dispatchers are rude and ignorant to laws and municipale codes. Residents shouldn't have to explain to them how the law is being
violated.
No
How is Long Beach going to fight crime in the future ?
No
I want to see strong leadership and people skills. I want the next Police Chief to hold it's officers accountable for their actions, I also think proper recognition of
going above and beyond is just as important.
Next Chief of Police needs to be a person from the outside the department and not from the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department because their is too much
lack of accountability within LBPD when you have a lot of officers become YouTube stars for violating 1st Amendment, 4th Amendment rights the Department.
Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department has too many racist Gangs in them.
No
improve response times to neighborhood assaults, assaults and criminal homelessness
n/a
No
No
Let’s return to no nonsense law enforcement. Let social agencies deal with source problems.
No
No reply
Hire a chief that knows how to deal with the employees both sworn and non sworn on the issues of the department.
None.
N/A
No
N.
.
NO
I would really like to see more engagement with the community, such as coffee and donuts with the pd
Police need to be seen.
.
Thank you for all that you do! I know it’s not an easy job and we appreciate your efforts.
Time for a change. Long Beach City Departments are made up of white males and these needs to change.
Long Beach needs a strong community leader who understands our diversity and unique neighborhoods.
N/A
No
Not at this time.
Nothing.
n/a
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No.
Take care of your people and they're going to take care of you!
I sincerely hope the new Chief of Police is chosen internally. Someone who has a solid understanding of the department but is open and willing to make the
necessary changes. This person would be able to hit the ground running without having to play catch up and learn at the same time.
N/a
Na
O
.
NA
No
You’ve already decided to promote from within so why are you again wasting our damn money? We want - no demand - responsible leadership and you think we’
re all fools. Bad news. We’re not.
no
.
I’d like to see the department publish reports on diversity, be open and honest about areas it would like to address and have more training such as working with
people with mental illness. Not sure if this is correct but 8 hours of training in that field is not enough.
None
No
No
I don't live in LB but work in the city. My concerns are different but importent.
MAKE LONG BEACH SAFER!
I am concerned by the report that over the past four years LBPD has killed 13 people and seriously injured 56 according to a statewide transparency database.
This total is more than twice as high as Fresno and Sacramento which are similarly sized cities. When calculated per capita Long Beach’s numbers are almost triple
LAPD’s and more than five times as high as SFPD. This needs to be addressed and stopped immediately.
No
n/a
No
Please know that while visibly, patrol makes up what people see if the LBPD, the various other units do so much and need more attention. We need motors. We
need gang units and sweep units. The LBCOP program that was built and never used could do WONDERS for crime impact and the city if staffed and managed
(check out other cities that use CCTV). Invest in Dispatch and notice how their consolidation is still not complete a decade later.
Leadership all around Inter and intra-departmentally needs a solid leader.
None. I would love to see community police events in the north. I would love to see a day where the police and the community work together.
.
Inaccuracies and falsehoods of the Covid vaccine have blatantly not been addressed enough through our police department. More workers would be vaccinated if
they were properly informed.
N/a
No
Nothing else
Enforcement of Noise laws on vehicles with loud exhaust systems. PV a large sign that states noisy vehicles will be sighted. Also limit streets that tractor 🚜
trailers can be left unattended for days on end. In fact post limit signs on residential streets.
No
We have a number of excellent police officers already and the new police chief needs to build upon their insights snd knowledge of the community.
.
No
The police chief should understand the inherent biases of mass surveillance and predictive policing, and act to remove these practices from LBPD's toolset.
No
No more PD overtime for special events when non-PD can help staff! That alone would free up funds for crime prevention.
N/a
No
n/a
None
no
No corruption please
Chief Luna has been a great asset to the city and sorry to see him leave, I wish him the best with his retirement and future endeavers
More corporation with all the other Agency in the area. State parole, probation federal agency
No.
MAYBE YOU SHOULD TEACH YOUR POLICE OFFICERS TO STOP KILLING AND AIM FOR THE ARM OR LEG
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NA
No
There needs to be penalties for theft, car breakins and home invasions.
N/A
No.
Be tough on crime! During the riots last year the LBPD stood down and watched as people rioted and looted
Transparency is the key and safety & crime preventions should be the core of service!
Please work closer with community associations or groups!
Not at this time
Not really. I have only met a few officers during a community outreach and they were polite, and responsive to questions. I would like that to continue
Graffiti abatement gang intervention
no
Need a Chief that is not afraid to change and logically approach issues facing Long Beach.
No
Not at this time
May the best person get the job!
The homeless and trash problem needs to be addressed.
no
nope
I would like the new candidate to understand he is in service to the community not against it.
No, not at the moment
Remove firearms from being carried on officers belts. Lock them in the car, and have them call in the situation to have them unlocked.
No
No.
No
n/a
A
No
No
Hire a chief who willl not accept "This looks like a civil matter" expressed by his officers when a clear violation of the Penal Code has occurred.
How will you change the culture of protecting police who engage in criminal practices that are racist.
None.
Long Beach has always been a diverse city but know it seems that our politicians have allowed individuals to undermine our department. I want our proactive,
hard charging and hard working department back
?
no
No Trump supporter!
The new police chief needs to have morality, integrity, respect, honesty, and be a person of character.
Not at this time
Constitutional adherence is important to me. Stop mandates that infringe on my right to informed consent in health matters
Police are very important & support all their efforts
Would like the chief of police to be accountable to and hold his/her department accountable to the community.
No, there isn’t.
No
N/a
N/A
Characters and integrity
No.
REDUCE HOMELESS PEOPLE AND CRACKHEADS ON THE STREET.
None
Needs integrity and honesty
Are they looking into female candidates?
Cars do not stop at crosswalks and this is not safe when I walk my grand kids to school.
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The community needs to see a change in the Law Enforcement Leadership with our new Chief of Police who understands his/her role in providing safety to
everyone in the City as a human himself or herself with no bias or favoritism.
NONE
No
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េលើអី

មួយេឡើយ។
សហគមន៍ តវេឃើញ
ែដលយល់អំពីតួ
កង

មខនេ

រ

ស់បរេ

ទីរបស់ខនកង

ក៊េ

ក សី

ល់

កង

ព

អកដឹក

រផល់សុវតិ
មនុស

ំកងវស័យ

ពដល់មនុស គប់ៗ

តិេ

រអនុវតច ប់
េ

យមិនលំេអៀង ឬនិយមេ

មួយេមប៉ូលីសថីរបស់េយើង

កងទី កុងេ

យមិនេរសមុខ

េលើអី

មួយេឡើយ។
No
សហគមន៍ តវេឃើញ
ែដលយល់អំពីតួ
កង

មខនេ

រ

ស់បរេ

ទីរបស់ខនកង

ក៊េ

ក សី

ល់

កង

ព

អកដឹក

រផល់សុវតិ
មនុស

ំកងវស័យ

ពដល់មនុស គប់ៗ

តិេ

រអនុវតច ប់
េ

យមិនលំេអៀង ឬនិយមេ

មួយេមប៉ូលីសថីរបស់េយើង

កងទី កុងេ

យមិនេរសមុខ

េលើអី

មួយេឡើយ។
សហគមន៍ តវេឃើញ
ែដលយល់អំពីតួ
កង

មខនេ

រ

ស់បរេ

ទីរបស់ខនកង

ក៊េ

ក សី

ល់

កង

ព

អកដឹក

រផល់សុវតិ
មនុស

តិេ

ំកងវស័យ

ពដល់មនុស គប់ៗ

រអនុវតច ប់
េ

យមិនលំេអៀង ឬនិយមេ

មួយេមប៉ូលីសថីរបស់េយើង

កងទី កុងេ

យមិនេរសមុខ

េលើអី

មួយេឡើយ។
N/A
The community needs to see a change in the Law Enforcement Leadership with our new Chief of Police who understands his/her role in providing safety to
everyone in the City as a human himself or herself with no bias or favoritism.
No
The police chief must ensure that the voices of the people in Long Beach are respected, valued, and understood.
The police chief must ensure that the voices of the people in Long Beach are respected, valued, and understood.
The police chief must ensure that the voices of the people in Long Beach are respected, valued, and understood.
The police chief must ensure that the voices of the people in Long Beach are respected, valued, and understood.
Everyone should be able to report an officer who they feel is using excessive force and disrespecting the community without fear of retaliation.
The successful person need to have strong moral values, respect, integrity, fair, honest and person of character.
N/A
N/A
N/A
no
Chief should have experience with LGBTQ community. Thank you for offering the survey!
I have worked for the city for 21 years so I feel I have as much of a say as those who live in LB.
No I don't need to add anything thank you for the opportunity to comment.
N/A
Nope!
N/A
N/A
no.
N/A
N/A
No gracias por darme la opportunidad de opinar
N/A
N/A
N/A
Best of love!
N/A
N/A
N/A
Police accountability
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N/A
Will these surveys and numbers of participants be made public?
Be more of a person or human because being just a chief is not always the answer
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
We need someone who will stand up to the mayor et al and enforce the law: like arresting looters even if they carry BLM flags.
N/A
Oh yes thats thanks for being our hero!
help the homeless
N/A
I would like the police chief to ensure the department has training on how to have sensitive encounters with people experiencing domestic violence, sexual
assault, human trafficking and abuse. Also training on cultural sensitivity.
New chief needs to look at rooting out old-fashioned practices retraining and redeploying resources.
Why aren't criminals being arrested and put in jail. They have let enforcement go by the way side. Sat @ library speeding cars on Atlantic!
N/A
Law enforcement officials should be personally responsible for their own excessive violence/maltreatment/abusive and racist use of force. The citizens of Long
Beach should not be paying for illegal and abusive behavior by cops.
N/A
How can the city of long beach be assured and see from the work of the chief of police (outside of statement 1 2 3 on page 1) as well rounded absence to no law
enforcement image/portrait/photo appearance replicated from its communities involvement and or contact to individuals. Citizenship citizen illegal foreign
foreign illegal knowing that we are not the same from and within country to country. nationality to nationality race to race ethnicity to ethnicity gender to gender
sex to sex age to age and economic status to economic status culture to heritage. Individuals do not want the america land to be the identity of their home thus
there identity as an individual of their country continuing with the status of their home country. I sang the pledge of allegiance carry a flag of america and
introduce myself as america. Individuals do not be involved acknowledge but will say who the are foreign name where from of their home country.
No
N/A
Respecting officers at the scene, officers should be allowed to draw upon their training rather than being castracized
N/A
Homeless population
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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